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Preface

Marine invertebrates like sponges and sponge-associated microorganisms are some
of the richest sources of novel bioactive molecules and lead compounds for ther-
apeutical and biotechnological applications. However, the sustainable exploitation
of marine natural products is limited due to the supply problem. The only likely
way to tackle this problem is to isolate and express the genes encoding the
enzymes/proteins involved in biosynthesis of these products to obtain the active
molecules in sufficient amounts. The aim of this book is to describe new approaches
combining the present knowledge in marine genomics and advanced natural
products chemistry for the sustainable production of novel secondary metabolites
(lead compounds), as well as pharmacologically active peptides/proteins, with
antimicrobial, neuroprotective, anti-osteoporotic, anti-protozoan/anti-plasmodial,
anti-ageing and immune-modulating activities, using molecular-biology-based
approaches and advanced chemical techniques, to obtain and to select candidate
compounds for pre-clinical and clinical studies. The authors of this book include
European or worldwide leaders in marine genomics and marine natural product
chemistry/structure elucidation, as well as leading researchers from high-tech
enterprises with special interest in biotechnology and bringing marine biotechnol-
ogy products to the market. This book also comprises chapters describing the
discovery and sustainable exploitation of molecules from hitherto unexploited
extreme marine environments, advanced biosynthetic prediction techniques and
methods in computer-aided drug discovery, combinatorial biosynthesis methods, as
well as strategies in drug discovery and development of marine-derived compounds
of biomedical and biotechnological interest. This book also summarizes main
results of the European Union Framework Programme FP7 project “BlueGenics—
From gene to bioactive product: Exploiting marine genomics for an innovative and
sustainable European blue biotechnology industry” (project No. 311848; 2012–
2016); Fig. 1. Our intention is to demonstrate that the application of innovative
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molecular biological approaches is the only way to sustainably exploit the enor-
mous economic potential of the marine molecular biodiversity—for the future of
blue biotechnology industry and human benefit.

Mainz, Germany Werner E.G. Müller
Heinz C. Schröder
Xiaohong Wang

Fig. 1 Group photo of the European Union FP7 project “BlueGenics” team during the summer
school 2016 in Rovinj, Croatia
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35 Years of Marine Natural Product
Research in Sweden: Cool Molecules
and Models from Cold Waters

Lars Bohlin, Paco Cárdenas, Anders Backlund and Ulf Göransson

Abstract Currents efforts in marine biodiscovery have essentially focused on
temperate to tropical shallow water organisms. With more than 6000 species of
marine plants and animals, the Kosterfjord area has the richest marine biodiversity
in Swedish waters, but it remains understudied. The overall objective of our marine
pharmacognosy research is to explore and reveal the pharmacological potential of
organisms from this poorly explored region. More generally, we wish to understand
aspects of structure–activity relationships of chemical interactions in cold-water
marine environment (shallow and deep). Our strategy is based on ecologically
guided search for compounds through studies of physiology and organism inter-
actions coupled to identification of bioactive molecules guided by especially in vivo
assays. The research programme originated in the beginning of the 1980s with a
broad screening of Swedish marine organisms using both in vitro and in vivo
assays, resulting in isolation and identification of several different bioactive
molecules. Two congenerous cyclopeptides, i.e. barettin and 8,9-dihydrobarettin,
were isolated from the deep-sea sponge Geodia barretti, and structurally elucidated,
guided by their antifouling activity and their affinity to a selection of human
serotonin receptors. To optimize the activity a number of analogues of barettin were
synthezised and tested for antifouling activity. Within the EU project BlueGenics,
two larger homologous peptides, barrettides A and B, were isolated from G. baretti.
Also, metabolic fingerprinting combined with sponge systematics was used to
further study deep-sea natural product diversity in the genus Geodia. Finally, the
chemical property space model ‘ChemGPS-NP’ has been developed and used in
our research group, enabling a more efficient use of obtained compounds and
exploration of possible biological activities and targets. Another approach is the
broad application of phylogenetic frameworks, which can be used in prediction of
where—in which organisms—to search for novel molecules or better sources of
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Division of Pharmacognosy, Department of Medicinal Chemistry,
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known molecules in marine organisms. In a further perspective, the deeper
understanding of evolution and development of life on Earth can also provide
answers to why marine organisms produce specific molecules.

1 Natural Product Research

Nature has for a long time been a source of cures against different diseases.
Ethnopharmacological observations, that is observations of how people in different
cultures have used plants to treat diseases, have been a major source of bioactive
molecules subsequently developed into important drugs (Heinrich and Gibbons
2001). The discovery of morphine, quinine, vincristin and artemisinin are some
examples that have revolutionized medicine. Fungi have also been of utmost
importance for the development of antibiotics, with penicillin, cyclosporin, aver-
mectin and cephalosporin as typical examples. Microorganisms have become more
and more the focus of natural product research due to the development of culti-
vation techniques, but also due to the increasing use and development of molecular
biology tools to discover the real producers of bioactive secondary metabolites
(Demain and Sanchez 2009; Gerwick and Fenner 2013).

2 Marine Natural Product Research, a Field on the Rise

Historically, the marine environment has always been more difficult to access for
humans and therefore limited knowledge of the use of marine organisms can be
found in older literature. Instead, ecological and toxicological observations of ter-
restrial organisms have been and still are the starting points for many research
projects. In comparison to the fields of chemistry and biology of terrestrial plants
and microorganisms, marine natural product research is very young. Paul J. Scheuer
(1915–2003) was one of the pioneers in the field, when he started serious marine
natural product research only six decades ago, at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. Since then, more than 25,700 marine compounds have been discovered,
and the field is steadily growing with 1378 new marine natural products in 459
papers for 2014 (there were only 332 new marine compounds reported in 1984)
(Blunt et al. 2016). However, so far only a handful of marine compounds have been
developed into commercial drugs. Recent examples are Prialt® (ω-conotoxin
MVIIA), based on a toxic peptide isolated from a tropical snail of the genus Conus,
and used against neuropathic pain; Yondelis® (ET-743/trabectedin), an anticancer
drug resulting from research on the Caribbean tunicate Ecteinascidia turbinate, and
Halaven® (eribulin), another anticancer drug derived from halichondrin B, origi-
nally isolated from the Japanese sponge Halichondria okadai (Molinski et al. 2009;
Montaser and Luesch 2011; Newman and Cragg 2016).

2 L. Bohlin et al.



3 Cold Waters, from the Shallow to the Deep

The field of marine pharmacognosy has mainly explored easily accessible shallow
waters in tropical to temperate regions, where the marine biodiversity is the highest
(Chaudhary et al. 2016; Leal et al. 2012) believing that this could lead to higher
chemical diversity. In comparison, cold-water organisms have not attracted as much
interest, at least not in the early days of this field. Cold waters include not only the
boreoarctic waters but also the deep sea, from arctic to tropical regions, which offer a
wide array of different habitats and a biodiversity still poorly known. Deep-sea ‘cold
waters’ bring other parameters than temperature to take into account, such as depth,
permeability for light (at different wavelengths), ice coverage, oxygen saturation
depending on temperature in surface layers, and even the water currents distributing
nutrients in the vertical sections. In recent years, we note an increasing number of
studies on organisms from shallow European cold waters (e.g. from Norway,
Spitsbergen, or even the Swedish West Coast) (Blunt et al. 2016) but the number of
studies on deep-sea natural products is still very low. Less than 2% of over 25,700
marine natural products described these last 50 years come from deep-sea organ-
isms, and a third of those have only been described these last years (Skropeta 2008;
Skropeta and Wei 2014). Among these deep-sea organisms, we note that sponges,
just like in shallow waters, represent the main source of new marine natural products
(Skropeta 2008; Leal et al. 2012). Indeed, with 200 new sponge metabolites dis-
covered each year and already more than 5300 reported (Ebada and Proksch 2012),
sponges are unquestionably the leading source of new marine compounds. However,
when we reviewed the cold-water sponge marine natural products from the
boreoarctic Atlantic region (including Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard and
Scandinavian waters), we found a meagre 48 compounds (not counting amino acids,
fatty acids and sterols) in 27 species investigated (Table 2). These 48 compounds
only represent 0.9% of all sponge compounds ever reported, while the 27 species
may be compared with the 161 species from the Swedish coast, or even with the
estimated 305 species living in Norwegian waters (www.artsdatabanken.no,
Norwegian Biodiversity Information Centre, accessed 28-07-2016). Of the 27 spe-
cies studies, more than half (16) were from the deep sea (>100 m depth). We believe
these numbers illustrate how neglected cold waters still are in the field of marine
pharmacognosy, but also how much remains to be explored and discovered.

4 Swedish Cold Waters

Sweden is entirely situated north of latitude 55°, and has a 3218 km long coastline
with a climate changing rather dramatically during the different seasons of the year.
Because the Baltic Sea is essentially brackish water (salinity of 5–15‰), the only
true marine environment (with a salinity of 30–35‰) can be found on the West
Coast of Sweden, and includes two areas: the Skagerrak strait, which is linked to
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the North Sea and Norwegian Sea, and the Kattegat (between Sweden and
Denmark) linked to the Baltic Sea. The fieldwork and material described in this
chapter originate from the north-eastern part of the Skagerrak: the Kosterfjord area
(58°58–58°43′N). With more than 6000 species of marine plants and animals, the
Kosterfjord area has the richest marine biodiversity in Swedish waters (which is one
reason why this area has now been declared a marine national park). One reason for
this high biodiversity lies in the deepest parts of the Kosterfjord, a deep and narrow
trench (up to 247 m deep) known as Kosterrännan (Fig. 1). This deep environment
is connected to the deep Norwegian trench, and is characterized by strong currents,
absence of light in its deepest parts, high salinity (34–35‰) and low temperatures
(5–7 °C). These conditions attract a typical deep-sea oceanic fauna. The latest
marine inventory by the Swedish Taxonomy Initiative (2006–2009) recorded a total

Fig. 1 Map over the Kosterfjord area showing the deep-water trench connecting the Kosterrännan
with Atlantic deep-water areas. Map made by Hans Sjögren and used with his permission. The red
dot indicates the position of the Tjärnö Marine Biological Laboratory
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of 1203 invertebrates of which 30 species were new to science and an additional 43
new to Sweden (Table 1) (Karlsson et al. 2014). Swedish marine waters also host
1084 species of macroalgae and many more unicellular algae (www.dyntaxa.se,
Swedish Taxonomic Database, accessed 28-07-2016). Only a handful of these
cold-water marine macroorganisms have been investigated for natural products and
bioactivity (Table 2).

5 The Emergence of Marine Pharmacognosy in Sweden

The long history of marine biology in Sweden is tightly linked to the marine
stations along the Swedish coastline. However, in the beginning of 1980s none of
this research was focusing on chemistry and pharmacology of Swedish marine
organisms. Based on a postdoctorate experience in the USA, one of the authors
(LB) decided to start in 1981 a research programme in Sweden named ‘Marine
Pharmacognosy’. Contact was taken with the Director of Tjärnö Marine Biological
Laboratory, situated strategically by the Kosterfjord (Figs. 1 and 2). The researchers
in this modern marine station had access to a unique marine flora and fauna and a
long experience of the biology of the marine organisms in cold waters.

The aim of our studies was to evaluate the potential for isolation of novel
pharmacologically active natural products from a selection of marine organisms
collected in the Kosterfjord, guided by several in vivo and in vitro bioassays. No
ethnopharmacological data existed for any of these marine organisms and only
limited toxicological data was known, e.g. for the well-known lion’s mane jellyfish
Cyanea capillata. However, ecological observations helped to select some species,
for example the ability of some sponges to avoid overgrowth of settling organisms.
In the end, the main criteria for collection were (i) the availability of the organisms
and (ii) sampling organisms from different phyla: red and brown algae, bryozoans,
echinoderms, soft corals, polychaetes, bivalves, brachiopods, tunicates and spon-
ges. The collection was performed using scuba diving down to 25 m (Fig. 2b) and,
at larger depths, using a dredge towed after a research vessel.

Table 1 Ranking of the five main producers of new marine natural products worldwide (Leal
et al. 2012) along with the diversity of these main producers in Swedish waters

Ranking Phyla Number of species
recorded in Sweden

New species for Sweden
since 2004

1 Porifera 161 3

2 Cnidaria 240 7

3 Echinodermata 82 3

4 Chordata (subphyla
Tunicata)

63 0

5 Mollusca 720 4

Source www.dyntaxa.se, accessed on 28-07-2016

35 Years of Marine Natural Product Research … 5
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The identified species collected were frozen and homogenized. After centrifu-
gation and lyophilisation the material was extracted with petroleum ether, chloro-
form and methanol. Together with the water extract, four different extracts with
different polarity were introduced into a broad screening programme, using
Hippocratic screening in mice in vivo, guinea-pig ileum preparations, but also tests
for antibacterial and antiviral activity. A number of 142 extracts from 36 marine
organisms were tested, and resulted in the first bioactivity profile of Swedish marine
organisms. The results from these studies were published between 1983 and 1986

Fig. 2 a Lars Afzelius (1936–2001), Director of Tjärnö Marine Biological Laboratory, in 1982.
b Lars Bohlin (left) and Göran Lidgren (right) collecting marine organisms at Tjärnö in 1982.
c The Sven Lovén Center Tjärnö by the Kosterfjord, opened in 1963 (photo taken in 2016); the
research vessel Nereus is at the dock. d A remote-operated vehicle (ROV) is bringing back sponge
samples in a net, on the deck of the vessel Nereus (on the picture: captain Roger Johansson and
Christin Appelqvist). e Frame grab from the ROV showing a large Geodia barretti at 82 m depth
in the Kosterfjord; the two laser points are set 55 mm apart. f Sampling of G. barretti specimen on
deck for natural product and genomic research (picture authorship: A: L. Bohlin; B: L. Andersson;
C-F: P. Cárdenas)
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(Andersson et al. 1983, 1986; Lidgren et al. 1985). These evaluations showed that
about 50% of the tested organisms showed significant biological activity in at least
one of the assays. To date, such an ambitious bioactivity screening programme on
Swedish marine organisms has never been repeated. However, similar screening
studies have been made in nearby cold waters. Some 15 years later, antimicrobial
activity was screened in Spitsbergen (sub-Arctic) shallow water marine inverte-
brates (Lippert et al. 2003). This study included ascidians, mollusks (gastropods
and nudibranchs), bryozoans, cnidarians and sponges; none of these species had
been included in the previous Swedish investigation by Andersson et al. (1983).
Interestingly, the antimicrobial activity tested was against sympatric bacteria and
not pathogenic bacteria. Lippert et al. (2003) concluded that 6 out of 18 crude
extracts had antimicrobial activity on sympatric bacteria. The most potent extract
came from the haplosclerid sponge Haliclona (Rhizoniera) viscosa. Five years later,
another screening study investigated antibacterial and antifungal activities against
pathogenic strains in Norwegian marine benthic invertebrates (Tadesse et al. 2008).
This study targeted common ascidians, sponges and a soft coral from the shallow
waters of northern Norway. Three species (Geodia barretti, Ciona intestinalis and
Alcyonium digitatum) were common to the Swedish screening programme
(Andersson et al. 1983). In contrast to Andersson et al. (1983), Tadesse et al. (2008)
detected some antibacterial activities in extracts of the ascidian Ciona intestinalis
and the soft coral Alcyonium digitatum. Overall, Tadesse et al. (2008) concluded
that all these marine organisms were active against all bacteria and fungal strains
tested; the colonial ascidian Synoicum pulmonaria had the most potent extract.

Later in the Swedish marine pharmacognosy programme, the guinea-pig ileum,
with a large number of receptors and a capacity to discover a broad range of
bioactivity, was selected to guide the isolation of bioactive principles from the
extracts (Andersson et al. 1986). This resulted in novel steroidal glycosides from
the common sunstar Crossaster papposus (Andersson et al. 1985), indole alkaloids
from the moss animal Flustra foliacea (Sjöblom et al. 1983) and several different
compounds from the deep-sea sponge Geodia barretti (Lidgren et al. 1986, 1988).
Extracts from G. barretti showed an especially strong activity in all of the bioas-
says, which raised several scientific questions about the rational for this activity.
Furthermore, the conspicuous fouling free surface of G. barretti (Fig. 2e–f) sparked
us to continue our studies on this remarkable sponge.

6 Discovery of the Barettins from the Deep-Sea Sponge
Geodia barretti

Biofouling is a severe problem in the sea for benthic sessile organisms due to
unwanted growth of other sessile organisms. The settlement of this type of
organisms occurs also on other surfaces, which are exposed in the marine envi-
ronment. In the case of boat hulls, this leads to a surface with higher friction and
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higher fuel consumption to keep the same speed. To avoid biofouling several
methods are used, notably antifouling coatings. Traditional heavy-metal-based
coatings contained copper or tin oxides, e.g. TBTO (tributyltin oxide), which are
very effective to keep the surface free from biofouling but are extremely toxic for
the environment and benthic organisms when released into the water (e.g. Evans
et al. 1996). In an environment where marine benthic organisms compete for space,
light or nutrients in the water current, limiting foreign overgrowth is a decisive
advantage in evolution. Several organisms have therefore developed different
morphological or chemical antifouling strategies against other sessile organisms
(e.g. barnacles, bivalves, sponges, algae). Our research has been aiming at isolating
antifouling compounds from these types of organisms.

To evaluate the antifouling activity of G. barretti, the barnacle larvae settlement
assay was used. The nauplius larvae of the bay barnacle (Amphibalanus improvisus)
were collected from spawning adults and kept aerated in fresh seawater. After 6–
7 days the moulted cyprid larvae were washed and used in the settlement experi-
ments (Sjögren et al. 2004b). The assay was used to guide the fractionation and
isolation procedure of an aqueous ethanol extract of G. barretti, which showed
inhibition of the cyprid settlement. This resulted in identification of two cyclic
dipeptides, named barettin (Lidgren et al. 1986) and 8,9-dihydrobarettin (Sjögren
et al. 2004b). They both consist of one brominated tryptophane residue and one
arginine residue forming a diketopiperazine type of cyclic peptide (Fig. 3). However,
the initial structure was for sometime a matter of discussion (Sölter et al. 2002)

Fig. 3 The three barettins
extracted from the deep-sea
sponge Geodia barretti from
the Swedish West Coast. The
bromine (Br) is in red; the
tryptophane residue is in blue

18 L. Bohlin et al.



but the definite structure was confirmed by NMR (Sjögren et al. 2004b) and later by
total synthesis (Johnson et al. 2004).

Barettin and 8,9-dihydrobarettin showed dose-response inhibition of the cyprids
at respective EC50 values of 0.9 and 7.9 µM (Sjögren et al. 2004b). Structure–
activity studies revealed that the complete structure of barettin including the double
bond was necessary for the shown activity. Further LC-MS analysis of seawater,
either incubated with undamaged living sponges or in situ, showed the presence of
barettin and also strong inhibition of settlement (Sjögren et al. 2004b, 2011). None
of the compounds showed any significant activity on larval mortality. When the
cyprids were transferred to a control Petri dish with fresh seawater they displayed a
normal swimming and settlement behaviour (Sjögren et al. 2004b).

To gain an increased understanding of the relationships between chemical
structure and shown biological activity, a number of analogues were synthesized
based on the barettin skeleton. For comparison, a dipodazine skeleton was used
where arginine is replaced by the amino-acid glycine. Several of the analogues
showed significant inhibition of settlement of the cyprids where benzo[g]dipodazine
was even more potent than barettin (EC50 = 0.034 µM) (Sjögren et al. 2006). Later,
an even more potent barettin was extracted from G. barretti: bromobensizoxazolone
barettin (Fig. 3) had an EC50 value of 15 nM (Hedner et al. 2008).

To further understand the mode of action and molecular target of the barettins,
we studied their affinity to human serotonin receptors. The selection of receptors
was based on the finding that the cyprid larvae contain serotonin receptors but also
the structural similarities between the barettins and ligands with affinity to serotonin
receptors, such as the drug Tegaserod (Beglinger 2002). Representatives from all
subfamilies of human serotonin receptors were used. They were transfected into
membranes of embryonic kidney cells. Barettin showed specific activity to 5-HT2A,
5-HT2C and 5-HT4 at concentrations close to endogenous serotonin, while
8,9-dihyrobarettin had a weaker interation with 5-HT2C (Hedner et al. 2006).

As mentioned earlier the biofouling of sessile organisms in the marine envi-
ronment like barnacles but also algae, mussels, ascidians and hydroids is a severe
problem for boats and aquaculture equipment (Wahl 1989). Based on the
antifouling results for the barettins, their effect in field conditions included in
commercially used non-toxic paints was tested to find out their ability to inhibit
settlement of cyprids. A significantly reduced recruitment of both larvae from
barnacles and blue mussels was observed (Sjögren et al. 2004a).

7 Geodia barretti—A Sponge Model for Sponge Ground
Investigations

While chemists were studying the barettins, marine biologists started to investigate
the morphological/molecular evolution, the biogeography and the phylogenetic
relationships of boreoarctic Geodia species (Cárdenas 2010; Cárdenas et al. 2010,
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2011; Cárdenas and Rapp 2013) which led to a large revision of the six boreoarctic
species, including G. barretti, gathering basic knowledge on its biology (cultiva-
tion, reproduction, microbial community and associated macrofauna) (Cárdenas
et al. 2013 and references within). G. barretti has a very wide bathymetric range: it
can be found from 30 to 2000 m depth (Cárdenas et al. 2013). It is the most
common and widespread Geodia species across the North Atlantic, recorded from
fjords to continental shelf and slopes, and even from the mid-Atlantic ridge
(Cárdenas and Rapp 2015; Cárdenas et al. 2013). It is particularly common on the
European continental shelf from Spistbergen to the entire Norwegian coastline, and
down to the Swedish West Coast. In Sweden, G. barretti is quite common in the
Kosterfjord, where we now collect it with a remote operated vehicle
(ROV) (Fig. 2d). It has never been recorded south of the Kosterfjord, even in the
closeby Gullmarfjord (58°15′N) (Théel 1908; P. Cárdenas and M. Thollesson
personal observations) which is shallower (42–118 m deep) and probably most
importantly, not connected to the deep Norwegian trench.

When one of the authors (PC) joined the BlueGenics project at the Division of
Pharmacognosy at Uppsala University in 2014, he brought his knowledge on
sponge systematics notably to look for Geodia chemical markers, using untargeted
and targeted metabolic fingerprinting, a promising tool for sponge chemosystem-
atics (Cárdenas et al. 2012). In order to be able to compare the sponge metabolic
fingerprints, it is absolutely necessary to have a solid taxonomical and ecological
knowledge of the species extracted, a requirement sometimes too lightly overlooked
in the field of natural products (Leal et al. 2016; Cárdenas 2016). Especially since
molecular phylogenetic studies have considerably shaken the traditional demo-
sponge classification (Morrow and Cárdenas 2015). This promising study is still in
progress but preliminary targeted metabolic results suggest that it will be difficult to
find shared compounds by all boreoarctic Geodia species, let alone for the Geodia
genus, since known compounds seem to be species-specific. For instance, barettin
has been found in most G. baretti specimens investigated, and seldom in other
species [e.g. an independent study reported barettin from Geodia macandrewii
(Olsen et al. 2016b)]. Furthermore, our current metabolic fingerprint database
suggests some metabolic variability between G. barretti populations across the
North Atlantic.

Another important feature of G. barretti is that it is one of the key species of
deep-sea boreal sponge grounds (i.e. sponge-dominated communities), which occur
across the North Atlantic (Klitgaard and Tendal 2004; Murillo et al. 2012). Sponge
grounds are among the most diverse, ecologically and biologically important
marine ecosystems of the deep sea, and yet they have so far received very little
research attention. G. barretti dominates these boreal habitats in terms of size and
biomass and is therefore one of the main structures forming species. One of the
authors (PC) is now part of a large EU funded H2020 consortium to investigate
these sponge grounds further: the main goal of the project SponGES (www.
deepseasponges.org) is to develop an integrated ecosystem-based approach to
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preserve and sustainably use deep-sea sponge ecosystems of the North Atlantic.
One of the challenges of SponGES will be to further explore the metabolic diversity
of the main sponges from North Atlantic sponge grounds, notably G. barretti,
combined this time with genomic and metagenomic data. With so much knowledge
and data at hand, we are aiming to propose G. barretti as a sponge model for the
discovery and production of new marine compounds in the deep sea, as well as for
the study of their biological role.

8 Cold-Water Temperatures Still Produce Cool
Chemistry

The interest for proteins and peptides as bioactive compounds in the fields of
pharmacognosy and natural products chemistry has increased during the last dec-
ades. Some classes of families and organisms that have never been studied before
are now in focus, and they reveal new chemistry and biochemistry of importance
for drug discovery, biotechnology and our understanding of ecology and physiol-
ogy. Reasons for this renewed interest are explained by several factors, including
technical developments in nucleotide sequencing, mass spectrometry and the
combination into proteomics/peptidomics, but also by the general trend moving
towards peptide and proteins in the area of drug development. For the natural
product chemists, this change brings changes in methodology, for example moving
from mainly working with extractions using organic solvents to aqueous solvents,
and the use of big data and data mining for structure elucidation.

Still, with one prominent exemption, the field of ribosomally produced natural
products from the marine environment is vastly underexplored. The exemption is
the conotoxins, which comprise a very large group of peptide toxins from the
Conidae family of marine gastropods, see www.conoserver.org for more informa-
tion and reviews (e.g. Akondi et al. 2014; Durek and Craik 2015). These peptides
are characterized by the presence of disulfide bonds that confine their conserved
structural folds. Recently, other marine mollusks have been shown to express
similar mixtures of peptides (Verdes et al. 2016). However, considering the fact that
peptides are water-soluble compounds and appear ideal also for communication
between species, the comparison to the role of volatile compounds for communi-
cation between terrestrial organisms is intriguing, where also surprisingly few
examples of ribosomally produced peptides have been described. This is true also
for sponges, which are as earlier mentioned, one of the—if not the—main targets
for marine biodiscovery.

Some larger proteins have been described in sponges (e.g. O’Keefe 2001),
together with a handful of peptides. The latter includes asteropine A, isolated from a
shallow water Asteropus from Japan (Takada et al. 2006). This 36 amino-acid
residue long peptide comprises six cysteines arranged in a so-called cystine knot
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motif, in which the first Cys residue is connected by a disulfide bond to the fourth
Cys residue, the second to the fifth and the third to the sixth Cys residue. This motif
is shared with many other peptides from all kingdoms of life, but asteropine dis-
tinguishes itself by being highly negatively charged. Asteropine A is a potent
inhibitor of bacterial sialidase enzyme, but if and how this activity is coupled to its
role in nature is unclear. Some years later, further cystine knot peptides, the
asteropsins A–G, were reported in a different shallow water species of Asteropus,
from South Korea (Su et al. 2016; Li et al. 2013, 2014). In analogy to asteropine,
their natural functions are unclear.

In the BlueGenics project, our aim was to explore the peptide content of G.
barretti, sparked by our history of studying the chemistry of this cold-water marine
organism, combined with our interest in peptide natural products in general
(Burman et al. 2014). We had observed high molecular weight compounds by mass
spectrometry (MS) analyses in an extract of G. barretti, triggering our interest
further. In short, we then successfully isolated two homologous peptides from the
aqueous acetonitrile extract of the sponge using a combination of reverse phase and
size exclusion chromatography. Two additional peptides were observed by mass
spectrometry, but they could not be obtained in sufficient amounts for attempting
sequence analyses. Sequencing of the peptides were done by combining quantita-
tive amino-acid analyses and MS/MS peptide sequencing, after first reducing and
alkylating possible cysteines. It was clear from the latter experiment that these
peptides, which we named barrettides A and B, contained four cysteines engaged in
two disulfide bonds. The full sequences were revealed after combining MS/MS data
from digests of the peptides using different enzymes. The N-terminal part of these
peptides proved to be less than straightforward to sequence by MS/MS because of
the presence of multiple acidic residues. However, corroborating evidence was
provided by a sequence found in the metatranscriptome of G. barretti (Radax et al.
2012). The final sequences of barrettide A and B could thus be determined (Fig. 4).
No homologues to these peptides could be found when searching the NCBI data-
bases for similar sequences (Carstens et al. 2015). The three-dimensional structure
in solution of barrettide A was determined using NMR. The peptides adopt a long
β-hairpin-fold cross-braced by the two disulfide bonds. Both peptides—they differ
only with a valine to leucine substitution—are amphipathic in nature: the
hydrophobic and charged residues cluster on separate faces of the molecule. Both
peptides show antifouling activity against bay barnacles, but it is unlikely that this
is the natural function.

From the metatranscriptome, it is clear that the barrettides are ribosomally
produced peptides. Most likely, this is the case also for the asteropsins and aster-
opine; and they all contain the common amino acids found in proteins (although the
N-terminal Glu is posttranslationally modified into pyroGlu at the N-terminal in
some of the asteropsins). Other smaller sponge peptidic natural products described
(Blunt et al. 2016) appear to originate from non-ribosomal peptide synthesis.
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Fig. 4 a Sequence alignment of barrettides, asteropine A and asteropsins. Cysteines and disulfide
bond configurations are in yellow: barrettides A and B contain two disulfide bonds in a ladder
arrangement, other peptides are cystine knots. Note that asteropsins G, D, A, B and C contain
pyroGlu at their N-terminal. b Three-dimensional structure of barrettide A, represented by the
overlay of the 20 best structures after NMR. The termini are flexible, whereas the sequence
between cysteines adopt a well-defined ß-sheet
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9 Interpretation, Prediction and Selection

ChemGPS-NP. The tangible diversity of small carbon-based molecules is unfath-
omly huge, such that already conservative estimates as those by Bohacek and
co-authors in the mid-1990s (Bohacek et al. 1996) were pointing to 1060. More
recent attempts to address the issue reach far beyond this, and from simple con-
nectivity estimates suggest 10240—or even more—tangible molecules (Lipinski and
Hopkins 2004). As 1060 is already a number larger than the estimated number of
atoms in the known universe, the specific upper border becomes less important.
What we can conclude, however, is that there is an immense potential for chemical
diversity in nature. In order to navigate this vast ocean of potential diversity, a tool
to provide bearing and distance is required. There has been several attempts to
provide such devices, until Larsson et al. (2007) proposed a global map of chemical
space based on extensive principal component analyses (PCA) of physical chemical
properties called the ChemGPS-NP. This is a further development of an initial
model suggested by Oprea and Gottfries (2001).

The physical–chemical property map. From the chemical structure of a com-
pound, there are today numerous ways to estimate physical–chemical properties.
These can consist of molecular weight, number of nitrogen atoms, degree of aro-
maticity, lipophilicity, etc. All of these properties will make up an array, which is
very well suited for PCA. In the process of PCA, the main purpose is to reduce the
complexity, or dimensionality, of the analyzed data, by identifying so-called prin-
cipal components which can be seen as ways of defining observed covariation in the
analyzed data. These principal components, all perpendicular to each other, will
define the rules governing the space to navigate—and frequently turning out to be
more complex than the physical space in which we live. On an ordinary geographical
map of Earth, we can suffice with only three dimensions to pinpoint any position on
the surface of Earth, and generously adding the fourth dimension cherished by
physicists, time, we can also cater for geological processes changing the face of
Earth. In the chemical property space defined by ChemGPS-NP, however, we will
need eight dimensions to navigate chemical diversity in an adequate way. The actual
mathematics to do this has been in place for more than 100 years (Pearson 1901).

Tool for interpretation, prediction and selection. So, what would then be the
purpose of such hyperdimensional frivolities? As such, the visualization of chem-
ical property space becomes an intuitive and fast method of grouping compounds,
summarizing their properties for overview, and observing patterns in character
distribution. Patterns may be compared to and interpreted in the light of other
complex processes—one such being the evolution of life on Earth.

Where life started. Already from the oldest written sources, there has been a
conceptualized sequence in which life as we know it emerged. This understanding
developed further from the eighteenth century with the appreciation of stratified
fossil finds, and continued into modern day with our more finely tuned methods of
investigation. In the publications by Darwin (1859) and Haeckel (1866) from the
mid nineteenth century one finds the earliest examples of phylogenetic trees,
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providing an explicit hypothesis of the order in which these evolutionary events
supposedly took place.

Evolutionary prespectives. When attempting to grasp the width and impact of
these processes, it is of crucial importance to retain a proper, evolutionary per-
spective. We have now strong reasons to believe that all life on Earth was not
created—albeit sequencially—during the course of 6 days, and we also know that
novel breeds of humanoids do not turn up at the rate and divergent forms as in the
popular comics about the X-Men featured by Marvel (Lee and Kirby 1963).
Evolution takes time, proceeding by numerous small (and some larger) mutations to
the genomes of living organisms, complemented by the occasional lateral gene
transfer, and subsequently evaluated by the process of natural selection as elo-
quently described by Darwin (1859).

When did things happen? At the international botanic congress in St. Louis
1999, Prof. Kåre Bremer proposed in a plenary talk, that the most important
challenge for the years to come would be not to add further support and resolution
to the phylogenies presented, but to start putting dates to the evolutionary events
implied. During the 1980s the theory of neutral evolution (Kimura 1983) rendered
some support to the idea that differences in DNA sequences, i.e. mutations, between
two species accumulated over time and that the observed number of such mutations
would stand in proportion to the time between the evolutionary events. This created
the first versions of the ‘molecular clock’ interpretation, which gave us some initial
hints on the timescales at work. However, comparing these early molecular clocks
to other and partly contradictory evidence from fossil data, geological events, and
some interpretable transition series, where the change of specific features could be
followed in a group of organisms, indicated that this application of the appealing
theory had some flaws. In two papers from the 1990s (Albert et al. 1994a, b) these
issues were addressed making use of, at that time, comprehensible sets of DNA
sequence data. The firm conclusion was that even though a molecular clock
appeared to be at hand, it was a sloppy clock, requiring repeated adjustments to
perform in an acceptable way. These adjustments or calibration points were pro-
vided from fossil data, and as described in the works by Anderson et al. (2005)
combining these approaches can provide well-supported and coherent hypotheses
about not only the sequence of evolutionary events but also about their dating.

Which order and why? Large parts of the early hypotheses in this field were
performed on plants, which exhibit a number of appealing properties. One was that
a large joint effort was made at an early stage to produce comparable sets of data
focusing on a few molecular markers—which turned out to be very well selected.
Another reason is that plants, because of their rigid cell walls, to a larger extent than
animals tend to leave interpretable fossils—this includes also the abundant
microfossils such as pollen grains. There are examples of fossils from higher plants
that are preserved in such detail that the number of cell layers in the anther walls
can be counted (Friis 1990). From these and other data, there is strong evidence that
all major groups of modern higher plants were already present +100 Mya, at the
geological break-up of Gondwanaland (Anderson et al. 2005). Similar data has
since been presented both for other evolutionary lineages such as animals, but also
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for much more ancient groups of organisms (e.g. Goloboff et al. 2009). This opens
exciting opportunities also in the fields of natural products chemistry and drug
discovery.

Ocurrence of receptor systems. With the available, and rapidly growing, DNA
sequence data depositories, and readily accessible phylogenies or tools to estimate
such, we now have the possibility to interpret evolutionary events on a much finer
scale. These opportunities can be employed to investigate and determine not only
how, e.g. members of a specific receptor system have evolved, but also infinitely
more exciting to address the question of when these receptors occurred and in some
cases also why and from where. As receptor systems and their ligands coevolve
through time, so does also other compounds that might affect these receptors. The
processes of evolution put selective pressure on the fine-tuning and adaption of
ligands and at the same time provide us with a window through which we can
follow these adaptions.

The issue of sequential order. Following these conclusions, it becomes evident
that evolutionary adaptions such as enzymatic systems, and their related abilities or
features, develop sequentially one after the other building on previous advances.
This is the normal Darwinian mode of ‘vertical inheritance’, but during the last
decades it has become increasingly evident that there are additional competing
evolutionary trends, e.g. ‘lateral gene transfer’, ‘secondary losses’ and ‘convergent
evolution’ that can in some cases obscure the picture. Nevertheless, in either case,
there is a logic to the sequence in which enzymatic systems turn up in the history of
life, even if the occasional enzyme or enzymatic system might originate from
another source such as in the examples described in some detail by Strese et al.
(2014) and Vikeved et al. (2016).

Sea of ancestry. Life on Earth originated in the seas, and persisted during the first
2 billion years under the water surface. It was not until the development of pho-
tosynthetic organisms, and substantial production of oxygen (and hence ozon) that a
radiation filter protecting from harmful UV radiation from the Sun enabled life to
colonize terrestrial environments. At this point in time, several evolutionary lin-
eages had already developed multicellular life forms. Considering this, in the light
of the minimum age for many of the early evolutionary lineages among animals [in
several cases indicated to predate ‘the cambrian explosion’ with more than 100
million years (Erwin et al. 2011)], and the demonstrated chemical diversity of
zoanthids, gorgonians and sponges, there is strong support that a large number of
the enzymatic systems still present today first occurred and developed for life in a
marine environment and then subsequently been adapted to function also in a
terrestrial environment.

Transcending the surface. When life transcended the water surface and begun
colonizing the terrestrial environment, a number of important ecology-related
chemical factors became fundamentally altered. The most obvious is of course that
when no longer living submerged in water, the issue of dilution becomes far less
important, and while organisms in the sea constantly have to keep this aspect under
consideration that is much less of an issue above surface. Related to this follows
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degree of solubility or lipophilicity, access to halogens for biosynthetic purposes,
and the apparent conflict between molecular size and biological availability.

Terrestrial and marine chemistry. In a study by Muigg et al. (2013) the first
chemical property space map of marine natural products was presented. From these
preliminary analyses, complemented and refined in the present study (Fig. 5), it was
clearly demonstrated that there are fundamental differences between natural prod-
ucts found in marine and terrestrial organisms. These differences became more
pronounced when the molecules grew larger, providing access to a wide variety of
chemical properties.

Methods for interpretation. There are several ways to interpret the map of
chemical property space. One of the most frequently used—and maybe most
intuitive—is based on the central dogma in medicinal chemistry that ‘similar
compounds have similar functions’. In this case the concept of similarity can be
quantified by estimating the Euclidean distance between the positions of two

Fig. 5 Plot of compounds from entirely marine lineages (magenta) and terrestrial lineages (green)
in ChemGPS-NP chemical property space. The three dimensions/axis depicted in this plot are PC3
(yellow) representing lipophilicity related parameters, PC4 (pink) representing aspects of molecular
flexibility and rigidity, and PC5 (blue) primarily related to electronegativity and number of
nitrogen and halogens in the molecules. The compounds from marine lineages have more
halogens, a larger molecular flexibility, and a slightly higher lipophilicity, than those from
terrestrial lineages
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compounds over all eight dimensions of chemical property space. It has been shown
that there is a strong correlation between experimentally demonstrated biological
activity on one hand, and short Euclidean distances in ChemGPS-NP chemical
property space, on the other (Buonfiglio et al. 2015). As a complement, metrics
such as various structural fingerprints, or discriminant analyses such as OPLS-DA
can also be employed.

What to do, when we know nothing at all? In natural products research, it is
fortunately not an uncommon situation that after thorough investigations of a
tantalizing and previously unstudied organism, a novel chemical compound is
described. In this way unravelling the chemical diversity of Life is as such a
fundamentally important task—but if this compound could also be connected to a
specific biological activity or function, the winnings would be even larger. So, how
could these further steps be taken? One option would be to painstakingly initiate a
screening of different biological assays in the hope of finding one where an activity
is recorded. This random approach, however often applied, has several important
drawbacks. The most obvious of these is probably that the chance of, by coinci-
dence, happening to test a relevant assay that actually is related to the biological
function of the compound is at best marginal. Even if an activity in an assay would
be identified, there lies a fundamental difference in this as compared to under-
standing the function for which the compound was honed by evolution over gen-
erations. Another very real and common problem in natural product research is the
issue of access to the compound. As many of these intriguing natural products are
structurally complex, chemical synthesis is often not possible (or very complicated)
and the compounds will have to be extracted and isolated from the original source.
The subsequent testing, possibly in series of assays, is prune to consume the amount
of compound available. A fundamentally different possibility would be to use the
predictive approach described above.

The case of barretin. Positioning barretin in ChemGPS-NP chemical property
space retrieves a placement at PC1: 0.483931, PC2: 1.200816, PC3: −1.565224,
PC4: 1.517407, PC5: 2.459573, PC6: 0.684073, PC7: −0.744329 and PC8:
0.222071 (Fig. 6). Starting from this position, the Euclidean distances to in-house
reference databases can be calculated and used as a tool to select the closest
neighbours. By interpreting the thus defined chemical property neighbourhood of
barretin, several interesting observations can be made. The in-house reference
database, at present holding +8.4*106 compounds, contains 87 compounds with a
Euclidean distance <1.00 to barettin (Fig. 6a). Submitting these 87 neighbours to
‘The Binding Database’ (http://www.bindingdb.org) returned 134 predicted targets
with ‘maximum similarity score’ ≥0.85. Of these 134 predicted targets, 4 ‘neigh-
bours’ closely related to vitronectin receptor alpha (score 0.99), 8 to protein kinases
(scores 0.85–0.94), 12 neighbours related to opioid receptors (0.85–0.93), and 15
compounds to melanocortin receptors MC1R-4R (scores 0.86–0.85). When covi-
sualizing reference sets from compounds experimentally demonstrated to bind to
vitronectin receptor alpha (1245 compounds), and melanocortin receptors MC1-4R
(8664 compounds), respectively, (Fig. 6) an unexpected pattern emerges. From this
it is obvious that barettin and its close neighbours fit better in the context
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of compounds with activity on vitronectin alpha than melanocortin receptors, but it
is also clear that even though some of the 87 neighbours matched with high affinity,
they are by no means typical for the compounds with demonstrated binding to those
receptors.

10 Conclusion

With more than 6000 species of marine plants and animals, the Kosterfjord area has
the richest marine biodiversity in Swedish waters, but it remains understudied. The
study of Swedish marine organisms for bioactive molecules initiated in 1981,
revived in 2001 and then again with the BlueGenics project, resulted in novel
knowledge combining marine biology, chemistry and pharmacology. The extensive
research on the deep-sea sponge Geodia barretti has given, within the framework of
the BlueGenics project, new peptides (the barrettides), further understanding of
barettins and antifouling activity, and new tools such as metabolic fingerprinting
and ChemGPS-NP to continue investigating secondary metabolites of this fasci-
nating animal.

A new strategy has been developed using bioinformatics methods for prediction
and selection of marine organisms for further studies, combined with chemoinfor-
matic approaches that might aid in unravelling the biological activities of novel
chemical entities described. The chemical diversity of marine organisms in cold
waters may not be so limited compared to temperate/tropical waters. We believe that
more detailed studies of cold-water organisms, especially in the deep sea, could lead
to the discovery of novel structure–activity relationships important for understand-
ing the role of secondary metabolites. These are all important aspects in developing
methods for natural products research aiming for a sustainable environment.

Fig. 6 a–c Plots showing the position of barettin (red dot), the 87 compounds with Euclidean
distance <1.00 over all eight dimensions (brown dots), and the activity volumes of 1245 known
ligands to vitronectin alpha (blue dots), and 8664 know ligands to melanocortin receptors MC1-4R
(green dots). The axis marked with red is PC1, representing size and weight parameters, the yellow
axis is PC2 representing aromaticity- and conjugation-related parameters, and the green axis is
PC3 representing primarily lipophilicity-related parameters
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Major Antimicrobial Representatives
from Marine Sponges and/or Their
Associated Bacteria
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Vesna Erakovic Haber and Marie-Lise Bourguet-Kondracki

Abstract The rapid emergence of resistant bacteria during the last 20 years has
stimulated research efforts in order to overcome this thorny problem. Marine
sponges and their associated bacteria, which have been proven to be a source of
bioactive natural products, have appeared as a promising opportunity to identify
new antibiotic compounds. An overview of the major antibacterial compounds
isolated from marine sponges and/or their associated bacteria is presented in this
chapter, highlighting new potential antibiotics.

1 Introduction

The effectiveness of antimicrobial therapy is frequently mentioned as a great suc-
cess story of modern medicine. The introduction of antibiotics into the medical
practices has drastically changed the survival rates of human beings all around the
world and has significantly increased the average life expectancy. Although one can
be very happy, when one compares today’s situation with that of 100 years ago, one
should not forget that human pathogens are living organisms that have extraordi-
nary capability to change and adapt to the new environment, including in the
presence of antimicrobials. Therefore, emerging resistance to current antimicrobial
therapy is all but surprising and presents serious threat to humans.
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Antimicrobial resistance is a resistance of microorganisms, such as bacteria,
fungi parasites, and viruses, to antimicrobial drugs. Lack of adequate clinical
treatment can lead to serious and/or persistent infections of affected individuals, in
some cases causing even lethal outcome.

World Health Organization, in its April 2015 Fact sheet, reported that 480,000
cases of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis happened during 2013, an appearance of
resistance against artemisinin-based combination therapies for falciparum malaria
in Great Mekong subregion. High proportions of antibiotic resistance in bacteria
that cause common infections (e.g., urinary tract infections, pneumonia, blood-
stream infections) are reported in almost all regions of the world, as well as
resistance to treatment for gonorrhea in 10 countries (WHO Fact sheet No. 194).

Immuno-compromised patients, either suffering from diseases causing
immunological incompetence or being treated with therapies that suppress activity
of the immunological system, are particularly prone towards bacterial infections
caused by organisms not particularly virulent such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Stenotrophonomas maltophilia, and Acinetobacter spp. Acquired drug resistance by
such microorganisms presents extremely serious life-threatening medical situation.

The highly methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus bacteria (MRSA)
represent 18% of the isolated S. aureus in Europe, 44% in the United States
(CDDEP 2015), 16% in Canada, 47% in India (2014), and 90% in Latin America
hospitals (2013 PAHO) (CDDEP, The state of world’s antibiotics 2015). In
addition, an increased number of infections caused by Gram-negative bacteria,
such as Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae, resistant to the current
antibiotics, presents growing medical problem. Especially difficult to treat are
extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) producers which are resistant to third
generation cephalosporins, whereas carbapenem-resistant enterobacteriaceae
(CRE) are resistant even to the last resort antibiotic carbapenem (Glasner et al.
2013). During the year 2013, in 17 of 22 European countries, 85–100% of E. coli
isolates were ESBL positive and five European countries reported an increase of
carbapenem-resistant bacteria (CDDEP, The state of world’s antibiotics 2015). The
carbapenem resistance has been reported among 11% of K. pneumoniae and 2% of
E. coli in USA hospitals during 2011. In India, resistance rate to carbapenem has
been reported to be 13% among E. coli during 2013 and 57% among K. pneumonia
during 2014 (CDDEP, The state of world’s antibiotics 2015).

Unlike other drug classes, only two new classes of antibiotics have been discovered
in the past couple of decades: oxazolidinones and cyclic lipopeptides, former being
syntheticmolecules and latter natural products.According to the PEWCharitable Trust,
there are 39 new antibiotics with the potential to treat serious bacterial infections
currently in clinical development for the U.S. market. Two new drugs, approved by
FDA last year, are combinations of already existing drug classes: cephalosporins and
beta-lactamase inhibitors (Zerbaxa: Ceftolzane/Tazobactam and Avycaz:
Ceftazimide/Avibactam) (The PEW Charitable Trust 2015). They are approved for
complicated urinary tract and intra-abdominal infections, hospital-acquired pneumonia,
and ventilator associated pneumonia. These combinations are active against ESKAPE
pathogens but not against carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriacae and drug-resistant
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Neisseria gonorrhoeae. Some of the compounds currently in Phase 3 of the clinical
development demonstrate a potential to address carbapenem resistance; however all of
thembelong to already known antibiotic classes with no newmechanism of action (The
PEW Charitable Trust 2015).

To cope with these issues, the search of novel antibiotics remains both urgency
and a great challenge. Marine organisms have been found as a potential source of
novel bioactive compounds and have been intensively explored, especially marine
sponges with over 8600 valid species currently described. These metazoans, which
live fixed on a substrate, are active filter feeders, which concentrate bacteria from
environment for their nutrition. However, they also host various microbes such as
heterotrophic bacteria, cyanobacteria, facultative anaerobes, archaea, unicellular
protists, and fungi. They are now described as holobionts (Taylor et al. 2007;
Webster and Taylor 2012). Their associated-bacteria have been particularly
investigated because they can account up to 35% of the biomass of some demo-
sponge species, reaching a density of bacterial population much greater than that of
the surrounding water column. The mechanisms by which these sponge–microbe
associations are established and maintained are still poorly understood. A complex
process of acquisitions over time, both by vertical transmission through the
embryos and/or by horizontal transmission through the filtration activity of envi-
ronmental seawater by these animals, has been suggested (Schmitt et al. 2008;
Bright and Bulgheresi 2010). The reported benefits that these associations may
provide to the sponge include photosynthetic carbon fixation from symbiotic
cyanobacteria, nitrogen fixation and nitrification, sulfate reduction, dehalogenation,
anaerobic metabolism, contribution to sponge structural rigidity, or production of
secondary metabolites for chemical defence (Webster and Blackall 2009; Roué
et al. 2012). Those secondary metabolites, exactly because of their nature and
function, are very likely to be of particular importance for novel antibiotic
discovery.

Intensive chemical investigations during the last few decades on marine sponges
collected from different geographical locations (The Bahamas, Indonesia, Mexico,
Palau, Papua New Guinea, Philippines…) and/or from their associated microbes led
to the discovery of thousands of bioactive compounds which revealed significant
pharmacological activities such as anticancer, anti-kinase, antibacterial, antifungal,
antimalarial, or anti-HIV activities.

This chapter is an overview of the main antibacterial compounds isolated from
marine sponges and/or their associated bacteria. The aim was not to be exhaustive
but to present the major diverse antimicrobial representatives. From 2001 to 2010,
145 antibacterial compounds, isolated from marine sponges, have been reported,
mainly from the order Dictyoceratida (Mehbub et al. 2014). So far, additional new
molecules have enhanced this chemodiversity. The major antibacterial compounds
from marine sponges presented in this chapter have been classified into different
chemical classes including, lipids, polyketides, steroids, terpenoids, alkaloids,
peptides, and miscellaneous brominated derivatives. This selection has been enri-
ched by some representatives obtained from sponge-associated bacteria.
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2 Antimicrobial Compounds from Marine Sponges

2.1 Lipids

The lipids are a broad and diverse group of naturally occurring organic compounds.
Study of sponge lipids has been well documented (Bergé and Barnathan 2005;
Barnathan 2009), and some sponge lipids have been reported as antimicrobials as
illustrated by these few examples including fatty acid derivatives, glycolipids, and
lysophospholipids.

Three fatty acid derivatives, manzamenones L, M, and N were isolated from the
Okinawan sponge Plakortis sp. These compounds consist of a tetrahydroindenone
with three carboxyl groups and two hexadecanyl chains. Manzamenone M displayed
moderate antimicrobial activities against the bacteria E. coli (MIC = 32 µg mL−1)
and S. aureus (MIC = 16 µg mL−1) and against the yeasts Candida albicans
(IC50 = 32 µg mL−1) and Cryptococcus neoformans (IC50 = 8 µg mL−1).
Manzamenone N also exhibited moderate antimicrobial activities against E. coli
(MIC = 32 µg mL−1), C. albicans (IC50 = 32 µg mL−1), and C. neoformans
(IC50 = 4 µg mL−1). According to the structure of the compounds, since
Manzamenone L did not show any antimicrobial activity, the presence of a free
carboxylic acid at C-5 position was reported as being important for the antimicrobial
activities (Kubota et al. 2013a). The trimeric fatty acidManzamenone O, with a novel
skeleton consisting of C–C bonded octahydroindenone and dioxabicyclo[3.3.0]oc-
tane moieties and three long aliphatic chains, exhibited antimicrobial activities
against Micrococcus luteus, Aspergillus niger, and Trichophyton mentagrophytes
with MIC values of 4, 8, and 8 µg mL−1, respectively (Tanaka et al. 2013a).
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Bioassay-guided fractionation of the Caminus sphaeroconia extract led to the
isolation of the antimicrobial glycolipid caminoside A (Linington et al. 2002). This
was the first natural product known to be active (IC50 = 20 µM) in a bioassay
designed to screen type III secretion inhibitors that potentially represent novel
agents to control pathogenic E. coli by thwarting their pathogenicity without killing
the bacteria. In addition, caminoside A showed potent in vitro inhibition against
methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MIC = 12 µg mL−1) and vancomycin-resistant
Enterococcus (MIC = 12 µg mL−1). It did not show any inhibition against the
Gram-negative bacteria E. coli.
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Two antimicrobial lysoplasmanylinositols 1 and 2 were isolated from the marine
sponge, Theonella swinhoei (Matsunaga et al. 2001). Lysoplasmanylinositol 1 was
active against E. coli, showing a 12 mm inhibitory zone at 50 µg disk−1, whereas
lysoplasmanylinositol 2 was found only active in bioautography, used as a means of
target-directed isolation of active molecules on chromatogram. Both compounds
were inactive against the fungus Mortierella rammaniana.

Six brominated antibacterial lipids namely, motualevic acids A–F, were isolated
from the Fijian sponge Siliquariaspongia sp. (Keffer et al. 2009). Motualevic acid F
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was reported as the first example of a long-chain 2H-azirine containing a C-2
carboxylic acid. Motualevic acids (A–D) are the first glycyl conjugates of the
ω-brominated lipid (E)-14,14-dibromotetradeca-2,13-dienoic acid. Motualevic
acids A and F, both containing a carboxylic acid, are the only compounds to inhibit
the growth of S. aureus and methicillin-resistant S. aureus at 10.9–1.2 and 9.3–
3.9 µg mL−1, respectively. These results provided a starting point for optimization
of new MRSA-inhibitors.
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The C14 acetylenic acid, isolated as an antimicrobial compound from a marine
sponge Oceanapia sp. (Matsunaga et al. 2000), revealed inhibitory activity against
both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains, as well as various yeasts
and fungi. In particular, this C14 unsaturated acetylenic fatty acid was moderately
active against four mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and C. albicans, but was
inactive against Penicillium chrysogenum and Mortierella ramanniana.

Nine linear polyoxygenated acetylene derivatives, named fulvynesA–I, exhibiting
the uncommon propargylic acid terminal functionality, were isolated from the
butanolic extract of the Mediterranean sponge Haliclona fulva (Nuzzo et al. 2012).
All these fulvynes were found to be active against a chloramphenicol-resistant
Gram-positive strain ofBacillus subtilisCm (PY79) with IC50 values ranging from 12
to 60 µM; the fulvynes A, D, E, F, and I were the most active.
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Halaminols A–C are three amino alcohols, reported as presumably derived from
L-alanine from the tropical marine sponge Haliclona n. sp. They revealed antimi-
crobial activities against the growth of E. coli, B. subtilis, C. albicans, T. menta-
grophytes, and Cladosporium resinae. Halaminols A and B were the most effective,
showing antifungal activity against T. mentagrophytes, and C. resinae with a
10 mm zone of inhibition in a standard paper disk assay (0.12 mg disk−1) (Clark
et al. 2001). It is suggested that the antimicrobial activity of these linear amino
alcohols may result from their detergent-like nature, which is likely to disrupt cell
membranes. Authors reported that acetylation of these halaminols revealed a
decrease of the antimicrobial activity, probably by altering the surfactant properties
of the metabolites. Furthermore, they are presented as potential antifouling agents
due to their capacity to disrupt the developmental processes of induced larval
settlement of the ascidian Herdmania curvata.
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2.2 Polyketides

The polyketides are a structurally very diverse family of natural products. A wide
range of biological activities have been reported for this class of metabolites,
including antimicrobial activities.

Hippolachnin A, isolated from the sponge Hippospongia lachne, is an antifungal
polyketide with an unusual carbon skeleton containing a four-membered ring. This
compound was found active against C. neoformans, Trichophyton rubrum, and
Microsporum gypseum with MIC values of 0.41 µM for each fungal strain. No
significant cytotoxic activity was observed against the human colon carcinoma
HCT116, the lung carcinoma A549, and the cervical cancer cell lines HeLa (Piao
et al. 2013).

The tetracyclic sesterterpene gombaspiroketal A and its corresponding hemiac-
etal C, isolated from the sponge Clathria gombawuiensis, exhibited activities
against S. aureus ATCC6538p (MIC = 25.0 μg mL−1, for both compounds), B.
subtilis ATCC6633 (MIC = 6.25 μg mL−1, for both compounds), Kocuria rhi-
zophila NBRC 12708 (MIC = 12.5 and 25.0 μg mL−1, respectively), Salmonella
enterica ATCC14028 (MIC = 12.5 and 25.0 μg mL−1, respectively), and Proteus
hauseri NBRC3851 (MIC = 6.25 and 12.5 μg mL−1, respectively). They also
displayed cytotoxic activities against the human myelogenous leukemia cell line
K562 and the carcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial cell line A549 with LC50

values from 0.70 to 4.65 μM (Woo et al. 2014).
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Manadodioxan E, a polyketide endoperoxide isolated from the marine sponge
Plakortis bergquistae collected from north Sulawesi, Indonesia, displayed
antibacterial activities at the concentration of 10 µg disk−1 against E. coli (zone of
inhibition of 16 mm) and Bacillus cereus (zone of inhibition of 9 mm), while its
oxocongener was found inactive (Gushiken et al. 2015).

Cyclic peroxides 1–6, isolated from the Korean sponge Plakortis simplex,
showed interesting antifungal activities against C. albicans at the concentration of
10 µg disk−1 with growth inhibition zones from 16 to 20 mm, compared to the
control amphotericin (15 mm). However, these compounds displayed a high
cytotoxicity against the RAW264.7 cell line (murine macrophage cell line) with
EC50 values from 2 to 4 μg mL−1 (Oh et al. 2013).

2.3 Steroids

Polyhydroxylated sterols as well as some sulfated derivatives of revealed potential
antimicrobial activities.

A sterol, gelliusterol E, was isolated from the Red Sea sponge Callyspongia aff.
implexa (26,27-bisnorcholest-5,16-dien-23-yn-3β,7α-diol), which inhibited the
formation and growth of Chlamydia trachomatis inclusions in a dose-dependent
manner with an IC50 value of 2.3 µM (Abdelmohsen et al. 2015).
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The sponge Haliclona crassibola provided polyhydroxylated antimicrobial
sterols. Halicrasterol D was efficient against the Gram-positive bacteria
Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 29212 (MIC = 4.0 μg mL−1). The polyhydroxylated
sterol H (5α-cholest-7-ene-2α,3β,5α,6β,9α,11α,19-heptol 11,19-diacetate) revealed
the same antibacterial activity (MIC value of 8.0 μg mL−1) against both the
methicillin-sensitive S. aureus strain ATCC 29213, and the methicillin-resistant S.
aureus strains 43300. This sterol also exhibited a moderate activity against B.
subtilis ATCC 21332, and Bacillus licheniformis ATCC 10716 with MIC values of
16 μg mL−1 (Cheng et al. 2013).

Topsentiasterol sulfates A–E were identified from a marine sponge Topsentia
sp. collected at Ishigaki Island, Okinawa. The polysulfated sterols A–D have the
particularity to possess a butenolide or a furan functionality at the end of the side
chain. They all showed antibacterial activities against P. aeruginosa and E. coli at
the concentration of 10 µg disk−1, but only topsentiasterol sulfates D and E dis-
played antifungal activities against M. ramanniana and C. albicans at the same
concentration (Fusetani et al. 1994).
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Two other steroid sulfates namely, eurysterols A and B, were isolated from an
unidentified marine sponge of the genus Euryspongia collected in Palau
(Boonlarppradab and Faulkner 2007). Both compounds exhibited the same anti-
fungal activity against amphotericin B-resistant and wild-type strains of C. albicans
with MIC values of 15.6 and 62.5 µg mL−1, respectively. But they also displayed
cytotoxicity against the human colon carcinoma cell line HCT116 with IC50 values
of 2.9 and 14.3 µg mL−1, respectively. These results predicted the presence of the
double bond as a responsible factor for reducing the biological activities.
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2.4 Terpenoids

Various terpenoids exhibiting the antimicrobial potential have been reported so far.
Among the subclasses of terpenoids, sesquiterpenes, diterpenes are the most
prominent ones. Some meroterpenes have also been found associated with
antimicrobial activities.

Two diterpenes, named membranolides C and D, bearing a carboxylic group,
were isolated from the Antarctic sponge Dendrilla membranosa (Ankisetty et al.
2004). Both exhibited moderate antibacterial activities against E. coli, and C.
albicans with inhibitory zones ranging from 4 to 9 mm (200 µg disk−1). At the
same concentration, membranolide D was the only compound to show a 7 mm zone
of inhibition against S. aureus.
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The Caribbean sponge Svenzea flava provided three tricyclic marine diterpenes
possessing the isoneoamphilectane backbone with antibacterial activities against
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv. The three natural compounds identified as
7-isocyanoisoneoamphilecta-1(14),15-diene, 7-methylaminoisoneoamphilecta-1
(14),15-diene, and 7-formamidoisoneoamphilecta-1(14),15-diene revealed a MIC
value of 8, 15, and 32 µg mL−1, respectively. However, the most effective
derivative was the semisynthetic compound 7-amidoisoneoamphilecta-1
(14),15-diene with a MIC value of 6 µg mL−1 and no cytotoxicity has been
shown against VERO cells (until 128 µg mL−1). This data suggests that the iso-
neoamphilectane skeleton, and not the isocyanide functionality, that might be the
molecular feature responsible for the antituberculosis activity (Avilés et al. 2013).
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Dysidavarone A, a sesquiterpene quinone characterized by an unprecedented
tetracyclic core, was initially isolated from the sponge, Dysidea avara (Jiao et al.
2012). The total synthesis of this compound was realized by a highly concise
strategy in 10 steps (total yield of 11%) involving an advantageous intramolecular
R-arylation of an elaborate ketone in order to access sufficient material for further
biological evaluation of this important metabolite (Schmalzbauer et al. 2013).
Dysidavarone A, revealed a potent inhibitory effects against Gram-positive bacterial
strains, in particular against various Staphylococci even at very low concentrations
(S. aureus DSM346: MIC = 7.1 µg mL−1, multidrug resistant S. aureus
DSM11822: MIC50 = 9.9 µg mL−1, methicillin-resistant S. aureus N315:
MIC50 = 4.0 µg mL−1, S. aureus Newman MIC50 = 6.5 µg mL−1, Staphylococcus
carnosus DSM20501: MIC50 = 0.2 µg mL−1). Furthermore, it also showed inhi-
bitory activity against M. luteus (MIC50 = 5.5 µg mL−1) but no inhibitory activity
against various fungi/yeast and Gram-negative bacterial strains were observed.
Dysidavarone A also showed antiproliferative activities against various human
cancer cell lines by changing the morphology of the treated cells as well as inhi-
bitory activities against protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B).

Three unusual bicyclicditerpene, clathric acid and two N–acyl taurine derivatives,
clathrimides A and B, were isolated from the marine sponge Clathria compressa
(Gupta et al. 2012). Clathric acid showed MIC values of 32 μg mL−1 against the S.
aureus strain ATTC 6538P and 64 μg mL−1 against both S. aureus strains
methicillin-resistant ATTC33591 and vancomycin-resistant S. aureus. ClathrimidesA
and B showed no activity at concentrations up to 128 μg mL−1, revealing the
importance of the acid function. None of the compounds was found active against the
Gram-negative bacterial strains E. coliKCTC 1923 and Klebsiella pneumoniaATCC
10031 when tested at 128 μg mL−1.
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15-Cyanopuupehenol is an adduct of HCN and a mixed sesquiterpene—shiki-
mate sponge metabolite of the order Dictyoceratida (Hamann and Scheuer 1991). It
exhibited antimicrobial activity of 6 mm disk−1 at 5 µg mL−1 against Penicillium
notatum (10 mm partial inhibition), T. mentagrophytes (9 mm), and S. cerevisiae
(7 mm). The related compounds puupehenone and 15α-methoxypuupehenol were
isolated from the newly identified Caledonian marine sponge Hyrtios sp. 15α-
Methoxypuupehenol displayed similar antimicrobial activities as puupehenone
against S. aureus (7 mm of growth inhibitory zone at 1 µg disk−1) and Candida
tropicalis (9 mm of growth inhibitory zone at 50 µg disk−1). In addition, both
compounds displayed cytotoxicity towards KB cells, with an IC50 value of 0.5 and
6 µg mL−1, respectively (Bourguet-Kondracki et al. 1999). Recently, puupehenol
and puupehenone, isolated from a Hawaiian deepwater sponge of Dactylospongia
sp., revealed the same antimicrobial activities at the concentration of 10 µg disk−1

against the Gram-positive bacteria S. aureus (4 mm) and B. cereus (3 mm),
respectively. Both were inactive against E. coli and P. aeruginosa at this concen-
tration (Hagiwara et al. 2015).

Twomeroterpenoids, nakijiquinone S and nakijinol C, isolated from an Okinawan
of Spongiidae sp., consist of a clerodane-type decalin ring connected to
2-butoxy-5-hydroxy-benzoquinone unit or methyl 2,3,4-trihydroxybenzoate unit
through a methylene, respectively. Both displayed antibacterial activities against
several bacteria and fungi. Nakijiquinone S appeared to be the most efficient
antimicrobial against S. aureus, B. subtilis andM. luteus (MIC values of 1 μg mL−1)
and showed a less activity against the Gram-negative bacteria E. coli (MIC from
8 μg mL−1) but it also revealed antifungal activities against A. niger, T. mentagro-
phytes and C. albicans (IC50 from 4 to 16 μg mL−1). Nakijinol C revealed activities
against S. aureus and M. luteus (MIC values of 8 and 4 μg mL−1, respectively) as
well as against A. niger and T. mentagrophytes (IC50 = 8 μg mL−1). Both compounds
did not exhibit any cytotoxicity against the murine lymphoma L1210 and human
epidermoid carcinoma KB cells (IC50 > 10 μg mL−1) (Suzuki et al. 2014).
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2.5 Alkaloids

Marine sponges have afforded a wide variety of alkaloids, usually with complex
skeletons. Their antimicrobial activities have been frequently reported.

Sponges belonging to the genus Agelas have also proved to be a rich source of
purinoditerpenes in addition to bromopyrrole derivatives.
5-Bromopyrrole-2-carboamide and agelasine B were initially isolated from the
Guinean sponge, Agelas nakamurai (Iwagawa et al. 1998). Both compounds
showed antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive bacteria and fungi. Therefore,
both showed the same IC50 values of 6.25, 3.13, 0.78, and 3.13 µg mL−1 against E.
faecalis 12964, E. faecalis 12367, S. aureus 12732MRSAa and C. neoformans
TIMM0354, respectively. Agelasine B was more active than
5-bromopyrrole-2-carboamide against S. epidermidis 13889 (IC50 = 1.56 vs.
3.13 µg mL−1) but less active against C. albicans IFO1269 (IC50 > 12.5 vs.
6.25 µg mL−1). Recently, the compounds 10-hydro-9-hydroxyagelasine F, age-
lasines A, B, D, E, F, and G and the ageline B, isolated from the sponge A.
nakamurai, were evaluated for their antibacterial activities against the bacterium
Mycobacterium smegmatis showing antimycobacterial activities at the concentra-
tion of 20 µg disk−1 with inhibition zones ranging from 10 to 18 mm, compared to
30 mm of the control streptomycin sulfate at the same concentration. None of these
compounds exhibited any cytotoxic activity against the human hepatoma Huh7 and
bladder EJ1 carcinoma (IC50 > 10 µM) (Abdjul et al. 2015).
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From an unidentified Okinawan marine sponge of Agelas sp. some diterpene
alkaloids with a 9-N-methyladenine and a pyrrole units were isolated, especially
agelasines O, P, Q, (Kubota et al. 2012). These latter showed potent growth inhi-
bition activities against the bacteria S. aureus, B. subtilis, and M. luteus with MIC
values ranging from 8.0 to 32.0 µg mL−1, as well as against the fungi A. niger,
T. mentagrophytes, C. albicans, and C. neoformans with more or less similar IC50

values.
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Three pyrimidine diterpenes, identified as axistatins 1, 2, and 3, were isolated
from the marine sponge, Agelas axifera (Pettit et al. 2013). Axistatins 1, 2, and 3
have identical antimicrobial profiles, inhibiting Gram-positive bacteria, the sensitive
Gram-negative pathogen N. gonorrhoeae, and the opportunistic fungus C. neo-
formans (ranges from 1 to 64 µg mL−1).
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The germacrane sesquiterpene (1Z, 4Z)-7αH-11-aminogermacra-1(10),4-diene,
isolated from a Thai marine sponge of Axinyssa n. sp., exhibited interesting
antimicrobial activities at the concentration of 500 µg disk−1 against S. aureus, B.
subtilis, and C. albicans with inhibition zones of 23, 22, and 27 mm, respectively
(Satitpatipan and Suwanborirux 2004).

NH2

(1Z, 4Z)-7 H-11-Aminogermacra-1(10),4-dieneα
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The original sesquiterpenoid quinone nakijiquinone H with an aminogroup
derived from amino acids, was isolated from Okinawan marine sponges of the
family Spongiidae. It showed antibacterial activity against M. luteus (MIC =
16.7 µg mL−1), and antifungal activities against C. neoformans and C. albicans
(same MIC values of 8.35 µg mL−1), as well as against A. niger (MIC =
16.7 µg mL−1) (Takahashi et al. 2008).
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A unique C2-symmetrical 4,4′-bis (7-hydroxy) indole alkaloid, dendridine A,
was isolated from an Okinawan marine sponge Dictyodendrilla sp. Dendridine A
exhibited inhibitory activities against both Gram-positive bacteria B. subtilis and M.
luteus with MIC values of 8.3 and 4.2 µg mL−1, respectively and the fungus C.
neoformans with MIC value of 8.3 µg mL−1 (Tsuda et al. 2005).

An antimicrobial compound, indolo[3,2-a]carbazole, was discovered from a
deepwater sponge Ateropus sp. It also displayed antimicrobial activities against C.
albicans with a MIC value of 25 µg mL−1 and methicillin-resistant S. aureus with a
MIC value of 50 µg mL−1. No cytotoxicity was observed against the human
PANC1 pancreatic carcinoma and NCI/ADR-Res ovarian adenocarcinoma cell
lines at 5 µg mL−1 (Russell et al. 2013).
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Bis-indole alkaloids, of the topsentin and hamacanthin classes, isolated from the
sponge Spongosorites sp. were evaluated for their antimicrobial activities against
various bacterial and fungi strains (Oh et al. 2006). Compounds of the hamacanthin
class exhibited more potent antibacterial activity against medically important
pathogenic fungi than those of the topsentin class. Deoxytopsentin and hamacanthin
A also exhibited significant antibacterial activity against methicillin-resistant S.
aureus, with MIC values less than 12.5 µg mL−1. In addition, hamacanthin A also
showed potent antifungal activity against C. albicans, T. rubrum, T. mentagro-
phytes, and Aspergillus fumogatus with MIC values ranging from 6.25 to
50 µg mL−1.
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Hyrtioerectines D, E, and F, isolated from a Red Sea sponge belonging to the
genus Hyrtios are rare alkaloids possessing an indole nucleus and a β-carboline
skeleton linked through C-3/C-3’ of both fragments. They displayed moderate
antifungal activities against C. albicans at the concentration of 10 µg disk−1 with
inhibition zones of 17, 9, and 14 mm, respectively, compared to 35 mm at the same
concentration for the control clotrimazole. They also showed to inhibit the growth
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of S. aureus with inhibition zones of 20, 10, and 16 mm, respectively, compared to
the control ampicillin (30 mm). But they were inactive against E. coli. It was
reported that the three compounds exhibited low cytotoxic activity against the lung
carcinoma A549, colorectal carcinoma HT29, and breast adenocarcinoma
MDAMB231 with GI50 (concentration required to achieve 50% growth inhibition
of the cells) from 25 to 100 µM; hyrtioerectines D and F being slightly more
cytotoxic than hyrtioerectine E (Youssef et al. 2013).
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A β-carboline alkaloid with an imidazole ring, gesashidine A (Iinuma et al.
2005), was isolated from an Okinawan marine sponge of the family Thorectidae.
This compound showed antibacterial activity against M. luteus (MIC =
16.6 µg mL−1).
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Keramamine A and B are β-carboline alkaloids having a 13-membered ring,
which were isolated from the Okinawan marine sponge Pellina sp. as antimicrobial
substances (Nakamura et al. 1987). Their MIC values against S. aureus were
established as being 6.3 and 25 µg mL−1, respectively.
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Marine sponges have produced diverse bromopyrrole alkaloids, in particular
from the genus Agelas. The marine alkaloid oroidin, isolated from an unidentified
sponge of the genus Agelas, as well as the preparation of an oroidin derivative
series, were evaluated for their antimicrobial potencies. Oroidin showed to inhibit
the growth of the Gram-positive bacterial strain S. aureus with a MIC90 value of
100 µM. Interestingly, the 4-phenyl-2-aminoimidazole was found to have a MIC90

value of 12.5 µM against both S. aureus and E. faecalis and 50 µM against E. coli.
This latter alkaloid revealed no cytotoxic activity at the highest tested concentration
(IC50 > 100 μM) against the human hepatocellular carcinoma Huh-7 cell line
whereas oroidin showed an IC50 value of 21.2 μM (Zidar et al. 2014).

A series of bromopyrrole alkaloids, purified from an Okinawan marine sponge
Agelas sp., were evaluated for their antimicrobial activities against diverse
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains as well as yeasts and fungi. The
new bromopyrrole alkaloid mukanadin G, which has a tricyclic skeleton consisting
of a fused tetrahydrobenzaminoimidazole and 2,5-dioxopyrrolidine functions, was
the only one to show moderate antifungal activities against C. albicans and C.
neoformans with IC50 values of 16 and 8.0 µg mL−1, respectively. Both known
alkaloids keramadine and tauroacidin A exhibited antibacterial activity against M.
luteus with MIC values of 4.0 and 8.0 µg mL−1, respectively (Kusama et al.
2014c).
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Nagelamides M and N are two additional bromopyrrole alkaloids isolated from
an Okinawan marine sponge Agelas species (Kubota et al. 2008). Nagelamide M
carries a 2-amino-octahydropyrrolo[2,3-d] imidazole ring with a taurine unit, while
nagelamide N consists of a 2-amino-tetrahydroimidazole-4-one ring with a taurine
unit and 3-(dibromopyrrole-2-carboxamido) propanoic acid moiety. Both com-
pounds showed inhibitory activity against A. niger, each with a MIC value of
33.3 µg mL−1.

Bromopyrrole alkaloids derived from oroidin, hymenidin, and clathrodin
monomers have also gained sufficient great interest due to their fascinating complex
chemical structures with a high N to C ratio (*1:2) and promising biological
activities, including significant antimicrobial activities. Agelamadins A-B, isolated
from an Agelas sp. sponge, are bromopyrrole alkaloids consisted of agelastatin-like
tetracyclic and oroidin-like linear moieties, while agelamadins C, D, and E present
an original structure combining oroidin structure coupled to a 3-hydroxykynurenine
through a dihydro-1,4-oxazine moiety. Agelamadins D and E are a C-9/C-10
diastereomer and a 10-epimer of Agelamadin C, respectively. Both agelamadins A
and B have exhibited the same antibacterial activity against B. subtilis (MIC =
16 µg mL−1) and a MIC value of 4.0 and 8.0 µg mL−1 against M. luteus,
respectively. All compounds showed antifungal activities against C. neoformans
with IC50 values from 4.0–32 µg mL−1. No cytotoxic activity was shown by
agelamadins A and B (IC50 > 10 µg mL−1) against the murine lymphoma L1210
and human epidermoid carcinoma cell lines (Kusama et al. 2014a, b).
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A dimeric bromopyrrole alkaloid, consisting of a benzocyclobutane ring, named
bromosceptrin C, was isolated from an Okinawan marine sponge Agelas sp. It has
shown antimicrobial activities against B. subtilis, E. coli, M. luteus, S. aureus, T.
mentagrophytes C. neoformans, C. albicans, and A. niger with MIC values ranging
from 6.0 to 13.0 μg mL−1 (Kubota et al. 2009).

More recently, three dimeric bromopyrrole alkaloids, namely nagelamides X–Z,
consisting of a novel tricyclic skeleton with spiro-bonded tetrahydrobenza-
minoimidazole and aminoimidazolidine moieties, were isolated from the sponge
Agelas sp. Nagelamines X and Z exhibited antibacterial activities against S. aureus
and M. luteus with MIC values ranging from 8.0 to 16.0 µg mL−1. All the three
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compounds showed significant activities against C. albicans with MIC values
ranging from 0.25 to 2 µg mL−1. Nagelamide Z also displayed broad antifungal
activities against A. niger, T. mentagrophytes, and C. neoformans with IC50 values
of 4.0 and 2.0 µg mL−1, respectively (Tanaka et al. 2013b).

Two other dimeric alkaloids, namely bistellettadines A and B, were isolated
from Stelletta sp. collected from Shikine-jima island, located at 200 kms from
South of Tokyo. These compounds inhibited the growth of the bacterium E. coli at
10 µg disk−1 (Tsukamoto et al. 1999).
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A manzamine-related alkaloid, zamamiphidin A, possessing an original hepta-
cyclic ring system was isolated from an Okinawan marine sponge Amphimedon
sp. (Kubota et al. 2013b). Zamamiphidin A showed a specific antibacterial activity
against S. aureus with a MIC value of 32 µg mL−1, while no activity was observed
neither against E. coli, B. subtilis, and M. luteus, nor against diverse yeasts and
fungi.
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Marine sponge of Haliclona sp. collected from Papua New Guinea showed the
existence of an unsymmetrical diastereoisomer of papuamine, namely haliclona-
diamine, as the major antimicrobial alkaloid produced by the sponge along with the
minor amount of papuamine. The structure of haliclonamine was established by
X-ray crystallography. Both of the compounds inhibited the growth of C. albicans,
B. subtilis, and S. aureus in the standard disk assay at the concentrations of 1.0–
5.0 µg disk−1 (Fahy et al. 1988).

Arenosclerins A–C and haliclonacyclamine E, tetracyclic alkyl-bis-piperidine
alkaloids isolated from the marine sponge, Arenosclera brasiliensis, were evaluated
for antimicrobial activities against 14 microorganisms including the Gram-positive
bacterial strains S. aureus ATCC 6538 as well as 9 MRSA strains isolated in
hospital environment, the Gram-negative bacterial strain E. coli ATCC 25922, the
antibiotic-resistant strain P. aeruginosa, and the yeast C. albicans (Torres et al.
2002). The four compounds displayed antibacterial activity against the bacterial
strains methicillin-resistant S. aureus and P. aeruginosa, showing an inhibition
zone between 7 and 13 mm, but did not show any effect against E. coli and C.
albicans. Arenosclerin A and haliclonacyclamine E, which differ by the presence of
one additional hydroxyl group, showing the same MIC value of 10 µg mL−1

against one MRSA bacterial strain, indicating that the hydroxyl group does not play
any significant role in the antibacterial activity. In contrast, the modification of the
stereochemistry of the bis-piperidine ring system seems to have a major influence
on the activity. Both arenosclerins B and C exhibited the same MIC value of
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5 µg mL−1, a much lower than those of arenosclerin A and haliclonacyclamine E.
Another closely related bis-piperidine alkaloid, namely halicyclamine A, was iso-
lated from the Australian sponge of the genus Haliclona. Halicyclamine A was also
reported as a lead antituberculosis agent from a marine sponge of Haliclona
sp. (Arai et al. 2008). It showed a growth inhibition against M. smegmatis,
Mycobacterium bovis BCG, and M. tuberculosis H37Ra with the same MIC values
of 2.5, 1.0, and 5.0 µg mL−1, respectively, under both aerobic and hypoxic con-
ditions namely in growing and dormant states. Another bis-piperidine alkaloid,
identified as neopetrosiamine A from the Caribbean marine sponge Neopetrosia
proxima (Wei et al. 2010), also showed a good MIC value of 7.5 µg mL−1 when
tested in vitro against a pathogenic strain of M. tuberculosis H37Rv in a microplate
Alamar Blue assay (MABA). It also displayed antiplasmodial activity against
Plasmodium falciparum with an IC50 value of 2.3 µM as well as cytotoxic activities
against a panel of cancer cell lines.

Haliclamines C and D are 3-alkyl tetrahydropyridine alkaloids isolated from the
Arctic marine sponge, Haliclona viscosa (Volk et al. 2004). Such compounds are of
special interest as possible precursors in the biosynthesis of the bioactive manza-
mine alkaloids (Baldwin et al. 1999). When tested at the concentration of
5 mg mL−1, they showed strong inhibition against Polaribacter spp. (inhibition
zones of the bacterial growth from 3 to 7 mm) or very strong inhibition (inhibition
zones of the bacterial growth from 7 to 15 mm) against Planococcus spp.
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Haliclonin A is an original macrocyclic diamide metabolite isolated from the
marine sponge, Haliclona sp. collected from Korean waters (Jang et al. 2009).
When tested against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, haliclonin A
exhibited moderate antibacterial activities with MIC values of 25.0, 6.25, 12.5, and
12.5 μg mL−1 against the strains S. aureus ATCC 6538p, B. subtilis ATCC 6633,
M. luteus IFO12708 and Proteus vulgaris ATCC3851, respectively. It did not show
any activity against E. coli ATCC25922 up to 100 µg mL−1. It also displayed
moderate cytotoxicity against the K562 leukemia cell lines with an IC50 value of
15.9 μg mL−1.

In 1996, Pettit’s group reported the occurrence of the racemic (±)-Xestospongin
D from the Singapore marine sponge Niphates sp. (Pettit et al. 1996). Previously,
the natural macrocyclic 1-oxaquinolizidine (+)-xestospongin D was reported from
the Australian marine sponge Xestospongia exigua (Nakagawa et al. 1984).
Xestospongin D was found to inhibit the growth of the Gram-positive opportunist
M. luteus with a MIC value ranging from 12.5–25 µg disk−1. M. luteus, a part of
normal human skin flora, has been shown to cause prosthetic value endocarditis in
immuno-compromised patients (Dürst et al. 1991).
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Three bromotyrosine alkaloids purpurealidin B, purpuramine I, and
16-debromoaplysamine-4, isolated from the marine sponge Psammaplysilla pur-
purea, exhibited a moderate or a weak in vitro antimicrobial activity against E. coli,
S. aureus, and Vibrio cholerae (Tilvi et al. 2004) with the exception of purpure-
alidin B, which showed a good activity against S. aureus (MIC = 10 µg mL−1) and
V. cholerae (MIC = 25 µg mL−1).

Two rare antimicrobial bromotyrosine alkaloids having a primary amino or an N-
methyl amino group at the α-carbon, namely suberedamines A and B, were isolated
from an Okinawan marine sponge Suberea sp. Each one of them showed antimicrobial
activity against M. luteus with MIC values of 12.6 µg mL−1 (Tsuda et al. 2001).
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Three bromotyrosine derivatives, 11-N-methylmoloka’iamine, 11-N-cyano-11-
N-methylmoloka’iamine and kuchinoenamine, were isolated as antibacterial con-
stituents from a marine sponge Hexadella sp. (Matsunaga et al. 2005). They showed
antibacterial activity in disk agar diffusion assay against the fish pathogenic bacteria
Aeromonas hydrophila at the concentration of 100 µg disk−1 with the zone of
inhibition of 7.5, 8.0, and 7.0 mm, respectively.

Another bromotyrosine compound, namely aplysamine 8, was isolated from the
marine sponge Pseudoceratina purpurea, collected from the Australian coasts. This
compound showed a moderate activity against S. aureus (MIC = 31 µg mL−1) and
E. coli (MIC = 125 µg mL−1) (Gotsbacher and Karuso 2015).

Tyrokeradines A and B are two rare bromotyrosine alkaloids (Mukai et al. 2009)
possessing an imidazolyl-quinolinone moiety isolated from an Okinawan marine
sponge of the order Verongida. The alkaloid tyrokeradine B showed inhibitory
activity against M. luteus, S. aureus, and T. mentagrophytes (MIC value of
25.0 µg mL−1, each), and against C. neoformans, C. albicans, and A. niger (MIC
value of 12.5 µg mL−1, each). In contrast, tyrokeradine A did not show any activity
up to 25 µg mL−1.
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Only few bromotyrosine derivatives contain spermine or spermidine moiety as
illustrated with ianthelliformisamines A-C isolated from the marine sponge Suberea
ianthelliformis (Xu et al. 2012). Ianthelliformisamine A revealed a selective activity
against P. aeruginosa PAO1 with an IC50 value of 6.8 µg mL−1 (MIC =
35 µg mL−1), and 77% inhibition against S. aureus O1A1095 at 175 µg mL−1.
Ianthelliformisamine B showed only a minor inhibition (80% at 87.5 µg mL−1)
against P. aeruginosa, while ianthelliformisamine C showed IC50 values of 8.9
(MIC = 17.5 µg mL−1) and 4.1 µg mL−1 (MIC = 8.75 µg mL−1) against both
P. aeruginosa and S. aureus, respectively.
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From a marine sponge of the genus Stelletta, three highly polar alkaloids,
namely stellettazole B, stellettazole C, and stellettamide C, were isolated as
antibacterial compounds against E. coli, showing inhibitory zones of 6.1, 6.2, and
10.5 mm at 20 µg disk−1, respectively (Matsunaga et al. 1999).

Two bis-pyrroloiminoquinone alkaloids, namely tsitsikammamines A andB along
with both brominated discorhabdin C derivatives named 14-bromodiscorhabdin C
and 14-bromodihydrodiscorhabdin C, isolated from an undescribed South African
Latrunculid sponge, exhibited antimicrobial activity against B. subtilis comparable
with that of wakayin (MIC = 0.3 µg mL−1), previously isolated from the ascidian
Clavelina sp. While tsitsikammamines A and B and related derivatives showed
murine cell line cytotoxicity, they did not reveal, in contrast to wakayin, any topoi-
somerase II inhibition (Copp et al. 1991; Hooper et al. 1996).
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From the sponge Aaptos sp. collected at Kupang, Indonesia, the aaptamine alkaloid
2-methoxy-3-oxoaaptamine was isolated along with other known aaptamines, includ-
ing 2,3-dihydro-2,3-dioxoaaptamine, demethyl(oxy)aaptamine, 3-aminodemethyl-
aaptamine and 3-(methylamino)demethyl(oxy)aaptamine, as antimicrobials. Under
active growing aerobic condition, 2-methoxy-3-oxoaaptamine and both amino
derivatives showed antimicrobial activity against dormancy-induced M. smegmatis
with a MIC value of 6.25 µg mL−1, while both 2,3-dihydro-2,3-dioxoaaptamine and
demethyl(oxy)aaptamine exhibited a moderate activity with a MIC value of
25 µg mL−1, revealing the positive effect of the presence of the carbonyl in C-3 posi-
tion. Under hypoxic condition, both amino derivatives appeared as the most promising
with aMIC value of 1.5 µg mL−1, in contrast to the others derivatives, for which aMIC
value of 6.25 µg mL−1 was observed (Arai et al. 2014).
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Out of seven secondary metabolites isolated from the Okinawan marine sponge,
Suberites sp., the three bromodiscorhabdin derivatives, nakijinamines A, B, and F
showed antimicrobial activities (Takahashi et al. 2012). Nakijinamine A exhibited
activities against C. albicans (IC50 = 0.25 µg mL−1), C. neoformans (IC50 =
0.5 µg mL−1), T. mentagrophytes (IC50 = 0.25 µg mL−1), S. aures (MIC =
16 µg mL−1), B. subtilis), (MIC = 16 µg mL−1), and M. luteus (MIC =
2 µg mL−1), while both nakijinamines B and F showed activity against C. albicans
(IC50 = 8 µg mL−1). The three alkaloids did not show any cytotoxic activity against
the murine lymphoma L1210 and human epidermoid carcinoma KB
(IC50 > 10 µg mL−1).

Irciniastatin A, isolated from the Indo-Pacific marine sponge Ircinia ramosa,
revealed antifungal and antibacterial activities, with MIC values of 16 and 64
μg mL−1 against C. neoformans and N. gonorrhoeae, respectively (Pettit et al.
2004). It also exhibited strong activities against the murine P388 leukemia cell line
and diverse human cancer cell lines with GI50 values of 10

−3
–10−4 µg mL−1.

Out of the three 3,4-diaryl pyrrole alkaloids isolated from the marine sponge
Dendrilla nigra, denigrin C, isolated as an antimycobacterial compound against M.
tuberculosis H37Rv (MIC = 4.0 μg mL−1), is the only compound found active
against both B. subtilis ATCC6633 and S. aureus ATCC25923 bacterial strains
with the same MIC value of 6.25 μg mL−1 (Kumar et al. 2014).
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Three betaine alkaloids, aminozooanemonin, pyridinebetaine A, and pyridine-
betaine B, were isolated from the Caribbean sponge Agelas dispar (Cafieri et al.
1998). Evaluation of their antibacterial activities against Gram-positive bacterial
strains, B. subtilis ATCC6633 and S. aureus ATCC 6538 as well as the
Gram-negative bacterial strain Salmonella typhi ATCC 19430 showed activities
against Gram-positive bacteria for aminozooanemonin and pyridinebetaine with
MIC values ranging from 2.5 to 8 μg mL−1.

Crambescidin 800 was isolated from the marine sponge Clathria cervicornis.
This pentacyclic guanidine compound showed significant activities against
Acinetobacter baumannii, Klebesiella pneumonia and P. aeruginosa with MIC
values of 2.0, 1.0, and 1.0 µg mL−1, respectively (Sun et al. 2015b).
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The antibacterial bicyclic bis-guanidine type of alkaloid, namely sch 575948, iso-
lated from the marine sponge Ptilocaulis spiculifer, exhibited antibacterial activity
against a super sensitive strain of S. aureus, with inhibition zones of 13, 15, and 18 mm
at the concentrations of 25, 50, and 100 µg disk−1, respectively (Yang et al. 2003).

Merobatzelladines A and B are tricyclic guanidine derivatives isolated from a
marine sponge Monanchora sp. as antibacterial constituents (Takishima et al.
2009). They exhibited of a moderate antimicrobial activity against Vibrio anguil-
larum with inhibitory zones of 9–10 mm at 50 µg disk−1 (6 mm diameter).

Interestingly is also the promising activity of the polycyclic guanidine alkaloid
batzelladine L. This latter, isolated from the sponge Monanchora arbuscula,
exhibited antifungal activities with MIC values ranging from 1.9 to 7.8 µg mL−1

against different strains of Aspergillus flavus, isolated from stored peanuts.
Furthermore, batzelladine L showed significant antifungal activities against two
resistant strains (MIC value of 3.9 µg mL−1 against both), in comparison with cer-
cobin (MIC values of 15 and >250 µg mL−1, respectively), an antifungal agent used
in agriculture for a wide range of fungal diseases. As the world production of shelled
peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) is around 38.6 and 5.8 million tons of peanut oil, we can
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evaluate the impact of such result! Indeed, contamination of peanuts by aflatoxigenic
fungi is an important economic problem in many tropical and subtropical areas of the
world. Batzelladine L and derivatives could be useful constituents to overcome the
thorny problem of aflatoxigenic strains (Arevabini et al. 2014).

The imidazole alkaloid pyronaamidine (Plubrukarn et al. 1997), isolated from
the Northern Mariana island sponge Leucetta sp. cf. chagosensis exhibited
antimicrobial activities against B. subtilis and C. albicans at a concentration of
100 µg disk−1 (zones of inhibition of 10 and 7 mm, respectively).

The suvanine N,N-dimethyl-1,3-dimethylherbipoline salt was isolated from a
sponge of Coscinoderma sp. collected from Chuuk Island, Micronesia. This sul-
fated sesterterpene derived suvanine displayed antibacterial activities against the
Gram-positive bacterial strains S. aureus ATCC6538, B. subtilis ATCC 6633, K.
rhizophila NBRC12708 with MIC values of 6.25, 0.78, 6.25 µg mL−1 and against
the Gram-negative strains S. enterica ATCC14028 and P. hauseri NBRC3851 with
MIC values of 0.78 and 6.25 µg mL−1, respectively. It was also reported having a
moderate cytotoxicity against the human erythroleukemic cell line K562 and the
adenocarcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial cell line A549 with LC50 values of
2.2 and 1.9 μM, respectively (Kim et al. 2014).
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2.6 Peptides

Marine peptides are structurally diverse and display a broad spectrum of bioac-
tivities (Cheung et al. 2015). Recently, they have been reported as an alternative for
innovative medicines (Da Costa et al. 2015). Cyclic peptides have been particularly
studied because they provide potential anti-infective drug candidates (Kang et al.
2015), in particular as novel antifungal agents.

Two linear tetrapeptides, citronamides A and B, were isolated from the
Australian sponge Citronia astra (Carroll et al. 2009). The peptides contained two
previously unreported amino acids, 3-(2-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-imidazol-4-yl) serine
and 6-amino-7-(4-methoxyphenyl) heptanoic acid, and α-iduronic acid modified at
either C-3 or C-4 with a carbamate. Citronamide A showed moderate antifungal
activity against S. cerevisiae.
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Discodermin E, was initially isolated from the marine sponge, Discodermia
kiiensis as a cytotoxic compound against P388 leukemia cells
(IC50 = 0.02 µg mL−1). It also showed inhibition of the growth of B. subtilis, S.
aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa at 2.5 µg disk−1, and Mortierella ramannianus,
C. albicans, and P. chrysogenum at 25 µg disk−1. This tetradecapeptide also
inhibited the development of Asterinu pectiniferu starfish embryo at 5 µg mL−1.

A bicyclic glycopeptide, theonellamide G, purified from the Red Sea sponge T.
swinhoei, showed antifungal activities against wild (ATCC 32354) and ampho-
tericin B-resistant (ATCC 90873) C. albicans strains with IC50 values of 4.5 and
2.0 µM, respectively. It also displayed a cytotoxic activity against the human colon
adenocarcinoma cell line HCT-16 with an IC50 of 6.0 µM (Youssef et al. 2014).
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The following two theonellapeptolide-related cyclic depsipeptides have been
isolated from an Okinawan marine sponge Theonella sp. (Tsuda et al. 1999). These
depsipeptides showed moderate antimicrobial activities against some Gram-positive
bacteria such as S. aureus (MIC = 8.0, and > 16 µg mL−1, respectively), M. luteus
(MIC = 8.0 µg mL−1 for both compounds), B. subtilis (MIC = 8.0 and
16.0 µg mL−1, respectively), M. smegmatis (MIC = 16 and 66 µg mL−1, respec-
tively), and against fungi such as T. mentagrophytes (MIC = 4.0 and 8.0 µg mL−1,
respectively), and A. niger (MIC > 66 and 8.0 µg mL−1, respectively).

Theopapuamides A–C are depsipeptides isolated from the Indonesian marine
sponge Siliquariaspongia mirabilis. The undecapeptides theopapuamides B–C
revealing an N-terminal fatty acid moiety containing two original amino acids,
3-acetamido-2-aminopropanoic acid and 4-amino-2,3-dihydroxy-5-methylhexanoic
acid. Theopapuamides A–C exhibited strong antifungal activities against wild-type
and amphotericin B-resistant strains of C. albicans at the concentration of 1–
5 μg disk−1. They also showed cytotoxicity against human colon carcinoma
HCT-116 cells with IC50 values ranging from 2.1 to 4.0 μg mL−1 (Ratnayake et al.
2006; Plaza et al. 2008).
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Mirabamides A–C, are other depsipeptides previously isolated from the same
sponge, that inhibited the growth of B. subtilis and C. albicans at 1–5 μg disk−1 in
disk diffusion assays (Plaza et al. 2007). They are also reported as inhibitors of the
envelope-mediated membrane fusion (HIV-fusion).
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2.7 Miscellaneous Brominated Derivatives

Marine sponges have also provided various brominated organic compounds,
especially diverse polybrominated ethers.

Hamigerans constitute a diverse structural family of brominated derivatives
isolated from the sponge Hamigera tarangaensis (collected off New Zealand). Out
of them, Hamigeran G was reported as an antifungal agent against the budding
yeast S. cerevisiae (Singh et al. 2013).

The marine sponge Dysidea herbacea collected from Indonesia yielded four tri-
brominated diphenyl ether congeners as well as known tetrabromo and dibro-
moderivatives (Handayani et al. 1997). All of the compounds were active against
the Gram-positive bacteria B. subtilis and the phytopathogenic fungus
Cladosporium cucumerinum. The isolated polybrominated compounds were also
active in the brine shrimp lethality assay. Both 3,4,5,6- and 2,3,4,5-tetrabromo
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derivatives were found as the most active with IC50 values of 0.96 and 0.94
μg mL−1, respectively.

 (2 ,4 -dibromophenoxy)phenol

The 2,3,4,5-tetrabromo-6-(2',4'-dibromophenoxy)phenol, previously mentioned, as
well as the polybrominated compounds 3,4,5-tribromo-2-(2',4'-dibromophenoxy)phe-
nol and 3,5-dibromo-2-(3',5'-dibromo-2'-methoxyphenoxy)phenol, isolated from
unidentified marine sponges, exhibited a high activity against S. aureus (MIC100 = 0.36,
0.36, 0.15 µg mL−1, respectively) and T. mentagrophytes (MIC100 = 3.12, 3.12,
1.56 µg mL−1, respectively). They were found inactive towards E. coli and
Saccharomyces carlsbergensis strains (Popov et al. 1999).
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3,4,5-Tribromo-2-(2 ,4 -dibromophenoxy)phenol

3,5-Dibromo-2-(3 ,5 -dibromo-2 -methoxyphenoxy)phenol

More recently, the new 3,5-dibromo-2-(2′,4′-dibromophenoxy)phenol as well as
the 3,4,5-tribromo-2-(2′,4′-dibromophenoxy)phenol were isolated as powerful
antimicrobial compounds from the marine sponge Dysidea granulosa. These
polybrominated diphenyl ethers revealed a broad spectral antimicrobial activity with
MIC values in the range of 0.1–4.0 and 0.1–16.0 mg mL−1 against Gram-positive
and -negative bacteria, respectively. In particular, they showed a MIC value of
0.1 mg L−1 against MRSA bacteria. Furthermore, the dibromophenol revealed a
MIC value of 0.1 µg mL−1 against the Gram-negative bacterial strain K. pneumo-
niae. This result is particularly exciting since this activity is comparable and even
stronger than the available antibiotics such as ciprofloxacin (MIC =
0.125 µg mL−1), cefoxitin (MIC = 0.25 µg mL−1), and imipenem (MIC =
0.25 µg mL−1), used as positive controls in the assays. As K. pneumoniae can cause
different types of healthcare-associated infections and have developed resistance to
multiple antimicrobial drugs, especially to the class of carbapenems, 3,5-dibromo-2-
(2′,4′-dibromophenoxy)phenol appeared as a lead compound for clinical applica-
tions. In addition, both compounds also inhibited a wide variety of Gram-negative
pathogens, which the treatment options are greatly limited (Sun et al. 2015a).
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3 Antimicrobial Compounds from Sponge-Associated
Bacteria

Intriguingly, close inspection of the structures of pharmacologically active natural
products isolated from sponges and other marine invertebrates have revealed
striking chemical similarities to known microbial metabolites. These observations,
combined with those of the pioneer microscopic studies of sponge tissues from
Vacelet and Wilkinson in the early 70s of the twentieth century, have attracted the
attention of scientists towards sponge-associated bacteria in view of their potential
involvement in the production of molecules of interest, in particular of antimicro-
bial molecules. So far, more than 30 bacterial phyla have been identified in
Demospongiae such as Actinobacteria, Acidobacteria, Chloroflexi, Planctomycetes,
Proteobacteria, Nitrospira, Cyanobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Verrucomicrobia, and
Poribacteria (Taylor et al. 2007); some of them appearing specific to the Porifera, as
illustrated with the bacterial phylum Poribacteria.

Although it is difficult to state with full surety about the biosynthetic marine
natural products due to the complexity of the associations, the research of their
localization within sponge-microorganisms associations has been conducted.
Genome sequencings and heterologous expression of biosynthetic pathways can
provide the ultimate proof for the production of secondary metabolites by associ-
ated microbes.

Using differential centrifugation experiment followed by chemical analysis of the
different fractions, Faulkner and coworkers brought the first experimental evidence
of the production of natural products by sponge-associated microbiome. Therefore,
they demonstrated that the cytotoxic macrolide swinholide A was localized in uni-
cellular heterotrophic bacteria and that the antifungal cyclic peptide theopalauamide
was found within filamentous heterotrophic bacteria (Bewley et al. 1998).

A cultivation of sponge-associated bacteria has been emerged as a novel source for
obtaining novel chemical skeletons in large quantity and to overcome the thorny
problem of supply of molecules of interest. However, it has been estimated that less
than 1% of bacteria can be cultivated in laboratory conditions (Bernard et al. 2000).
Therefore, novel strategies will have to be developed in order to cultivate so far
uncultivable organisms. Several attempts have been made to improve the situation by
changes in culture media and introduction of up-to-date technologies within culti-
vation procedures (Vartoukian et al. 2010; Stewart 2012; Rocha-Martin et al. 2014).

Microluside A, a O-glycosylated substituted xanthone, was obtained from the
actinobacterium Micrococcus sp. EG45 isolated from the Red Sea marine sponge
Spheciospongia vagabunda. This compound displayed antibacterial activities against
S. aureus NCTC 8325 (MIC = 13 μM) and E. faecalis JH 212 (MIC = 10 μM),
enterococci being common causes of nosocomial infections. No cytotoxicity against
J774.1 macrophages was detected (IC50 > 200 µM) (Eltamany et al. 2014).
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Pseudovibrio species are ubiquitous bacteria in the marine environment, espe-
cially within marine sponges. Pseudovibrio isolates from the sponges Axinella
dissimilis, Polymastia boletiformis and Haliclona simulans showed to produce the
antibacterial sulfur containing compound tropodithietic acid (TDA). This latter is
formed by a dithiet moiety fused to tropone-2-carboxylic acid, which can coexist
with its tautomer thiotorpocin. A bacterial extract containing 95% TDA was
effective against a range of human-pathogenic bacteria, including both
Gram-negative and -positive bacteria. TDA has shown to have a strong inhibitory
activity against a wide range of marine bacteria, such as S. enterica serovar
Typhimurium SL 1344, E. coli, NCTC 10538, P. aeruginosa NCTC 10662, S.
aureus NCTC 8532, and V. anguillarum 90-11-287 (MIC from 3 to 25 µg mL−1)
(Porsby et al. 2011; Harrington et al. 2014).

A Streptomyces bacterium, Streptomyces sp. HB202, was isolated from the
sponge Halichondria panicea collected from the Baltic Sea. Eight strep-
tophenazines were purified from in vitro cultures of this bacterium using a
dereplication strategy. Among these compounds, streptophenazine G and K dis-
played moderate antibacterial activities against Staphylococcus epidermidis (MIC =
8.4 and 14.5 µM, respectively) and B. subtilis (MIC = 8.2 µM and 21.6 µM,
respectively) (Kunz et al. 2014).
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The lantibiotic (e.g., a ribosomally synthetized and posttransiationally modified
peptide with potent antimicrobial activities), namely subtilomycin, was isolated
from the B. subtilis strain MMA7 isolated from the marine sponge H. simulans.
This peptide, confirmed as T-W-A-T-I-G-K-T-I-V-Q-S-V-K-K, displayed antibac-
terial activities against Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens (B. cereus,
Bacillus megaterium, Listeria monocytogenes and Listeria innocua) and against the
fungus Candida sporogenes (Phelan et al. 2013).

Two cyclic peptides, identified as cyclo-(glycyl-L-seryl-L-prolyl-L-glutamyl) and
cyclo-(glycyl-L-prolyl-L-glutamyl), were isolated from the Ruegeria, SDC-1 strain
associated with cell cultures of Suberites domuncula (Mitova et al. 2004). Both
peptides showed moderate effects against B. subtilis (MIC = 25 and 50 µg mL−1,
respectively) and no activity against E. coli and S. cerevisiae.

Novel antibiotics, YM-266183 and YM-266184, were found in the culture broth
of B. cereus QN03323 which was isolated from the marine sponge Halichondria
japonica. These thiopeptides exhibited potent antibacterial activities against the
Gram-negative staphylococci and enterococci including multiple drug-resistant
strains, whereas they were inactive against Gram-negative bacteria (Suzumura et al.
2003).
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Fourty four Micrococcus and Kocuria bacterial strains were collected from
Florida Keys, Fort Lauderdale and Maryland sponges. Three isolates showed to
produce in vitro a thiazolyl peptide, kocurin, of which the antimicrobial activity
profile has shown to have extremely potent activities against Gram-positive bacteria
with MIC values of 0.25–0.5 μg mL−1 against MRSA and no activity against the
Gram-negative bacterial pathogens, A. baumannii, P. aeruginosa, and E. coli. None
of these compounds exhibited cytotoxicity against human promyelocytic leukemia
HL-60, human lung carcinoma A549, cervical carcinoma HeLa, and chronic leu-
kemia K562 cell lines (Palomo et al. 2013).
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4 Conclusions and Future Challenges

In the light of current medical need, activity against methicillin-resistant S. aureus
(MRSA), extended-spectrum beta-lactamase producers (ESBL), carbapenem-resistant
enterobacteriaceae (CRE), and drug-resistant N. gonorrhoeae, as well as discovery of
novel druggable antimicrobialmechanisms of action, are of the great importance. Even
if we are able to tackle the current challenges, some new resistances are likely to
develop by the bacteria, which will devalue all the available antimicrobial drugs.
Therefore, constant efforts are required for the introduction of new potent antibacte-
rials. The value of natural products in such efforts is well recognized (Payne et al.
2007).

Marine sponge research produces more than 200 new compounds each year
(Laport et al. 2009), providing an exceptional source of diverse marine bioactive
compounds, especially, antibacterials. Activity against MRSA has been reported for
sponges, as illustrated with the glycolipid caminoside A, the brominated lipids
motualevic acids, the steroids halicrasterol H, the terpenes dysidavarone A, clathric
acid, the tetracyclic alkylpiperidine haliclonacyclamine E, arenosclerins A–C, the
indolo [3,2-a] carbazole, and the bis-indole alkaloid deoxytopsentin. Activities of
those marine natural molecules span between 1.2 to 136.6 μg mL−1 and there is an
obvious need for better understanding their mechanisms of action. Some indication
of activity against E. coli has been detected with several reviewed molecules,
nevertheless, no data is presented in relationship to ESBL producers. Axistatins are
the only reviewed molecules that have been tested and demonstrated activity
against N. gonorrhoeae in the concentration range which also influenced eukaryotic
cells. Two polybrominated diphenylethers, namely 3,5-dibromo-2-(2′,4′-dibromo-
phenoxy)phenol and 3,4,5-tribromo-2-(2′,4′-dibromophenoxy)phenol have shown
nice potency against K. pneumonia and definitely should be tested against ESBL
producers and CRE strains since such activities would be of great medical interest.

Vast majority of the currently used antibiotics came from nature and medicinal
chemists working on novel antibiotic projects are painfully aware how hard it is to
make better molecules. Therefore, it is most likely that next generation of great
antimicrobial molecules will come from nature, too. It is just the extent and duration
of optimization that nature did that one cannot adequately compete within the
laboratory.

Obvious next step is to look at places in nature which were less accessible
before, such as seas and oceans, and use techniques that humans were not able to
use in last century when first generations of antibiotics have been discovered.

It is very important to test systematically and promptly all newly discovered
natural molecules against resistant pathogens of medical interest and to elucidate
their antimicrobial mode of action. Even if not being optimal drugs themselves,
because of their relatively poor potency, lack of selectivity against human cells, or
our inability to produce such molecules in significant quantities, they could be
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excellent starting point for synthesis of analogues, biotechnological chemical
investigations, and/or bioengineering. Furthermore, such novel molecules with
potential novel modes of action could shed the light on still undiscovered mecha-
nisms that play significant role in bacterial survival and virulence and that could be
exploited as potential novel drug targets. Furthermore, quorum sensing, which
controls many virulence factors responsible for bacterial infections appears to be a
new promising path in the search of alternative antibiotic drugs (Saurav et al. 2016).
Addressing quorum sensing has remarkable potential to weaken bacterial virulence
and still does not put such pressure on bacteria that pushes them towards further
mutations/changes. Therefore, anti-virulence therapy emerges as a new alternative
that might be able to unlock the drug resistance threat and extensive research of
symbiotic microbes could provide the clue where the right therapeutic interventions
should be.
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Discovery and Development of Novel
Drugs

Vesna Erakovic Haber and Radan Spaventi

Abstract Drug discovery and development process is nowadays conducted in relatively
standardised sequence of phases, starting with Discovery and being followed by
Preclinical, Clinical and Non-Clinical Development. Discovery phase is divided in Hit
Finding, Lead generation, Lead Optimisation and Candidate Identification Phase. Main
drivers of the whole process are regulatory requirements and the aim to eliminate the
unnecessary spending by early elimination of unlikely drug candidates. Marine products,
once purified, isolated and produced in required quantities, follow the same route as any
other synthetic drug.

1 Introduction

Human life expectantly has increased significantly during the course of the last century,
at least partially due to the discovery of large number of drugs and therefore, the 20th
century can be rightfully called true pharmaceutical century. Although number of
diseases that were incurable hundred years ago can be easily cured today, modern
medicine is still facing significant changes in its aim to ensure good quality of life and
extended life-span. New and better drugs are needed to address diseases of the ageing
population, such as degenerative diseases and cancer, as well as to overcome contin-
uous threat of novel infections caused by micro-organisms resistant to current therapies.

Throughout the human history, nature was the obvious place to search for
medicines. Based on a “trial and error” approach, traditional medicine has collected
a body of knowledge that was passed from generation to generation. In the last
century, supported by the modern science, people have continued that quest in even
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more methodical and controlled manner. This resulted in 1453 drugs that have
obtained FDA approval till the end of 2013 (Kinch et al. 2014).

First modern drugs, such as hormones or antibiotics, have provided a basis for the next
generations of semisynthetic and synthetic drugs. Initially, compounds were synthetized
and tested individually to be followed by chemical libraries produced by combinatorial
chemistry (Seneci et al. 2014) and, most recently, DNA-encoded libraries (Mullard 2016).
Initial generations of modern drugs are not very selective and numerous serendipitous
observations related to their add-on activates inspired 1988 Nobel Laureate in Physiology
andMedicine, Sir James Black, to say: “The most fruitful basis for the discovery of a new
drug is to start with an old drug”. Furthermore, novel informed insights and technological
platforms have provided basis for repositioning of some relatively old drugs, as well as
for optimising current drug discovery and development paradigm.

Beforehand, compounds were tested for their activity on animals and sometimes
humans, whereas compound screening in vitro systems was subsequently introduced
once scientific and technological progress made it possible. Extensive exploration of
pathophysiology of human diseases led into several decades of focused
TARGET BASED DRUG DISCOVERY. In vitro-centric target based approach
resulted with lower than expected number of new drugs due to the very high attrition
rate of drug development process. Relatively recently, hope of better predictability has
been raised by introduction of PHENOTYPIC ASSAYS that are not focused on
specific targets but reconstruct the elements of human disease as accurately as possible.

Evolution of drug discovery and development in modern times has been catalysed by
progress and/or limitations in the several areas: our understanding of disease ethiology,
knowledge about potential druggable targets, advancement of technologies related to
drug pharmaceutical R&D, as well as diversity and number of scaffolds that can be
utilised for derivatisation of new drugs. Whereas majority of these areas have been
advancing significantly, availability of new natural scaffolds/compounds has been mostly
limited by availability of natural sources. Although humans have been attempting to
understand and utilise marine resources for therapeutic purposes since ancient times,
modern drugs are predominantly based on terrestrial natural origins. Nowadays, phar-
maceutical R&D is increasingly turning towards the sea as a source of new therapeutics
with the aim to expand innovation potential and maximise utilisation of great advance-
ments in science and technologies. Marine environment represents almost unlimited
source of biodiversity and novel bioactive natural products, with structural and chemical
features generally not found in terrestrial natural products. To date, a rather limited
number of drugs with marine origin have been put to the market or are currently in late
phases of development (Table 1). However, relatively rich early-phase pipeline suggests
that we are going to see many more of them in the near future (Mayer et al. 2016; http://
marinepharmacology.midwestern.edu/clinPipeline.htm).

Although every disease and every scientific approach have their particularities, drug
discovery and development process itself is nowadays conducted in relatively stan-
dardised sequence of discovery and development phases. They are driven by regulatory
requirements and the aim to avoid the unnecessary cost by early elimination of unlikely
drug candidates. Marine products, once purified, isolated and produced in required
quantities, follow the same route as any other synthetic drug (Martins et al. 2014).
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2 Project Planning Phase

Basis for every successful drug discovery project is clear understanding of the problem
that is intended to be solved and what would successful outcome look like. This type of
clarity is usually achieved by precise description of the medical and market needs,
target product profile (Table 2) and understanding of the competitive environment.
These elements should provide exact answers to the below listed questions.

• Medical need

Which medical problem is intended to be solve?
How relevant would the intervention be for the human health?
Are there already treatment options available?

• Market need

Are there other drugs which already address the problem?
Would anybody be ready to pay for the new drug with the expected superiority
in comparison with exiting treatment options?

Table 2 Example of target product profile (TPP)

Current value proposition Profile

Indications at launch Minimal

Desired

Indications post launch Minimal

Desired

Target label Minimal

Desired

Pharmacological profile Minimal

Desired

Clinical efficacy Minimal

Desired

Safety and tolerability Minimal

Desired

Health outcomes Minimal

Desired

API stability Minimal

Desired

Route of administration/Final form Minimal

Desired

Dosing regimen Minimal

Desired

Contra-indications/Warnings/Precautions/Food and drug interactions Minimal

Desired
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• Competition/Comparators

Are there other drugs in the market or in the drug discovery and development
pipeline that address that particular need? Which feature(s) of those drugs
should be improved?

• Target product profile (desired versus. minimal)

What should new drug be like and which criteria should it fulfil? (Table 2)

3 Where to Start?

One should always start with the disease and disease related knowledge. The better
understanding of medical problem, the better will be a selection of relevant drug
targets and phenotypic testing systems. Nowadays, a wealth of patient and disease
relevant information is present in a public domain collected by clinical and basic
researchers, such as human genome project data, genome wide association studies,
numerous population studies, etc. Many diseased and healthy human tissues have
been compared so far by using number of different technologies, either directly
upon removal from donor’s body or after cultivation in ex vivo culture systems.

If drug discovery programme is focused around a particular target, the process
starts with TARGET VALIDATION. The goal of these efforts is to confirm that
particular target is relevant for the pathophysiological process of interest and that its
modulation would not present unnecessary health hazard. This is typically done, in
addition to extensive literature search, via genetic interventions (e.g. gene knock
in/out, siRNA, CRISPER, etc.) and/or using tool compounds within particular
biological systems (Bunnage et al. 2013). Both approaches have their limitations.
Genetic intervention takes whole protein out of equation and not only its particular
function that drug substance actually targets, possibly resulting with an overesti-
mation of potential drug activity, no matter positive or negative. On the other hand,
usefulness of tool compounds in target validation process depends highly on their
selectivity and potency. Ultimate target validation can be done only in clinical
disease setting when selective drug, with appropriate PK/PD properties, is admin-
istered to carefully selected patient population.

Even if drug discovery process starts with PHENOTYPIC APPROACH, there is
always a clear notion to seek for drug-target(s) interaction that can explain activity
in such phenotypic system. Current paradigm of the modern drug discovery stip-
ulates understanding of drug target(s) and affected pathways in order to decrease
likelihood of negative surprises later in the drug development process as well as to
enable a rational drug design. In contrast to a single target approach,
phenotypic-based approach can result with identification of several targets that are
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hit by the some compound and combination of which is optimal for achievement of
the desired effect.

Once biological strategy is defined and decision has been made weather to use
the target-based assays or phenotypic assays, one needs to select which molecules
to test in such tests.

4 Drug Discovery

Typical discovery process (Fig. 1) is stepwise approach which starts with hit
finding phase. HITS are molecules that show activity in primary screening/test
system in dose response manner and demonstrate certain structure-activity rela-
tionship (SAR).

Next phase is frequently called Lead generation phase. During this phase hit
molecules are optimised for various properties such as potency, selectivity,
drug-like physical and chemical properties, etc. A LEAD is a molecule that shows
activity and selectivity in vitro and first evidence of in vivo activity. During the
Lead optimisation phase lead is further optimised until it reaches desired pharma-
codynamic (PD) and pharmacokinetic (PK) properties, both in vitro and in vivo,
and becomes a CANDIDATE molecule. Toxicity of that molecule is evaluated in
non-GLP toxicological tests and PK/PD relationship is explored in animal efficacy
models. In addition to biological profiling, assessment of chemical and pharma-
ceutical developability is performed in order to estimate the likelihood that final
drug product containing such active principle can eventually reach the market. If the
molecule criteria, it becomes a PRECLINICAL CANDIDATE. Such molecule is

Fig. 1 Drug discovery process. HTS High Throughput Screening, ADME Absorption Distribution
Metabolism Elimination, GLP Good Laboratory Practice, PK Pharmacokinetics, PK/PD
Pharmacokinetic vs. Pharmacodynamics, PPD Pharmaceutical Product Development
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made in larger quantities in order to Preclinical development program, performed in
line with Good Laboratory Practice (GLP), which include GLP toxicology, ADME
(Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism and Elimination) and PK. A molecule that
successfully completes preclinical development phase is ready to enter clinical
phase of the drug development and therefore is called a CLINICAL CANDIDATE.

The clinical candidate is then progressed through comprehensive clinical
development programme, and, in if it meets required criteria, it is submitted to
regulatory bodies for approval.

4.1 Chemical Tactics—Where to Get First Hits?

Several past decades have been characterised by high throughput screening of large
chemical libraries composed of hundreds of thousands of random compounds or
relatively smaller focused libraries, likely to hit particular type of biological targets,
such as kinases, GPCRs, etc. Large compound libraries are mainly made by
combinatorial chemistry and their significant portion might not have drug-like
physical–chemical properties. On the other hand, when drug target is well explored,
rational drug design can lead chemists in the process of making specific compounds
with higher likelihood to interact with the target and its active site. Relatively
recently, screening of fragment-based libraries has proven to be good strategy in
revealing small fragments that interact with a target active site. In the next step,
those hit fragments are combined in larger, more potent and selective molecules.
Finally, number of chemical structures linked to DNA, combined in DNA-encoded
libraries, are currently being used for screening in various biological systems, DNA
being unique coding tag and chaperon (Mullard 2016).

In addition to testing pure compounds, some researchers test extracts obtained
from various natural sources, including marine organisms (Martins et al. 2014).
Such extracts most likely contain molecules that have never been synthetized by
researchers and therefore bare potential to hit the targets that have not been con-
quered so far and reveal novel chemical space. Furthermore, such extracts present
mixture of molecules which can have additive or synergistic effects in particular
biological assays. Complexity is further added when testing natural extracts in
phenotypic assay and observed activity could be result of multiple molecules and
multiple targets. Next step, isolation of active structure(s), is very labour intensive
process which is frequently unsuccessful or results with structures which cannot be
made by chemical synthesis. Sometimes, decent quantities of active molecules can
be produced by using biotechnological approaches. Although there is a whole
universe of microbes out there, that produce secondary metabolites, we do not have
optimal knowledge and/or technology to cultivate them. Please find more details in
an excellent review by Martins et al. (2014).
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4.2 Biological Tactics—Screening Cascade

Drug discovery and development attrition rate is extremely high with only one out
of 100,000 synthetized molecules reaching the market in approximately 15 years.
Sequences of biological tests that are meant to select the best molecules, most likely
to be successful at the end, are called screening or testing cascades (9). If properly
designed, testing cascade should reflect target product profile and eliminate inad-
equate molecules as early as possible, reducing unnecessary spending in the fol-
lowing, always more expensive, stages. Complexity and predictive potential of the
testing cascades varies among various therapeutic areas and various diseases. For
example, potent antibiotics can be spotted already in in vitro systems, whereas
efficacy of drugs addressing various psychiatric diseases can only truly be tested
within clinical trials and therefore, later therapeutic area is known to be associated
with significantly high number of failures during Clinical development.

Testing starts in in vitro systems which address all three biological aspects of
every drug: PD, PK and toxicology. Cascade starts with more simple and high
throughput screening (HTS) assays and gradually moves to more complex systems
(Jelic et al. 2013). Typically, first answer one looks for is which compound interacts
with the target and that answer can be very frequently obtained in biochemical cell
free assay (Fig. 2). Furthermore, it is import to recognise if there is functional
consequence of that interaction, as well as, how potent and how selective is the
compound.

Cellular system adds complexity and only the compounds that are able to reach
their biological target and exhibit activity in such living system are selected for
further progression. Observed activity is a combined result of several properties of
the molecule, next to its target interaction, such as, ability to cross the cell mem-
brane or accumulate in particular subcellular compartment, if necessary for the
action. Furthermore, cells are used to evaluate cytotoxicity potential.

Next level of complexity is addressed in whole blood assays, which, in addition
to mix cell population, obviously contain various extracellular components that
compound will be exposed to during clinical trials. For many years, in vitro testing
has been done on immortalised cell lines, which provides excellent platform for
particular target or pathway related testing, but seriously lack similarity with the
disease conditions. Lately, significant efforts have been put into setting up
disease-relevant phenotypic assays on primary cells and/or human tissues, with the
aim of early evidence of disease-relevant effects.

In parallel with in vitro efficacy and toxicity testing, compounds are screened for
their plasma protein binding potential, CYP inhibition, solubility, permeability,
microsomal and hepatocyte stability in order to identify potential PK liabilities very
early in the process.

After successful completion of in vitro testing, an evidence of activity in com-
plex living organism is required in order to manage the risk for further progression
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of the compound and to increase probability of positive clinical outcome. For
proper in vivo evaluation of the drug candidate molecules, it is essential to fully
understand the limitations of the animal efficacy models and recognise that animal
models reflect particular pathophysiological elements/pathways and do not repre-
sent equivalent of human disease.

In vivo compound testing on laboratory animals provides information on
effective dose and route of administration and generates toxicology, safety
pharmacology and PK data. That information allows a ranking of potential drug
candidates in “head to head” comparison and generates proof of concept for
regulatory authorities, as a preparation for “first in human” studies.
Establishment of PK/PD relationship and PK/PD modelling provides basis for
the clinical dose prediction.

5 Drug Development

Drug development (Fig. 3) is a complex set of activities with a goal to transform a
promising drug candidate into new drug. In comparison to drug discovery phase, it
is highly regulated and closely monitored by regulatory authorities. Since drug

Fig. 2 Target-based testing
cascade
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development represents substantial investment, with no guarantee of success, it is
crucial that risks are identified and eliminated at the earliest possible stage, or
understood and managed while caring forward, in order to build confidence for
subsequent investments. In parallel, the progress of the project is continuously
assessed via a number of milestones at which obtained results are confronted with
the target product profile, potential competition and the market developments.

Drug development can be divided into preclinical development, Clinical
development and Non-Clinical development.

6 Preclinical Development

The main goal of Preclinical development is to determine ultimate safety profile of
experimental drug candidate with purpose of, as much as possible, limiting risks of
its use in humans during clinical trials. This critical phase includes a number of
activities required to progress a new drug candidate through toxicology, pharma-
cology and pharmacokinetic testing. All these activities must be performed in a
regulatory compliant manner to ensure that quality of data and the safety of human
subjects involved in future clinical trials.

During preclinical studies (Table 3), it is especially important to:

• Define initial safe dose and dose escalation schemes for application in humans
• Identify target organs that are at risk for potential toxicity

Fig. 3 Drug development process. PoC Proof of Concept, PK Pharmacokinetics, PK/PD
Pharmacokinetic vs. Pharmacodynamics
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• Explore if observed toxicity is reversible
• Identify safety parameters for clinical monitoring

The other important aspects of Preclinical development are related to the for-
mulation development, manufacturing and procurement of clinical samples of
experimental drug.

7 Clinical Development

Clinical programme is a set of studies designed to investigate the benefits and risks
of a specific drug in human subjects and patients. While preclinical testing provides
basic evidences about drug’s safety and efficacy, it cannot replace studies focused
on drug interaction with human body. Therefore, the results of clinical trials rep-
resent the crucial set of data to support registration and eventual use of future drug
in clinical practice.

Human testing of experimental drugs, before drug is approved for consumer
sale, is typically conducted in three phases. Each phase is regarded as separate trial,

Table 3 Preclinical Development

Preclinical development

Safety, drug metabolism and
pharmacokinetics

Chemistry/formulation, manufacturing and
controls, regulatory support

GLP Toxicology
• Single dose tox in two species
• Repeated dose tox studies in two species
(2 weeks up to 3 months, depending on
proposed duration of use in clinical trials)

• Carcinogenicity
• Genotoxicity
• Safety pharmacology
• Reproductive tox (if fertile women wilf be in
trials)

Comprehensive ADME
• Bioanalytical method development and
validation (for each matrix and species of
interest)

• Comprehensive PK
• GLP Toxicokinetic (TK) assessment
• Metabolite identification in tox species
• Mass-balance studies

• Form and version screening
• Scale-up—Drug substance production for
Pharm Dev, Tox and Phase I

• Analytical method development and
validation
– Purity, impurities, residual solvents

• Drug substance stability testing;
Preliminary specification

• Prototype formulation development
– Compatibility w. excipients and closure
systems, compressibility, content
uniformity, dissolution, stability

• Analytical method development and
validation

• Preliminary specification and QC
procedure

• Clinical trial material production for Phase
I

• ICH Stability and release testing
• IND preparation and submission

GLP Good Laboratory Practice, ADME Absorption Distribution Metabolism Elimination, PK
Pharmacokinetics, QC Quality control
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and after completion of each of them, investigators are required to submit results
and obtain approval from the regulatory body to progress into next phase.

Phase I of clinical trials is a first point at which an experimental therapy is
administered to people and represents initial testing in a small number (usually 100
or less) of healthy volunteers. These trials are primarily focused on assessing if drug
is safe for use in human subjects. In addition to monitoring of side effects, the scope
also includes evaluation of how the drug is absorbed, metabolised and excreted, as
well as to determine the safe dose range for use in the next phases.

Studies on healthy volunteers can also provide very valuable information linked
to “proof of mechanism (PoM) in humans”, confirming that drug, once adminis-
tered to humans, at particular dose and dosing schedule, triggers drug
mechanism-related cascade of events.

Phase II studies evaluate safety and efficacy in a small number of patients
(typically 100–300). The most Phase II studies are designed in the way in which the
study group of patients who receives the experimental drug is compared with
patients receiving either inactive substance (placebo), or a drug that is considered as
the standard of therapy. Many of these studies are “double-blinded”, meaning that
neither the patients nor investigators have information on who has received the
investigated drug. Besides information about drug behaviour, safety of therapy, side
effects and potential risks, the scope of trials is to determine the most effective
dosing scheme for the experimental therapy as well as optimal method of delivery.

Phase II clinical trials are usually divided in Phase IIA studies, exploratory
(non-pivotal) studies that have clinical efficacy, pharmacodynamics or biological
activity as primary endpoint, and Phase IIB studies, that are definite dose ranging
studies in patients with efficacy as primary endpoint. These days, results of
Phase IIA are considered as “proof-of-concept (PoC) in humans”, and represent a
major go-non-go milestone in drug development process.

Phase III studies are to demonstrate safety and efficacy of experimental therapy
in a large group of patients. The goal of these pivotal studies is to generate sta-
tistically significant evidence of safety and efficacy, as required for approval. The
goal is also to establish overall risk–benefit relationship of investigational medicine.
Finally, the scope of Phase III studies also includes studies that will serve as a basis
for labelling instructions and post marketing commitments.

Phase III studies usually enrol thousands of patients across multiple clinical sites
around the world, and represent the largest investment in the whole drug discovery
and development process.

8 Non-clinical Development

In parallel to the clinical development programme a number of non-clinical
activities are performed with aim to support clinical trials and to generate data for
approval. Some of these activities represent continuation of activities that have been
initiated during preclinical development, and other follow the project evolution.
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Non-clinical activities can be divided in four major categories: safety, DMPK,
chemical/substance development and pharmaceutical development (Table 4).

Drug development is exceptionally complex; lengthy and costly process in
which project planning and project management play the role of utmost importance.
Although clinical part of the project progresses mostly in consecutive manner,
supporting extensive and complex set of non-clinical activities has to be carefully
planned and executed in order to ensure fast progression, informed decision-making
at milestone points, and stringent cost control.

Table 4 Non-clinical development activities

Non-clinical
development

Phase I Phase II Phase III

Safety • Repeat dose (1–
3 months) tox
studies to support
Phase II dosing

• Reproductive tox
(embryo-fetal dev)

• Repeat dose (6/9 months)
tox studies

• Reproductive tox (fertility)
• Juvenile tox (if needed)

• Reproductive
tox (pre- and
post-natal
development)

• Carcinogenicity
(if needed)

• “Bridging”
studies

DMPK • Met Id in clinical
samples

• TK studies (1–
3 months, RepTox)

• Met Id from human
radiolabel study

• Whole body autoradiography
• TK studies (6/9 months, Rep
Tox)

• ADME for
carcinogenicity
species, TK

• TK studies (Rep
Tox)

Chemical
(substance)
development

• Scale-up, DS
production for
Pharm Dev, Tox and
Ph II

• Analytical methods
refinement,
technology
documentation

• Scale-up—Final synthetic
route

• Manufacturing process
validation (critical process
parameters and critical
quality attributes defined)

• Final analytical method
validation, final specification

• 3 commercial
batches for
NDA
submission

• ICH stability for
3 batches

• Process
documentation
for NDA

Pharmaceutical
development

• Clinical trial material
production for Ph II

• Further formulation
development

• Final formulation and closure
system

• Scale-up and process
validation, Phase III supplies

• Final analytical method
validation

• Final specification

• 3 commercial
batches for
NDA
submission

• ICH stability for
3 batches

• Process
documentation
for NDA

Met Id Metabolite Identification, DS Drug Substance, TK Toxicokinetics, Rep Tox Reproductive
Toxicology, ADME Absorption Distribution Metabolism Elimination, NDA New Drug Aplication,
ICH International Conference of Harmonisation
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Computer-Aided Drug Discovery
from Marine Compounds: Identification
of the Three-Dimensional Structural
Features Responsible for Antimalarial
Activity

Caterina Fattorusso, Francesca Rondinelli, Marco Persico,
Nausicaa Orteca and Antonio Di Dato

Abstract An integrated computational approach, based on molecular dynamics/
mechanics, semi-empirical, and DFT calculations as well as dynamic docking
studies, has been employed to gain insight into the mechanism of action of new
antimalarial agents characterized by the scaffold of the marine compounds plakortin
and aplidinone. The results of this approach show that these molecules, after
interaction with Fe(II), likely coming from the heme molecule, give rise to the
formation of radical species, that should represent the toxic intermediates respon-
sible for subsequent reactions leading to plasmodium death. The three-dimensional
structural requirements necessary for the activity of these new classes of anti-
malarial agents have been identified and discussed throughout the chapter.

1 Introduction

The studies herein reported concerned the following groups of marine compounds:
antimalarial endoperoxides and quinones.

The therapeutic choices to treat malaria cases are still too limited and the pro-
spect of resistance is high (Arav-Boger and Shapiro 2005). For these reasons, there
is an urgent need for the rapid development of effective, safe, and synthetically
affordable antimalarial agents. In this regard, nature remains an ever evolving
resource; bioactive natural compounds form a rich source of unique chemical
scaffolds suited for optimization to obtain new improved therapeutics (Jung et al.
2003). A number of well-known antimalarial natural drugs, such as endoperoxides
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and quinones, have shown potent antimalarial activities impairing the parasite
antioxidant defences. Despite the large use of natural endoperoxides as anti-
malarials and their proved clinical efficacy, the exact molecular mechanism of their
biological activity is still a matter of debate (Haynes et al. 2010; Mercer et al. 2011).
Nevertheless, the ability of these molecules to interact with Fe(II)-heme and to
increase Plasmodium oxidative stress has been proved (Wang et al. 2015). On the
other hand, redox-active quinones are reported to act as “subversive substrates” in
biological systems (Ehrhardt et al. 2013). Subversive substrates are compounds that
are reduced by enzymes in a single-electron step to the respective radical, which
then spontaneously react to yield superoxide anion radicals, thus leading to cell
death. On these bases, the two series of synthetic analogs of marine natural com-
pounds, such as plakortin (endoperoxides) and aplidinone A and B (thiazino-
quinone), and a new series of marine natural endoperoxides, showing varying
antimalarial activity, were subjected to molecular modeling studies in order to
identify the three-dimensional structural features responsible for the observed
activity (Persico et al. 2013; Chianese et al. 2014; Lombardo et al. 2014; Sonawane
et al. 2015; Imperatore et al. 2015).

2 Materials and Methods: Molecular Modeling Studies

Computational studies were performed on SGI Origin 200 8XR12000 and E4
Server Twin 2 × Dual Xeon 5520, equipped with two nodes. Each node consisted
of 2 × Intel Xeon QuadCore E5520, 2.26 GHz, 36 GB RAM. The molecular
modeling graphics were carried out on SGI Octane 2 workstations. The apparent
pKa and Log D values were calculated by using the ACD/pKa DB and
ACD/Solubility DB, version 12.00, software (ACD/Labs, Advanced Chemistry
Development Inc., Toronto, Canada). Accordingly, percentage of neutral/ionized
forms were computed at pH 7.2 (cytoplasm) and pH 5.5 [Food vacuole (FV) of
Plasmodium falciparum (Pf)] using the Handerson–Hasselbalch equation.

The new natural polyketide endoperoxides (Plk1–7) and the synthetic analogs of
plakortin (7–10) and Aplidinone A and B (11–22) were built using the Insight 2005
Builder module (Accelrys Software Inc., San Diego, CA) taking into account the
prevalent ionic forms of each tautomer at the considered pH values (i.e., 7.2 and
5.5). Atomic potentials and charges were assigned using the CFF91 force field
(Maple et al. 1994). The conformational space of compounds was sampled through
200 cycles of simulated annealing (ε = 80*r). In simulated annealing, the temper-
ature is altered in time increments from an initial temperature to a final temperature
by adjusting the kinetic energy of the structure (by rescaling the velocities of the
atoms). The following protocol was applied: the system was heated up to 1000 K
over 2000 fs (time step of 3.0 fs). A temperature of 1000 K was applied to the
system for 2000 fs (time step of 1.0 fs) with the aim of surmounting torsional
barriers. Successively, the temperature was linearly reduced to 300 K in 1000 fs
(time step of 1.0 fs). Resulting conformations were then subjected to molecular
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mechanics (MM) energy minimization within the Insight 2005 Discover module
(ε = 80*r) until the maximum rms derivative was less than 0.001 kcal/Å, using
conjugate gradient as minimization algorithm. All MM conformers were then
subjected to a full geometry optimization by semiempirical calculations, using the
quantum-mechanical methods PM6 (Stewart 2007) or PM7 (Stewart 2013) in the
MOPAC2012 package and EF (eigenvector following routine) as geometry opti-
mization algorithm (Baker 1986). The GNORM value was set to 0.01. To reach a
full geometry optimization, the criterion for terminating all optimizations was
increased by a factor of 100, using the keyword PRECISE.

As reported below, the resulting quanthum-mechanical conformers were ana-
lyzed using for each new series of antimalarial derivatives a different procedure.

First series of synthetic analogs of plakortin. Resulting conformers of the first
series of synthetic analogs of plakortin (7–9) were ranked by their potential energy
values (i.e., ΔE from the global energy minimum) and grouped into families on the
basis of their 1,2-dioxane ring conformation (i.e., chair A, chair B; skew boat A and
skew boat B). All PM6 conformers within 5 kcal/mol from the GM characterized
by chair A 1,2-dioxane ring conformation were further classified on the basis of
(i) distance between endoperoxide oxygens (O1 and O2) and possible partners for a
‘through space’ (1,4 and 1,5) intramolecular radical shift (≤3 Å) and (ii) steric
accessibility of endoperoxide oxygen lone pairs. The accessible surface area of
endoperoxide oxygens lone pairs has been evaluated by calculating Connolly
surfaces (Insight 2005, Accelrys Software Inc., San Diego). The occurrence rates of
putative bioactive conformers for all new designed endoperoxides were calculated.
The low energy conformers meeting the assumed pharmacophoric requirements, in
complex with Fe(II), were subjected to DFT calculations. All possible Fe(II)
coordination geometries (i.e., O1, O1/O2, O2/O7, and O1/O2/O7) were used as
starting structures for the DFT study. All DFT calculations have been performed
with the Gaussian 09 program suite (Frisch et al. 2009) by using the B3LYP/6-311+
+G** level of theory (Frisch et al. 1984). Particular attention was devoted to the
metal orbitals treatment through DZVP (opt), an all-electron orbital basis set
specific for B3LYP (Chiodo et al. 2004). It is infact well known that the combi-
nation of a hybrid exchange-correlation functional and a pseudopotential fails in the
representation of spin density distribution (Liu 2001). All structures were optimized
without imposing geometric constraints and the vibrational analysis was performed
at the same level of theory. APT charges were evaluated for every system.
Furthermore, a complete insight of spin density distribution was ensured by eval-
uating both Mulliken and NBO approaches (Ruiz et al. 2005). Gabedit 2.3.5
software graphical interface was used to plot spin density isosurfaces (Allouche
2011).

Second series of new synthetic analogs of plakortin. PM7 resulting con-
formers of the second series of synthetic analogs of plakortin (10) were ranked by
their potential energy values (i.e., ΔE from the global energy minimum). All PM7
conformers within 5 kcal/mol from the GM were classified on the basis of:
(i) 1,2-dioxane ring conformation; (ii) intramolecular hydrogen bonds and
(iii) distance between endoperoxide oxygens (O1 or O2) and possible partners for a
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‘through space’ intramolecular radical shift (≤3 Å). Then, the occurrence rates were
calculated. In order to further investigate the role of the conformational behavior on
antimalarial activity, docking studies were carried out on 10c di-protonated form in
complex with heme, using a docking methodology (Affinity, SA_Docking; Insight
2005, Accelrys, San Diego, CA) which considers all the systems flexible (i.e.,
ligand and heme). Atomic potentials of heme were assigned using the Heme29.frc
(Holtje and Fattorusso 1998), a force field including heme parameters and atomic
partial charges were assigned using the quantum mechanical method PM7. Heme
apparent pKa values were calculated by using ACD/Percepta software.
Accordingly, one propionic chain was considered protonated and the heme net total
charge was set at +1. Although during the subsequent dynamic docking protocol all
the systems were perturbed by means of Monte Carlo and simulated annealing
procedures, a reasonable starting structure is anyway required. Thus, the PM7
lowest energy conformer of 10c meeting the hypothesized pharmacophoric
requirements for antimalarial activity was selected as the ligand starting confor-
mation. The ligand was then placed above the heme, taking as template the crystal
structure of a peroxo-bridged heme–copper dinuclear complex (CSD code
UKACIS) and considering the O2/O7 iron coordination complex. During the
docking calculations, all atoms in the complex were left free to move during the
entire docking calculations with the exception of heme pyrrolic carbons, which
were kept fixed and, in order to avoid unrealistic results, the distance between the
iron and the interacting oxygens (i.e. O2 and O7) was restrained within 2.0 Å (100–
1000 kcal/mol/Å2). The Cell_Multipole method has been used to calculate nonbond
interactions (Ding et al. 1992). A Monte Carlo/minimization approach for the
random generation of a maximum of 20 acceptable ligand/heme complexes was
used. During the first step, starting from the previously obtained roughly docked
structures, the ligand was moved by a random combination of translation, rotation,
and torsional changes (Flexible_Ligand option, considering all rotatable bonds) to
sample both the conformational space of the ligand and its orientation with respect
to the heme (MxRChange = 3 Å; MxAngChange = 180°). During this step, van
der Waals (vdW) and Coulombic terms were scaled to a factor of 0.1 to avoid very
severe divergences in the Coulombic and vdW energies. If the energy of a complex
structure resulting from random moves of the ligand was higher by the energy
tolerance parameter than the energy of the last accepted structure, it was not
accepted for minimization. To ensure a wide variance of the input structures to be
successively minimized, an energy tolerance value of 106 kcal mol−1 from the
previous structure has been used. After the energy minimization step (conjugate
gradient, 2500 iterations, ε = 1), the Metropolis test, at a temperature of 310 K, and
a structure similarity check (rms tolerance of 0.3 kcal Å−1) were applied to select
the 20 acceptable structures. Each subsequent structure was generated from the last
accepted structure. All the accepted complexes resulting from the Monte
Carlo/minimization approach were subjected to a molecular dynamics simulated
annealing protocol, including 5 ps of a dynamic run divided in 50 stages (100 fs
each) during which the temperature of the system was linearly decreased from 500
to 300 K (Verlet velocity integrator; time step of 1.0 fs). Molecular dynamics
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calculations were performed using a constant temperature and constant volume
(NVT) statistical ensemble, and the direct velocity scaling as temperature control
method (temp window, 10 K). In the first stage, initial velocities were randomly
generated from the Boltzmann distribution according to the desired temperature,
while during the subsequent stages initial velocities were generated from dynamics
restart data. A temperature of 500 K was applied to surmount torsional barriers,
thus allowing an unconstrained rearrangement of the ligand and the heme (initial
vdW and Coulombic scale factors of 0.1). Successively temperature was linearly
reduced to 300 K in 5 ps, and concurrently the scale factors have been similarly
decreased from their initial values (0.1) to their final values (1.0). A final round of
105 minimization steps (conjugate gradient, ε = 1) followed the last dynamics steps,
and the minimized structures were saved in a trajectory file. After this procedure,
the resulting docked structures were ranked by their conformational energy. The
complex with the best conformational energy was selected as structure representing
the most probable binding mode.

New natural polyketide endoperoxides. PM7 resulting conformers of new
natural polyketide endoperoxides were ranked by their potential energy values (i.e.,
ΔE from the global energy minimum) and grouped into families on the basis of their
3,6-dihydro-1,2-dioxine ring (Plk1–3) or 1,2-dioxane ring (Plk5–7) conformation.
All PM7 conformers within 5 kcal/mol from the GM were further classified on the
basis of (i) distance between endoperoxide oxygen O1 and possible partners for a
‘through space’ (1,4 and 1,5) and (ii) steric accessibility of endoperoxide oxygen
lone pairs. The accessible surface area of endoperoxide oxygens lone pairs has been
evaluated by calculating Connolly surfaces (Insight 2005, Accelrys Software Inc.,
San Diego). Conformers owning interatomic distances suitable for a radical shift
from O1 (≤3 Å) and the steric accessibility of the endoperoxide oxygens were
selected as the putative bioactive conformers.

Synthetic analogs of Aplidinone A and B. PM7 resulting conformers of the
synthetic analogues of Aplidinone A and B (11–22) within 5 kcal/mol from the GM
(ΔEGM ≤ 5 kcal/mol) were analyzed and grouped into conformational families
according to the amide conformation. The occurrence rates and ΔEGM range for
each conformational family were calculated. The GM conformers of the synthetic
analogues of Aplidinone A and B were subjected to further quantum mechanical
calculations. In particular, starting from the structure of the GM conformers, the
redox states Q�−, QH�

i and QH�
ii were generated and used as starting structures for

further semi-empirical (PM7) calculations. In view of the fact that the Q�−, QH�
i and

QH�
ii are radical species characterized by just one unpaired electron, the unrestricted

Hartree–Fock method (UHF, PM7 method, Mopac2012) was used and the multi-
plicity was set to doublet. Moreover, EF (Eigenvector Following routine) as
geometry optimization algorithm was used and GNORM value was set to 0.01. To
reach a full geometry optimization the criteria for terminating all optimizations was
increased by a factor of 100, using the keyword PRECISE. Finally, to analyze the
charge distribution and the spin density, the keywords BONDS and LARGE were
used. For each considered redox state, were calculated: (i) the heat of formation
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(Hf) and (ii) the energy of the frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO, LUMO, and
SOMO). Then, using these values, the redox capacities were assessed calculating:
(i) the reaction enthalpies (kcal/mol) for electron/proton transfer [i.e., ΔHf
(Q → Q�−): Hf(Q�−) – Hf(Q); ΔHf(Q�− → QH�): Hf(QH�) – Hf(Q�−) and ΔHf
(Q → QH�): Hf(QH�) – Hf(Q)]; (ii) the electrophilicity index (ω) and (iii) the
vertical ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA). In particular, gas phase
reaction enthalpy calculations for electron attachment were accomplished by
determining ΔH of the reaction Y + e− → Y− that is, ΔH = Hf(Y−) − Hf(Y),
where Y is Q or QH� and Hf is the calculated heat of formation. Reaction enthalpies
for proton attachment were calculated by determining ΔH of the reaction
Y + H + → YH that is ΔH = Hf(YH) – Hf(Y), where Y is Q�− or QH� (Sawyer
et al. 1996). The electrophilicity index (ω) was calculated following the expression
ω = (μ2/2η), where μ is the chemical potential given by μ = −(IP + EA)/2 and η is
the chemical hardness given by η = (IP − EA) (Parr et al. 1999). Finally, the
vertical ionization potential (IP) and the vertical electron affinity (EA) were cal-
culated from the energy of the LUMO of the non-radical cations and from the
energy of HOMO of the non-radical anions in the geometry of the radicals,
respectively. At this purpose, a single-point PM7 calculation (1SCF) was performed
on the non-radical cations and anions of the obtained species Q�− and QH�

i (Colson
and Sevilla 1995).

3 Identification of the Three-Dimensional Structural
Features Responsible for the Antimalarial Activity

3.1 First Series of New Synthetic Analogues of Plakortin

According to our hypothesized antimalarial mechanism of action for plakortins
(Fig. 1) the “bioactive” reaction (i.e., the reaction responsible for antimalarial
activity) is thought to proceed through a concerted mechanism, where the following
events occur in a single step: (i) one electron uptake from iron(II), (ii) O1–O2 bond
breaking with consequent O1 radical formation, (iii) O1–C9 bond formation with
the consequent radical shift on C10 (Taglialatela-Scafati et al. 2010).

This latter species represents the key toxic intermediate responsible for plakortin
antimalarial activity being involved in subsequent intermolecular reactions. Thus,
the structure must simultaneously orientate all intramolecular reaction partners in
order to trigger production of the toxic carbon radical. The results of this investi-
gation also evidenced that the ester side-chain is not directly involved in the for-
mation of carbon radical intermediates; nevertheless, our computational results
demonstrated that the presence of the ester group may play a role in the interaction
with iron, affecting the approach of the endoperoxide to heme (Taglialatela-Scafati
et al. 2010).

This guided us in the design of series of simple differently substituted
endoperoxides characterized by a 3-methoxy-1,2-dioxane scaffold (2, Fig. 2), a
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cheap two-pot Mn(III)-mediated synthesis, and an antimalarial activity against
CQ-R Pf strains in the low micromolar-high nanomolar range (Persico et al. 2011).

To gain a better insight into the structure-activity relationships (SARs), we
developed three new families of differently substituted 3-methoxy-1,2-dioxanes
(Persico et al. 2013; Lombardo et al. 2014). The structures and the antimalarial
activity of the new series of synthetic plakortin analogs (7–9), modified at C4 side
chain with respect to the previous ester series represented by 2 (Fig. 2), are reported
in Tables 1 and 2.

The results reported in Table 1 indicate that most of new 4- methoxymethyl
derivatives (i.e., 8e, 8g, 8h, 8i, and 8k) show an improved antimalarial activity
compared to the corresponding ester analogs (Persico et al. 2011). In particular,
compound 8g reached the activity of the natural lead 1 (Table 1), while the activity
of its ester precursor was three times lower (IC50 = 1.5 μM) (Persico et al. 2011).

On the other hand, compounds bearing a hydroxymethyl group at C4 resulted
generally less active than their ether analogs and, in some cases, also than their ester
analogs (i.e., 7c, 7h, and 7i; Table 1). These results are in agreement with our phar-
macophore model for plakortin analogues (Fig. 3) (Taglialatela-Scafati et al. 2010).

The antimalarial activity is affected by the presence of a novel iron-interacting
function, in addition to the endoperoxide, able to interfere with iron coordination
and/or endoperoxide bridge reduction. Importantly, the inactivity of the two
diastereoisomers 8a and 8b (Table 1) confirmed also for this series of compounds
the hypothesized antimalarial mechanism of action (Persico et al. 2011).
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Fig. 1 Proposed antimalarial mechanism of action of plakortin (1) and dihydroplakortin (2).
Figure reproduced from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
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Fig. 2 Plakortin 1 and
synthetic analogue 2.
Figure reproduced from
reference Persico et al. (2013)
with permission from Elsevier
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
ejmech.2013.10.050)
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Table 1 Structures and antimalarial activity of the new synthetic analogs of plakortins (7 and 8)
against Chloroquine-sensitive (D10) and Chloroquine-resistant (W2) Pf strains

O O OMe
R1R3

R2

OMe

O O OMe
R1R3

R2

OMe

O O OMe
R1R3

R2

OH

O O OMe
R1R3

R2

OH

8a,c,e,g,h,k 7c,g,h,k8b,d,f,i,j,l 7i- l

Cmp R1 R2 R3 D10 IC50 (µM)a W2 IC50 (µM)a

8a Me Me Me >30 >30

8b Me Me Me >30 >30

7c n-Bu Me Me 17.2 ± 4.2 7.3 ± 3.6

8c n-Bu Me Me 8.6 ± 2.8 2.8 ± 0.9

8d n-Bu Me Me >30 >30

8e Me n-Bu n-Bu ndb 1.7 ± 0.7

8f Me n-Bu n-Bu nd 1.5 ± 0.6

7g n-Bu n-Bu Me 5.4 ± 1.0 1.9 ± 0.5

7h n-Bu Me n-Bu 6.0 ± 2.2 2.3 ± 1.2

7i n-Bu n-Bu Me >30 11.2 ± 2.5

8g n-Bu n-Bu Me 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1

8h n-Bu Me n-Bu 0.9 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2

8i n-Bu n-Bu Me 4.3 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.2

8j n-Bu Me n-Bu 2.3 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.2

7k n-Bu n-Bu n-Bu 4.0 ± 1.4 1.6 ± 0.4

7l n-Bu n-Bu n-Bu 2.4 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.2

8k n-Bu n-Bu n-Bu nd 0.7 ± 0.3

8l n-Bu n-Bu n-Bu nd 1.0 ± 0.3

Plakortin, 1 – – – 0.9 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.1

Table adapted from reference Persico et al. (2013) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.ejmech.2013.10.050)
aData are the mean ± SD of three different experiments in duplicate
bnd not determined

Table 2 Structures and antimalarial activity of the new synthetic analogs of plakortins (9) against
Chloroquine-sensitive (D10) and Chloroquine-resistant (W2) Pf strains

O O OMe
R1R3

R2

NH
O

9a-c
O O OMe

R1R3

R2

NH
O

9d-h

N
N

Cmp R1 R2 R3 D10 IC50 (µM)a W2 IC50 (µM)a

9a Me Me Me >30 >30

9b n-Bu Me Me 5.1 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.8

9c Me n-Bu n-Bu 3.8 ± 0.8 1.95 ± 0.05
(continued)
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Indeed these compounds, presenting only methyl substituents, are not able to form
the putative carbon-centered radical on the alkyl chains installed at C3 and/or C6.

Moreover, since the steric repulsion between C3, C4, and C6 substituents drives
the conformational preference of the 1,2-dioxane ring, then the most populated ring
conformer is the chair characterized by the equatorial position of substituent at C4,
named chair A (Table 3).

The only exceptions are represented by compounds 8a and 8b, which, indeed,
possess only methyl substituents at C3 and C6. These results indicated that the
replacement of the ester function at C4 with different groups, such as, methox-
ymethyl and hydroxymethyl, did not affect the overall conformational preference of
the 1,2-dioxane ring, which was proved to be crucial for antimalarial activity. Then,
we selected low energy conformers (within 5 kcal/mol from the global energy
minimum) owning the required structural features for antimalarial activity

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional pharmacophore model of plakortin analogs. Figure adapted from
reference Taglialatela-Scafati et al. (2010) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/b918600j)

Table 2 (continued)

Cmp R1 R2 R3 D10 IC50 (µM)a W2 IC50 (µM)a

9d n-Bu Me Me >30 11 ± 2

9e Me n-Bu n-Bu 0.7 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.2

9f n-Bu n-Bu Me 2.6 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.3

9g n-Bu Me n-Bu 3.1 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 0.3

9h n-Bu n-Bu n-Bu 1.8 ± 0.4 0.84 ± 0.05

Plakortin, 1 – – – 0.9 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.1

Table adapted from reference Lombardo et al. (2014) with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA (http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ejoc.201301394)
aData are the mean ± SD of three different experiments in duplicate
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according to our pharmacophore model (Fig. 3), that is: (i) chair A conformation of
the 1,2-dioxane ring, (ii) distance of the endoperoxide oxygens from the putative
partner for a 1,5- or 1,4-intramolecular radical shift ≤3 Å, and (iii) steric accessi-
bility of endoperoxide oxygen lone pairs.

According to previous results (Persico et al. 2011), iron coordination mode is
supposed to be determinant for the formation of the radical on O1 rather than on
O2, and, by consequence, for its possible evolution on C6 instead of C3 butyl chain.
To investigate this issue, previously selected PM6 conformers were subjected to
DFT calculations, using as starting structures all possible Fe(II) coordination
complexes. First, the results obtained confirmed that the Fe(II)–O1/O2 starting
complex led to the inactive O2–C3 heterolytic scission product either in 3,4-cis and
in 3,4-trans diastereoisomers (Fig. 4b, d).

Consequently, similarly to the ester series, iron coordination mode depends on
the stereochemistry of the C3 substituted carbon. In particular, results obtained for
3,4-cis diastereoisomers indicated that the methoxy group in the axial position is
able to induce the formation of the energetically favored pre-reactive complex
showing O1/O2/O7 coordinating Fe(II) (Fig. 4a). This pre-reactive iron complex is
potentially able to form the oxygen radical on both O1 and O2, and to evolve either

Fig. 4 DFT structures of 8g and 8i bioactive conformers in complex with Fe(II): a 8g O1/O2/O7
complex; b 8g heterolytic scission product of the O1/O2 complex; c 8i O2/O7 complex; d 8i
heterolytic scission product of the O1/O2 complex. van der Waals volume of iron is shown (scaled
by 50% for clarity of presentation). The oxygens interacting with iron are labelled. Atoms are
colored as follows: C = cyan (8g); pink (8i); O = red; H = white; Fe(II) = orange. Hydrogens are
omitted for the sake of clarity with the exception of that involved in the 1,4-H shift. Figure adapted
from reference Persico et al. (2013) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
ejmech.2013.10.050)
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on C3 or C6 butyl chain (Persico et al. 2011). On the other hand, DFT calculations
on 3,4-trans stereoisomers presenting the C3 methoxy substituent in the equatorial
position, confirmed that they coordinate Fe(II) only by O2 and O7 (Fig. 4c), with
the consequent radical formation on the endoperoxide oxygen O1, and a possible
evolution only on C6 butyl chain (Persico et al. 2011).

In agreement with these results, the SARs indicated that: (i) 3,4-cis stereoiso-
mers are generally more active than 3,4-trans stereoisomers (Table 1); (ii) the
presence of the butyl chain at C3 improves antimalarial activity particularly in 3,4-
cis (Table 1). Moreover, considering 8c and 8d, which bear a butyl chain at C3 and
two methyl groups at C6, only the first shows some antimalarial activity.

The rates of putative bioactive conformers of 3,4-cis and 3,4-trans
diastereoisomers were calculated All analyzed compounds presented a significant
rate of low energy conformers potentially able to undergo an intramolecular H shift
from the butyl chain to the oxygen radical.

In agreement with the observed antimalarial activity (Table 1), stereoisomers
bearing cis C3 and C6 butyl chains presented a decreased rate of putative bioactive
conformers with respect to stereoisomers with trans C3 and C6 butyl chains (8g vs.
8h, 7g vs. 7h, and 8j vs. 8i).

Although our results on C4-methoxymethyl and C4-hydroxymethyl derivatives
evidenced some similarities with the previous series of endoperoxides characterized
by the ester function at C4, they revealed also some peculiarities. In particular, in
3,4-cis stereoisomers the replacement of the carbonyl group with the methylene
group at C4 favors the evolution of the oxygen radical preferentially on C6 rather
than C3 butyl chain [opposite to what previously observed for the ester series
(Persico et al. 2011)].

DFT calculations evidenced that, regardless of the orientation used as starting
structure, Fe(II) always induced the same orientation of the C3 methoxy group. In
putative bioactive conformers this caused a rearrangement of the substituent at C4,
still maintaining C3 and C6 alkyl chains in a conformation suitable for a radical
shift from the endoperoxide oxygens. Therefore, the introduction of a methylene at
C4 did not prevent the formation of the Fe(II)–O1/O2/O7 pre-reactive complex.
Nevertheless, only one of the three possible methylene conformations (named
Conf1, Conf2, and Conf3) was compatible with the evolution of the putative radical
from O2 to C3 butyl chain (Fig. 5a).

Indeed, the H-shift from C3 alkyl chain to O2 radical implies the motion of the
reacting carbon to achieve the sp2 transition state, which is impaired by the presence
of the bulky methoxymethyl group at C4 (Fig. 5b, c).

In the ether series, it resulted that, assuming Conf1, more than 50% of 3,4-cis
stereoisomers is still potentially able to undergo a H shift from C3 butyl chain to O2
(8c, 8g, 8h, and 8k). Thus, there is still a contribution of C3 butyl chain to anti-
malarial activity, as demonstrated by the decreased activity of 8e with respect to 8k.

In agreement with the results of our computational analysis, the methyl ether
analog 8c, bearing only a butyl chain on C3, is less potent than its ester equivalent
(W2 IC50 = 1.5 μM) (Persico et al. 2011) and the analogues presenting a butyl
chain on, both, C3 and C6 (8g and 8h; Table 1). In particular, 8g resulted the most
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active compound of this series and of the previous one, reaching the antimalarial
activity of the natural lead 1 (Table 1). Indeed, likely due to unfavorable steric
effects, the presence of two butyl chains at C6 did not increase the occurrence of
putative bioactive conformations, and, consequently, the antimalarial activity of 8k
with respect to 8g or 8h (Table 1).

When the methoxy group at C4 of 8c, 8g, 8h, and 8k is replaced by a hydroxyl
function, the resulting analogs showed decreased antimalarial activity (7c, 7g, 7h,
and 7k; Table 1). Besides being able to interfere with the iron coordination, the
hydroxyl function at C4 also determined the formation of an intra-molecular
hydrogen bond with O7, stabilizing the positioning of the methoxy substituent at
C3 in a conformation not compatible with the formation of the Fe(II)–O1/O2/O7
pre-reactive complex (Fig. 6a).

The hydrogen bond is formed when the methylene at C4 assumes Conf3, further
disfavoring the evolution of the putative toxic radical on C3 butyl chain (which can
only occur assuming Conf1), in agreement with the low activity of 7c (Table 1). On
the other hand, 3,4-trans stereoisomers 8d, 8i, 8j, 7i, 8f, 8l, and 7l present the butyl
chain at C3 and the C4 substituent in cis orientation (Table 1).

By consequence, when also the butyl chains at C3 and C6 are cis (8i and 7i;
Table 1), the steric crowding among C4, C3, and C6 substituents reduce the rate of
low energy conformers presenting intramolecular distances suitable for the putative

Fig. 5 Superimposition of the calculated transition state on the pre-reactive complex of 8g
assuming the C4 methylene conformation Conf1 (light green; a), Conf2 (cyan; b) and Conf3
(yellow; c). Top C3, C4 and, Fe(III) are labelled. The movement of C3 butyl chain from the
pre-reactive complex to the transition state is highlighted with an arrow. Bottom van der Waals
volumes of hydrogens responsible for steric hindrance between C3 and C4 are shown. van der
Waals volume of iron is shown (scaled by 50% for clarity of presentation). Atoms are colored as
follows: O = red; H = white; Fe(III) = orange. Hydrogens are omitted for the sake of clarity with
the exception of those involved in the 1,4-H shift (evidenced as balls) or responsible for steric
hindrance between C3 and C4 substituents. Figure adapted from reference Persico et al. (2013)
with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmech.2013.10.050)
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H shift from C6 butyl chain. In line with these results, due to the configuration of
the alkyl chains at C3 and C6: (i) 8j showed higher antimalarial activity with
respect to 8i; (ii) the introduction of an additional butyl chain at C6 produced a
compound (8l) more active than 8i but equally active to 8j (Table 1). This SAR is
accentuated in the case of hydroxymethyl derivatives 7i and 7l. Indeed, these
compounds present a high rate of putative bioactive conformers which, assuming
Conf1, are potentially able to form Fe(II)–O2/O7 pre-reactive complex (Fig. 6b).
Nevertheless, all Conf1 conformers present an intra-molecular hydrogen bond
between OH and O7 (Fig. 6b).

Thus, the dramatic loss of antimalarial activity of 7i is due to the formation of the
rigid trans-decalin like structure which further improved the steric hindrance
between cis butyl chains at C3 and C6, thus impairing any H transfer to O2. On the
other hand, the introduction of an additional butyl chain at C6, on the other face of
the dioxane ring, completely restored antimalarial activity, thus, although pre-
senting an additional iron coordinating group potentially able to interfere with
endoperoxide reduction, the hydroxyl derivative 7l is equally active to its ether
analog 8l (Table 1).

Regarding the nine derivatives (Table 2), in agreement with our pharmacophore
model (Fig. 3), compound 9a, presenting only methyl substituents on the
endoperoxide ring, is not able to form the carbon centered radical on the alkyl
side-chains, thus resulting completely inactive (Table 2). The introduction of a
butyl side-chain at C3 or of two butyl side-chains on C6 restores some activity, with
a potency comparable to those of their parent methyl esters (W2 IC50 2.2 ± 0.8 µM

Fig. 6 Putative pre-reactive complex of 3,4-cis diasteroisomer 7g (green; a) and 3,4-trans
diasteroisomer 7l (pink; b). van der Waals volume of iron is shown (scaled by 50% for clarity of
presentation). The endoperoxide oxygens, the methoxy oxygen and the carbon C3 are labelled.
Atoms are colored as follows: O = red; H = white; Fe(II) = orange. Hydrogens are omitted for the
sake of clarity with the exception of those involved in the 1,4-H shift or in the hydrogen bonds.
The hydrogen and coordination bonds are highlighted by a black dashed line. Figure adapted from
reference Persico et al. (2013) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmech.
2013.10.050)
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for 9b vs. 1.5 ± 0.5 for the corresponding methyl ester, 1.95 ± 0.05 µM for 9c vs.
2.5 ± 0.7 for the corresponding methyl ester) (Persico et al. 2011).

Our DFT studies (Persico et al. 2011) indicate that in the absence of iron there is
no definite preference between O1 and O2 for the acquisition of the radical after the
O–O reductive scission. Thus, iron coordination is determinant for the formation of
the radical on one oxygen rather than the other and on its possible evolution. In
agreement with their observed antimalarial activities, the optimization of a low
energy conformer of 9b in complex with Fe(II) at density functional level of theory
(DFT) showed that: (i) the methoxy group in the axial position led to the formation
of the Fe(II)–O1/O2/O7 pre-reactive complex, able to form the oxygen radical on
both O1 and O2, and to evolve either on C3 or C6 butyl chain (Fig. 7a), (ii) the Fe
(II)–O1/O2 starting complex led to the inactive O2–C3 heterolytic scission product,
as reported for the previous series (Fig. 4d).

The results of our 3D-SAR studies, performed on the members of a library of
about 50 compounds (Persico et al. 2011, 2013; Lombardo et al. 2014), are con-
sistent with the so-called C-radical hypothesis (i.e., antimalarial mechanism of
action proposed for plakortin (see Fig. 1), with the endoperoxide group of these
compounds undergoing one electron reductive bioactivation to generate first
O-radicals which then collapse to C-radicals that are held to be the cytotoxic agents
(Posner et al. 1995; Wu et al. 1999; Wang and Wu 2000; Kapetanaki and Varotsis
2001; Laurent et al. 2005; Meunier and Robert 2010). Indeed, the C-radical
hypothesis fits very well the SARs found in these compounds, in particular with the
need of n-butyl groups on C3 and/or C6, which are necessary for the C-radical
generation via H-transfer to the initially formed short-lived O-radical. In this regard,

Fig. 7 DFT structure of 9b pre-reactive complex. van der Waals volume of iron is shown (scaled
by 50% for clarity of presentation) (a). PM7 conformer of 9d presenting an intra-molecular
distance suitable for the 1,4-H shift (b). Hydrogen bonds are highlighted by a black dashed line.
O1, O2, O7, C3, C4, and Fe(II) atoms are labelled. Atoms are colored by atom type (O = red;
N = blue; H = white; Fe(II) = orange). Figure adapted from reference Lombardo et al. (2014)
with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA (http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ejoc.
201301394)
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the observations that replacing all the n-butyl groups by methyl (Persico et al. 2011,
2013; Lombardo et al. 2014) or propyl chains1 led to virtually inactive molecules,
were especially meaningful. Moreover, the 3D-SAR study proved the active role of
the C4 substituent in determining the antimalarial activity, allowing us to obtain
IC50 on the chloroquine-resistant (CQ-R) strains in the low micromolar range and,
at the same time, very low toxicity against human cells.

3.2 Second Series of New Synthetic Analogues of Plakortin

Malaria parasites catabolise haemoglobin in an acidic (pH ≈ 5.5) FV, producing
toxic free heme, which is detoxified by conversion into insoluble hemozoin
(O’Neill and Posner 2004). This process is crucial for the activity of many anti-
malarial drugs; indeed, chloroquine, and related drugs are believed to interfere with
this detoxification process (Beckera et al. 2004; Müller 2004; Ginsburg et al. 1999),
while artemisinin and, generally, endoperoxides are probably bioactivated by
interaction with heme-Fe(II), yielding to the homolytic cleavage of the endoper-
oxide bond and the production of toxic radical species (O’Neill and Posner 2004;
Beckera et al. 2004; Müller 2004; Ginsburg et al. 1999; Krishna et al. 2004). To
exploit its antimalarial activity, the endoperoxide must be able to reach the parasite
cytoplasm and enter the ferrous-rich acidic FV. On these bases, we reasoned that
the presence in the endoperoxide structure of a basic side chain containing an
imidazole ring may both enhance iron interaction and cause drug accumulation in
the acidic FV. Thus, we prepared a series of amides (9d–h) using the commercially
available 1-(3-aminopropyl)-imidazole. Calculated log D and prevalent ionic forms
of the designed compounds at cytoplasmic and parasite FV pH for compounds
9a–h are reported in Table 4.

Some interesting and unexpected results were obtained for amides 9d–h. Indeed,
the introduction of an imidazole ring at C4 chain abolished any contribution of the
C3 butyl chain to antimalarial activity (9d vs. 9b, Table 2). In this new series,
antimalarial activity seems to be solely dependent on the number of butyl chains at
C6 (9e and 9h vs. 9f and 9g, Table 2). It is noteworthy that 9e is fourfold more
active than the analog 9c and fivefold more active than methyl ester analog (W2
IC50 2.5 ± 0.7 µM) (Persico et al. 2011), thus, in this case, the introduction of the
imidazole ring produced the expected increase in antimalarial activity.

Indeed, the presence of the imidazole side-chain at C4 (9d and 9e), both, in
neutral and protonated form (Table 4), determined the formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds with O7 and/or amide group. Consequently, C4 chain folds toward
itself and/or C3. Considering the rotation of the methoxy group upon iron binding

1Both 3,4-cis and 3,4-trans esters 4 possessing one methyl substituent on C3 (R1 = Me) and two
propyl substituents on C6 (R2 and R3 = n-propyl), resulted completely inactive (IC50 > 10 mM)
against D10 and W2 Pf strains.
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(Fig. 7a), it is likely that the steric crowding between C3 and C4 substituents
(Fig. 7b) prevents the correct orientation of all reaction partners for the radical shift
on C3 butyl chain.

On the contrary, low energy PM7 conformers of 9b presented an extended
conformation of C4 chain, pointing away from C3 butyl chain, thus allowing the
hypothesized radical shift, in agreement with the observed antimalarial activity (9b
vs. 9d, Table 2). The positioning of C4 imidazole side-chain does not interfere with
the putative radical shift on C6 butyl chains. Accordingly, 9e showed the expected
improvement in antimalarial activity compared to 9c (Table 2). Further study,
including the rational synthesis of new analogs, will be performed to investigate a
possible role of the imidazole moiety in iron coordination and/or radical evolution,
to be exploited for the development of new potential antimalarial drugs.

Starting from these results and since the amine chains are known to play a
crucial role both on cellular pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of
several antimalarials (Coleman et al. 1994; Charman et al. 2011; O’Neill et al.
2012), we designed new plakortin analogs introducing a substituted amine chain at
C4 of 3-methoxy-1,2-dioxane scaffold (Sonawane et al. 2015). In particular, we
introduced a methylamino group, which, through a flexible spacer, binds a second
amino-containing scaffold or a N-heterocyclic moiety. Among the polyamine
chains introduced at C4, the aromatic substructure of chloroquine or primaquine
was included, thus leading to the generation of new endoperoxide-quinoline
hybrids. The structures and the antimalarial activity of the new series of synthetic
plakortin analogs, modified at C4 side chain with respect to the previous series, are
reported in Tables 5 and 6.

The results reported in Tables 5 and 6 evidence that the imidazol-1-yl deriva-
tives 10a–c displayed IC50 values in the high nanomolar range (200–400 nM)
against both parasite strains, an activity higher than the whole library of

Table 4 Occurrence rate of ionic forms and log D of 1,2-dioxane-4-carboxamides (9)

Cmp Ionic form (%)a,b log Db

pH 7.2 pH 5.5 pH 7.2 pH 5.5

9a N (100) N(100) 1.98 1.98

9b N (100) N (100) 3.36 3.36

9c N (100) N (100) 4.66 4.66

9d P (38), N (62) P (97), N (3) 2.06 0.8

9e P (38), N (62) P (97), N (3) 3.35 2.09

9f P (38), N (62) P (97), N (3) 3.35 2.09

9g P (38), N (62) P (97), N (3) 3.35 2.09

9h P (38), N (62) P (97), N (3) 4.85 3.59

Table adapted from reference Lombardo et al. (2014) with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA (http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ejoc.201301394)
aPercentage of ionic form in brackets; P protonated form; N neutral form
bCalculated using ACD/Percepta software, version 14.0.0 (Advanced Chemistry Development,
Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada)
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endoperoxides previously reported by us. The need of butyl chain(s) either at
position C3 or C6 of the 1,2-dioxane ring is confirmed by the lack of activity
displayed by 10j. Moreover, the replacement of the butyl chains at C6 with a spiro
cycloheptane ring (10i) decreased the antimalarial activity (Table 5). Indeed, the
corresponding spiro-derivatives prepared in the course of our work on the previous
series, owning a methyl ester and a methyl amide substituent at C4, respectively, are
were both completely inactive.

A partial small but significant loss of antimalarial activity is associated to the
replacement of the imidazole ring with simple aliphatic tertiary amines (10d–h),
particularly when the tertiary amine is included into a morpholine ring (10g). In

Table 6 Structure, antimalarial activity against CQ-S (D10) and CQ-R (W2) Pf strains, and
human endothelial cell line (HMEC-1) cytotoxicity of 3,4-cis-3-methoxy-4-aminomethyl-1,2-
dioxanes 10k–s

O O

R2

R2 OMe

R1

NH

NH

N

Cl

O O

R2

R2 OMe

R1

NH
HN

N

OMe

n

10k-q 10r-s

N' N'

N'' N''

N'''

N'''

Cmp R1 R2 n D10 IC50
a

(µM)
W2 IC50

a

(µM)
RIb D10

SIc
W2
SIc

HMEC-1
IC50

a (µM)

10k n-Bu Me 1 0.050 ± 0.002 0.11 ± 0.04 2.2 110 50 5.5 ± 0.7

10l Me n-Bu 1 0.072 ± 0.004 0.11 ± 0.03 1.5 46 30 3.31 ± 0.08

10m n-Bu n-Bu 1 0.09 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.02 1.4 61 42 5.49 ± 0.05

10n n-Bu Me 2 0.05 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.02 2.6 50 19 2.51 ± 0.2

10o Me n-Bu 2 0.074 ± 0.003 0.13 ± 0.01 1.8 30 17 2.24 ± 0.01

10p n-Bu n-Bu 2 0.09 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.03 1.2 – – –

10q Me Me 2 0.048 ± 0.006 0.34 ± 0.09 7.1 521 74 25 ± 2

10r n-Bu Me – 0.5 ± 0.1 0.31 ± 0.07 0.6 – – –

10s Me n-Bu – 0.94 ± 0.04 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 – – –

CQd
– – – 0.05 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.2 14 >760 >54 >38

Table adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
aData are the mean ± SD of three different experiments in duplicate
bRI Resistance Index: IC50 ratio for CQ-R/CQ-S strains of Pf
cSI Selectivity Index: IC50 ratio for HMEC-1/CQ-R or CQ-S strains of Pf
dCQ chloroquine
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general all the compounds reported in Table 5 are more active against CQ-R (W2)
than on CQ-S (D10) Pf strains (RI ≤ 1; Table 5) and show variable cytotoxicity
against human cells HMEC-1. In particular, compound 10a, as CQ, was very safe
when tested for cytotoxicity against the human cell line.

The hybridization of the 1,2-dioxane scaffold with 4-amino-7-chloroquinoline
(10k–q) produced a set of compounds with significantly higher activity against both
Pf strains (Table 6).

It is noteworthy that, as in the case of the derivatives reported in Table 5, the
compound that does not show any significant toxicity against HMEC-1 cells (10q,
Table 6) is the one characterized by the lowest c Log D value at physiological pH.

Regarding the antimalarial activity, although it is difficult to differentiate the role
of the two pharmacophoric moieties (1,2-dioxane and CQ), the low CQ-S (D10)
IC50 values of this latest series against the CQ-S (D10) strain seem to be due to the
quinoline moiety. This hypothesis is firstly corroborated by compound 10q. Indeed,
possessing only methyl substituents at C3 and C6, the 1,2-dioxane moiety of 10q
cannot contribute to the antimalarial activity; nevertheless, this compound is as
active as CQ on D10 (CQ-S) strain (Table 6). At the same time, 10q, due to its
lower activity against W2 (CQ-R) strain, presents an increased resistance index
(RI) compared to 10k–p (Table 6). Compounds 10k–p are indeed significantly
more active than CQ against the W2 (CQ-R) strain with a leveling effect of IC50 at
the 100 nM level, which could reflect the contribution of the endoperoxide phar-
macophore to the observed antimalarial activity. Thus, a synergic and/or a resis-
tance reverting effect of the two pharmacophores seem to occur in the case of the
CQ-R (W2) Pf strain. The 8-Aminoquinoline containing hybrids 10r,s are inter-
esting, too, for the known potential activity against the Pf hepatic stage and as
transmission blocking agents. The primaquine containing hybrids 10r,s showed
increased IC50 with respect to 10k–p (Table 6) against both CQ-R and CQ-S Pf
strains.

All the structures reported in Tables 5 and 6 (compounds 10a–j and 10k–s,
respectively) were subjected to computational studies in order to investigate their
SARs and to identify their three-dimensional structural features responsible for the
antimalarial activity (for details see paragraph 2). The investigation studies started
with the estimation of the ionic forms present at pH 7.4 (blood), 7.2 (cytoplasm),
and 5.5 (Pf FV) (Table 7).

Then, in order to explore the role on antimalarial activity of a possible accu-
mulation in the FV, the distribution coefficient (Log D) values at blood, cytoplasm,
and FV pH, were calculated using the ACD/Percepta software (version 14.0.0,
Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada). Results are
reported in Tables 8 and 9.

Log D is an expression of the lipophilicity of the compounds which reflects the
equilibria of ionic forms at a given pH. It is generally accepted (Kerns and Di 2008;
Han et al. 2010) that compounds withmoderate lipophilicity (LogD 0–3) have a good
balance between solubility and permeability and are optimal for cell membrane
permeation.When the LogD lies in the 3–5 range, the compounds still display a good
membrane permeability, but absorption is lower owing to their lower solubility.
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Table 7 Calculated ionic forms of 3-methoxy-4-aminomethyl-1,2-dioxanes 9a–s

Cmp Ionic form (%)a

pH 7.4 pH 7.2 pH 5.5

10a DP(15)
P(85)

DP(22)
P(78)

DP(93)
P(7)

10b DP(15)
P(85)

DP(22)
P(78)

DP(93)
P(7)

10c DP(15)
P(85)

DP(22)
P(78)

DP(93)
P(7)

10d DP(80)
P(20)

DP(86)
P(14)

DP(100)

10e DP(80)
P(20)

DP(86)
P(14)

DP(100)

9f DP(80)
P(20)

DP(86)
P(14)

DP(100)

10g DP(2)
P(98)

DP(3)
P(97)

DP(56)
P(44)

10h P(68)
N(32)

P(77)
N(23)

P(99)
N(1)

10i DP(15)
P(85)

DP(22)
P(78)

DP(93)
P(7)

10j DP(15)
P(85)

DP(22)
P(78)

DP(93)
P(7)

10k DP(14)
P(86)

DP(21)
P(79)

DP(100)

10l DP(14)
P(86)

DP(21)
P(79)

DP(100)

10m DP(14)
P(86)

DP(21)
P(79)

DP(100)

10n DP(11)
P(89)

DP(16)
P(84)

DP(100)

10o DP(11)
P(89)

DP(16)
P(84)

DP(100)

10p DP(11)
P(89)

DP(16)
P(84)

DP(100)

10q DP(11)
P(89)

DP(16)
P(84)

DP(100)

10r P(100) P(100) P(100)

10s P(100) P(100) P(100)

Table reproduced from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
aPercentage of ionic form in brackets. P protonated form; DP di-protonated form (ACD/Percepta
software, version 14.0.0, Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada)
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On the contrary, hydrophilic compounds (Log D < 0) have good solubility but
poor membrane permeability (Kerns and Di 2008; Han et al. 2010). Thus, according
to the data reported in Tables 8 and 9, although a certain degree of accumulation in the
FV of the parasite is expected for all compounds, there is no clear correlation between
the calculated Log D (c Log D) values and the antimalarial activity. A similar
observation has been reported for 1,2,4-trioxaquines, molecular hybrids containing
both a quinoline and 1,2,4-trioxane pharmacophore moieties. In our case, this is
true also if we exclude the quinoline-hybrids 10k–s and we only consider the
new endoperoxide derivatives 10a–j reported in Table 5. The c Log D values do
not account for the activity trend observed with the introduction of the amino chain
at C4, such as, 3-(1H-imidazol-1-yl)-N-methylpropan-1-amine (10a–c) > N1,N1,

Table 8 c Log D values of 3-methoxy-4-aminomethyl-1,2-dioxanes 10a–j

Cmp c Log D

pH 7.4 pH 7.2 pH 5.5

10a 0.5 0.3 −1.3

10b 1.9 1.7 0.1

10c 3.2 3.0 1.4

10d −0.3 −0.6 −1.9

10e 1 0.8 −0.3

10f 2.4 2.1 0.8

10g 0.2 0.0 −0.6

10h 5.4 5.3 4.0

10i 0.4 0.2 −1.3

10j −0.9 −1.1 −2.6

Table adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)

Table 9 c Log D values of 3,4-cis-3-methoxy-4-aminomethyl-1,2-dioxanes 10k–s

Cmp c Log D

pH 7.4 pH 7.2 pH 5.5

10k 1.9 1.6 0.4

10l 3.1 2.9 1.7

10m 4.6 4.4 3.1

10n 2.1 1.9 0.7

10o 3.3 3.1 2.0

10p 4.8 4.5 3.4

10q 0.8 0.5 −0.6

10r 2.8 2.7 2.5

10s 4.1 4.0 3.7

Table adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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N3-trimethylpropane-1,3-diamine (10d–f) ≈ octahydro-1-methyl-1H-pyrido[1,2-a]
pyrimidine (10h) > N-methyl-3-morpholinopropan-1-amine (10g). Moreover,
compound 10c, differently from 10a and 10b, should be able to diffuse back to the
parasite cytoplasm across the FV membrane. This property did not interfere with the
antimalarial activity of 10a–c, which is almost identical (Table 5). To investigate the
role of the C4 amino-imidazole chain in determining the antimalarial activity of
compounds 10a–c (the amido-imidazole analog of 10awas inactive) (Lombardo et al.
2014), compound 10jwas synthesized. Its complete loss of activity demonstrated that
the presence of at least one butyl chain at C3 is necessary for antimalarial activity (10j
vs. 10a, Table 5). However, due to the unfavorable cLogD value at physiological pH
(i.e., −0.9, Table 8), the observed inactivity of 10j could in principle be ascribed to
cellular pharmacokinetics. To obtain an amino-imidazole analogwith increased cLog
D without affecting the pharmacodynamic properties, we used the 3-methoxy-
1,2-dioxaspiro[5.6]dodecane moiety. Indeed, in the ester series, the spiro derivative
resulted inactive despite its favorable c Log D, demonstrating that the
spiro-cycloheptane substituent at C6 do not possess the pharmacodynamic require-
ments for antimalarial activity. Thus, we replaced the C4 substituent of the inactive
analogs, with the amino-imidazole chain, through the synthesis of the analog 10i
(Tables 5 and 8). The amino-imidazole derivative 10i demonstrated that, when
combined with a sufficient lipophilicity, just the installation of the amino-imidazole
chain at C4 is sufficient to restore some antimalarial activity (Table 5). Finally,
according to the data reported in Tables 8 and 9, the minimum c Log D7.4 value for
activity against human HMEC-1 cell line appears to be +1. Compounds 10a and 10q,
characterized by a c Log D7.4 value <1, are indeed devoid of any significant activity.

Starting from these results we investigated also their conformational and the
electronic properties. Our computational studies evidenced that the series of
derivatives 10 present peculiar conformational parameters compared to the previous
analogs. Indeed, the presence of the amino chain at C4 stabilizes the Skew Boat B
conformation of the 1,2-dioxane ring, which becomes by far the most populated
conformer at the FV pH (Table 10).

This boat-like conformation of the 1,2-dioxane ring favors endoperoxide oxy-
gens accessibility and reproduces the endoperoxide ring conformation of artemi-
sinin (Fig. 8).

The structural analysis of the low energy conformers [i.e., within 5 kcal/mol
from the global energy minimum (GM)], highlighted that the amino-imidazole
derivatives 10a–c, 10j and the di-amino derivatives 10d–f (Table 5), present GM
conformers showing similar conformational features, both in the protonated (N′)
and di-protonated (N′ and N″) forms. These GM conformers are characterized by
the Skew Boat B conformation of the 1,2-dioxane ring and by a network of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds involving O1 and the secondary amine N′ (Fig. 9).
Moreover, they also present (with the obvious exception of 10j) the intramolecular
distances required for a H-shift from a butyl chain to the putative oxygen radical,
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according to the pharmacophoric model resulting from our previous computational
studies (Figs. 9 and 10).

In order to further investigate the impact of this conformational behavior on
antimalarial activity, we performed a dynamic docking simulation of 10c in com-
plex with heme. The protonation state of 10c and heme has been calculated con-
sidering the pH of the FV, where heme digestion mainly occurs (Egan et al. 2000).
Heme parameters and atomic partial charges were assigned using the QM method
PM7. During the dynamic docking procedure, which combines Monte Carlo and
SA calculations, all rotatable bonds of 10c and heme are left fully free to move.
Docking studies indicated only one possible complex structure (Fig. 11).

The docked conformation of 9c reproduces the key features (i.e., Skew Boat B
and O1–N′ interaction) of the GM conformer identified by the conformational
search (Fig. 9b). Moreover, in the docked complex the two protonated nitrogens N′
and N″ establish charge-assisted hydrogen bonds with the ionized and neutral
propionic groups of heme, respectively, similarly to what reported for the proto-
nated amine chain of chloroquine (Dodd and Bohle 2014). As already mentioned, at
Pf FV pH, when both the basic centers are protonated, compounds 10a–f show a
higher propensity for the conformation characterized by the Skew Boat B and the
hydrogen bond between N′ and O1 (Table 8 and Fig. 9). In the case of compounds
10a–c, this is due to the lack of an additional electron donating group (i.e.,

Fig. 8 Superimposition of PM7 global minimum of 10b (cyan) in protonated form on artemisinin
X-ray structure (pink; CSDS code: QNGHSU). The molecules are colored by atom type (O = red,
N = blue, and H = white). Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception of those
involved in the hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed line). Figure adapted from
reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.
doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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Fig. 9 Superimposition of GM conformers of: a 10a (light blue), 10b (light green), 10c (yellow),
10d (pink), 10e (orange), and 10f (violet); all protonated on N′; b 10a (light blue), 10b (light
green), and 10c (pink) in di-protonated form; c 10d (pink), 10e (orange), and 10f (violet);
protonated on N′ and N″. The molecules are colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue, and
H = white). The heteroatoms involved in hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed line) are
displayed in ball. Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception of those involved in
hydrogen bonds. Figure adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the
Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)

Fig. 10 PM7 global minimum of 10c presenting intra-molecular distances suitable for the 1,5-H
shift in protonated (cyan; a) and di-protonated (pink; b) form. Atoms are colored by atom type
(O = red, N = blue, and H = white). Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception
of those involved as possible partners in a “through-space” intra-molecular radical shift and in the
hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed line). Figure adapted from reference Sonawane
et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
c5ra10785g)
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unprotonated imidazole) competing with the endoperoxide oxygen O1 in estab-
lishing favorable interactions (i.e., cation-π) with the protonated secondary amine
N′ (Fig. 9a vs. 9b). In the case of compounds 10d–f, this is due to the further
stabilization of the Skew Boat B conformation, caused by the interaction of the
distal, protonated, tertiary amine group (N″) with O1, O2, and O7 (Fig. 9a vs. 9c).
By consequence, the only difference between the amino-imidazole (10a–c) and the
di-amino (10d–f) derivatives is that, in the di-protonated form, the GM conformers
of the former adopt an extended conformation of the substituent at C4, with the
protonated imidazole ring pointing away from the rest of the molecule. Thus, the
GM conformers of 10a–c correspond to the heme interacting conformation
resulting from docking calculations (Fig. 5a vs. Fig. 11). On the contrary, in the
GM conformers of 10d–f the protonated tertiary amine N″ is hydrogen bonded to
O1, O2, and O7 (Fig. 9a vs. 9b). Accordingly, when the di-amino derivatives
10d–f approach heme, the distal protonated amine N″ should firstly release the
intramolecular hydrogen bonds to then establish ionic interactions with the propi-
onate groups. This could account for the overall higher antimalarial activity of
10a–c with respect to 10d–f (Table 5). According to the calculated apparent pKa

values (Table 7), unlike compounds 10a–f, the significantly less active morpholine
analog 10g is still (44%) mono-protonated at the acidic FV pH. In this form, the
GM conformer of 10g does not present the Skew Boat B conformation and the
O1-N′ interaction, and the first conformer with these features is at ≈1 kcal/mol
from the GM. On the other hand, in the di-protonated form, 10g behaves similarly
to 10d–f (Fig. 9c), i.e., with the protonated tertiary amine (N″) establishing
hydrogen bonds with O7. Thus, also in the case of di-protonated 10g, the mor-
pholine nitrogen could establish an extra-interaction with heme propionate only
after losing its intramolecular h-bond. A peculiar case is represented by compound

Fig. 11 Docking results of 10c (protonated on N′ and N″) in complex with heme. The molecules
are colored by atom type (C = cyan; O = red; N = blue; Fe = orange and H = white). Iron atom
vdW volume is shown (scaled by 50% for clarity of presentation). Hydrogens are omitted for sake
of clarity, with the exception of those involved in hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed
line). Figure adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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10h (W2 IC50 = 400 nM, Table 5), evaluated as a mixture of two diastereomers
differing for the configuration at the stereogenic carbon of the bicyclic ring.

In this analog, the two equally basic nitrogens (single pKa1: 7.56 ± 0.20 and
single pKa2: 7.24 ± 0.20) are constrained into a bicyclic structure and, according to
the calculated apparent pKa value, only the mono-protonated form is present at both
cytoplasm and FV pHs (Table 7). Although not showing the hydrogen bond
between N′ and O1, the GM conformer of one of the two diastereomers still
presented the Skew Boat B conformation of the 1,2-dioxane ring with the two
conformationally constrained amine nitrogens correctly positioned to interact with
the negatively charged heme propionate group (Fig. 12).

Finally, the amino-imidazole spiro derivative 10i (Table 5), is again present in
the di-protonated form at FV pH (Table 7). The GM conformer of this form pre-
sents either the Skew Boat B and the O1-N′ interaction, but, according to experi-
mental peroxide oxygen-heme iron distances taken from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Structural Data Bank (Chishiro et al. 2003), the presence of the

Fig. 12 Superimposition of the putative bioactive conformer of 10h (a (pink): (R)-configured
stereocenter in the side-chain; b (yellow): (S)-configured stereocenter in the side-chain) on the
docking results of 10c in complex with heme (cyan). The molecules are colored by atom type
(O = red; N = blue; Fe = orange; H = white). Iron atom vdW volume is shown (scaled by 50%
for clarity of presentation). Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception of those
involved in hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed line). Figure adapted from reference
Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.
1039/c5ra10785g)
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rigid spirocycloheptane at C6 impairs the endoperoxide approach to heme iron
(Fig. 13).

The conformational behavior of the endoperoxide-aminoquinoline hybrids
10k–s (Table 6) was evaluated by applying the same computational protocol used
for 10a–j. The presence of the bulky quinoline moiety determined a less homoge-
nous conformational behavior of the low energy conformers of 10k–s. Indeed, due to
the hydrophobic interaction between the quinoline system and the butyl chain(s), the
conformational preference is also affected by the substitution at C6 (Table 10).
Nevertheless, the GM conformers of compounds 10k–s are still characterized by the
Skew Boat B, both, in the mono- and di-protonated forms.

The endoperoxide-7-chloroquinoline hybrids 10k–q (Table 6) are entirely pre-
sent in the di-protonated form at FV pH, while they are mostly (≈80%)
mono-protonated at cytoplasm pH (Table 7). Considering the mono-protonated
form, N′ is hydrogen bonded to O1 and O7 in 10k, 10n, and 10q (Fig. 14a), and
only to O1 in 10l, 10m, 10o, and 10p (Fig. 14b). On the other hand, in the
di-protonated form N′ is hydrogen bonded to O1 (10k–m) or to O7 (10n–q), while
N‴ always interact with O1, O2, and O7 (Fig. 14c). Thus, the exact pattern of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds is determined by the presence of the butyl chains at
C6 in the protonated forms (Fig. 14a, b), and by the length of the alkyl chain
connecting the two protonated amino groups in the di-protonated forms (Fig. 14c).
It has to be underlined that, anyway, the GM conformers of 10k–q show the

Fig. 13 Di-protonated form of 10i in complex wih heme superimposed (coordination O2/O7) on
the X-ray structure of peroxo-bridged heme complex (CSD code: UKACIS). The molecules are
colored by atom type (C = pink and cyan for PM7 conformer and heme, respectively; O = red;
N = blue; Fe = orange; H = white). The solvent accessible surface of atoms responsible for steric
hindrance between 10i and heme is shown (transparency = 50%). Iron atom vdW volume is
shown (scaled by 50% for clarity of presentation). Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with
the exception of those involved in the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black
dashed line). Figure adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the
Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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quinoline nitrogen (N″) accessible to heme iron interaction, while the endoperoxide
function is sterically hindered by the quinoline ring (Fig. 14).

The primaquine-type hybrids 10r and 10s are only present in the
mono-protonated form at, both, FV and cytoplasm pH (Table 7), and, as observed
for the mono-protonated GM conformers of 10k–q, N′ is hydrogen bonded to O1,
or to O1 and O7, depending on the presence of the butyl chains at C6 (Fig. 15).
Contrarily to 10k–q, in hybrids 10r–s the quinoline ring does not hinder the
endoperoxide group (Fig. 14a, b vs. Fig. 15a, b).

We analyzed the SARs of our new compounds considering the possible roles of
the amine chain at C4 on the antimalarial activity. Several amines are known either
to be active themselves as antimalarials (McCann et al. 1981; Whaun and Brown
1985) or to be present as additional, favorable, pharmacophoric features (i.e.,
bioactive substructure) in a variety of molecular scaffolds already exhibiting anti-
malarial activity (Coleman et al. 1994; Charman et al. 2011; O’Neill et al. 2012).
This is the case of the new series of endoperoxides 10a–s, which show an enhanced
antimalarial activity compared to the previous compounds, thanks to the amine
substituent at C4. This improvement in the activity can be ascribed to cellular
pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacodynamics. Polyamines are known to play a
crucial role as radical scavengers in biological environments (Ha et al. 1998) and
their ability to shuttle a free-radical from oxygen to carbon atoms has been broadly

Fig. 14 GM conformers of: a 10k (green) and 10n (pink) (protonated on N′); b 10m (green) and
10p (pink) (protonated on N′); c 10m (green) and 10q (pink) (protonated on N′ and N″). The
molecules are colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue, and H = white). The heteroatoms
involved in hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black dashed line) are displayed in ball. Hydrogens
are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception of those involved in hydrogen bonds.
Figure adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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investigated (Maeda and Ingold 1980; Griller et al. 1981; Tanko et al. 2001; Pischel
and Nau 2001; Das and Misra 2004). Accordingly, the polyamine substituent could
increase the activity of molecular scaffolds whose activity is strictly related to their
redox potential by playing an active role in the formation/propagation of toxic
radical species. In addition, for compounds supposed to interact with free heme, a
basic chain could be involved in favorable interactions with heme propionate
groups. At this regard, the conformational analysis performed on members of the
series 10 revealed a strong tendency of the protonated secondary amine to hydrogen
bond to O1, stabilizing a 1,2-dioxane ring conformation which favors peroxide
oxygen accessibility. This was confirmed by docking calculation of 10c in complex
with heme, which also highlighted favorable interactions between the polyamine
chain and the heme propionate groups. Given the formation of this pre-reactive
complex, a possible scenario is that, after the Fe(II) catalyzed generation of the
distonic radical anion, the secondary amine could simultaneously protonate the
oxygen anion and shuttle the oxygen radical to an adjacent carbon via a hydrogen

Fig. 15 GM conformers of: a 10r diastereomer with (S)-configured stereocenter in the side-chain
(green) and diastereomer with (R)-configured stereocenter in the side-chain (pink); b 10s
diastereomer with (R)-configured stereocenter in the side-chain (green) and diastereomer with (S)-
configured stereocenter in the side-chain (pink). The molecules are colored by atom type (O = red,
N = blue, and H = white). The heteroatoms involved in hydrogen bonds (highlighted by a black
dashed line) are displayed in ball. Hydrogens are omitted for sake of clarity, with the exception of
those involved in hydrogen bonds. Figure adapted from reference Sonawane et al. (2015) with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra10785g)
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radical shift (Maeda and Ingold 1980; Griller et al. 1981; Tanko et al. 2001; Pischel
and Nau 2001; Das and Misra 2004).

In addition, the presence of multiple basic functionalities may favor the accu-
mulation of compounds 10a–s in the infected erythrocyte and, in particular, in the
acidic FV of the parasites. More than be achieved through a polyamine transporter
(Reguera et al. 2005; Niemand et al. 2013), most likely this could be due to an
impairment of the back diffusion across the membrane of a single, or better double
protonated derivative. Calculated pKa and Log D values at cytoplasm and FV pH
pointed out that compounds 10a–s can accumulate in the parasite FV but no linear
relation was observed between the antimalarial activity and the c Log D values,
indicating that other parameters also affect the antimalarial activity. It is noteworthy
that most of the low energy conformers (i.e., within 5 kcal/mol from the GM) of
compounds 10a–s present an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the two amine
functions. The formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds involving ionized
groups, can “mask” the charge of the molecule and affect its passage through
cellular membranes.

The subgroup of 1,2-dioxanes 10k–s hybridizes two biologically active entities,
the 1,2-dioxane scaffold and a quinoline-based pharmacophore. Over the last 10
years examples of artemisinin-quinolines hybrids have been reported (Grellepois
et al. 2005; Walsh et al. 2007; Capela et al. 2011). A recent survey shows the most
interesting results obtained with hybrid molecules containing fully synthetic
1,2,4-trioxanes or 1,2,4-trioxolane and an aminoquinoline derivative (Muregi and
Ishih 2010; Flannery et al. 2013). These hybrid molecules display a dual mode of
action, a concept referred to as “covalent bitherapy,” thus they promote heme
alkylation with the peroxy entity, and heme stacking with the aminoquinoline
moiety resulting in a reinforced inhibition of haemozoin formation (Loup et al.
2007; Cosledan et al. 2008). Targeting the parasite by two distinct mechanisms has
also the advantage of delaying or circumventing the development of resistance
(Araujo et al. 2009).

In the case of the hybrids 10k–p, the higher activity of chloroquine with respect
to the peroxide moiety is likely to play a major role in the antimalarial activity
against Pf CQ-S strains. On the contrary, 10k–p are more active than chloroquine
against Pf CQ-R strains and resulting SARs suggest that the peroxide pharma-
cophore is responsible for the observed antimalarial activity. It cannot be excluded
that the increased activity against CQ-R strains is attributable to the modification of
the basic side chain of chloroquine, which would not to be recognized by the
mutated CQ-transporter. Contrarily to chloroquine, primaquine is known to be
poorly active in vitro against Pf infected erythrocytes, both on CQ-S and CQ-R
strains (W2 IC50 = 3.3 μM) (Capela et al. 2011). By consequence, the significant
antimalarial activity displayed by the hybrids 10r and 10s has to be attributed to the
mechanism of action of the peroxide moiety, while the primaquine moiety behaves,
in this case, just as an amine-containing C4 substituent.

In summary, optimization of the cellular pharmacokinetics of our antimalarial
peroxides through the introduction of a substituted amino side-chain at C4, seems
not to be the only factor responsible for their increased antimalarial activity. As
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previously observed (Persico et al. 2011, 2013; Lombardo et al. 2014), the sub-
stituent at C4 could also play a pharmacodynamic role by affecting the ability of the
peroxide bridge to undergo reductive cleavage and to generate/propagate the
putative toxic radical chain. Molecular modeling studies suggest that the increased
antimalarial activity is related to the stabilization of a conformation which favors
the hypothesized reductive cleavage of the endoperoxide bridge with a possible
involvement of the introduced amine functions in putative toxic radical
formation/propagation. This is supported by the fact that replacing the amide group
with an amino group not only increased the antimalarial activity of the whole series
but also determined different SARs. Indeed, the amido-imidazole analog of 10a
(one butyl chain at C3; W2 (CQ-R) IC50 = 0.21 µM) was inactive as antimalarial,
while the amido-imidazole analog of 10b (two butyl chain at C6, W2 (CQ-R)
IC50 = 0.4 µM) was one of our most active derivatives (W2 (CQ-R)
IC50 = 0.5 µM) (Lombardo et al. 2014). Thus, replacing the amide group with an
amino group increased the antimalarial activity independently from the position of
the butyl chain(s). Although the inactivity of 10j demonstrated the need of at least
one butyl chain at C3 (10j vs. 10c), the activity of 10i compared to its previous
analogs indicated that the secondary amine function at C4 is sufficient to restore
some antimalarial activity and that the inactivity of 10j is likely due to its unfa-
vorable Log D. At this regard, it is worth of note, that, according to our c Log D7.4

values, the minimum lipophilicity threshold to be active against infected erythro-
cytes and normal human cells is *−1 and *+1, respectively. By consequence,
compound 10a, with c Log D7.4 = 0.5, shows a 210 nM IC50 on Pf W2 strain and
no activity on human HMEC-1 cells, presenting an optimal SI.

3.3 New Natural Polyketide Endoperoxides

New polyketide endoperoxides have been isolated from the sponge Plakortis
simplex (Plk1-7 derivatives). The isolated endoperoxide derivatives have been
tested for their in vitro antimalarial activity against D10 [chloroquine-sensitive
(CQ-S)] and W2 [chloroquine-resistant (CQ-R)] Pf strains, showing IC50 values in
the low micromolar range (Chianese et al. 2014).

The structures and the antimalarial activity of these new natural endoperoxides
are reported in Table 11.

The isolation of these new endoperoxide metabolites represented a convenient
opportunity to extend the SARs previously established for the antimalarial activity
of the plakortin family. Since our pharmacophoric model (Fig. 3) for antimalarial
1,2-dioxanes had been designed utilizing compounds embedding a saturated hete-
rocyclic ring, the isolation of 1,2-diox-4-enes (Plk1–3) offered us an interesting
opportunity to further extend the SARs and refine our knowledge on the mechanism
of action of this class of simple antimalarials.

The obtained SARs evidenced that, with respect to plakortin and dihy-
droplakortin, (i) the presence of the double bond in the 1,2-dioxane ring (Plk1–3) or
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(ii) the inversion of the chirality at C6 (Plk5), or (iii) at C3 and C6 (Plk6–7),
reduced the antimalarial activity (Table 11). Overall, the derivatives characterized
by the 3,6-dihydro-1,2-dioxine ring (Plk1–3) resulted more active than the
derivatives characterized by the 1,2-dioxane ring (Plk5–7), but still less active than
plakortin and dihydroplakortin (Table 11). The SARs of the new natural com-
pounds were rationalized taking into account our hypothesized mechanism of
actions of plakortins (Fig. 1) (Taglialatela-Scafati et al. 2010). As reported above,
plakortin and dihydroplakortin, upon reaction with Fe(II), generate a radical at O1,
which is simultaneously transferred by means of a “through-space” mechanism to
the double bond of plakortin or to a C13 hydrogen of dihydroplakortin (Fig. 1). The
resulting carbon radicals should then represent the toxic species responsible for the
antimalarial activity. The hypothesized concerted dissociative electron transfer
(DET) mechanism was confirmed by the reported SARs of plakortins, being the

Table 11 In vitro antimalarial activity of plakortin, dihydroplakortin and compounds Plk1–7
against D10 (CQ-S) and W2 (CQ-R) strains of Pf

Cmp Structure D10 IC50

(μM)a
W2 IC50

(μM)a

Plk1

O
O

COOCH3

3.89 ± 0.15 2.91 ± 0.94

Plk2

O
O

COOCH3

4.05 ± 0.53 2.70 ± 0.68

Plk3

O
O

COOCH3

1.77 ± 0.15 1.56 ± 0.47

Plk5

O
O

COOCH3

6.18 ± 1.11 4.98 ± 1.83

Plk6

O
O

COOCH3

NAb 11.4 ± 2.74

Plk7

O
O

COOCH3

5.12 ± 1.09 4.10 ± 0.57

Plakortin

O
O

COOCH3

0.87 ± 0.35 0.39 ± 0.13

Dihydroplakortin

O
O

COOCH3

0.90 ± 0.56 0.43 ± 0.16

Table adapted from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
aData are the mean ± SD of three different experiments in duplicate
bNA not active
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antimalarial activity related to the reactivity of the C6 alkyl chain and its ability to
correctly orientate with respect to O1 without affecting endoperoxide oxygens
accessibility to iron interaction. Thus, a pivotal role was played by conformational
parameters in the antimalarial activities of plakortins.

On these bases, a comprehensive conformational analysis has been performed on
the novel series of plakortin analogs and the obtained results were compared with
those achieved for plakortin and dihydroplakortin (for details see paragraph 2). All
the generated conformers were ranked by their potential energy values and grouped
on the basis of their ring conformation (Table 12).

Then, we calculated the rate of low energy conformers (i.e., within 5 kcal/mol
from the global minimum) owning the required structural features for antimalarial
activity (Taglialatela-Scafati et al. 2010) that is: (i) the steric accessibility of the
endoperoxide oxygens and (ii) the distance between the endoperoxide oxygen O1
and possible partners for a ‘through space’ (1,4 or 1,5) intramolecular radical shift
(Table 13).

Our previous results (Fattorusso et al. 2011) indicated that, due to the steric
repulsion of the 1,3-diaxal substituents, the 1,2-dioxane ring of plakortin and
dihydroplakortin shows a definite conformational preference for a chair confor-
mation named Chair A (Table 12 and Fig. 16), where the equatorial position of the
reacting alkyl chain at C6 allows its approach to O1 in a significant number of
conformations (Table 13 and Fig. 17a).

In the case of the 1,2-dioxine derivatives Plk1–3, it also resulted a definite
conformational preference for one ring chair conformation, but this time it was the
half-chair B (Table 12 and Fig. 18), presenting the pseudo-axial position of the

Table 12 Occurrence rate (%) of endoperoxide ring conformations considering PM7 conformers
within 5 kcal/mol from the global minimum of plakortin, dihydroplakortin, and Plk1-7

Cmp Chair Aa Chair Ba Skew boat A Skew boat B

Plk1 11 89 – –

Plk2 23 77 – –

Plk3 14 86 – –

Plk5 82 7 11 0

Plk6 50 13 34 4

Plk7b 41 20 38 1

Plk7c 49 15 34 1

Plakortin 82 6 11 1

Dihydroplakortin 85 8 7 –

Table adapted from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
aHalf-chair A and half-chair B in the case of compounds Plk1-3
bDiastereomer with (R)-C10
cDiastereomer with (S)-C10
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Table 13 Occurrence rates and endoperoxide ring conformations of putative bioactive PM7
conformers of plakortin, dihydroplakortin, and Plk1-7

Cmp CNFa

(%)
Chair Ab, c

(%)
Chair Bb, c

(%)
Skew boat
Ab (%)

Skew boat
Bb (%)

Plk1 14 2 12 – –

Plk2 16 2 14 – –

Plk3 22 1 21 – –

Plk5 10 6 2 2 –

Plk6 6 3 1 2 –

Plk7d 15 8 1 6 –

Plk7e 9 4 1 3 1

Plakortin 23 22 – 1 –

Dihydroplakortin 32 29 2.5 0.5 –

Table adapted from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
aRate of bioactive conformers within 5 kcal mol−1 from the global minimum
bRate of bioactive conformers belonging to this family
cHalf-chair in the case of compounds Plk1-3
dDiastereomer with (R)-C10
eDiastereomer with (S)-C10

Fig. 16 Lowest energy minima of each 1,2-dioxane ring conformation family of plakortin.
Carbons are in pink (chair a), blue (chair b), light green (skew boat c), and orange (skew boat d);
oxygens are in red. All hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Figure adapted from reference Chianese
et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
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Fig. 17 Bioactive conformations of dihydroplakortin (a, pink), Plk3 (b, blue), Plk5 (c, light green)
and Plk6 (d, orange). The molecules are colored by atom type (O = red and H = white). Hydrogens
are omitted for sake of clarity with the exception of those involved in the intra-molecular radical
shift (highlighted by a black dashed line). Figure adapted from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with
permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)

Fig. 18 Lowest energy minima of each 1,2-dioxane ring conformation family of Plk3. Carbons
are in pink (half-chair a) and orange (half-chair b); oxygens are in red. All hydrogens are omitted
for clarity. Figure adapted from reference Chianese et al. (2014) with permission from Elsevier
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
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ester group at C3 and the pseudo-equatorial position of the alkyl chain at C6. Thus,
although the introduction of the double bond changed the conformational behavior
of the endoperoxide ring of Plk1–3 (Table 12), the simultaneous inversion of
chirality at C3 and at C6 resulted in a similar orientation of the putative reactive
chain at C6 with respect to O1, when compared to plakortin and dihydroplakortin
(Fig. 17a vs. 17b).

However, in the case of Plk1 and Plk2, we also observed a reduction of the rate
of putative bioactive conformers with respect to plakortin and dihydroplakortin
(Table 13), in agreement with their decreased antimalarial activity (Table 11). This
is due to the presence of the double bond which constrains the ring geometry,
causing a steric crowding around the putative reaction partners and impairing
oxygen lone pairs accessibility. Accordingly, when the steric bulk of the C6 alkyl
chain is reduced, as in Plk3, the number of bioactive conformers (Table 13) and the
antimalarial activity (Table 11) are partially restored. Although Plk3 showed the
same amount of bioactive conformers of plakortin (Table 13), this latter presents
15% of bioactive conformers where the double bond is the partner for the reaction
with the putative O1 radical. As already reported (Fattorusso et al. 2011), the higher
reactivity of the C6 side chain of plakortin in a radical transfer reaction counter-
balances its lower rate of putative bioactive conformers with respect to 2 (23% vs.
32%; Table 13). Accordingly, Plk3, presenting the same reactivity of dihy-
droplakortin and the same rate of bioactive conformers of plakortin (22% vs. 32%;
Table 13), resulted to be less active than both reference compounds (Table 11).

In the 1,2-dioxane derivatives Plk5–7, similarly to what observed for plakortin
and dihydroplakortin, the conformational preference is driven by the 1,3-diaxal
steric effect between C4 and C6. Thus, the low energy conformers of Plk5–7 tend
not to assume “B type” conformations, which present the ethyl group at C4 in axial
position (Table 12, Figs. 19 and 20). In particular, while Plk5 showed a strong
conformational preference for the Chair A, the inversion of chirality at C3, as in
Plk6 and Plk7, reduced the percentage of conformations characterized by the
Chair A, which presented a gauche interaction between the equatorial substituents
at C3 and C4, in favor of the Skew Boat A, with the C3 substituent in axial position
(Table 13 and Fig. 20).

In any case, compound Plk5–7, due to the inversion of chirality at C6 with
respect to plakortin and dihydroplakortin, showed most of the low energy con-
formers with C6 in axial position and this largely reduced the rate of low energy
putative bioactive conformers (Table 13; Fig. 17) and, accordingly, the antimalarial
activity (Table 11). The reduction of the rate of putative bioactive conformers (and
of antimalarial activity) is accentuated in Plk6 where the chirality is inverted also at
C3 and, by consequence, the C3 and C6 substituents are in cis configuration
(Fig. 17d), thus confirming the unfavorable effect on antimalarial activity played by
the steric crowding around C6 alkyl chain. Interestingly, the (R)-C10 diastereomer
of Plk7 presented a slightly increased number of putative bioactive conformers with
respect to Plk5 and Plk6 (Table 13), in agreement with the restoration of some
antimalarial activity observed for Plk7 (Table 11).
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Fig. 19 Lowest energy minima of each 1,2-dioxane ring conformation family of Plk5. Carbons
are in pink (chair a), blue (chair b), light green (skew boat c), and orange (skew boat d); oxygens
are in red. All hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Figure adapted from reference Chianese et al.
(2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)

Fig. 20 Lowest energy minima of each 1,2-dioxane ring conformation family of Plk6. Carbons
are in pink (chair a), blue (chair b), light green (skew boat c), and orange (skew boat d); oxygens
are in red. All hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Figure adapted from reference Chianese et al.
(2014) with permission from Elsevier (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmc.2014.07.034)
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3.4 Synthetic Analogs of Aplidinone A and B

A new series of synthetic quinones were produced starting from the natural com-
pounds aplidinone A and B and the resulting compounds showed an interesting
antimalarial activity against both CQ-sensitive (D10) and CQ-resistant (W2) Pf
strains (Imperatore et al. 2015). The structures and the antimalarial activity of the
new synthetic aplidinone analogs are reported in Table 14.

The IC50 values obtained, reported in Table 14, show that the most active
compounds have antimalarial activity in the low micromolar range with the
regiochemistry of the dioxothiazine ring playing a role on the observed activity. In
particular, when R1 is OMe group, only the regioisomers B (RB, 14–16) resulted
active, whereas, when R1 is an amide substituent (PivNH), the regioisomers

Table 14 Effect of compounds 11–22 on the growth of CQ-sensitive (D10) and CQ-resistant
(W2) Pf strainsa. Cytoxicity against human microvascular endothelial (HMEC-1) cells

R1 S

H
N

O

O O O
Regioisomer A

(RA)

n

Regioisomer B
(RB)

R1 N
H

S

O

O

n

OO

11-13, 17-19 14-16, 20-22

Cmp R1 n D10 IC50 (μM)b W2 IC50 (μM)b HMEC-1 IC50 (μM)b

11 OMe 1 NAc NAc NAc

12 OMe 7 NAc NAc NAc

13 OMe 13 NAc NAc NAc

17 NHCOC(CH3)3 1 0.39 ± 0.15 0.58 ± 0.12 1.60 ± 0.34

18 NHCOC(CH3)3 4 1.56 ± 0.12 2.70 ± 0.72 0.90 ± 0.11

19 NHCOC(CH3)3 10 0.56 ± 0.02 1.06 ± 0.58 0.44 ± 0.15

14 OMe 1 2.45 ± 0.42 2.37 ± 0.42 NAc

15 OMe 7 0.82 ± 0.23 0.80 ± 0.36 5.52 ± 1.20

16 OMe 13 1.73 ± 0.93 1.32 ± 0.26 4.41 ± 1.25

20 NHCOC(CH3)3 1 6.15 ± 1.10 6.31 ± 2.33 NAc

21 NHCOC(CH3)3 4 6.93 ± 0.24 7.87 ± 0.25 NAc

22 NHCOC(CH3)3 10 NAb NAb 6.87 ± 3.23

Table adapted from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
aCloroquine (CQ) has been considered as positive control (D10 IC50 = 0.04 ± 0.01; W2
IC50 = 0.54 ± 0.28; not cytotoxic)
bData are the mean ± SD of three different experiments in duplicate
cNA not active (IC50 > 10 μM against D10 and W2 strains of Pf and IC50 > 100 μM against
HMEC-1)
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A (RA, 17–19) resulted significantly more active than regioisomers B (RB, 20–22).
The same regiochemistry depending trend is observed for the cytotoxicity against
human cells (HMEC-1), see Table 14. Nevertheless, in the active regioisomers, the
length of alkyl side chain distinguishes the antimalarial from the cytotoxic activity.
Indeed, while toxicity against HMEC-1 cells increase with the length of the alkyl
side chain, becoming determinant in the methoxy-derivatives, the antimalarial
activity did not show any linear correlation with the length of the alkyl chain in both
series, being anyway not dramatically affected (see Table 14). According to the
above SARs, the active RA amide-derivative 17 (ethyl side chain) is the most
potent antimalarial agent of the series, with IC50 0.39 μM (D10) and 0.58 μM
(W2), but it also resulted significantly cytotoxic (IC50 1.60 μM); on the other hand,
its RB regioisomer 14 is still active as antimalarial at low micromolar concentration,
with IC50 2.45 μM (D10) and 2.37 μM (W2), but it was not cytotoxic. In summary,
some of the new synthetic derivatives showed a significant pharmacological activity
and, mainly, some structural requirements critical for both the antiplasmodial effect
and cytotoxicity, have been evidenced.

The preliminary computational studies evidenced a possible relation between
antimalarial activity and the propensity to undergo a one electron reduction. In
order to fully rationalize the SARs and to investigate the putative antimalarial
mechanism of action of these new thiazinoquinones, the two couples of regioiso-
mers with the highest difference in the antimalarial activity and the smallest
structural variation (i.e., 12, 15 and 19, 22; Table 14), were subjected to an in-depth
computational analysis (for details see paragraph 2). Firstly, we calculated the
prevalent ionic forms at pH 7.2 (cytoplasm) and pH 5.5 (Pf FV) (Table 15).

Then, in order to sample the conformational space of the compounds under
investigation, a calculation protocol including a simulated annealing procedure
followed by molecular mechanics (MM) energy minimization and semi-empirical
PM7 full geometry optimization, was applied. Obtained conformers were ranked by
their potential energy values and the GM conformer of each compound was selected
as starting structure for subsequent calculations.

The mechanism of action of antimalarial quinones has been related to their redox
properties, and, in particular, to the capacity to form toxic semiquinone radical
species (QH�) through a one-electron reduction reaction (Ehrhardt et al. 2013).

Table 15 Prevalent ionic forms of new thiazinoquinones

Cmp Prevalent ionic form (%)a

pH 7.2 pH 5.5

12 N(100) N(100)

15 N(100) N(100)

19 N(100) N(100)

22 N(100) N(100)

Table reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
aPercentage of ionic form in brackets; N neutral form
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Indeed, the two-electron, two-proton, reduction pathway of quinones (Q) to
hydroquinones (QH2) involves a sequence of steps in which reversible one-electron
reduction reactions are followed by proton uptake reactions producing the semi-
quinone species (QH�), as illustrated in Scheme 1 (Guin et al. 2011).

On these bases, we investigated the redox properties of 12, 15, 19, and 22,
focusing on the ability to form the toxic semiquinone radical species. The putative
reduction pathway of our new thiazinoquinones involves the formation of two
possible semiquinone species (QH�

i and QH�
ii, Fig. 21).

Thus, starting from the structure of the GM conformers of 12, 15, 19, and 22, the
respective Q�−, QH�

i, and QH�
ii radicals were generated and subjected to further

semi-empirical (PM7) calculations to obtain a full geometry and energy opti-
mization. The reaction enthalpies (kcal/mol) for the formation of the two possible
semiquinone radical species QH�

i and QH�
ii (i.e., steps 1 and 2, Scheme 1) were then

calculated (Table 16).

Q Q
.- QH

.
QH- QH2

+e- +H++e-+H+

-e- -e--H+ -H+

step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4

Scheme 1 Sequence of steps in quinone reduction pathway. Scheme reproduced from reference
Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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Fig. 21 Schematic representation of the putative thiazinoquinone reduction pathway.
Figure reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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The obtained results highlighted that all compounds present a definite preference
for the formation of the semiquinone species named QH�

i in Fig. 21 (DHfðQ!QH�
iÞ vs.

DHfðQ!QH�
iiÞ; Table 16).

The higher stability of QH�
i with respect to QH�

ii is likely due to the presence of a
hydrogen bond between the reduced oxygen and the SO2 group (Figs. 22 and 23).

According to these results, for the Q, Q�−, and QH�
i species of each compound,

the energy of the frontier molecular orbitals [highest occupied molecular orbital

Table 16 Reaction Enthalpies (ΔHf; kcal/mol) of 12, 15, 19, and 22 for the formation of the two
possible semiquinone species reported in Fig. 21

Cmp DHfðQ!Q��Þ DHfðQ��!QH�
iÞ DHfðQ!QH�

iÞ DHfðQ��!QH�
iiÞ DHfðQ!QH�

iiÞ
12 −60.38 53.00 −7.38 53.91 −6.47

15 −66.05 45.82 −20.23 59.45 −6.60

19 −62.76 50.01 −12.75 56.33 −6.43

22 −50.68 38.20 −12.48 46.99 −3.69

Table reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)

Fig. 22 QH�
i (top) and QH�

ii (bottom) species of 12 GM (cyan; a) and 15 GM (pink; b). The
ligands are colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue, S = yellow and H = white). Hydrogen bonds
are highlighted by black dashed lines. Hydrogens are omitted for the sake of clarity with the
exception of those involved in hydrogen bonds. Figure adapted from reference Imperatore et al.
(2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
c5ra09302c)
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(HOMO), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), and singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO)] was calculated. Then, using these values, the redox
capacities were assessed by calculating: (i) vertical ionization potential (IP),
(ii) electron affinity (EA), (iii) electrophilicity index (ω) (Chattaraj et al. 2006). All
the above data are reported in Table 17. The whole of the data reported in
Tables 16 and 17 evidenced a relationship between the ability of thiazinoquinones

Fig. 23 QH�
i (top) and QH�

ii (bottom) species of 19 GM (pink; a) and 22 GM (cyan; b). The
ligands are colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue, S = yellow and H = white). Hydrogen bonds
are highlighted by black dashed lines. Hydrogens are omitted for the sake of clarity with the
exception of those involved in hydrogen bonds. Figure adapted from reference Imperatore et al.
(2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
c5ra09302c)

Table 17 PM7 calculated orbital energies (LUMO and SOMO), electrophilicity index (ω),
vertical ionization potential (IP) and vertical electron affinity (EA) for Q, Q�−, QH�

i species of 12,
15, 19, and 22

Cmp Q Q�− QH�
i ω

ELUMO

(Ev)
ω ESOMO

(Ev)
Vertical IP
(Ev)

ESOMO

(Ev)
Vertical
IP (Ev)

Vertical
EA (Ev)

12 −1.614 1.968 −3.768 2.341 −8.194 6.681 2.897 3.030

15 −1.791 2.080 −3.928 2.465 −7.969 6.607 2.694 2.763

19 −1.598 1.931 −3.859 2.361 −7.968 6.391 2.863 3.034

22 −1.189 1.711 −3.215 1.749 −7.685 6.084 2.655 2.784

Table reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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to form the QH�
i radical species and their antimalarial activity. In particular, the

regioisomers 15 and 19, active as antimalarials, showed lower reaction enthalpies
for the first step of the reduction process (Scheme 1) with respect to the corre-
sponding inactive regioisomers 12 and 22 ( DHfðQ!Q��Þ; Table 16). In addition, the
Q species of 15 and 19 showed lower LUMO energy and higher ω values than those
of 12 and 22, respectively (Table 17). Interestingly, the vertical IP and SOMO
energy values indicate that the Q�− species of the inactive regioisomer 22 tend to be
reoxidized to the parent quinone Q more than that of the active 19. The same is
valid comparing 12 (inactive) and 15 (active) (Table 17). Although, in the case of
12 and 15, the difference is minimal, there is a larger difference in the sum of the
reaction enthalpies of step 1 and 2 (Scheme 1) leading to the formation of QH�

i
(DHfðQ!QH�

iÞ; Table 16).
Last but not least, we investigated if conformational parameters play a role in the

redox properties of the inactive regioisomer 22 with respect to the active 19. Indeed,
contrarily to 12 and 15, the GM conformers of 19 and 22 differed significantly
(Fig. 24a vs. 24b) and, in particular, presented a different conformation of the
amide function and different intramolecular H-bond interactions.

As evidenced in Fig. 24a, the intra-molecular H-bond between the amide
nitrogen and the quinone oxygen favors the planarity of thiazoquinone ring of 19.
On the contrary, as evidenced in Fig. 24b, due to the intramolecular H-bond
between the amide oxygen and the ring amine function, the thiazoquinone ring

Fig. 24 PM7 GM conformer of 19 (pink; a); PM7 GM conformer of 22 (cyan; b) and PM7
conformer 22B (green; c). Front view (top) and longitudinal view (bottom). The ligands are
colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue, S = yellow and H = white). H-bonds between the amide
function and the thiazinoquinone ring are highlighted by green dashed lines. Hydrogens are
omitted for the sake of clarity with the exception of those involved in H-bonds. Figure adapted
from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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system of 22 significantly deviate from planarity. In order to investigate if this is
related to the lower propensity of 22 to undergo a one electron reduction with
respect to 19 (DHfðQ!Q��Þ, Table 16; ω of Q, Table 17), we selected the conformer
of 22 having the same conformation of the amide substituent of the GM conformer
of 19 (named 22B; Fig. 24c).

It has to be underlined that conformer 22B is not a low energy conformer of 22,
showing a ΔE from the GM conformer of 5.24 kcal/mol, hence it was not included
in our previous analysis. The redox properties of conformer 22B were calculated
applying the same approach previously described.

It resulted that, compared to the GM conformer of 22, conformer 22B presents:
(i) lower reaction enthalpies for both the first step of the reduction process
ðDHfðQ!Q��ÞÞ and the formation of QH�

iðDHfðQ!QH�
iÞÞ (Tables 18 vs. 16), (ii) lower

LUMO energy and higher ω values of the Q species (Tables 19 vs. 17). Moreover,
the SOMO energy and vertical IP values indicate that the Q�− species of conformer
22B tend to be reoxidized to the parent quinone Q less than that of the GM
conformer (Tables 19 vs. 17). These results indicate that the thiazinoquinone ring
system planarity (Fig. 24c vs. 24b) plays a crucial role in the reductive activation
leading to the formation of QH�

i radical.
Finally, the Log D values of all compounds were calculated (c Log D; Table 20)

to investigate a possible role of pharmacokinetic parameters in the observed
activities of thiazinoquinones.

Results evidenced that there is no correlation between the c Log D values
(Table 20) and the antimalarial activity (Table 14).

In summary, the results of our computational analysis strongly suggest that the
higher antimalarial activity of thiazinoquinones 15 and 19 with respect to 12 and
22, is related to their greater ability to form a stable semiquinone species. In this

Table 18 Reaction enthalpies (ΔHf; kcal/mol) of conformer 22B for the formation of the two
possible semiquinone species reported in Fig. 21

Cmp DHfðQ!Q��Þ DHfðQ��!QH�
iÞ DHfðQ!QH�

iÞ DHfðQ��!QH�
iiÞ DHfðQ!QH�

iiÞ
22B −67.56 48.01 −19.55 54.60 −12.96

Table reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)

Table 19 PM7-calculated orbital energies (LUMO and SOMO), electrophilicity index (ω),
vertical ionization potential (IP) and vertical electron affinity (EA) for Q, Q�−, QHi� species of
conformer 22B

Cmp Q Q�− QH�
i ω

ELUMO

(Ev)
ω ESOMO

(Ev)
Vertical IP
(Ev)

ESOMO

(Ev)
Vertical IP
(Ev)

Vertical
EA (Ev)

22B −1.843 2.098 −4.056 2.486 −7.955 6.431 2.911 3.099

Table reproduced from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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way they could act, like other antimalarial quinones, as “subversive substrates” by
shuttling single electrons from reduced systems to key oxidants such as
hemoglobin-associated or free Fe(III)-protoporphyrin IX (Muller et al. 2011;
Davioud-Charvet and Lanfranchi 2011; Blank et al. 2012). This could not only
contribute to the production of reactive oxygen species through Fenton chemistry
but also prevent both the digestion of hemoglobin and the formation of hemozoin.
In this way, the redox equilibrium is affected leading to the death of the parasite.
Finally, the results of our computational studies were confirmed by electrochemical
studies performed on these compounds evidencing that an intense interaction with
Fe(III)-Heme, through the formation of the QH����Fe(III)-Heme surface adduct, is a
necessary prerequisite for antimalarial activity (Imperatore et al. 2015).

4 Conclusion

The molecular modeling studies described in this chapter concurred to clarify the
mechanism of action of antimalarial agents characterized by the scaffold of
the marine compounds plakortin and aplidinone. This mechanism is based on the
interaction with Fe(II)-heme and it involves the formation of radical toxic inter-
mediate able to directly react with Plasmodium biomolecules increasing its
oxidative stress. In particular, as reported below, these studies allowed to identify,
for each of the new classes of potential therapeutic agents, the three-dimensional
structural requirements essential for their antimalarial activity. These results could
guide the development of further optimized antimalarials.

Table 20 c Log D values of
new thiazinoquinones

Cmp c log D

11 −0.25

12 2.87

13 5.71

14 −0.25

15 2.87

16 5.71

17 −0.19

18 1.40

19 4.70

20 −0.19

21 1.40

22 4.70

Table adapted from reference Imperatore et al. (2015) with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.
org/10.1039/c5ra09302c)
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First series of new synthetic analogs of plakortins. The new synthetic
plakortin analogs (7–9) showed that the modification at position 4 resulted in an
improved antimalarial activity, especially in compound 8g, which reached the
activity of the natural lead plakortin. On the other hand, results obtained for the new
series of 1,2-dioxane-4-carboxamides 9 showed that alkyl substituents at C6 largely
dominate in determining the antimalarial activity and the introduction of a
side-chain at C4 containing an imidazole ring improves antimalarial activity. In
particular, compound 9e resulted fivefold more active than its methyl ester analog,
showing an antimalarial activity comparable to the natural lead plakortin.

Second series of new synthetic analogs of plakortins. The new synthetic
plakortin analogs 10 evidenced that the inclusion of a substituted amine moiety at
C4 on our easily accessible 1,2-dioxane-3-methoxy scaffold improved significantly
the antimalarial activity (more active than the natural lead plakortin); this is due
both to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects. Indeed, the amine function
at C4 favors the ability of the peroxide bridge to undergo reductive cleavage and to
generate/propagate the putative toxic radical.

The acquired information suggested that the essential pharmacophoric require-
ments for antimalarial activity should include:

(i) a 1,2 dioxane ring able to react with Fe(II) species through its endoperoxide
group, forming an oxygen radical,

(ii) additional iron interacting with functionalities, favoring the approach to iron
without interfering with the redox reaction,

(iii) the cis configuration of the methoxy group at C3 and the substituent at C4 to
allow accessibility of iron to 1,2-dioxane oxygens and O7,

(iv) C6 and/or C3 chains bearing possible partners for a “through-space”
intramolecular radical shift to a carbon atom,

(v) a significant number of low energy conformers allowing the correct orien-
tation of all the intramolecular reaction partners,

(vi) the ability of the generated carbon radical to propagate via intermolecular
reactions,

(vii) the presence of protonatable function at Pf FV pH (i.e., 5.5).

New natural polyketide endoperoxides. These new series of natural
endoperoxides evidenced the crucial role on the antimalarial activity of plakortins
played by the stereochemical parameters affecting the relative orientation of the
atoms involved in the putative radical generation and transfer reaction.

Synthetic analogs of aplidinones. The thiazinoquinone compounds evidenced
that both the regiochemistry of the dioxothiazine ring and the nature of the sub-
stituent on the quinone ring play a crucial role in the antimalarial effect whereas, in
the active regioisomers, the length of the alkyl side chain distinguishes the anti-
malarial from the cytotoxic activity. Moreover, these studies support the hypothesis
that the antiplasmodial activity of thiazinoquinones is related to their redox prop-
erties and, in particular, to the capacity to form toxic semiquinone species that can
affect the parasite redox equilibrium leading to its death. Also in this case iron is
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involved in the reductive activation of the compounds, as well as, in the propa-
gation of the resulting radical anion. Accordingly, the thiazinoquinone ring system
planarity plays a crucial role in the reductive activation leading to the intermediate
semiquinone formation.
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Bluegenics: Bioactive Natural Products
of Medicinal Relevance and Approaches
to Their Diversification

Joseph S. Zarins-Tutt, Emily R. Abraham, Christopher S. Bailey
and Rebecca J.M. Goss

Abstract Nature provides a valuable resource of medicinally relevant compounds,
with many antimicrobial and antitumor agents entering clinical trials being derived
from natural products. The generation of analogues of these bioactive natural
products is important in order to gain a greater understanding of structure activity
relationships; probing the mechanism of action, as well as to optimise the natural
product’s bioactivity and bioavailability. This chapter critically examines different
approaches to generating natural products and their analogues, exploring the way in
which synthetic and biosynthetic approaches may be blended together to enable
expeditious access to new designer natural products.

1 History of Natural Products in Medicine

For millennia, natural products have been utilised by humans for medicinal pur-
poses, with some of the earliest examples documented being that of the ancient
Egyptians, who would use honey to aid wound healing and opium-soaked cloths
during surgical procedures (Simon et al. 2009; Brownstein 1993). Today, we are far
more aware of the chemistry and biology that surround their use. For example, the
antimicrobial activity of honey has been shown to be the result of peroxide activity
(Irish et al. 2011) and the natural product morphine 1 has been isolated and char-
acterised from the opium poppy Papaver somniferum. To this day, medicinal grade
honey is utilised as a surgical dressing, whilst morphine and codeine are used
extensively to control pain. It was not until the first half of the twentieth century that
natural products from microbes came to the forefront of modern medicine, with the
seminal discovery by Sir Alexander Fleming that the mould Penicillum notatum was
able to produce compounds with antibiotic properties (Fleming 1945). In 1945 the
structure of the bioactive compound was determined by Dorothy Hodgkin revealing
a central beta-lactam motif, the warhead of the penicillins 2 (Robinson 1949).
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Such early discoveries inspired the search for further medicinally useful natural
products from both plants and microbes and resulted in the discovery of numerous
compounds with a diverse array of chemical architectures and biological activities.
Examples include antimicrobial compounds such as erythromycin 3, daptomycin 4
and vancomycin 5, the cholesterol lowering lovastatin 6, the antiparisitic aver-
mectin 8 and from plants the anticancer drug taxol 7 and the antimalarial artemi-
sinin 9 (Fig. 1). The current and historical medicinal importance of natural products
to society was acknowledged through the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine being awarded for the discovery of avermectin 8 and artemisinin 9
(Egerton et al. 1979; Tu et al. 1981).

2 The Role of Natural Products in Nature

For many secondary metabolites it is unclear as to what function they have evolved
for. For some compounds, it is clear that they have a role in defence. For instance,
plants and bacteria may produce antimicrobial agents for protection against
pathogens or as means of killing off their competition. Other molecules are used for
signalling, for example in quorum sensing or as siderophores, chelating and
uptaking metals, that are in limited abundance. However, the function for many
natural products, if they indeed have one, remains unknown; whilst investment in
the synthesis of natural products is energetically and resource costly for an
organism, it provides an evolutionary advantage to have the ability to access diverse
series of compounds and to rapidly modify the portfolio of compounds that are
generated. It is also questionable as to whether the effects that we observe under an
artificial laboratory environment are akin to those in nature. For example many
compounds classified as antimicrobials in a laboratory environment may function
purely as warning signals and not as the agents of death that their artificially high
laboratory titres result in (Ratcliff and Denison 2011). Regardless of “evolution’s
original intentions”, modern science has shown many of these molecules to func-
tion medicinally by binding specific protein targets and it has been suggested that
‘during evolution, there has existed a natural product ligand that could bind to all
protein folds’ (Dixon et al. 2007). Despite being evolutionarily separated from
many of the natural product producers, conserved protein folds may have therefore
led to unintentional secondary function of natural products which we can exploit.

3 The Antibiotic Crisis and the Need for New Medicine

Antibiotics are chemical agents that are capable of inhibiting or perturbing bacterial
growth. In order to exert a toxic effect, the chemical agent must prevent or interfere
with cellular processes that are essential to the survival and proliferation of the
bacterium. For this to be of medicinal use, there must be a high level of selectivity,
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Fig. 1 Clinically relevant natural products: morphine 1, penicillin G 2, erythromycin 3,
daptomycin 4, vancomycin 5, lovastatin 6, taxol 7. Avermectin A1b 8 and artemisinin 9
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exploiting differences between the biochemistry of the bacterium and the host such
that the bacterium is targeted but the animal host is not. There are six main targets:
cell wall biosynthesis, protein synthesis, cell membrane integrity, RNA synthesis,
folate synthesis and DNA synthesis and integrity; these are summarised in Fig. 2a.
Antibiotic resistance is however a serious threat, resistance to antibiotics is
observed alarmingly soon after a new antibiotic is introduced (Fig. 2b).

4 Antibiotic Resistance

Antibiotic resistance is by no means a new phenomenon, indeed, Fleming in his
1945 lecture (Fleming 1945) warned of the danger of resistance resulting from the
inappropriate usage of antibiotics, by exposing bacteria to concentrations not suf-
ficient to kill them to train them to be resistant. Antibiotic resistance has now been
observed for all clinically used classes of antibiotics (Fig. 2b) and multidrug
resistant (MDR) strains exist including strains that are resistant to all clinically
available drugs—extreme drug resistance (EDR). The problem is exacerbated by
the lack of new antibiotics with novel structures and new modes of action being
introduced into the clinic. This means that there exist few alternatives for the
treatment of resistant strains. The rise in antibiotic resistance has many causes,
however, poor antibiotic stewardship has no doubt exacerbated the problem
(Goossens et al. 2005).

Bacteria acquire resistance to antibiotics through a number of different pathways;
these include proactive responses such as mutations in pre-existing genes to render
antibiotic targets resistant (for example resistance to rifampicin through mutations in
the RNA polymerase) (Srivastava et al. 2011; Ho et al. 2009; Floss and Yu 2005;
Mariani and Maffioli 2009), horizontal gene transfer (HGT), where resistance genes
are transferred between environmental species through transfection, conjugation or
transformation, and physiological and behavioural changes such as biofilm formation
inwhich the bacterial cells are protected by an extracellular polysaccharidematrix and
metabolic dormancy enables persister cells to escape inhibition (Cantón 2009).

The majority of antibiotics in use are natural products, or derivatives of natural
products, where the organisms generating them have an endemic resistance system
built in so that their own survival is not compromised through the production of the
antibiotic compound. As such, these resistance genes are already present in nature
and can be transmitted between bacterial species. These genes include detoxifying
enzymes, such as the beta lactamases which break down beta-lactam antibiotics
through the hydrolysis of the beta-lactam ring, genes that encode the modification
of the target so that the antibiotic can no longer bind effectively and genes
responsible for the rapid export or efflux of the bioactive compound. Due to this
widespread resistance, there is an urgent need for new antibiotics with novel
structures that are not recognised by or susceptible to the most common and
prevalent mechanisms of resistance and preferably compounds that inhibit clinically
unexploited targets.
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Fig. 2 Main antibiotic targets with clinical examples alongside a timeline highlighting when
resistance to the clinical example was first observed. a The cartoon illustrates the main antibiotic
targets and highlights classes of drugs which affect each bacterial target and clinical examples
which belong to each class. Cartoon adapted from Clatworthy et al. (2007). b Timeline illustrating
the introduction of antibiotics, (top) compared with when resistance to the antibiotic was first
observed. The colours of the antibiotic correspond to the antibiotic’s target shown in Fig. 2a.
Figure adapted from Clatworthy et al. (2007)
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5 Natural Products and the Clinic. Towards New
Antibiotics in the Battle Against Resistance

In the past three decades over 70% of antibiotics entering clinical trials have been
based on natural products, compounds generated by organisms, in particular
microbes (Van Lanen and Shen 2006). Strikingly, investment into exploration of
streptomyces, perhaps the most chemically characterised microbial genus to date,
has resulted in the discovery of over two-thirds of all known antibiotics.

Whilst the direct use of a natural product only currently accounts for 6% of all
currently clinically used medicines, a further 27 and 17% result from derivatisation
of a natural product or the inclusion of a pharmacophore from a natural product
respectively. This means a staggering 50% of medicines are based on natural
products (Fig. 3), with further synthetic compounds designed to inhibit targets that
have been revealed through the use of natural products (Newman and Cragg 2012).

Figure 4 displays an overview of the number of new antibiotics that have
reached the clinic between 2000 and 2012 and highlights examples of synthetic and
natural product derived molecules in phase III clinical trials, illustrating the
importance of natural product research in this therapeutic arena. However, only a
small proportion (0.5%) of antibiotic-producing microbes are currently cultivable in
the lab, although innovative culturing methods have enabled success in antibiotic
discovery with the recent identification of teixobatin from a previously uncultured
microbe (Ling et al. 2015). The marine environment represents a rich source of
biologically active compounds, with marine organisms accounting for approxi-
mately half of the earth’s biodiversity. Though the marine microbiome has been

Fig. 3 Percentage and origin of all clinically used drugs. Adapted from Newman and Cragg
(2012)
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Fig. 4 An overview of the number of new antibiotics that have reached the clinic between 2000
and 2012 as well as an example of both synthetic and natural product derived molelcules in phase
III clinical trials, displaying the continued importance of natural products in this therapeutic arena.
Included within these 22 new drugs, are three novel structural classes spanning both synthetic and
natural product origins. a examples of new antibiotic classes launched for human use since 2000
including natural product derived retapamulin 10, the natural product fidaxomicin 11, and the
synthetic bedaquiline 12. b chart displaying the number of new antibiotics launched in the clinic
between 2000 and 2012. c Example of synthetic compounds in phase III clinical trials SQ109 13,
delamanid 14 and delafloxacin 15 and of natural product derived compounds in phase III trials
eravacycline 16 and oritavancin 17. Data obtained from Butler et al. (2013)
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little explored for compound discovery, evidence indicates searches will be fruitful.
In July 2014 a total of 7 marine-derived compounds had already received EU/FDA
approval, with a further 25 in phase i–iii clinical trials. Studies thus far, have
focussed predominantly on collection and examination of marine invertebrates,
(such as sponges, and tunicates) rather than microbes, leaving this a largely
unexplored resource. Marine microbes therefore represent an important discovery
opportunity; in many of these systems the mutualistic microbes are suspected, and
in some cases shown, to be the originators of the isolated bioactive compounds.

6 A Growing Focus on Marine Natural Products

There is a growing focus on natural products from the marine environment. New
drug leads, with rich and novel chemical architectures, have been identified and
include the novel antibacterial polyene marinomycin A 18, the proteasome inhibitor
salinosporamide A 19, (Gulder and Moore 2010) and the cyclic peptide patellamide
A 20 (Schmidt et al. 2005). A number of novel marine scaffolds, such as analogues
of plinabulin 21, plitidepsin 22 and bryostatin 23 (Mayer et al. 2010) have been
progressed into clinical trials as anticancer agents (Fig. 5).

The oceans cover two-thirds of the earth’s surface and provide a plethora of
distinct environmental niches giving rise to huge diversity of species. In order to
survive in these unique environments, many of the organisms have developed
unique adaptations and relationships, which are reflected in the chemical diversity
found in the oceans. Many marine tunicates have symbiotic relationships with a
number of bacteria that are capable of producing highly toxic compounds (Donia
et al. 2011). Furthermore, many marine-derived compounds are halogenated, due in
part to the natural concentrations of bromine and chlorine (Gerwick and Moore
2012). With such chemical diversity, many of the clinically approved marine nat-
ural products can be deemed ‘first in class’ (Gerwick and Moore 2012). Currently, a
total of seven marine or marine-derived natural products have been approved
clinically, two of which are unmodified natural products (Gerwick and Moore
2012). These seven drugs span four therapeutic areas; anticancer; Yondelis® 24,
Cytosar-U® 25 and Halaven® 26, antiviral, pain; Prialt® 27 and hypertriglyc-
eridemia (Fig. 6) (Mayer et al. 2010; Gerwick and Moore 2012).

As described above, natural products have evolved for utility within their pro-
ducing organisms, therefore it is essential to access analogues of natural products
not only to determine the target of interaction and the way in which the natural
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product interrelates with it at the molecular level, but also to generate materials with
improved activities and oral bioavailability. The remainder of this chapter looks
particularly at approaches that may be utilised to enable access to series of
analogues of natural products, with a particular focus on natural products with
antibiotic activities.

Fig. 5 Marine natural products. Marinomycin 18, salinosporamide A 19, patellamide A 20,
plinabulin 21, plitidepsin 22, bryostatin 23
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7 Generating Natural Product Analogues

Natural products are made by biomolecules and therefore naturally predisposed to
interact with biomolecules, thus as discussed above, they make an excellent starting
point for drug discovery. The ability to access series of natural product analogues is
crucial in order to gain understanding as to the structure activity relationship of a
natural product, investigate its precise interactions with its target at the molecular
level and develop compounds with improved bioactivity as well as other desirable
qualities such as good solubility, low toxicity, appropriate stability, and oral
bioavailability. Due to the structural and chemical complexity of natural products
they have in been perceived to be “unmedchemable”, and challenging to make
analogues of. This viewpoint comes from focussing on the more traditional
approaches to analogue generation, including semisynthesis and total synthesis
(Fig. 7), however opportunities are being developed that utilise synthetic biology
and synthetic chemistry combining the best of both worlds in order to more readily
generate designer analogues of natural products.

Today, approaches to natural product analogue generation include semisynthesis
(in which a natural product is directly chemically modified), total synthesis
(chemically generating the compound de novo from simple readily abundant
starting materials) and a variety of ways in which biosynthesis is harnessed.

Fig. 6 Example of marine natural products in clinical use. trabectedin (Yondelis®) 24, cytarabine
(Cytosar-U®) 25, eribulin (Halaven®) 26, ziconotide (Prialt®) 27
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7.1 Total Synthesis

Total synthesis and semisynthesis are the most traditional methods of accessing
natural product analogues. Total synthesis is particularly useful in cases where the
natural product is small and chemically simplistic, where the natural product is
available in extremely limited quantities or not at all, or where the producing
organism is not readily manipulated. Total synthesis also is regularly proven
essential in the determination of the absolute structure of recently isolated natural
products. With total synthesis, the approach is simply to synthesise the entire
compound from inexpensive and readily available starting materials. Derivatives
can be prepared by modifying either the reactants or the reactions used in each step
of the synthesis. Whilst this approach still affords the greatest potential for
accessing diverse analogues, the syntheses are often long, complex, inefficient, and
give low yields. Furthermore, for particularly complex natural products, the initial
synthetic route may be difficult to establish.

It is rare to be able to access more than a few milligrams of any one bioactive
compound from certain marine organisms. Tunicates and sponges are far from
simple to culture in laboratories making sustainable access to bioactive compounds
isolated from such organisms challenging. For such systems total synthesis of the

Fig. 7 Image demonstrating drugs which are available for use, which have been derived from
natural products. For example, simvastatin 6b is a semi synthetic derivate of the natural statin
lovastatin 6, and is used to treat patients suffering from high cholesterol levels
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parent compound and any analogues is often the only option. Eribulin mesylate 26
(Fig. 8), marketed by Esai Ltd. as Halaven is a polyketide macrocycle that has
potent anticancer activity and is used in the treatment of breast cancer. Eribulin
mesylate 26 is an analogue of the natural product halichondrin B 26b, produced by
the Halichondria genus of sponge. Total synthesis however, in 1998, revealed the
active portion of the molecule, this allowed for simpler structural analogues be
developed. This ultimately resulted in the delivery of eribulin 26 to the clinic (Yu
et al. 2011). This structurally elaborate natural product analogue is accessed
through an impressive total synthesis. Halaven 26 is considerably more structurally
complex than other marketed pharmaceutical that has been accessed through total
synthesis and represents a step change demonstrating the enhanced skill and
determination of the pharmaceutical industry in order to access this important
anticancer agent in scale. It is noteworthy that investment in the industrial total
synthesis of a drug that attracts significant revenue, such as anticancer agents, due
to the need of the patient to take it for long periods is viable. However, the revenue
from the sales of antibiotics, which are typically administered as short, one to two
week courses are currently considerably less. Complex syntheses of antibiotics are
not currently a viable option for industry.

Marinomycin 18, a polyene of polyketide origin, was isolated from the marine
actinomycete Marinospora CNQ-140 by Fenical (Kwon et al. 2006) and showed
excellent antibiotic activity (0.1–0.6 uM) against methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus faceium
(VREF) as well as promising and selective activity against a variety of cell lines
associated with skin cancer. A key drawback of this potentially promising, new
structural class of antibiotic is its high propensity to photoisomerise (Kwon et al.
2006). Nevertheless, the compound produced in low titre by the microbe
(0.5–2 mg/L) (Kwon et al. 2006) has attracted significant attention as a target for
total synthesis with the compound initially being synthesized by Nicolaou et al.
(2007). Evans and his team were elegantly able to assemble the challenging dimeric
compound demonstrating the selective deactivation and activation of a salicylate

Fig. 8 Eribulin mesylate 26, a derivative of halichondrin B 26b, has stereogenic centres and is the
most synthetically challenging drug to be generated by the pharmaceutical industry to date
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moiety, through the formation of a short strong hydrogen bond, to esterification—a
switching mechanism that perhaps operates naturally in controlling the macrola-
tonisation of the two dimers (Scheme 1) (Evans et al. 2012). Semisynthetic studies
around marinomycin 18 to generate the diacetonide and hexa-acetate derivatives
both resulted in slightly reduced antibiotic activity (Kwon et al. 2006).

7.2 Semisynthesis

Semisynthesis is the direct chemical derivitisation of an extracted and isolated
natural product. The nature of chemical derivitisation possible and the regio-
chemistry of the diversification is dictated by the chemical reactivity of the natural
product and in particular the presence of reactive and chemically orthogonal
functional groups. It also can be utilised to convert an abundant natural product into
a desired compound that is naturally in short supply. Trabectedin 24, for example
was originally isolated from the marine tunicate Ecteinascidia turbinate at a yield of
0.0001% (Cuevas and Francesch 2009). As such it required a semisynthetic routes
from the structurally similar cyanosfracin B (Cuevas and Francesch 2009).

A further example of the application of semisynthesis, relating to the supply of
the desired natural product, is the generation of the antimalarial drug artemisinin 9
from artemisinic acid 28 (Ro et al. 2006). Artemisinin 9 is generated by the plant
Aretemisia annua (sweet wormwood) which takes eight months to reach maturity.
Though much of the artemisinin 9 used clinically is extracted directly from plants
alternative and sustainable approaches to access the compound are sought. The total
synthesis for this compound has been established, but using this approach it is not
possible to produce sufficient quantities for the clinic (Kennedy 2008). Instead,
artemisinic acid 28 is extracted from an extensively engineered strain of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and modified in two steps to artemisinin 9 (Scheme 2)
(Kennedy 2008). Using this method, artemisinin 9 can be produced in sufficient
quantities to meet the demand for this drug, and cheaply enough to be accessible to
the developing world (Kennedy 2008).

There are a number of considerations when using this approach. First, there must
be sufficient amounts of the natural product to use as a reactant. Second, there are
often many similar functional groups in natural products and so selectively reacting

Scheme 1 Marinomycin 18 and its curious salicylate switching mechanism
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only certain ones requires either highly specific reactions or the extensive use of
protecting groups. Third, the possible modifications are limited by the molecule
itself; the stability of the molecule towards certain reagents and the presence or
absence of certain groups may prevent or hinder certain modifications.

Extension and modification of the pharmaceutical scaffold is a common strategy
employed to combat drug resistance. By changing the drug scaffold, it may no
longer be recognised as a substrate by the enzyme involved in drug resistance. This
is also for true for resistance mechanisms which modify the drug target as opposed
to the drug itself. This is because extension of drug scaffolds can change physical as
well as chemical properties such as lipophylicity, electronegativity and sterics, all of
which control binding and recognition.

Penicillin 2, whose serendipitous discovery is attributed to Fleming, a β-lactam
antibiotic produced by the fungus Penicillium notatum, acts by inhibiting bacterial
cell wall biosynthesis. Specifically, it prevents the natural cell wall rigidification
that is enabled by the cross-linking of the constituent peptidoglycan chains.
Peptidoglycan is a key component in bacterial cell walls, providing much of the
strength and rigidity. It is composed of a β-1,4-linked glycan backbone of alter-
nating N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and N-acetylmuramic acid (MurNAc) units.
Pendant pentapeptide chains are attached to the 3-position of each muramic acid
with the terminal residues being D-Ala-D-Ala; neighbouring this motif are either
L-lysine or meso-diaminopimelic acid (DAP) residues. Cross-linking of these
residues by amide bond formation serves to rigidify the polymer. The introduction
of penicillin 2 into the clinic in 1943 was soon followed by the rapid emergence of
wide spread resistance due to the spread of β-lactamase activity. To overcome this
resistance, semisynthetic analogues were developed.

The macrolides are a series of antibiotics that include erythromycin 3, from the
actinomycete Saccharapolyspora erythraea and inhibit protein synthesis. Drug
resistance mechanisms against erythromycin include ermB, a N-6-methyltransferase
that modifies the adenine base of adenosine 2058 in 23S rRNA thereby enabling
translation and protein synthesis to occur in the presence of erythromycin 3 and
mefA, an efflux pump (Roberts et al. 1999). These resistance mechanisms are found
to be inducible rather than constituitive.

The ketolides are an important example of clinically successful extended scaf-
folds accessed by semisynthesis (as well as biosynthetic engineering). Whilst the
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Scheme 2 Artemisinic acid 28, available from the fermentative culture of S. cerevisiae, then
chemically modified to artemisinin 9 (Kennedy 2008)
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polyketide core of erythromycin 3 is elaborated by post PKS glycosylation with
both a D-desosamine and L-cladinose sugar, in the ketolides the L-cladinose sugar
moity is absent and replaced by a ketone (as found naturally in the antibiotic
pikromycin 29). A semisynthetic preparation of the ketolide scaffold is achieved
through selective cleavage of the L-cladinose followed by oxidation (Zhanel et al.
2002). Access to 5-O-desosaminyl erythronolide A 30 through biosynthetic engi-
neering provides a precursor that may simply be oxidized to the ketolide (Zhanel
et al. 2002). The ketolide analogues lacking the L-cladinose do not induce resistance
(Zhanel et al. 2002). Whilst the lack of the L-cladinose results in poorer binding to
the ribosome, this can be more than compensated for by the semisynthetic addition
of an 11,12 carbamate extension. Further semisynthetic extension of the scaffold
results in the drugs solithromycin 31, telithrcin 32 and cethromycin 33 (Scheme 3).
The ketolides remain biologically active in strains expressing efflux pumps, perhaps
due to their higher binding affinity to their target, and an ability to bind to
methylated ribosomes (Capobianco et al. 2000).

Vancomycin 5, generated by the bacterium Amycolatopsis orientalis, is often
referred to as the antibiotic of last resort. It has been used in the treatment of
Gram-positive bacterial infections including methicillin-resistant S. aureus for 6
decades, however in recent times its potency has been observed to have reduced and
vancomycin-resistant Enterocci and S. aureus strains have emerged (Courvalin
2006). The generation synthetic and semisynthetic analogues of vancomycin 5 are
sought to combat resistant strains (Nakama et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2011). Vancomycin
5 prevents cross-linking by forming 5 hydrogen bonds to D-Ala-D-Ala to overcome
this resistant strains have evolved in which replacement of D-Ala-D-Ala with
D-Ala-D-Lac reduces hydrogen bonding to vancomycin 5 (Pinchman and Boger
2013). Analogues capable of killing vancomycin-resistant strains are being sought.
Recent work in this area includes the Boger lab’s work on vancomycin aglycone
converting the chloride to a boronic acid giving rise to a variety of function groups
via cross-coupling modification (Fig. 9) (Pinchman and Boger 2013).

Complementary to this research, Miller has recently been taking semisynthesis in
an exciting new direction utilising peptides, as catalysts, to control the site selective
halogenation of the vancomycin 5 and the related glycopeptide antibiotic teico-
planin (Pathak and Miller 2012, 2013). Basing the design of the peptide agent on
the vancomycin-binding site, regioselective halogenation has been achieved
(Pathak and Miller 2012). Using screened peptide libraries, new semisynthetic
routes utilising regiocontrolled halogenation of benzamides (Barrett and Miller
2013) and epoxidation of various isoprenols have been explored (Lichtor and Miller
2012). Recently, the groups have developed this approach to enable selective late
stage epoxidation of series of compounds (Abascal et al. 2014).

Semisynthesis may also be used to modify potency and reduce toxicity, for
example dolastatin, a peptide from the mollusc Dolabella auricularia, though likely
to be of cyanobacterial origin, proved too potent to be used as a single agent. As
such a synthetic analogue was developed called monomethyl auristatin E and is
linked to a monoclonal antibody to be only the second antibody drug conjugate in
clinical use (Schrama et al. 2006).
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Scheme 3 Scaffold Extension. Semisynthetic ketolides can be accessed from the through the
removal of the cladinose sugar of erythromycin 3 and oxidation to the ketode (blue). A cyclic
carbonate is also added synthetically (magenta). Further synthetic elaboration of the scaffold (red)
produces series of active compounds
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7.3 Precursor-Directed Biosynthesis

Precursor-directed biosynthesis provides perhaps the least technologically
demanding approach for harnessing a biosynthetic pathway to the natural product of
interest, and takes advantage of the inherently flexible nature of many biosynthetic
enzymes. If the biogenic assembly of the natural product is understood, analogues
of the precursors may be designed, synthesised and administered to the producing
organism. In other words, alternative biosynthetic building blocks may be supplied
for the organism to utilise in the construction of a new to nature natural product. For
multifunctional enzymes such as polyketide synthases and nonribosomal peptide
synthetases the loading module at the beginning of the assembly process, which
uploads and processes the first biosynthetic precursor, named the “starter unit”
tends to be particularly flexible and able to tolerate a range of substrates. Scoping
studies to explore the key components that are required within the precursor and
investigate the extent of flexibility of the pathway are often useful. One example of
a natural product with a strikingly flexible pathway is the uridyl peptide antibiotic
pacidamycins 34 which is able to incorporate methylated and halogenated amino
acids at high level into both the N and C termini (Grüschow et al. 2009; Ragab et al.
2010). Through scoping studies the flexibility for tolerance of bulky groups present
at the 2 or 7 position of the indole ring is particularly apparent (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9 Derivatives of the
vancomycin aglycon E-ring
aryl chloride to determine its
effect on D-Ala-D-Ala
binding and antimicrobial
activity (Kwon et al. 2006)
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7.4 Mutasynthesis

Mutasynthesis is a variation on precursor biosynthesis in which the organism is first
engineered to either:

(i) Have extended substrate flexibility, as for example in the generation of the
fluorinated erythromycin analogue (Goss and Hong 2005).
Or

(ii) Not be able to generate the natural starting material and so only be able to
produce the compound of interest or its analogues if its media is supplemented
with a suitable biosynthetic precursor.

Using the former approach, utilised to explore the generation of modified ana-
logues of erythromycin 3 by Saccharopolyspora erythraea, a series of fluorinated
precursor analogues were administered to the wild type strain and a strain engineered
to incorporate the more flexible loading module from avermectin biosynthesis.
Whilst the pathway in the wild type organism was unable to process extended fatty

Fig. 10 Precursor-directed biosynthesis to yield analogues of pacidamycins 34. Tolerance for
tryptophans substituted at the 2 and 7 positions of the indole ring is particularly apparent
(Grüschow et al. 2009)
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acids, the engineered strain enabled their incorporation into fully functionalised
erythromycin analogues (Fig. 11) (Goss and Hong 2005; Marden et al. 1998).

The second approach has been applied to many systems including the generation
of epothilone analogues and access to analogues of rapamycin 35 (Grüschow et al.
2009; Gregory et al. 2005; Goss et al. 2006) (Fig. 11 and Schemes 4 and 5).

The fact that the organism is rendered incapable of suitable biosynthetic pre-
cursor analogue is particularly attractive. In precursor-directed biosynthesis the
analogue is produced alongside the parent molecule and purification of the novel
and desired compound that is generated can prove challenging. In this second
approach to mutasynthesis, conveniently only the analogue and not the parent
molecule may be fermentatively accessed, and purification of the desired new to
nature compound is simplified. In the case of rapamycin 35 the generation of the
dihydroxylated cyclohexenoic acid starter unit is catalysed by RapK which medi-
ates the loss of pyruvate from chorismate. Mutants deficient in RapK can be utilised
to enable selective access to series of analogues with modified starter units (Gregory
et al. 2005). Initial scoping experiments reveal that only precursor analogues in
which there is a hydrogen bond acceptor within the cyclohaxane ring are tolerated
(Goss et al. 2006). This information enabled the design of fluorohydrins which
could be synthesised, fed and incorporated into the natural product (Ragab et al.
2010).

7.5 Combinatorial Biosynthesis

Combinatorial biosynthesis describes the ambition to be able to utilise enzymatic
components from various different biosynthetic pathways in a combinatorial fash-
ion, mixing and matching genetic elements encoding enzymes and creating
designer biosynthetic pathways at will. Before the dream of combinatorial
biosynthesis in its fullest sense can be realised, there is a long way to go in terms of
understanding multifunctional enzyme structures, how these enzymes interact and
passage intermediates, and how their substrate specificity of individual domains as
well as entire systems may be reprogrammed. So far combinatorial biosynthesis has
been used to achieve ring contraction (Thomas et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2000, 2002) or

Fig. 11 Exploration of utilisation of alternative biosynthetic precursors/building blocks by both
wild type and engineered microorganisms
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Scheme 4 a Mutasynthetic access to analogues of erythromycin 3. The flexibility of the
multifunctional enzyme is extended through the incorporation of the loading module from
avermectin biosynthesis. AT acyltransferase, ACP acyl carrier protein, KS ketosynthase, KR
ketoreductase, DH dehydratase, ER enoyl rductase, TE thioesterase. b This system may be used to
access fluorinated analogues of erythromycin 3 (Goss and Hong 2005)
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ring expansion (Kao et al. 1997), modification of the stereochemistry of moieties
within polyketide synthases (Caffrey 2005) to alter glycosylation patterns
(Shepherd et al. 2011; Pérez et al. 2008) and to generate new to nature halogenated
metabolites (Heide et al. 2008; O’Connor 2012; Roy et al. 2010). The Goss group
have been developing such studies during the Bluegenics programme. Recent
example in this area being the impressive engineering of the fluorinase into the
DEBS1-TE system (Walker et al. 2013).

One of the earliest examples of the combining of gene clusters or the intro-
duction of a gene with a desired function into another cluster in order to transform a
natural product in a desired way was the engineering of a bacterial strain by Omura
et al. (Omura et al. 1986). This engineered strain produced the novel polyketide
antibiotic mederrhodin 36, a hybrid antibiotic produced by introducing the acti-
norhodin gene cluster heterologously into the medermycin producer (Omura et al.
1986). As part of this work, a plasmid containing part of or the entire actinorhodin
gene cluster were introduced into the medermycin producing Streptomyces
sp. strain AM7161 and ex-conjugants were screened for the production of novel
secondary metabolites. Two new secondary metabolites were isolated, mederrhodin
A 36a and mederrhodin B 36b (Fig. 12). Mederrhodin A 36a showed similar gram
negative antibacterial activity to medermycin 37 but mederrhodin B 36b showed no
activity against all Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria tested.

Scheme 5 Utilising mutasynthesis to generate analogues of rapamycin 35
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Daptomycin 4 is a cyclolipopeptide used clinically for the treatment of skin
infections caused by Gram-positive pathogens, bacteremia and endocarditis. Baltz
and co-workers have generated analogues of daptomycin 4 by the exchange of
single or multiple modules of the DptBC subunit of the NRPS and inactivation of a
tailoring enzyme glutamic acid 3-methyltransferase from the producing organism
Streptomyces roseosporus. Using this approach Baltz and co-workers were able to
generate analogues with similar or better activities (Nguyen et al. 2006).

7.6 Genochemetics: gene expression enabling synthetic
diversification

Genochemetics is a novel approach to the diversification of natural products.
Described as ‘gene expression enabling synthetic diversification (Roy et al. 2010),
genochemetics uses molecular biological pathway engineering to add in a chemi-
cally orthogonal handle into a natural product that may be selectively modified
using synthetic organic chemistry.

Genochemetics can be considered blending together complementary tools from
combinatorial biosynthesis and semisynthesis. In genochemetics, an enzyme from
an unrelated biosynthetic pathway that is capable of introducing a reactive,
chemically orthogonal, and selectively functionalisable handle into a natural pro-
duct of interest is genetically introduced into the producing organism. The system is
designed such that the gene encoding the enzyme is expressed to enable the enzyme
to be produced such that it acts in concert with the native biosynthetic machinery to

Fig. 12 Introduction of the actinorhodin gene cluster into the medermycin producer in a
combinatorial biosynthesis approach yields the new antibiotics mederrhodin A 36a and
mederrhodin B 36b (Omura et al. 1986)
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generate a modified, un-natural product—sometimes alongside the unmodified
natural product. The presence of the reactive and chemically orthogonal handle
enables subsequent chemical derivatisation to be performed selectively on the
unnatural product, ideally as a component of the crude extracts and without need for
prior purification or the use of protecting group chemistry.

To facilitate the genochemetic approach to natural product diversification,
handles must be enzymatically installable and should enable facile and selective
chemistry (such as cross-coupling or click chemistries). Series of genetically
installable handles are required and new mild chemistries that enable the selective
modification of the new functionalised natural products. During the course of the
Bluegenics programme, the Goss group have been particularly looking at new
halogenases that might be developed and utilised within the genochemetic portfolio,
investigating the stability of these natural and engineered compounds and devel-
oping new chemistries for the selective modification of halogenated natural and
unnatural products.

The first example of genochemetic access to natural product analogues was
demonstrated by the Goss group in 2010 (Scheme 6) using the uridyl peptide
antibiotic pacidamycin 34 as the test bed (Roy et al. 2010). The aim was to
biosynthetically introduce a carbon–halide bond, which could subsequently be
modified using cross-coupling chemistries. The halotryptophan motif is found in
several natural products, such as rebeccamycin 38 and pyrrolnitrin 39 (Fig. 13), and
tryptophan halogenases have been widely studied (Smith et al. 2013). PrnA is
responsible for the chlorination of tryptophan at the 7-position, which is the first
step in pyrrolnitrin biosynthesis (Dong et al. 2005). The prnA gene was incorpo-
rated into the genome of the Pacidamycin producer Streptomyces coeruleorubidus
under the control of the constitutive promoter ermE*. This allowed production of
the halogenase alongside the pacidamycin biosynthetic machinery, and resulted in
in vivo generation of chlorinated pacidamycin 34b (Scheme 6) (Roy et al. 2010).

The group developed this example of combinatorial biosynthesis into a full
genochemitic system by exploiting the selective reactivity of the newly introduced
halogen through aqueous, palladium-catalysed Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling
chemistry under microwave irradiation, utilising a sulfonated form of the SPhos
ligand developed by Buchwald et al. (Barder et al. 2005).

The conversion could be performed on the crude extracts of fermentation cul-
tures without need for purification beforehand. Using a series of 5 boronic acids,
pacidamycin analogues were produced and identified by LCMS/MS fragmentation
patterns, in yields ranging from 33% to in excess of 95%. Two of these analogues,
the phenyl and the p-methoxyphenyl substituted derivatives, were isolated in 52%
and 67% respectively (Fig. 13) (Roy et al. 2010).

Recent work from the O’Connor group has presented the second example of
genochemetic natural product analogue generation, this time in Catharanthus
roseus as a development of their previous studies of the indole alkaloid metabolites
of this plant (vide supra). The group employed cross-coupling chemistry similar to
that previously used by the Goss group in order to functionalise halogenated
metabolites generated both by precursor-directed biosynthesis and by combinatorial
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Scheme 6 Integration of the tryptophan halogenase gene prnA into the pacidamycin 34 producer
Streptomyces coeluleorubidus gave access to halogenated pacidamycin analogues which could be
further functionalized as part of a genochematic approach using Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling
chemistries, in aqueous solvents and under mild conditions (Roy et al. 2010)
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biosynthesis, with the latter giving the first eukaryotic genochemetic system (Roy
et al. 2010; Runguphan and O’Connor 2013).

8 Concluding Remarks and Future Perspective

The marine environment holds much potential as a largely underexplored source of
new compounds for human medicine. There is an urgent need to discover and
develop new antibiotics with new scaffolds and modes of action, by carefully
trawling the oceans new compounds to combat this crisis may be found. To fully
exploit this potential new tools for the discovery of bioactive compounds are
required as well as new approaches to finding, culturing and manipulating marine
organisms and their biosynthetic pathways. By dovetailing biosynthetic and syn-
thetic approaches analogues with designer properties may be accessed.
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New Target Sites for Treatment
of Osteoporosis

Werner E.G. Müller, Xiaohong Wang and Heinz C. Schröder

Abstract In the last few years, much progress has been achieved in the discovery
of new drug target sites for treatment of osteoporotic disorders, one of the main
challenging diseases with a large burden for the public health systems. Among
these new agents promoting bone formation, shifting the impaired equilibrium
between bone anabolism and bone catabolism in the direction of bone synthesis are
inorganic polymers, in particular inorganic polyphosphates that show strong stim-
ulatory effects on the expression of bone anabolic marker proteins and hydroxya-
patite formation. The bone-forming activity of these polymers can even be
enhanced by combination with certain small molecules like quercetin, or if given as
functionally active particles with certain divalent cations like strontium ions even
showing by itself biological activity. This chapter summarizes recent developments
in the search and development of novel anti-osteoporotic agents, with a particular
focus on therapeutic approaches based on the potential application of inorganic
polymers and combinations.

1 Introduction

Osteoporosis is a widespread bone disease with high socioeconomic impact. The
main reason for the increasing prevalence of the disease is the increased life
expectancy not only in the Western countries but even worldwide. Osteoporosis is
characterized by a low bone mineral density, associated with an increased risk of
bone fractures (Kanis 1994; Mosley 2000; Cummings and Melton 2002). The
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decrease in bone strength, bone mass, and consequently bone quality is caused by
an imbalance between mineral formation and mineral resorption during bone
remodeling process, as a consequence of hormonal changes with age, like in
postmenopausal osteoporosis, but also age-related changes in calcium and vitamin
D metabolism (Raisz 2005; Sambrook and Cooper 2006; Tang et al. 2007).

The development of efficient therapies for treatment of osteoporosis is one of
most important biomedical challenges today. In view of the limitations of current
medications of the disease, research efforts are focused not only on the development
of drugs with improved tolerability, efficacy, and safety, based on conventional
approaches, but also on the search for new target sites for drug candidates, like
hormones, enzymes, receptors, or molecules involved in signaling pathways, which
influence the bone remodeling process. The increased knowledge about the
molecular and cellular mechanisms involved in bone formation is giving hope that
new therapeutic regimens, in particular for an individualized treatment of patients,
can be found. Intensive research efforts in the last few years already resulted in the
development of a series of new drug candidates, including antibodies, many of
them acting on the level of signaling mechanisms, like the Wnt signaling pathway
(Hoeppner et al. 2009) that plays an important role in regulation of osteoblast
function. Our studies of the basic mechanisms involved in biomineralization pro-
cesses led to the discovery of two new potential target sites for therapeutic inter-
vention of osteoporosis and other bone diseases. The first one is on the level of the
carbonic-anhydrase-mediated formation of amorphous calcium carbonate bio-seeds
during early bone formation (see chapter “Biocalcite and Carbonic Acid Activators”
by X.H. Wang, M. Neufurth, E. Tolba, S.F. Wang, H.C. Schröder, and W.E.G.
Müller of this volume). The second target, investigated in the European Union FP7
BlueGenics project and included/discussed in this chapter is based on the discovery
of morphogenetically active inorganic bio-polymers, in particular inorganic
polyphosphates (polyP) that are crucially involved in the bone mineralization
process, opening the possibility for the development of novel therapeutic approa-
ches, in combination with other (natural) biomolecules. As an example for a new
compound/compound combination with a novel two-fold potential target site for
antiosteoporotic therapy, polyP and isoquercitrin are presented, which show a
co-enhancing effect on bone mineral formation. In addition, combinations of polyP
with certain cations, such as strontium, revealed promising results. These new
compounds/compound combinations and target sites might be of potential value for
the development of future strategies for prevention/treatment of the disease.

2 Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disorder that can affect both men and women.
This progressive bone disorder is characterized by a decrease in bone mineral
density and bone quality (micro-architectural deterioration and decreased bone
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strength) with an increased predisposition to bone fractures (for a review, see Lane
2006; Bullamore et al. 1970; Gardner et al. 2006; Garnero 2008). According to the
clinical definition of WHO (World Health Organization), a (female) patient has
osteoporosis, if the bone mineral density determined by dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry is 2.5 standard deviations below the typical peak bone mass of
young healthy women (Blake and Fogelman 2007). The progression of the disease
can be accelerated by several factors, e.g., sedentary lifestyle and obesity.

Three main classes of osteoporosis can be distinguished: (i) primary osteo-
porosis, including osteoporosis in postmenopausal women and in the elderly in both
genders; (ii) secondary osteoporosis, caused by other disorders, e.g., hyper-
parathyroidism, hypophosphatasia, and diabetes mellitus, or treatments with glu-
cocorticosteroids; (iii) juvenile osteoporosis, as well as pregnancy-related
osteoporosis or postpartum osteoporosis (Lindsay 1996; Adachi 1997; Taxel and
Kenny 2000; Schnatz et al. 2010; Cook et al. 2014). The costs associated with
osteoporotic fractures in the elderly (typical are fractures of the femoral neck and
the vertebra) for the health systems are enormous (Hopkins et al. 2013).

The aim of any therapy of osteoporosis is to prevent such fractures to occur (Sun
et al. 2013). Possible strategies in therapy of osteoporosis can be roughly subdi-
vided into strategies aiming to suppress bone resorption (use of antiresorptive
drugs; Lewiecki 2013) and strategies to enhance bone formation (use of drugs that
stimulate osteoblastic activity; Khan and Khan 2006).

3 Bone Remodeling

On the cellular level, osteoporosis is characterized by an imbalance between the
bone resorbing cells, the osteoclasts, and the bone-forming cells, the osteoblasts.
The human skeleton underlies a continuous remodeling throughout life. This pro-
cess is impaired with age, and the unbalanced bone formation, due to age-
dependent disturbances of the tuned equilibrium between bone-forming osteoblasts
and bone resorbing osteoclasts is the main mechanism involved in the pathogenesis
of osteoporosis. The interplay between these cells is controlled by a number of
cytokines or growth factors, among them the receptor activator of the nuclear factor
κ-B ligand [RANKL] (Leibbrandt and Penninger 2008); Fig. 1. RANKL that is
produced by osteoblasts activates osteoclasts by binding to its receptor RANK
(Pacifici 1996; Riggs et al. 1998). The activity of RANKL is under the control of
osteoprotegerin [OPG], the RANKL antagonist that is released by osteoblasts
(Simonet et al. 1997; Hofbauer et al. 2000). The secretion of OPG, in turn, is
stimulated by estrogen (Hofbauer et al. 2000). In addition, estrogens decrease the
production of RANK (Shevde et al. 2000) and M-CSF (Pacifici 1996). In case of
estrogen deficiency, e.g., in postmenopausal women, OPG secretion by osteoblasts
becomes down-regulated (Bucay et al. 1998).
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In addition, the cytokine network that regulates the differentiation and activity of
osteoblasts and osteoclasts comprises a number of further factors, including inter-
leukin 1 [IL-1] and tumor necrosis factor α [TNF-α] that stimulate preosteoblasts to
release IL-6, IL-11, transforming growth factor [TGF], macrophage colony-
stimulating factor [M-CSF], and granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor
[GM-CSF] (Gallagher and Tella 2014).

4 Drug Therapy/Treatment of Osteoporosis

Anti-osteoporotic drugs can be subdivided into anabolic agents that stimulate bone
synthesis anti-resorptive agents that inhibit bone resorption (Reid 2008; Minisola
et al. 2014). The target sites for these drugs comprise both soluble extracellular
molecules, like cytokines, and (cell) surface-bound molecules, like receptors, as
well as intracellular molecules, like enzymes or proteins involved in intracellular
signaling pathways (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Target sites of anabolic antiosteoporotic agents that stimulate bone synthesis and of
antiresorptive agents that inhibit bone resorption. The mode of action of biosilica [BS] has been
described in a previous volume of this series (Schröder et al. 2011). The importance of the
carbonic anhydrase [CA] as a novel target for potential antiosteoporotic drugs (carbonic anhydrase
activators) has been highlighted in chapter “Biocalcite and Carbonic Acid Activators” of this
volume (by X.H. Wang, M. Neufurth, E. Tolba, S.F. Wang, H.C. Schröder, and W.E.G. Müller).
For modulators of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, see Fig. 2
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4.1 Hormone-Replacement Therapies

Estrogen treatment has been widely used in therapy or for prevention of osteo-
porosis until it has been repeatedly reported to be associated with an increased
number in heart attacks and breast cancer (Maclean et al. 2008). Later developed
hormone-replacement therapies of postmenopausal women that turned out to be
beneficial in improving bone mineral density use agents that mimic estrogen but
with less side-effects, e.g., raloxifene, a selective estrogen receptor modulator
(see Sect. 4.3.2).

Further bone anabolic treatments mimicking the effects of natural hormones
involved in bone formation are based on recombinant human parathyroid hormone
(PTH) analogs, e.g., teriparatide [hPTH(1-34)] (Neer et al. 2001; Blick et al. 2009).

4.2 Bisphosphonates

The group of bisphosphonates comprises potent drugs that inhibit bone resorption
and have become the leading drugs for many years in the treatment of osteoporosis
(Russell et al. 1999; Devogelaer 2000; Gallagher and Tella 2014). These com-
pounds, e.g., alendronate, ibandronate, risedronate, and zoledronic acid, are non-
hydrolysable analogs of pyrophosphate [PPi] (Fleisch 2002) that tightly bind to the
bone surface and thereby prevent bone resorption (Fig. 1). In addition, bisphos-
phonates inhibit the farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase, an enzyme involved in the
cytoskeleton formation of the osteoclasts. With time, a series of adverse side-effects
of bisphosphonates have been reported, the most severe is osteonecrosis of the jaw
(Aspenberg 2006; Khosla et al. 2007; Rizzoli et al. 2008).

4.3 New Therapies for Osteoporosis

New drug targets for treatment of osteoporosis comprise, among others, the
canonical wingless-int [Wnt] signaling and sclerostin (Bringhurst 2002; Deal 2009;
Lim and Clarke 2012), as well as the RANKL/RANK/OPG system. One successful
development targeting the latter system is a monoclonal antibody, Denosumab, that
binds to and thereby blocks the function of the RANKL.

4.3.1 Denosumab

Denosumab is a human monoclonal antibody that inhibits the maturation and
functional activity of osteoclasts (bone resorption) via binding to RANKL (Fig. 1).
As a consequence, RANKL cannot bind to RANK; a reduced bone resorption and
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an enhanced bone density is observed (Cummings et al. 2009; Bone et al. 2013).
Denosumab has already been successfully introduced into clinics (Singer and
Grauer 2010).

4.3.2 SERMs

Raloxifene is a second generation selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM;
Fig. 1) that has been approved and introduced into clinics. This estrogen agonist
has been shown to strengthen bone mineral density (Taranta et al. 2002). In
addition, it decreases the concentrations of low-density lipoprotein [LDL] and
cholesterol. Meanwhile, in the European Union, third-generation SERMS, such as
Bazodoxifene (Miller et al. 2008) and Lasofoxifene (Cummings et al. 2010) have
been approved for therapy of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women with an
increased risk of bone fractures.

4.3.3 PTH-Related Protein

New analogs and formulations of the parathyroid hormone [PTH] that stimulates
bone formation have been developed. PTH has been shown to increase the number
of osteoblasts (Wang et al. 2007). The effects of PTH are mediated by a
G-protein-coupled receptor, the PTH receptor 1 [PTHR1] (Whitfield 2006; Maeda
et al. 2013; Van der Lee et al. 2013); Fig. 1. The PTH-related protein [PTH-rP]
protein is a PTH analogue that binds to PTHR1 and modulates the Wnt signaling
pathway (Vilardaga et al. 2011). In addition to PTH(1-34) and PTH(1-84), new
PTH formulations are under development (Baron and Hesse 2012). Moreover, a
series of recombinant peptides that mimic the PTHR1 are available (Fraher et al.
1999; Henriksen et al. 2013).

4.3.4 Calcilytics

The release of PTH is under the control of the calcium-sensing receptor [CaSR], a
G-protein-coupled, seven-pass transmembrane protein that is found in the cell
membrane of the cells in the parathyroid gland, as well as in osteoblasts and
osteocytes and in the kidney (Brown 2007; Fromigue et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2012).
PTH is released if the calcium level in the blood is low. The resulting increase in
calcium level then activates the CaSR and inhibits PTH secretion. This regulatory
system can be influenced by allosteric modulators of the CaSR (Trivedi et al. 2008;
Riccardi 2012). Calcilytics are negative modulators, CaSR antagonists, that inhibit
the function of the receptor and cause a release of PTH (Cabal et al. 2013); Fig. 1.
They have enabled new approaches for treatment of osteoporosis (Fraser et al.
2004; Nemeth 2004; John et al. 2011). Ronacaleret is a calcilytic agent that has
been shown to cause a strong PTH response and an increased formation of both
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trabecular and cortical bone in rodents (Balan et al. 2009; Atchison et al. 2011).
A number of further calcilytic compounds is available that have been described to
promote the release of PTH in animals and humans (Gowen et al. 2000; Nemeth
2002; Kumar et al. 2010; John et al. 2011).

4.3.5 Activin A Antagonists

Activins are proteins expressed in the extracellular matrix of bone that belong to the
TGF-β/BMP [bone morphogenetic protein] group of signaling molecules.
Activin A [Act A], the most prominent member of this group of proteins, influences
the Smad pathway (Barruet et al. 2016). This protein binds to two receptors on the
cell membrane. Binding of activin to the type II receptor [Act RIIA] has a signif-
icant function in osteoclast development. The inhibition of Smad signaling by
Act A has an agonistic effect on differentiation of osteoblasts. After application of a
fusion protein of the extracellular domain of Act RIIA and the Fc portion of murine
IgG2a, an increased bone strength and improved bone microarchitecture have been
found (Fajardo et al. 2010).

4.3.6 Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors, PPARγ and PPARβ/δ, are transcription
factors that play an important role in osteogenesis and regulation of bone meta-
bolism (Davidge Pitts and Kearns 2011; Ahmadian et al. 2013). PPARγ has been
shown to direct the differentiation of mesenchymal precursor cells to the adipogenic
lineage rather than to the osteogenic lineage (Akune 2004). Therefore, inhibition of
the function of PPARγ provides a promising therapeutic approach for treatment of
osteoporosis (Wan et al. 2007; Wei et al. 2010). On the other hand, activation of
PPARβ/δ has been found to result in an amplification of canonical Wnt signaling in
osteoblasts, as well as increased OPG expression and thereby a suppression of
differentiation and activation of osteoclasts (Scholtysek et al. 2013).

4.3.7 Cathepsin-K Inhibitors

Cathepsin K (CatK) is a lysosomal protease involved in bone resorption by
osteoclasts (Fig. 1). This cysteine protease mediates the proteolysis of type 1 col-
lagen in the resorption lacunae and plays an important role in degradation of the
organic bone matrix during bone remodeling. The expression of Cathepsin K is
up-regulated by PTH, RANKL, vitamin D and tumor necrosis factor [TNF], while
estrogens suppress the expression of the enzyme. Specific inhibitors of Cathepsin K
include Odanacatib [ODA], an inhibitor that decreases bone resorption and hence
enhances bone mineral density in postmenopausal women (Gauthier et al. 2008;
Bone et al. 2010); Fig. 1. Other inhibitors, e.g., Balicatib and Relacatib proved less
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effective. ODA turned out to be safe and well-tolerated in phase I and phase II
studies in postmenopausal women (Rodan and Duong 2008; Stoch et al. 2009;
Bone et al. 2010; Costa et al. 2011; Eisman et al. 2011; Langdahl et al. 2012).
Besides Cathepsin K mediated bone resorption, the drug does not affect other
specific cell functions of the osteoblasts (Kong 2012; Zerbini and McClung 2013).

4.3.8 Src Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors

Src tyrosine kinase (Src TK) is essential for the function of osteoclasts, in particular
their bone resorbing activity (Miyazaki et al. 2004). Deletion of the src gene causes
osteopetrosis in mice (Miyazaki et al. 2004). Saracatinib is an inhibitor of the
Src tyrosine kinase (Fig. 1) that has been evaluated in phase I clinical trials
(Hannon et al. 2010).

4.3.9 Glucagon-like Peptide 2

The glucagon-like peptide 2 [GLP-2] is a gut hormone (Austin et al. 2016) that
influences the rate of bone resorption. This rate has been shown to be higher under
fasting conditions at night (Henriksen et al. 2004). In a phase II study, GLP-2 has
been demonstrated to uncouple bone resorption phase from bone formation phase
(Henriksen et al. 2009). In ovariectomised mice, chronic administration of GLP-2
receptor agonists has been reported to improve trabecular bone mass and archi-
tecture (Pereira et al. 2015).

4.3.10 Integrin αvβ3 Antagonists

The integrin αvβ3 [vitronectin] is present in osteoclasts and allows the attachment of
the cells at the bone surface (Fig. 1). The interaction of the osteoclasts with bone
matrix proteins is required for the formation of the resorption lacunae. In one study,
an αvβ3 integrin antagonist (L-000845704) has been described that inhibited bone
resorption and caused a significant increase in bone mineral density (Murphy et al.
2005).

4.3.11 Wnt Signaling, Sclerostin, and Dickkopf-1

The proteins involved in the Wnt signaling pathway comprise a series of extra-
cellular cysteine-rich glycoproteins. This pathway plays an important function in
bone development and remodeling (Kim et al. 2007; Choi et al. 2009). Two Wnt
signaling pathways are distinguished: the canonical (or β-catenin) pathway and
β-catenin-independent noncanonical pathway. In bone, the canonical Wnt signaling
pathway is mostly important (Fig. 2). This pathway involves the extracellular Wnt
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ligands that bind to the frizzled proteins or the lipoprotein receptor-related protein
[LRP] 5/6 co-receptors at the cell surface. The intracellular transduction of the
signal then results in the activation of the transcription factor β-catenin that is
inhibited by phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and degradation. In the absence of the
Wnt ligands, the β-catenin concentration is low because the protein becomes
phosphorylated, mainly by the glycogen synthase kinase-3β [GSK-3β], and avail-
able for ubiquitination and subsequent degradation by the proteasomal complex
(Boudin et al. 2013). After binding of the Wnt ligands and activation of the Wnt
signaling pathway, the phosphorylation of β-catenin is inhibited as a result of a
process that involves the phosphorylation of the intracellular Dishevelled [Dsh]
proteins and degradation of GSK-3β. Consequently, β-catenin is not degraded and
accumulates in the cytoplasm. The protein is then translocated into the nucleus
where it interacts with specific transcription factors, resulting in the transcription of
target genes involved to bone formation (Lee et al. 2010; Baron and Kneissel 2013;
Boudin et al. 2013).

The noncanonical Wnt pathway or frizzled-initiated signaling is independent of
β-catenin (Lee et al. 2010; Baron and Kneissel 2013) and includes, among others,
the Wnt-mTOR [mammalian target of rapamycin] signaling (Lee et al. 2010; Sassi
et al. 2013).

The canonical Wnt signaling pathway is regulated by a series of intra- and
extracellular antagonists, including sclerostin and the Dickkopf-1 [DKK-1] protein
(Fig. 2). Based on its involvement in differentiation, proliferation, and activation of
osteoblasts, the development of agents that modulate this pathway is of particular
interest in the development of novel strategies for treatment of osteoporosis
(Canalis 2013; Kim et al. 2013). For example, it can be expected that signaling
inhibitor antagonists, such as anti-sclerostin antibodies, promote bone formation.

The DKK-1 protein binds to two proteins, Kremen-1 and Kremen-2, resulting in
the dissociation of LRP5/6 from the cell surface (Mao et al. 2002). The inhibitor
targets of the Wnt signaling pathway include LRP5/6 (binding of sclerostin and
DKK1), frizzled (binding of serum frizzled-related proteins), and Wnt (binding of
Wnt inhibitory factors) (Rybchyn et al. 2011). Binding of these agonists results in a
decreased Wnt signaling and, therefore, a decreased bone formation, while the
absence of these inhibitors or the presence of antibodies against these inhibitors
induce Wnt signaling and, in turn, enhance bone formation (Glantschnig et al. 2010,
2011).

It should be noted that molecules involved in the Wnt signaling pathway are well
conserved in evolution. They are already present in early invertebrates, such as
sponges (Adell et al. 2007; Wiens et al. 2008) and cnidarians (Lengfeld et al. 2009).
Several Wnt pathway-related genes, encoding for the soluble frizzled molecule,
TCF/LEF, GSK-3, and the Wnt regulator LZIC have been isolated from the
demosponges Suberites domuncula and Lubomirskia baicalensis (Adell et al. 2003,
2007; Wiens et al. 2008). The Wnt antagonist DKK1 has been reported to be
expressed in Hydra (Guder et al. 2006). On the other hand, expression of sclerostin
has only been found in vertebrates.
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4.3.12 Sclerostin Inhibitors and Anti-sclerostin Antibodies

Sclerostin is a protein that is expressed almost exclusively by osteocytes and
encoded by the SOST gene (Winkler et al. 2003; Robling et al. 2008; Cohen-Kfir
et al. 2011; Rochefort 2014; Compton and Lee 2014). Sclerostin is an antagonist of
the anabolic Wnt signaling pathway and down-regulates osteoblast activity
(Malinauskas and Jones 2014). This protein presents an optimal target for osteo-
porosis therapy because this protein specifically acts on osteoblasts and osteocytes
(Shah et al. 2015); therefore, it can be expected that it has no effects on extraskeletal
tissues/cells. Monoclonal antibodies against sclerostin have been shown to enhance
the Wnt signaling pathway and to show potent bone anabolic activity (Winkler et al.
2003; Van Bezooijen et al. 2005; Robling et al. 2008); Fig. 2. In animal models,

Fig. 2 Modulators of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway. This pathway plays a crucial role in
regulation of cell proliferation and differentiation. In the absence of Wnt, β-catenin is
phosphorylated by glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK-3β), which is a component of a destruction
complex, resulting in ubiquitylation and degradation of β-catenin by the proteasomal complex.
After binding of Wnt to the Frizzled receptors and the co-receptors LRP5 and LRP6 [low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 5 and 6], the destruction complex is inhibited, resulting in the
transport of β-catenin into the nucleus, where it induces, in combination with transcription factors,
including the Tcf [T cell factor family of transcription factors] and co-activators, the expression of
specific genes
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using ovariectomized rats (Li et al. 2009, 2010), dexamethasone-treated mice
(Marenzana et al. 2011) and models of fracture healing (closed femoral fracture
model in rats and a fibular osteotomy model in cynomolgus monkeys; Ominsky et al.
2011), administration of anti-sclerostin antibodies has been shown to prevent bone
loss, resulting in an increased bone mass. Similar results have been obtained with
type 2 diabetes patients (Gaudio et al. 2012). Results from phase I, phase ll, and
phase III trials on postmenopausal women with low bone mineral density using a
humanized anti-sclerostin monoclonal antibody (romosozumab or AMG 785)
revealed a substantial increase in bone mineral density and the expression of markers
of bone formation, as well as a decrease in the expression of markers for bone
resorption (Padhi et al. 2011; www.amgen.com). A significant dose-related increase
in spine and hip bone mineral density has also been found in phase I and phase II
studies on postmenopausal women with Blosozumab (LY2541546), another mon-
oclonal anti-sclerostin antibody (McColm et al. 2014; Recker et al. 2015).

4.3.13 Dickkopf-1 Antagonists

The Dickkopf-1 [DKK-1] protein is another endogenous inhibitor of Wnt signaling
that, besides sclerostin, is crucially involved in regulation of bone mineral forma-
tion (Fig. 2). High levels of DKK-1 have been found in postmenopausal women
with osteoporosis (Anastasilakis et al. 2010; Butler et al. 2011). Neutralization of
DKK-1 has been reported to protect ovariectomized rats or rats overexpressing TNF
from bone loss (Heiland et al. 2010). Inhibition of DKK-1 has also been reported to
attenuate glucocorticoid induction of apoptosis of osteoblasts, as well as rheumatoid
arthritis associated bone damage (Wang et al. 2005; Diarra et al. 2007). Different
human monoclonal antibodies (RH2-18, PF-04840082, RN564, and BHQ880) have
been developed and evaluated with respect to safety and efficacy in animal models,
as well as in clinical trials (Li et al. 2006, 2011; Yaccoby et al. 2007; Betts et al.
2010; Agholme et al. 2011). The antibodies were found to induce an increase of
bone mass. Therefore, besides antisclerostin antibodies, targeting Wnt signaling by
antibodies inhibiting Dickkopf binding to LRP5/6 (Fig. 2; Ahn et al. 2011) has
been proposed to be a further useful strategy for the treatment of patients with low
bone mass.

4.3.14 Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 Inhibitors

Glycogen synthase kinase-3 [GSK-3β] is a serine/threonine protein kinase involved in
a number of signal transduction pathway, among them Wnt signaling (Fig. 2).
Inhibition of GSK-3β in ovariectomized rats has been shown to increase bone mineral
density and bone strength, as well as the expression of markers of bone formation
(Kulkarni et al. 2006). Inhibition of GSK-3β by 6-bromoindirubin-3′-oxime revealed
promising results in animalmodel of steroid-induced osteoporosis (Wang et al. 2009).
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4.4 PolyP-based Combinations

Combinations of inorganic polyP with other molecules or certain cations turned out
to be efficient stimulators of bone formation in vitro, potentially capable to
antagonize bone loss (decrease in bone mineral density) during osteoporotic dis-
orders. One example is the combination of polyP (Ca2+ salt; Müller et al. 2011) and
the dietary phytoestrogen isoquercitrin (Woo et al. 2004), two components, each of
them already showing by itself mineralization-promoting activity, that supports the
mineralization process of osteoblasts in a strongly synergistic way (Wang et al.
2014c). The other example is strontium-polyP microparticles that were found to be
much more effective than their Ca-polyP counterparts, acting on the level of the
Wnt signaling pathway (Müller et al. 2016b).

4.4.1 Polyphosphates

Our group was the first to demonstrate that inorganic polyP, a naturally occurring
inorganic polymer, potently induces bone formation both in vitro and in vivo (Müller
et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012). In addition, polyP plays a central role in extracellular
energy metabolism as a transportable metabolic fuel and energy storage (Müller et al.
2015a, b; Wang et al. 2016b). In mammalian cells, polyP is most likely synthesized
in the mitochondria (Pavlov et al. 2010) and accumulates especially in platelets
(Morrissey et al. 2012), but also in bone-forming osteoblasts (Leyhausen et al. 1998;
Lorenz et al. 1997). Besides of silica/biosilica (Wiens et al. 2010a, b; Müller et al.
2013b; Wang et al. 2014a, b) and of carbonic anhydrase activators (Wang et al.
2014d), this inorganic bioproduct/biopolymer has turned out to be a potential potent
material for therapy or prevention of osteoporotic bone disorders, including
osteoporosis-associated bone fractures, as corroborated by promising results of first
animal studies. All these three inorganic components have been shown to strengthen
bone mineral (hydroxyapatite, HA) formation and to accelerate healing of bone
defects/factures, and hence to have the potential to ameliorate the consequences of
reduced mineral density in osteoporotic patients (Wang et al. 2014a, b). These
stimulatory effects have been found to be caused by an induction of the expression of
genes, associated with the development of osteoporosis and other bone disorders,
encoding for OPG [osteoclastogenesis inhibitory factor], bone morphogenetic pro-
tein 2 [BMP2; stimulator of bone formation], and alkaline phosphatase [ALP;
hydrolysis of the mineralization inhibitor pyrophosphate, PPi, and delivery of
orthophosphate, Pi, for bone mineral formation by degradation of polyP] (for a
review, see Wang et al. 2012; Müller et al. 2013a). Here we focus on polyP. The
potential usefulness of amorphous calcium carbonate (formed by carbonic anhydrase
and promoted by carbonic anhydrase activators) has been summarized in chapter
“Biocalcite and Carbonic Acid Activators” of this volume (by X.H. Wang,
M. Neufurth, E. Tolba, S.F. Wang, H.C. Schröder, and W.E.G. Müller), and the
effects of silica/biosilica, in a previous volume of this series (Schröder et al. 2011).
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Already 15 years ago, we demonstrated that the ALP is able to hydrolyze polyP
under formation of monomeric Pi (Lorenz and Schröder 2001). PolyP is an efficient
chelator of calcium ions. Therefore, this polymer has been proposed to exist in vivo
mainly as a 1:2 complex between Ca2+ and polyP (based on phosphate) that can
serve, after enzymatic, ALP-mediated hydrolysis, both as a calcium source and as a
phosphate source for bone HA deposition (Omelon and Grynpas 2008; Omelon
et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2011). In addition, the ALP hydrolyzes the mineralization
inhibitor PPi produced by the ecto-enzyme ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase/
phosphodiesterase-1 [ENPP1]. ENPP1 is expressed in plasma membranes and
matrix vesicles of osteoblasts (Johnson et al. 2000) and regulates the extracellular
PPi levels by cleavage of ATP. Both PPi and Pi are involved in regulation of bone
mineral deposition, but with different target sites. PPi is an inhibitor of HA min-
eralization process (Fleisch et al. 1966; Hessle et al. 2002), while Pi inhibits the
carbonic anhydrase, which is involved in the synthesis of amorphous calcium
carbonate bio-seeds, preceding calcium phosphate/HA deposition (Müller et al.
2013a). As a consequence, compounds that are able to modulate the activity of the
two enzymes which regulate the extracellular level of Pi (and PPi), the ALP and
ENPP1, are of potential interest for pharmacological intervention of bone diseases,
like osteoporosis. One of such compounds is quercetin, an inducer of ALP
(Prouillet et al. 2004).

PolyP, on the other side, acts both as an inducer of expression and as an activator
of the bone ALP (Müller et al. 2011). This polymer is morphogenetically/
biologically active only if present as a Ca2+ complex (Müller et al. 2011). Besides
of ALP gene expression, the Ca2+-polyP complex upregulates in osteoblast-like
SaOS-2 cells the expression of further genes implicated in bone formation, in
particular the transcript levels of BMP2. Moreover, the Ca2+-polyP complex
down-regulates of the gene encoding for the tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase
[TRAP], as well as cell proliferation in osteoclast-like RAW 264.7 cells, presum-
ably via inhibition of phosphorylation of IκBα, an inhibitor of the transcription
factor NF-κB (Wang et al. 2013). PolyP exhibits no toxicity on mammalian cells
in vitro up to concentrations of 100 μM.

4.4.2 Quercetin—Flavonoids

Flavonoids are a widespread distributed group of naturally occurring compounds.
These compounds are ubiquitous in plants. They are found, in particular, in
medicinal plants. Flavonoids show various pharmacological activities, including
anti-inflammatory, antiallergic, antihepatotoxic, antitumor, antidiabetic, and
antiosteoporotic activities (Di Carlo et al. 1999). They can be subdivided into
different groups and subgroups: Flavones (2-phenylchromen-4-ones), e.g., api-
genin, flavonols (3-hydroxyflavones or 3-hydroxy-2-phenylchromen-4-ones),
e.g., quercetin, kaempferol, and myricetin, and flavanones (2,3-dihydro-
2-phenylchromen-4-ones), e.g., naringenin, flavanonols (3-hydroxyflavanones or
2,3-dihydroflavonols or 3-hydroxy-2,3-dihydro-2-phenylchromen-4-ones), e.g.,
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taxifolin, and isoflavonoids, e.g., genistein. Both aglycons (without sugar) and
glycosides with one or more sugar residues are found, e.g., quercetin (aglycon) and
its glycoside, isoquercitrin (quercetin 3-β-D-glucoside); Fig. 3.

Some flavonols have been reported to strengthen bone mineral formation. They
are used by postmenopausal women to prevent bone loss (Branca 2003). Among
these flavonols is quercetin; this compound is able to penetrate through the plasma
cell membrane/lipid bilayer (Košinová et al. 2012) and has been shown to potently
inhibit osteoclastic bone resorption in vitro, at a concentration of 1–10 μM (Wattel
et al. 2003), but also proliferation, differentiation, and mineralization of osteoblasts,
at about 10 μM (Notoya et al. 2004). On the other hand, at a concentration of
50 μM, quercetin has been found to act as a strong stimulator of mineralization of
MG-63 human osteoblasts (Prouillet et al. 2004). The latter effect, controversial to
Notoya et al. (2004), has been explained by an interaction of quercetin with the
estrogen receptor [ER], resulting in an activation of the mitogen activated protein
kinase [MAPK]/ERK pathway and the ALP. In addition, quercetin has been
described to accelerate the TNF-α-induced growth inhibition and apoptosis in
MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cells (Son et al. 2006). Moreover, quercetin has been
reported to interact with Na+/K+-ATPase (Mezesova et al. 2010) and to inhibit
phosphoinositide-3-kinase [PI3K], MAPK phosphorylations and collagen-induced
ATP release from platelets (Oh et al. 2012).

The quercetin content of edible plants ranges from 10 to 100 mg per 100 g of
edible portion (Bhagwat et al. 2011), while the concentration of isoquercitrin is
about 30-fold higher (Kalinova and Vrchotova 2009). Administration of quercetin
at doses of 40–1900 mg/kg/day to rats revealed no effects on survival and no
toxicity (Dunnick and Hailey 1992); however, the compound shows only a poor
absorption. Isoquercitrin has a likewise low toxicity; the acute toxicity, LD50 [lethal
dose] in mice (intraperitoneal) is >5.000 mg/kg (Drozen and Foley 2007).

4.4.3 Synergistic Action of PolyP and Isoquercitrin

In our studies, we could demonstrate that both natural products, Ca2+-polyP and
isoquercitrin, if given in combination, show a strong synergistic effect on the

Fig. 3 Structural formula of quercetin (left) and isoquercitrin (right)
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biomineralization of bone-forming cells. These studies revealed that polyP and
isoquercitrin, if given in combination, increase bone mineral formation in SaOS-2
cells via two different modes of action/signal transduction pathways, involving the
Runt-related transcription factor 2 [RUNX2] and the cofactors ATF6 [activating
transcription factor 6] and Ets1 [E26 transformation-specific-1] (Wang et al. 2014c).

The combined effects of isoquercitrin, the cell membrane permeable 3-O-glu-
coside of quercetin, and polyP, in form of the Ca2+ salt/complex, on mineralization
have been studied in vitro, using human osteoblast-like SaOS-2 cells. Isoquercitrin
has been applied instead of the non-glucosylated aglycon quercetin because of its
better bioavailability (Paulke et al. 2012). This secondary metabolite is produced by
many medicinal plants, e.g., the Mongolian plant Dracocephalum ruyschiana
(Selenge et al. 2013).

Both compounds, isoquercitrin and polyP (applied as a Ca2+ salt with an average
chain length of 40 phosphate units), if given individually, showed negligible, or
low, toxicity in the XTT cell proliferation assay with SaOS-2 cells and did not
impair the growth of the cells at concentrations ≤3 μM (isoquercitrin) and within
the concentration range of 3–100 μM polyP (Ca2+ salt), respectively (Fig. 4). Only
at the high concentration of 10 μM, isoquercitrin showed a low toxicity. Ca2+-
polyP even had a significant stimulatory effect on cell growth within the concen-
tration range of 0.3–1 μM polyP (Fig. 4).

At non-toxic concentrations the individual compounds significantly enhance
biomineral formation onto SaOS-2 cells at concentrations ≥1 μM (isoquercitrin)
and ≥3 μM (Ca2+-polyP) in the presence of mineralization activation cocktail
(MAC; containing β-glycerophosphate, ascorbic acid, and dexamethasone). The
stimulatory activity of Ca2+-polyP was more than two-fold higher compared to
isoquercitrin (Wang et al. 2014c).

Fig. 4 Effect of increasing
concentrations of
isoquercitrin [IQC] and polyP
(Ca2+ salt); XTT assay.
SaOS-2 cells remained either
untreated or were exposed to
isoquercitrin or polyP (Ca2+

salt) for 3 days. Means ± SD
(n = 10); *P < 0.01
(modified from Wang et al.
2014c)
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Co-incubation experiments revealed that if applied simultaneously, isoquercitrin
significantly potentiates the mineralization-enhancing effect of Ca2+-polyP in a
synergistic manner, even if the flavonoid is given at concentrations (0.1 and
0.3 μM) that cause no significant effect on biomineralization, as reflected by the
Alizarin Red S staining assay (Wang et al. 2014c); Fig. 5. If 0.3 μM isoquercitrin is
co-administered with 3 μM Ca2+-polyP the mineralization effect is amplified by
2.4-fold compared to assays with the Ca2+-polyP alone. These results already
suggested, as shown in the following, that the two compounds, Ca2+-polyP and
isoquercitrin, act via two different pathways on the mineralization process.

4.4.4 Mode of Action of PolyP and Isoquercitrin Underlying
the Synergistic Effect

The expression of genes involved in bone mineralization has been studied in order
to elucidate the mechanism underlying the synergistic effect of polyP and iso-
quercitrin. Determinations of the expression level of the gene encoding for RUNX2,
after incubation of the cells with isoquercitrin or Ca2+-polyP revealed that both
compounds cause a significant upregulation of the expression of this transcription
factor to almost the same extent (Wang et al. 2014c). RUNX2 is an essential
transcription factor that controls the differentiation of osteoblasts from multipotent
mesenchymal precursor cells (Zhang et al. 2009; Dalle Carbonare et al. 2012) and
responds to growth factor signaling, e.g., BMP2, Ets1, MAPK, or fibroblast growth
factor (Jang et al. 2012; Itoh et al. 2010, 2012).

Fig. 5 Synergistic effect of
isoquercitrin and polyP (Ca2+

salt) on mineralization of
SaOS-2 cells. The cells were
incubated for 7 days without
MAC or with MAC
(mineralization activation
cocktail). polyP (Ca2+ salt)
was added either alone or
together with isoquercitrin, as
indicated; *P < 0.01
(modified from Wang et al.
2014c)
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We were able to demonstrate that the expression of RUNX2 is under the control
of isoquercitrin and Ca2+-polyP (Wang et al. 2014c). Our experiments revealed that
isoquercitrin and Ca2+-polyP at a concentration that induces a significant increase in
mineral deposition (1 and 50 μM, respectively) cause significant increase in the
steady-state expression of RUNX2 (Fig. 6).

Determinations of the effects of the two compounds on the expression of the two
co-activators of RUNX2, ATF6 and Ets1, subsequently revealed that isoquercitrin
causes an activating effect on a signal transduction pathway that is independent
from the mechanism induced by Ca2+-polyP (Wang et al. 2014c).

ATF6 is a basic leucine zipper domain transcription factor bound to the endo-
plasmic reticulum [ER] membrane that acts as a transducer of ER stress response
during bone formation (Murakami et al. 2009). This transcription factor is
expressed in osteoblasts and is processed by intramembrane proteolysis in response
to ER stress (for a review, see Jang et al. 2012). The expression of ATF6 is under
the control of RUNX2 that is induced by BMP2. Even more, cleavage of ATF6
precursor protein at the ER is elicited again through BMP2. After binding to its
corresponding DNA-binding response element, the mature ATF6 induces osteo-
calcin [OCAL], a major non-collagenous protein in bone (Barille et al. 1996). It has
already been reported that the expression of BMP2 is induced by
quercetin/isoquercitrin (Kim et al. 2006).

The results revealed that isoquercitrin but not Ca2+-polyP causes a strong increase
in the expression of ATF6 and OCAL (Wang et al. 2014c); Fig. 7a, b. Consequently,
isoquercitrin causes an increased synthesis of OCAL via induction of RUNX2 and
ATF6 and subsequent BMP2-initiated maturation of ATF6p to ATF6 (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 6 Effect of polyP (Ca2+ salt) and isoquercitrin [IQC] on the expression of RUNX2 in SaOS-2
cells; RT-qPCR experiment. The expression of GAPDH was used as a reference gene for
normalization. The cells were kept first for 5 days in medium/serum and then transferred to the
MAC and continued to be incubated for 5 days. Means ± SD (n = 5); *P < 0.01 (modified from
Wang et al. 2014c)
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Fig. 7 Differential effect of polyP (Ca2+ salt) and isoquercitrin on the steady-state expression
levels of ATF6 (a), OCAL (b), Ets1 (c) and ALP (d). Incubation in the presence of MAC was
performed for up to 5 days. Means ± SD (n = 5); *P < 0.01 (modified from Wang et al. 2014c)

Fig. 8 Schematic presentation showing the differential modes of action of isoquercitrin and of
Ca2+-polyP (modified from Wang et al. 2014c)
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On the other hand, Ca2+-polyP (salt) but not isoquercitrin strongly upregulates
the transcript levels of the genes encoding for the transcription factor Ets1 (Fig. 7c)
and the ALP (Fig. 7d). The expression of Ets1 as well as BMP2 is assumed to be
regulated by a microRNA resulting in an attenuation of BMP2-induced osteoblast
differentiation (Itoh et al. 2012). Ets1 is involved in transcriptional regulation of
matrix metalloproteinases (Okuducu et al. 2006). Ets1 itself is regulated by the
Smads. These transcription factors which form hetero-oligomeric complexes and
are BMP signaling activator receptor-regulated, interact with RUNX2, AP-1 and
SP-1, leading to a target gene-specific gene expression (Itoh et al. 2010). The
expression of RUNX2 initiated by Smad leads to the association of RUNX2 with
Ets1, resulting in the induction of ALP (Itoh et al. 2010; Kim and Kim 2010); see
Fig. 8.

Based on these results, the modes of action through which isoquercitrin and
Ca2+-polyP upregulate osteoblast mineralization are different. Both biomolecules
increase the expression of RUNX2. Isoquercitrin is a potent stimulator of the
expression of the two co-activators of RUNX2, ATF6, and Ets1, in contrast to
Ca2+-polyP, and causes an upregulation of the expression of OCAL, while polyP
strongly increases the expression of the Ets1 gene and the gene encoding for the
ALP.

The signaling pathway through which polyP modulates gene expression most
likely involves mTOR (Kornberg et al. 1999; Zakharian et al. 2009). mTOR is
involved in the regulation of cell proliferation and mitochondrial activity (Abramov
et al. 2007). In the proposed signal transduction pathway, polyP, in the form of its
Ca2+ complex, regulates the expression of the effector gene ALP most likely
through induction of Ets1, along with RUNX2 (Fig. 8).

As result of these two different but complementary mechanisms, a synergisti-
cally enhanced effect of Ca2+-polyP and isoquercitrin on bone mineral formation
occurs. The results suggest that the two natural compounds, polyP and quercetin
and their derivatives, which are already used in food preservation (polyP) and diet
(quercetin) might be of beneficial value in therapy and prophylaxis of osteoporosis
and related bone diseases.

4.4.5 Strontium and Strontium-PolyP Microparticles

The BMP2—RUNX2 pathway that is activated by polyP (see above) is most likely
also induced by strontium (Römer et al. 2011). Strontium (Sr2+) has been shown to
exhibit a dual activity (Marie 2006; Bonnelye et al. 2008): it promotes bone for-
mation (Nielsen 2004) and inhibits bone resorption (Canalis et al. 1996). As a
result, an increase in bone density and strength occurs. Therefore, strontium has
been reported to be potentially useful in the therapy of osteoporosis (Qin et al.
2013). Strontium is usually administered in the form of ranelate (Neuprez et al.
2008; Reginster et al. 2015). Strontium salts have also been shown to interact with
the cell surface calcium-sensing receptor [CaSR], followed by a decrease in
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intracellular cAMP level and an increase of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate, via stim-
ulation of phospholipase Cβ, resulting in the release of intracellular Ca2+ (Brown
and MacLeod 2001). This signal transduction pathway finally leads to an activation
of the MAP kinases and an upregulation of OPG expression and a down-regulation
of RANKL expression in osteoblasts (Peng et al. 2011). It has been shown that
strontium-doped Ca-polyP enhances the growth of osteoblasts (Gu et al. 2013). The
mechanism by which (crystalline) Sr-doped Ca-polyP promotes bone formation is
not yet clear, but it might be caused by Sr2+ ions which are released besides Ca2+

ions during degradation of this material. Moreover, Sr-doped Ca-polyP has the
ability to stimulate the expression VEGF and bFGF in osteoblasts, and therefore
accelerates bone regeneration and vascularization (Gu et al. 2013).

Recently, we presented evidence that the effect of strontium is partially mediated
by a reduction of sclerostin (SOST gene) expression (Müller et al. 2016b).
Sclerostin, the SOST gene product, acts as an inhibitor of bone formation via the
canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway, which has a decisive function in the
control of bone remodeling (Niedźwiedzki and Filipowska 2015; see Sect. 4.3.11);
Fig. 9. This Wnt antagonist has gained increasing attention in the development of
therapeutic strategies for skeletal diseases associated with impaired bone remod-
eling and decreased mineral density, such as osteoporosis.

In order to investigate the combined effects of polyP and strontium, we prepared
amorphous Sr-polyP microparticles (Sr-a-polyP-MP; Müller et al. 2016b) from
Na-polyP and SrCl2 applying a similar procedure like used for the formation of
amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (Ca-a-polyP-MP; Müller et al. 2015c); Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 Scheme of the effect of sclerostin on the differentiation and mineralization in bone cells via
the Wnt/LRP5/6 pathway (left). Sclerostin acts as inhibitor of the Wnt pathway through interfering
with the LRP5/6 co-receptor. After internalization, sclerostin is degraded together with the
co-receptor (middle). Preliminary results show that Sr-polyP particles upregulate the expression of
BMP2 and ALP, while the expression of the SOST gene, encoding for sclerostin, is not affected
(modified from Müller et al. 2016b)
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Only the amorphous materials show biological activity. These particles are
biodegradable (hydrolysis by ALP) (Müller et al. 2016b). We demonstrated that
Sr-a-polyP-MP exhibit a markedly higher stimulatory effect on growth and min-
eralization of human mesenchymal stem cells [MSC] and SaOS-2 cells than
calcium-polyP microparticles and cause a strong upregulation of the expression of
the genes encoding for ALP and BMP-2 in SaOS-2 cells (Müller et al. 2016b). On
the other hand, the expression of osteocyte-specific sclerostin gene (SOST gene)
that acts as a negative regulator of the Wnt signaling pathway and inhibitor of bone
cell differentiation and mineralization was only slightly changed by Sr-a-polyP-MP,
in contrast to Ca-a-polyP-MP that strongly enhances the expression of this gene.
Sclerostin is expressed in osteocytes but also in SaOS-2 cells. These effects on
sclerostin expression, found in in vitro experiments (SaOS-2 cells) under ambient
conditions (21% O2 tension) (Müller et al. 2016b), might be of disadvantage to
Sr-a-polyP-MP, in particular to Ca-a-polyP-MP, and are not in line with the very
positive results obtained in vivo animal experiments (Müller et al. 2016b). The
reason might be that under hypoxic/normoxic conditions, Ca-a-polyP-MP strongly
upregulates the expression of HIF-1/2, as revealed in SaOS-2 cells (Müller et al.
2016a). It has been proposed that HIF-1 becomes stabilized under hypoxia and
induces the expression of gremlin and noggin that inhibit BMP2, resulting in a
decreased phosphorylation of Smad and a decrease in SOST expression (Fujiwara
et al. 2016). A reduced SOST expression under hypoxia has also been reported by
other authors (Genetos et al. 2010).

Besides Sr-a-polyP-MP, polyP complexed with trivalent cations, such as Gd3+

(polyP�Gd) have been shown to exhibit a strong morphogenetic activity (Wang
et al. 2016a). The polyP�Gd displays a strong potency to induce bone HA formation
in vitro (SaOS-2 cells), as well as ALP activity, in a synergistic manner, if com-
pared with polyP (as calcium salt) and GdCl3 alone, paving the way for a further
class of polyP-based potential anti-osteoporotic agents.

Fig. 10 Morphology of the amorphous strontium-polyP microparticles “Sr-a-polyP-MP” (a);
SEM. b Higher magnification. Bar 1 μm (modified from Müller et al. 2016b)
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Biocalcite and Carbonic Acid Activators
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Abstract Based on evolution of biomineralizing systems and energetic consider-
ations, there is now compelling evidence that enzymes play a driving role in the
formation of the inorganic skeletons from the simplest animals, the sponges, up to
humans. Focusing on skeletons based on calcium minerals, the principle enzymes
involved are the carbonic anhydrase (formation of the calcium carbonate-based
skeletons of many invertebrates like the calcareous sponges, as well as deposition of
the calcium carbonate bioseeds during human bone formation) and the alkaline
phosphatase (providing the phosphate for bone calcium phosphate-hydroxyapatite
formation). These two enzymes, both being involved in human bone formation,
open novel not yet exploited targets for pharmacological intervention of human
bone diseases like osteoporosis, using compounds that act as activators of these
enzymes. This chapter focuses on carbonic anhydrases of biomedical interest and
the search for potential activators of these enzymes, was well as the interplay
between carbonic anhydrase-mediated calcium carbonate bioseed synthesis and
metabolism of energy-rich inorganic polyphosphates. Beyond that, the combination
of the two metabolic products, calcium carbonate and calcium-polyphosphate, if
applied in an amorphous form, turned out to provide the basis for a new generation
of scaffold materials for bone tissue engineering and repair that are, for the first
time, morphogenetically active.
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1 Calcium Carbonate Skeletons

Calcitic skeletons are widely distributed in nature, mainly in invertebrates like corals,
mollusks, and echinoderms, as well as calcareous sponges. Even in humans, and other
higher vertebrates, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) exists, not only as the dominant
mineral of the otoliths in the inner ear, but also in bone hydroxyapatite (HA) that has a
small but basically important carbonate content. The crucial role of CaCO3 in human
bone formation has been underestimated for a long time and only very recently, it has
been demonstrated that the deposition of CaCO3 bioseeds, mediated by carbonic
anhydrase(s) [CA(s)], is a fundamental step in bone mineralization not yet considered
in any present-day therapeutical concepts of bone diseases, nor in surgery and
orthopedics. The discovery of biocalcite as a bioseed essential in human bone for-
mation has started to lend importance to this “invention” of the early invertebrates to
new approaches in pharmacology and material development in regenerative medicine.

1.1 Evolutionary Aspects

Going back in evolution, the oldest multicellular organisms forming CaCO3 skele-
tons are the calcareous sponges (Class Calcarea). These animals emerged on Earth
approximately 540 MYA (Schütze et al. 1999). It should be noted, however, that
CaCO3 is not the first inventive biomineral of the metazoens; the earliest metazoans,
the hexactinellid sponges, and the demosponges that evolved from the common
metazoan ancestor the Urmetazoa (Müller et al. 2004) between the Sturtian
glaciation (710–680 MYA) and the Varanger-Marinoan glaciation (605–585 MYA)
have a siliceous (biosilica) skeleton. The processes that contributed to the change of
the skeletal system, from biosilica (Hexactinellida and Demospongia) to biocalcite
(Calcarea) (Knoll 2003), are not known but may be caused by the increase in calcium
carbonate in the ancient oceans (Walker 2003; Müller et al. 2007).

1.2 Energetic Aspects

The formation of CaCO3 (Li et al. 2013a, b), as well as the formation of calcium
phosphate (Posner et al. 1978), is an exergonic process. The reactions leading to the
formation of both minerals, although thermodynamically favored, are, however,
controlled due to the activation-energy barriers that must be surpassed to enable
them to occur. Similar like to other biochemical reactions, prevented or slowed
down by energy barriers, even these inorganic reactions can be speeded up by
enzymes, providing the organism the capability to control, in a fine-tuned manner,
the extent and time-dependent variations of biomineral deposits (Meldrum and
Cölfen 2008). The CAs, as well as the alkaline phosphatase (ALP), besides of
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further exo/endopolyphosphatases, as well as silicatein (biosilica synthesis) repre-
sent a novel class of enzymes that catalyze/regulate the formation/metabolism of
inorganic constituents of living beings.

1.3 Calcium Carbonate Polymorphs

CaCO3 is a mineral that exists in several amorphous polymorphs and crystalline
polymorphs (Cartwright et al. 2012). Besides of amorphous calcium carbonate
(ACC) five crystalline polymorphs (crystalline calcium carbonate, CCC) are found:
calcite, aragonite, and vaterite, as well as the hydrated phases monohydrocalcite
(calcium carbonate monohydrate) and ikaite (calcium carbonate hexahydrate). The
transformation of ACC into the crystalline polymorphs (CCC), along the energet-
ical downhill sequence (negative free energy, ΔG) vaterite, aragonite, and calcite
(Towe and Lowenstam 1967; Addadi et al. 2003; Gower 2008; Weiner et al. 2009;
Fig. 1, Left), involves a series of dehydration and crystallization processes

Fig. 1 Enzymatic calcium carbonate formation. Left Deposition of calcium carbonate, starting
with precipitation of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) that is transformed into the three more
stable phases vaterite, aragonite, and calcite, following the downhill sequence according to the
decrease/release of Gibbs free energy (ΔG negative values, given in kJ/mol). The transformations
into the next lower energy phases are impeded by activation-energy (AE; EA) barriers that must be
overcome to allow the reactions to occur. These energy barriers can be lowered by enzymes, like
the CA. Right Reaction scheme of CA-mediated calcium carbonate formation, leading to
amorphous CaCO3 deposits (ACC) and finally calcite crystals. Under physiological conditions,
ACC and defined crystalline phases (e.g., vaterite) can be stabilized by ions, peptides, proteins or
certain polymers/polyanions (Müller et al. 2014b; Tolba et al. 2015) (modified from Müller et al.
2013c)
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(Cölfen and Mann 2003). These polymorphs are separated from each other by
activation-energy barriers (EA) that can be potentially lowered by enzymes that
accelerate the transformation reactions under physiological, ambient conditions.
The principal enzyme in CaCO3 metabolism is the CA (Müller et al. 2013b).
Figure 1, Right, shows a schematic presentation of the reactions occurring during
CA-mediated formation of amorphous CaCO3 and its transformation into the
crystalline phases. Certain CaCO3 polymorphs can be “frozen,” i.e., the transfor-
mation into a polymorph with a lower energy level can be prevented/retarded by
addition of organic macromolecules; e.g., addition of aspartic acid/glutamic acid
(D/E)-rich peptides/proteins such as silintaphin-2, a sponge protein (Wiens et al.
2011), has been shown to freeze CaCO3 deposition at the vaterite stage in in vitro
experiments (Müller et al. 2014b).

2 Enzymes Involved in Calcium Carbonate Formation:
The Carbonic Anhydrase (CA)

In sponges (Porifera), it has been reported for the first time that in animals the
formation of CaCO3 skeletons is driven enzymatically. This paradigm shift in
understanding biomineral formation originated from the discovery of a unique
enzyme, silicatein, which catalyzes the synthesis of the biogenic inorganic silica
(“biosilica”) of the siliceous sponge spicular elements (Müller et al. 2004; Morse
1999; Müller 2003, 2013a). Later it has been recognized that also the biocalcite
skeleton of the calcareous sponges is formed enzymatically, mediated by CAs that
catalyze the rate-determining step of CaCO3 deposition (Wang et al. 2014a).

The CAs (EC 4.2.1.1) are a large family of enzymes found across all living taxa.
These enzymes catalyze the reversible hydration of carbon dioxide (CO2) to
bicarbonate (HCO3

−; Lindskog 1997; Supuran 2008a) and in turn, in the presence
of calcium ions the precipitation of CaCO3 (Ramanan et al. 2009; Sanyal and
Maren 1981). The initial reaction, the formation of HCO3

− from CO2 and H2O, is
the rate-limiting step in CaCO3 deposition (Wilbur and Jodrey 1955; Reddy 1981).

The CAs are zinc-containing enzymes (Simkiss and Wilbur 1989). The zinc ion
binds an OH− from the water (see Fig. 8, Sect. 6.1.3) and is involved in the cat-
alytic mechanism of the enzymes, which proceeds via a nucleophilic attack of a
Zn-bound OH− to a CO2 molecule, resulting in the formation of the HCO3

− ion
(Lindskog 1997). The CAs have an extremely high turnover number; they belong to
the fastest enzymes known. It should be noted that these enzymes can act both as
anabolic enzymes, accelerating the formation of bicarbonate ions for CaCO3 syn-
thesis, and as catabolic enzymes, causing CaCO3 dissolution, e.g., in corals (Müller
et al. 1984).

The deposition of CaCO3 is an exergonic and hence thermodynamically favored
reaction (Li et al. 2013a, b). The CA-mediated HCO3

− formation facilitates over-
coming the activation-energy barrier of this process (Wang et al. 2014a, b). In bone
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formation, the CA provides the HCO3
− anions that are required for CaCO3 for-

mation in the presence of Ca2+ cations. The CO2 and water released during reaction
of Ca2+ and two HCO3

− anions under formation/deposition of CaCO3 can again
serve as a substrate for the CA, resulting in a further round of biocatalytic CaCO3

deposition (Fig. 1, Right). In addition, the CA provides HCO3
− to transporters in

the osteoblast membrane, and removes the HCO3
− ions after translocation into the

intracellular compartment (see Fig. 5, Sect. 4.6). The HCO3
− ions can also be taken

up by cells via special co-transporters of HCO3
− and silicate, the second inorganic

biomaterial precursor, as discovered in the demosponge Suberites domuncula
(Schröder et al. 2004).

2.1 CA Isoforms

Various isoforms of CA are found in living organisms (for a review, see: Badger
and Price 1994). These enzymes are grouped into the α-CAs (animals), the β-CAs
(plant chloroplasts and most prokaryotes), γ-CAs (methane-producing bacteria),
δ-CAs (diatoms), and ε-CAs (bacteria). In humans, 15 α-CA isoforms have been
described (for a review, see: Frost 2014; Supuran 2008a; Aggarwal et al. 2013;
Aspatwar et al. 2014). These enzymes differ in their oligomeric structure: the
CAs VI, IX, and XII are dimeric, while all other CAs are monomeric. The CA
isoforms I, II, III, VII, and XIII are cytosolic enzymes, while the CA IV, IX, XII,
and XIV are cell membrane-associated (Purkerson and Schwartz 2005). The latter
enzymes either contain a transmembrane domain (CAs IX, XII, and XIV) or are
attached at the cell membrane via a GPI anchor (e.g., CA IV). The CA VI is the
only isoform that is secreted by cells. The CAs VA and VB are localized in the
matrix compartment of the mitochondria. Three isoforms, the CAs VIII, X, and XI,
do not show biocatalytic activity. The most studied CA isoform is the CA II.
This widespread enzyme is involved in the regulation of the intracellular pH
(Sly and Hu 1995).

First evidence that the CAs are involved bone formation have been presented by
Chang et al. (2012). It was found that the cytosolic CA II can be targeted to the cell
membrane (Alvarez et al. 2001; Mahieu et al. 1994; Chang et al. 2012). This
enzyme was found to be upregulated after exposure of cells (SaOS-2) to bicar-
bonate, resulting in the deposition of CaCO3 (Müller et al. 2013b). The CA II, as
well as the deposition of CaCO3, is inhibited by acetazolamide, a specific inhibitor
of this enzyme (Shinohara et al. 2007). Later results from our group revealed that it
is primarily the CA IX that is involved CaCO3 deposition during bone mineral-
ization (Müller et al. 2016). This membrane-bound enzyme exists as a dimer
and contains a twisted β-sheet surrounded by α-helices; in addition, the CA IX
comprises, besides of an intracellular tail, a unique proteoglycan-like domain
(Innocenti et al. 2009).
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3 Sycon raphanus CA

The biomineral of the calcitic spicules of the calcareous sponges is almost pure
CaCO3 (Jones 1970; Simpson 1984; Uriz 2006). These spicules, e.g., of the cal-
careous sponge Sycon raphanus (Fig. 2a; Müller et al. 2012, 2014c) are charac-
terized by an almost single crystalline morphology (Fig. 2b; Aizenberg et al. 1995;
Sethmann and Wörheide 2008). The synthesis of this mineral occurs extracellularly

Fig. 2 Enzymatic synthesis of the calcium carbonate skeleton of a calcareous sponge. a The
Calcarea Sycon raphanus with osculum (o) and surrounding corona (co). b Calcareous spicule of
S. raphanus. Both diactines (ds) and triactines (ts) are shown. c Electron microscopic image
(SEM) of a spicule from S. raphanus (Sr-s) after incubation with the CA. The enzymatically
formed rhomboid/rhomboedric CaCO3 crystals (c) are deposited in a highly regular manner along
the spicule. d, e Detection of the elements oxygen (d) and calcium (e) within the crystals on the
surface of the spicule applying the method of element mapping (pseudocolor image; the
concentrations of the elements increase from blue to red). f Sketch of CA-mediated formation of
amorphous CaCO3 deposits, their transformation into crystalline polymorphs and the potential role
of the collagen fibrillar network in cast molding of the formed material (modified from Müller
et al. 2014c)
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by special cells, the sclerocytes (Jones 1967; Ledger and Jones 1977). We suc-
ceeded to obtain a first insight in the mechanism of formation of the calcareous
sponge spicules through the isolation, cloning, expression and investigation of
function of the CA from S. raphanus in in vitro CaCO3 precipitation experiments
(Müller et al. 2012, 2013c, 2014c).

3.1 Properties of the Enzyme

The S. raphanus CA with a deduced polypeptide size of 33 kDa (Müller et al.
2014c) belongs to the α-CA class, like all metazoan CAs (Müller et al. 2012; Breton
2001). The Zn-binding sites involved in the enzymatic mechanism of the sponge
CA are present in the CA-α group stretch of the protein. The Zn ion is bound
through three His residues in the catalytic site of the enzyme, in addition to one
water molecule (Tripp et al. 2001; see Fig. 8, Sect. 6.1.3). The zinc-bound
hydroxide ion from the water is capable of performing a nucleophilic attack at the
carbon atom of the CO2. The active site becomes regenerated via ionization of the
zinc-bound water and removal of the proton from the active site (Henry 1996).
The sponge enzyme is further characterized by a signal peptide cleavage site,
supporting the assumption that this protein is either secreted by the cells or bound to
the cell membrane.

We demonstrated that the recombinant S. raphanus CA, as well as the human
CA, significantly accelerates the reaction velocity of CaCO3 deposition in in vitro
experiments (Müller et al. 2013c); Fig. 3a. The CA-mediated CaCO3 deposition
shows a typical substrate saturation kinetics, as found for other enzyme reactions.
Determinations of the Michaelis–Menten constant (Km) for the sponge recombinant
CA revealed an apparent Km value of 6.2 mM for the esterase [with the substrate
4-nitrophenylacetate (McIntosh 1970)] and a maximal reaction velocity of
0.32 mmoles ml−1 min−1 (Müller et al. 2013c). The apparent Km constant in the
hydratase/CO2 diffusion assay (using CO2 as substrate (Wistrand et al. 1975); see
Fig. 3b) was 9.9 mM (with respect to CaCl2) at a corresponding Vmax of 24.9 mM
CaCO3. From these values, a turnover rate of the S. raphanus CA of 50–230 CO2 �
s−1 × molecule CA−1 has been calculated.

Even more impressive, the in vitro experiments using the diffusion assay
revealed that two morphologically different CaCO3 deposits are successively
formed in the presence of the CA: initially (i) round-shaped deposits (average size
of 80–120 μm) which are subsequently transformed into (ii) rhombohedral prisms
with an average size of around 50 µm (Müller et al. 2013c, 2014c; Wang et al.
2014a); Fig. 3c. FT-IR spectra revealed that the round-shaped deposits consist of
the metastable vaterite with the characteristic peaks at 875 and 744 cm−1, while the
prisms consist of calcite with peaks at 873 and 711 cm−1 (Müller et al. 2013b;
Wang et al. 2014d).

In nanoindentation experiments it turned out that the hardness of the CaCO3

particles is similar like the hardness of calcareous spicules (Merkel et al. 2009).
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A hardness for the round-shaped vaterite deposits of 1.38 GPa was determined,
while the rhombohedral calcite had a hardness of 1.98 GPa. The elastic modulus for
the vaterite deposits was 39.13 GPa, and the rhombohedral calcite prisms had a
modulus of 72.83 GPa (Müller et al. 2014c).

3.2 Association of the CA and Calcitic Crystals
with the Spicule Surface

Using antibodies raised against the recombinant affinity purified S. raphanus CA
revealed that the sponge CA is located on the surface of spicules (Müller et al.
2014c).

Spectacular results were obtained when CA-mediated CaCO3 formation was
performed in the presence of the homologous calcareous spicules. Both light
microscopical and scanning electron microscopical images demonstrated that the
newly formed calcitic crystals are arranged along the two opposing planes of the S.
raphanus spicules with almost perfect orientation (Müller et al. 2014c); Fig. 2c.
The elements calcium and oxygen within the newly formed crystals on the spicule

Fig. 3 Acceleration of the reaction velocity of CaCO3 deposition by the recombinant S. raphanus
CA in the diffusion assay. a The concentration of soluble Ca2+ was determined by EDTA titration
as a measure for the formation of insoluble CaCO3. b Principle of the ammonium carbonate
diffusion assay (“desiccator assay”). c The two different CaCO3 deposits formed in the presence of
the CA, the round-shaped vaterite deposits and rhombohedral prisms of calcite (modified from
Müller et al. 2013c and Wang et al. 2014a)
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surface could be identified using the method of element mapping (Fig. 2d, e). In
addition, a model has been proposed in which the collagen fibrillar network may
assist the formation of the 3D skeletal structure via a cast molding process (Fig. 2f).

3.3 CA-Mediated Calcium Carbonate Precipitation

The recombinant enzyme was used to determine the CaCO3 formation using the
in vitro ammonium carbonate diffusion assay (“desiccator assay”; Fig. 3b) (Müller
et al. 2013b). It was calculated that the reaction velocity of CaCO3 formation in the
absence of CA is not sufficient to explain the rates of CaCO3 deposition determined
in vivo for spicule formation, e.g., in Sycon sp. (Ilan et al. 1996). It could be
demonstrated that the recombinant sponge CA causes a marked acceleration of
calcium carbonate formation in the in vitro diffusion assay (Müller et al. 2014c;
Wang et al. 2014d). The enzymatic reaction was allowed to occur by passing a CO2

vapor, generated from NH4HCO3 solution, over a solution of 50 mM CaCl2 at pH
7.5 (Müller et al. 2013b); Fig. 3b. Addition of the recombinant CA significantly
increased the reaction velocity of the mineralization, as determined by measuring
the decrease of free Ca2+ concentration (Fig. 3a). The enzymatic, CA-mediated
CaCO3 deposition is pH and temperature dependent and abolished almost com-
pletely after addition of the CA inhibitor acetazolamide (3 μM; Müller et al.
2013b).

4 CA: Involvement in Bone Hydroxyapatite Formation

4.1 Bone and Calcium Carbonate

Bone is an inorganic–organic composite material that is composed both of a mineral
phase and an organic matrix (for a review, see: Xie and Nancollas 2010; Weiner
and Wagner 1998; Beniash 2011). The inorganic phase predominantly consists of
HA [Ca5(PO4)3(OH); 60–70 wt%], while the organic matrix mainly formed by
collagen (20–30 wt%); the content of water in bone is around 10% (v/w). Early
studies already revealed that bone also contains a significant amount of carbonate
(3–8 wt%) (Posner and Duyckaerts 1954; Pellegrino and Biltz 1970; Termine et al.
1973; Biltz and Pellegrino 1977). Within the crystal lattice of apatite, carbonate
[CO3

2−] ions substitute either for hydroxide [OH−] (type A apatite) ions or, mainly,
for phosphate [PO4

3−] (reviewed in: Posner 1969; Murugan et al. 2006). In the
mineralic apatite phase of bone, only the concentrations of phosphate and calcium
are higher than those of carbonate (Rey et al. 1989). It has been proposed that
bone formation around collagen fibrils starts with the deposition of poorly
crystalline carbonated apatite aggregates (Rey et al. 1996; Matsuura et al. 2009;
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Boonrungsiman et al. 2012). In the carbonated HA, the CO2 component consists of
30% bicarbonate [HCO3

−] and 70% carbonate [CO3
2−] (Poyart et al. 1975).

4.2 Cells Involved in Bone Formation

The mineralization of bone is a process tightly controlled by both bone-forming
cells that synthesize new bone mineral (osteoblasts) and bone-resorbing cells (os-
teoclasts). This process occurs in close association with a three-dimensional
extracellular organic network of collagen fibrils around which first poorly crys-
talline carbonated apatite crystals/aggregates are deposited (Rey et al. 1996;
Boonrungsiman et al. 2012). The balance between bone anabolism and catabolism
depends on the tuned interaction and cross talk between the osteoblasts and the
osteoclasts, allowing a continual remodeling of bone tissue during growth and
aging of the organism (Matsuo and Irie 2008; Parra-Torres et al. 2013).

The bone anabolic cells, the osteoblasts, derive from mesenchymal stem cells
(MSC). The mature cells are characterized by the expression of high levels of type I
collagen and proteoglycans/glycosaminoglycans forming the osteoid/bone matrix.
In addition, these cells synthesize a variety of cytokines/growth factors, including
bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), platelet
derived growth factors (PDGFs), insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), interleukin-6
(IL-6), interleukin-11 (IL-11), granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor
(GM-CSF), and macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF). Terminally
differentiated osteoblasts also express the receptors for the major hormones
that regulate bone formation, the parathyroid hormone (PTH) and
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1,25(OH)2D3]. The osteoblasts can align under forma-
tion of lining cells via adherens-type junctions (desmosomes and tight junctions)
(Safadi et al. 2009). The mineralization of the osteoid very likely involves the
release of matrix vesicles from the osteoblasts (Hohling et al. 1978; Landis et al.
1993; Müller et al. 2013b).

The bone catabolic cells, the osteoclasts, are multinucleated cells that arise from
hematopoietic stem cells (Boyle et al. 2003). Their differentiation and maturation is
induced in the presence of M-CSF and the receptor activator of NF-κB ligand
(RANKL). Typical markers for mature osteoclasts are the tartrate-resistant acid
phosphatase (TRAP), the calcitonin receptor (CTR), and integrin αvβ3.

4.3 Otoliths: Almost Pure Calcium Carbonate Deposits
in the Human Inner Ear

In humans and other mammalian organisms, one biomineral deposit even exists that
is predominantly formed of CaCO3, the otoliths in the vestibular labyrinth of the ear
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(Mann et al. 1983; Pisam et al. 2002). These mineral deposits are composed of 90–
95% of CaCO3 which is present as aragonite, in addition to a small amount of
organic matrix proteins (Mann et al. 1983; Pisam et al. 2002). Among the major
protein components of the otoliths are otolin, a structural glycoprotein that plays a
role in otolith formation (Murayama et al. 2002; Deans et al. 2010) and the oto-
conins, calcium-binding proteins, onto which CaCO3 deposition is initiated
(Andrade et al. 2012).

4.4 Formation of Amorphous Calcium Carbonate
(ACC) Bioseeds

Applying in-depth scanning electron microscopical (SEM)/energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) and element mapping analyses, we succeeded to demonstrate that the
mineralic deposits newly formed in vitro onto SaOS-2 cells contain not only cal-
cium and phosphorus, but also significant amounts of carbon (Müller et al. 2013b).
Investigations using SaOS-2 cells revealed that, after exposure of the cells to
bicarbonate significant amounts of Ca-deposits are formed on the cells surface
(Müller et al. 2013b). The experiments were performed in the presence of a min-
eralization activation cocktail (MAC), containing β-glycerophosphate (as a phos-
phate source), ascorbic acid (required for collagen synthesis), and dexamethasone
(for cell differentiation of osteoblast precursor cells; Park 2012). The increase in
Ca-deposit formation was paralleled by an enhanced expression of the CA II gene.
Further studies using inhibitors of the CA revealed a strong reduction of Ca-P/HA
formation in the presence of these compounds (see Sect. 4.5). From these results,
we concluded that the deposition of calcium phosphate/HA in bone tissue is pre-
ceded by the synthesis of calcium carbonate, mediated by the increased CA activity
(Müller et al. 2013b). We proposed that the CaCO3 deposits (consisting of ACC)
formed during the initial phase of bone mineral synthesis act as bioseeds for HA
formation. Accordingly, the deposition of calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate
consecutively occurs; first CaCO3 is synthesized that is subsequently replaced by
calcium phosphate. The studies suggested that the CA is involved in the
Ca-deposit formation. This enzyme also plays an important role in bone resorption
(Margolis et al. 2008).

Our results agree with previous observations that during the initial phase of bone
mineralization a deposition of poorly crystalline carbonated apatite occurs (see
Sect. 4.1). The presence of carbon in the mineral nodules, originating from the
CaCO3 deposits, formed in the presence of inorganic polyphosphate (polyP; see
Sect. 4.8) as a phosphate source under physiological, low oxygen conditions, could
also be detected by applying a highly sensitive Bruker XFlash Flat QUAD 5060F
EDS mapping device (Müller et al. 2016); Fig. 4.
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4.5 Inhibition of Calcium Carbonate Deposit Formation

The formation of Ca-deposits onto SaOS-2 cells can be prevented, as we have
shown (Müller et al. 2013b), by the CA II inhibitor acetazolamide (Barrese et al.
2008). Based on the finding that acetazolamide abolishes the biomineral formation
onto SaOS-2 cells, we concluded that the CA II is responsible for the CaCO3

deposition onto the SaOS-2 cell membranes (Müller et al. 2013b). The involvement
of this enzyme in bone formation has also been proposed by Sly and Hu (1995). It
is known that the CA II, which is primarily a cytosolic enzyme, can also be
localized at the plasma membrane; in the membrane-associated state, this enzyme
has been assumed to be involved in pH regulation and the secretion of bicarbonate
ions via the Cl−/HCO− exchanger or another HCO3

− channel (Alvarez et al. 2001).
Later results from our group revealed that it is the CA IX, a membrane-associated
CA, which is primarily responsible for the initial rise in CaCO3 formation during
bone mineralization (Müller et al. 2016; see below).

Moreover, an inhibitory effect of orthophosphate, formed by hydrolysis of
polyP, on CA II was observed already in the concentration range of 10 µM (based
on phosphate; Müller et al. 2013b). This concentration is found at the sites of
calcium phosphate deposition within bone tissue (Collin et al. 1992).

Fig. 4 Element mapping of the surface of SaOS-2 cells; SEM analysis, coupled with EDS
(pseudocolor imaging). The cells were incubated at low oxygen (8%; normoxic) conditions in the
presence of a mineralization activation cocktail (MAC; containing β-glycerophosphate, ascorbic
acid and dexamethasone) and Ca-polyP microparticles. a–d Element mappings of the surfaces of
the Ca-deposits for the elements (a) calcium [Ca], (b) carbon [C], (c) oxygen [O], and
(d) phosphorus, together with carbon [C + P], are shown (modified from Müller et al. 2016)
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4.6 Bicarbonate Transport

It is assumed that the bicarbonate (HCO3
−) used as the substrate for the enzymatic

CaCO3 formation is at least partially provided by the Na+-independent Cl−/HCO−

exchanger [AE] in the neighborhood of the sites of CaCO3 deposition, at the surface,
in the extracellular space of the osteoblasts, or intracellularly, in the plasma mem-
brane by the Na+-driven Na+:HCO3

− cotransporter [NBC] (Müller et al. 2013b).
A scheme summarizing the initial steps in biomineral formation of bone tissue

with the CA-driven CaCO3 precipitation preceding the subsequent transformation of
this (amorphous) mineral into amorphous calcium phosphate and finally crystalline
HA is shown in Fig. 5. As shown in the scheme, HCO3

− accumulates on the cell
membrane surface in the proximity of the AE (Lindsey et al. 1990) and the NBC
(Roos and Boron 1981; Haddad and Boron 2000). These channels are involved in
the regulation of the intracellular pH and some of them are linked with the CA, e.g.,
the AE3 Cl−/HCO3

− exchanger that is linked with the CA XIV (Casey et al. 2009).

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of target sites of CA activators during early stages of bone HA
formation: CA-mediated CaCO3 bioseed formation and transformation into Ca-phosphate. At the
surface of the osteoblasts, CaCO3 bioseeds are formed in close association with the cell membrane.
The CaCO3 synthesis is controlled both extracellularly and intracellularly by the CA that catalyzes
the rate-limiting step of HCO3

− formation. The exchange of the enzymatically formed HCO3
− ions

between the extracellular and intracellular compartments is facilitated by bicarbonate transporters
or exchangers, e.g., NBC or AE. PolyP is stored as a Ca2+ salt in vesicles within platelets secreted
into the extracellular space. The ALP, which is induced by polyP accelerates the hydrolysis of
polyP (Ca2+ salt), resulting in a local increase of the concentration of PO4

3− and Ca2+ ions, the
substrates for HA formation. The amorphous CaCO3 bioseeds are transformed into Ca-P/HA by
HCO3

−/PO4
3− exchange via the intermediate formation of amorphous calcium-carbonated

phosphate. The activity of the two regulator enzymes, the ALP and the CA, is controlled by
positive/negative feedback mechanisms. The CaCO3 bioseed formation is down-regulated as soon
as the local concentration of PO4

3− increases, as a result of ALP-mediated degradation of polyP
(Ca2+ salt), via PO4

3−-caused inhibition of the activity of the CA. The ALP is activated by
polymeric phosphate (polyP). In addition, it is shown that the enzyme-mediated mineralization
process can be accelerated by CA activators, e.g., quinolinic acid (modified from Wang et al.
2014d)
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4.7 Calcium Carbonate Dissolution

Our results show that in bone formation/remodeling the CA can act both as an
anabolic enzyme that accelerates bicarbonate formation and CaCO3 deposition
(osteoblasts), and as a catabolic enzyme that facilitates CaCO3 dissolution (osteo-
clasts). The role of CA II in bone resorption, mediated by bone-resorbing osteo-
clasts, is well known (Margolis et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2010). The
resorption/dissolution of bone tissue in osteoclasts occurs through an increased
proton production (acidification of the resorption lacuna) by CA II via modulating
of the V-ATPase (Laitala and Väänänen 1994). CA II deficiency, a rare autosomal
recessive disorder, is characterized by osteopetrosis, renal tubular acidosis, and
cerebral calcifications (Sly et al. 1983). The function of CA in CaCO3 dissolution
has also been demonstrated in corals (Müller et al. 1984).

4.8 Transformation into Calcium Phosphate

The next step is the transformation of ACC to amorphous calcium phosphate
(ACP). The detailed mechanism of this second step, the exchange of the carbonate
ion of the calcium carbonate by the phosphate ion under formation of calcium
phosphate is not yet understood. While the first step, the deposition of calcium
carbonate, is enzyme (CA)-mediated, the second step is a nonenzymatic process
(Müller et al. 2015a). Our studies revealed that this step only depends on the
presence of orthophosphate (Pi). Hitherto it has been assumed, and current in vitro
assays are based on this assumption, that the phosphate used for HA formation is
delivered by an organic compound, β-glycerophosphate. We could present evidence
that the source of the monomeric phosphate is inorganic polyP that is enzymatically
hydrolyzed by the ALP (Müller et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2014c). This polymer
(polyP) is synthesized and stored both in osteoblasts and in blood platelets coming
into contact with osteoblasts during bone fracture/repair (Müller et al. 2011). In the
scheme in Fig. 5, it is shown that the ALP which is induced by polyP (Müller et al.
2011) is localized at the extracellular surface where it hydrolyzes Ca2+-polyP under
formation of Ca2+ and PO4

3−. As a result, the amorphous CaCO3 bioseeds are
transformed to amorphous carbonated phosphate and finally calcium phosphate/HA
(Wang et al. 2014d). In a negatively feedback control mechanism, the PO4

3− lib-
erated from the polyP by ALP hydrolysis down-regulates CaCO3 formation by
inhibiting the CA, allowing a control of the extent of new bone mineral formation
(Müller et al. 2013b).

It should be noted that both the deposition of calcium phosphate (Posner et al. 1978)
and the deposition of calcium carbonate are exergonic processes (Li et al. 2013a, b).
Therefore, from the thermodynamic point of view, the formation of both minerals is a
favored chemical reaction, but the velocity of both chemical reactions is controlled
by the activation-energy barriers that must be overcome (Wang et al. 2014b).
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In living system, such reactions can be accelerated by enzymes, and indeed it is an
enzyme, the CA, very like the cell membrane-associated CA IX (Müller et al. 2016),
which catalyzes the formation/deposition of amorphous CaCO3 (Müller et al. 2013b).

4.9 Inorganic Polyphosphates

PolyP is a biopolymer found in almost all living organisms (see: Rao et al. 2009). In
mammals, high contents of polyP are accumulated in the blood platelets (Morrissey
et al. 2012), but also in the osteoblasts (Leyhausen et al. 1998). The natural
bio-polyP is a linear molecule consisting of up to hundreds of phosphate units that
are linked together via high-energy phosphoanhydride linkages. Due to the rela-
tively high activation energies for hydrolysis of these phosphoanhydride bonds
(similar to the activation energies needed for hydrolysis of the α–β and β–γ
phosphoanhydride bonds of ATP), the polymer is stable and hydrolyzes only
slowly under ambient conditions (Kulaev et al. 2004). The sodium salt of polyP
with chain lengths <100 phosphate units is soluble in water (Van Wazer 1958; Rao
et al. 2009) but the solubility of the polymer markedly decreases in the presence of
calcium as counterions; the biogenic polyP (most likely existing as a calcium salt)
has an amorphous state (Kulaev et al. 2004; Omelon and Grynpas 2008; Rao et al.
2009). The mechanism of formation of polyP in animal cells is not fully understood,
in contrast to polyP in prokaryotic organisms which is synthesized via polyP
kinases (Rao et al. 2009).

PolyP has been attributed multiple functions, both in microorganisms and in
animals (Kulaev 1979; Wood and Clark 1988; Schröder and Müller 1999). The
most important function in animals may be its role in bone mineralization, which
has been proposed already more than 15 years ago (Schröder et al. 2000). Later
results revealed that it is the calcium salt of polyP that is biologically active and
able to promote the maturation and functional activity of osteoblasts. In
osteoblast-like cell lines, e.g., MC3T3-E1, polyP causes an increased expression of
the genes encoding for proteins crucial for bone formation, like ALP, bone sialo-
protein (BSP), OCN, and osterix (Sinha et al. 2010). In contrast to polyP anabolism,
the enzymatic basis of polyP catabolism in animal cells is better understood. PolyP
is enzymatically degraded via exopolyphosphatases. One prominent enzyme
showing exopolyphosphatase activity is the ALP that has been identified to
hydrolyze the polymer under formation of orthophosphate (Lorenz et al. 1994a, b,
1997; Lorenz and Schröder 2001). As a consequence of the enzymatic,
ALP-mediated degradation of polyP, both PO4

3− and Ca2+ ions are formed that can
be utilized during HA formation (Omelon and Grynpas 2008; Omelon et al. 2009).

We demonstrated that polyP exhibits morphogenetic activity (Müller et al.
2014a); if present as polyP�Ca2+ complex it promotes the functional activity of
bone-forming osteoblasts and inhibits the activity of bone-degrading osteoclasts
(Wiens et al. 2010a, b; Müller et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013). The most important
function of polyP may be the induction of expression of the ALP, the enzyme that
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provides inorganic phosphate for HA synthesis (Müller et al. 2011). PolyP released
from the storage vesicles within bone or platelets into the extracellular space
undergoes degradation to orthophosphate via the ALP. The orthophosphate, Pi,
formed during hydrolysis of polyP and serving as a substrate for bone HA for-
mation, on the other side, inhibits the CA in a feedback manner and thereby
down-regulates the enzymatic synthesis of the bioseeds required for HA formation
(Müller et al. 2013b); see above and Fig. 5.

4.10 Source of Calcium Ions

The scheme depicted in Fig. 5, however, does not sufficiently explain the source of
the calcium ions, required as the cationic component of both the carbonate and
phosphate minerals formed onto the bone cell surface. One source for the Ca2+ ions
is surely the polyP that exists as a calcium salt and, after degradation via ALP, not
only provides phosphate for Ca-P/HA formation, but also serves as a calcium
source due to the liberation of the Ca2+ counterions during hydrolysis of the
inorganic polymer. Another possibility is that at the sites of bioseed formation at the
osteoblast cell membrane the Ca2+ ions are provided via osteocalcin (OCAL), a
Ca2+-binding protein. OCAL binds calcium after carboxylation via the γ-glutamyl
carboxylase (GGCX), a process that depends on vitamin K (Wood and Suttie 1988;
Lian and Gundberg 1988; Thrailkill et al. 2012).

5 CA: Potential Drug Target

The discovery of the CA-mediated bioseed formation as an initial step in bone HA
formation has opened a new target for potential drugs that are beneficial for therapy
and prophylaxis of bone diseases. It is conceivable and can be expected that
compounds that enhance CA activity will have a stimulatory effect on new bone
formation and can shift the balance, or repair the disbalance, between bone anabolic
and bone catabolic processes in the direction of bone anabolism. The screening for
such compounds that affect this new target enzyme in bone metabolism is a
promising task in pharmaceutical research, in particular because bone diseases, like
osteoporosis, are besides neurodegenerative diseases, e.g., Alzheimer disease, and
cardiovascular diseases the predominant disorders in the aging societies of the
developed countries.

However, only a relatively few CA activators have been identified until today
(Pastorekova et al. 2004; Supuran 2008a, b, 2011). In addition, there is only very
little knowledge on the potential therapeutic effect of such CA activators, in par-
ticular on bone metabolism (Supuran and Scozzafava 2000a). This situation is
different from that in the area of CA inhibitors; a systematic search had revealed a
high number of CA inhibitors, mainly of the mammalian α-class enzymes that
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inhibit the enzyme in an isoform-specific manner (for a review, see: Supuran and
Scozzafava 2000a).

In contrast to CA inhibitors that have been developed or are used for a number of
clinical applications (e.g., as diuretics, for treatment of glaucoma or intracranial
hypertension, as anticonvulsant to treat epilepsy, for prevention of migraine
headaches, or treatment of altitude sickness; see: Supuran et al. 2004b, 2008b,
2016; Winum et al. 2009) CA activators have not yet been introduced in human
therapy or even not been evaluated for their potential beneficial effects in therapy of
human bone disorders.

5.1 CA Activators

It has been demonstrated that a series of natural compounds which can be proto-
nated, such as biogenic amines (e.g., histamine, serotonin, and catecholamines),
amino acids, and peptides can act as CA activators (Briganti et al. 1997; Supuran
and Scozzafava 2000c; Ilies et al. 2004; Temperini et al. 2006b). The group of
Supuran has investigated all 16 isoforms (CA I–CA XV) of the mammalian α-CAs
with respect to their activation by amino acids and amines (Ilies et al. 2002;
Scozzafava and Supuran 2002; Temperini et al. 2006c; Pastorekova et al. 2008;
Supuran 2008b). In addition to kinetic studies, this group has performed and
reported the data from X-ray crystallographic analyses of the interaction of all
human CA isoforms hCA I–hCA XV with the amino acid and amine activators.
These studies allowed a detailed insight into the mechanism of activation of this
class of CA modulators at the molecular level (Briganti et al. 1997; Supuran and
Scozzafava 2000c; Ilies et al. 2004; Temperini et al. 2005, 2006a, b, c, 2007;
Pastorekova et al. 2008).

5.2 Mode of Action

Most CA isozymes contain within the active site a zinc ion. This Zn2+ ions plays an
essential role in the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme: it decreases the pKa of a
coordinated water molecule and facilitates, in the rate-limiting step of the catalytic
reaction, the ionization of the water molecule under formation of the Zn-bound
hydroxide group that then performs a nucleophilic attack at the CO2 molecule. The
proton is then transferred from the catalytic site to the environment via a proton
shuttle, which involves the His64 residue (in the CA isoforms II, IV, VI, VII, IX,
and XII) (Supuran 2004, 2008b, 2009; Supuran et al. 2004a; Alterio et al. 2009).

Detailed kinetic and X-ray crystallographic studies revealed that the activators
bind at the entrance of the catalytic pocket of the enzyme at a site different of the
substrate or inhibitor binding sites. Thereby the rate-determining step of the cat-
alytic cycle, the shuttling of a proton from the Zn2+-bound water molecule to the
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external medium is facilitated (Supuran and Scozzafava 2000c; Scozzafava and
Supuran 2002; Ilies et al. 2002, 2004; Supuran 2008b). In most CA isoforms, this
process is promoted by a histidine residue (His64) in the middle of the catalytic
pocket of the enzyme molecule.

5.3 Activation of Different Human CA Isozymes
and Mechanisms of Specific CA Activators

The first X-ray crystallographic data have been obtained for the adduct of hCA II
with histamine. These data showed that histamine, after binding at the entrance of
the catalytic pocket, actively participates in the proton shuttling via its imidazole
moiety (Briganti et al. 1997). It forms a second proton shuttle, in addition to His64
of the enzyme (Briganti et al. 1997). The amino group of the histamine molecule
does not contribute to this mechanism.

Subsequent X-ray crystallographic studies on the adducts formed between hCA I
or hCA II and further activators, including, among others, L- and D-His (Temperini
et al. 2005, 2006a, b), L- and D-Phe (Temperini et al. 2006c) and D-Trp (Temperini
et al. 2008) revealed that all of them, with the exception of D-Trp, bind in the same
region, at the entrance, of the CA catalytic pocket. It was found that D-Trp binds at a
more external site of the CA II catalytic pocket.

L-His turned out to be a potent activator of the hCA isozymes I, VA, VII, and
XIV, and a less potent activator of hCA II and IV, while D-His was a better activator
of hCA I, VA, and VII than of hCA XIV; hCA II, and IV are only weakly activated
(Temperini et al. 2006b). L-Phe potently activates hCA I, II, and XIV and weakly
activated hCA VA and VII, and is a quite inefficient hCA IV activator, while D-Phe
was a good activator of hCA II, but only moderately active towards hCA VA, VII,
and XIV; it had only a small effect on hCA I and IV (Temperini et al. 2006c).

Interestingly, the activity of D- and L-Trp tryptophan on the mammalian isozyme
CA II turned out to be time-dependent (Temperini et al. 2008). Analysis of the
high-resolution X-ray crystal structure of the hCA II—D-Trp adduct revealed that
this amino acid unexpectedly binds to a different site at the catalytic pocket of the
enzyme as compared to L-His, D-His L-Phe, D-Phe, histamine, or L-adrenaline. D-Trp
binds at a second activator binding site located at the edge of the entrance of the
CA II catalytic site, interacting with several amino acid residues of the protein via
hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions (Temperini et al. 2008).

The first activation study of hCA IX, as well as hCA XII has been performed by
Pastorekova et al. (2008). This cell membrane-associated CA isoform, which is
involved in CaCO3 bioseed formation, was found to be efficiently activated, with
KAs of 9 nM–1.07 μM, by dopamine, adrenaline, and heterocyclic amines pos-
sessing aminoethyl- or aminomethyl-moieties. The most potent hCA XII activators
were D-Phe, L-adrenaline, serotonin, and 4-(2-aminoethyl)-morpholine (KA of 0.24–
0.41 μM) (Pastorekova et al. 2008).
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On the other hand, the cytosolic CA isoform III has been reported to be efficiently
activated by D-His, serotonin, pyridyl-alkylamines, and aminoethyl-piperazine/
morpholine, while the best activators of the membrane-associated CA IV are
4-aminophenylalanine, serotonin, and 4-(2-aminoethyl)-morpholine (Vullo et al.
2008).

A potent activator of the CA I isozyme is L-adrenaline (KA of 90 nM) which is
only a weak activator of CA II (KA of 96 μM). The corresponding activation
constants for the CA isoforms IV, VA, VII, and XIV are in the range of 36–63 μM.
In the X-ray crystal structure of the CA II—L-adrenaline adduct, the binding of this
activator almost totally blocks the entrance of the catalytic pocket, a possible
explanation for the lower activity (Temperini et al. 2007).

Based on the finding that the amino group of histamine is not involved in the
interaction with amino acid residues of the CA (Briganti et al. 1997), a series of
histamine derivatives have been prepared and tested for potentially higher affinity to
the CA (Supuran and Scozzafava 2000b; Ilies et al. 2002).

Among them, a group of phenylsulfonylhydrazido L-histidine derivatives only
weakly activated hCA I and more efficiently activated hCA II and hCA IX (Abdo
et al. 2009). However, the 4-iodophenyl-substituted derivative turned out as a
strong and selective activator of the cytosolic hCA II (KA of 0.21 μM). This potent
compound is the first CA isoform-selective activator that has been identified (Abdo
et al. 2009).

Even more interesting might be the 2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium derivative of
histamine (Dave et al. 2011). Analysis of the X-ray crystal structure of the complex
of hCA II with the 1-[2-(1H-imidazol-4-yl)-ethyl]-2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium salt
revealed that this CA activator, unlike other CA activators, binds at the entrance of
the catalytic pocket in a way, whereby the 2,4,6-trimethylpyridinium ring is
directed towards the Zn2+ ion in the center of the catalytic site; in addition, the
adduct is stabilized by strong hydrophobic interactions. As a result, this initially
effective CA activator becomes, after a longer contact with the enzyme, a potent
inhibitor of this enzyme (Dave et al. 2011).

In addition, the clinically used phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitor sildenafil, which is
characterized by a piperazine moiety, like some other CA activators, has been
reported to act as a potent activator of several CA isozymes, including CA I, VA
and VI, and less efficiently, CA III, IV, and VA (Abdülkadir Coban et al. 2009).

5.4 Activators of CA Isozymes from Fungi, Yeast,
and Invertebrates

CAs are also found in many pathogenic organisms, such as bacteria or fungi. They
have been implicated in the mechanisms of microbial virulence (Smith and Ferry
2000; Supuran 2008b, 2016). Investigation of the β-CA from the pathogenic fungi
Candida albicans and Cryptococcus neoformans revealed that the C. albicans CA
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was activated by amino acids such as L-His, D-His, L-Tyr, L-Trp, and D-Trp, and
more effectively, by amines such as histamine, dopamine, 2-aminoethyl-piperazine,
and L-adrenaline. The best activators were L-DOPA and D-DOPA (KAs of
0.96–2.5 μM) (Innocenti et al. 2010). The efficiency of these activators on the
C. neoformans CA was lower (Innocenti et al. 2010). The β-CA from the patho-
genic fungus Malassezia globose was activated by D-Phe, L-Trp, L-DOPA, dopa-
mine, histamine, pyridyl-alkylamines, and 4-(2-aminoethyl)-morpholine, but only
weakly by L-His, D-His, L-Phe, D-Trp, L-Tyr, D-Tyr, D-DOPA, and serotonin. The
strongest activation was observed for L-adrenaline and 1-(2-aminoethyl)piperazine
(KAs of 0.72–0.81 μM) (Vullo et al. 2016).

The best activator of the β-CA from the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was L-
adrenaline (KA of 0.95 μM); the enzyme was also activated by histamine, dopa-
mine, serotonin, pyridyl-alkylamines, and aminoethyl-piperazine/morpholine, but
only weakly by amino acids (L-His, D-His, Phe, DOPA, and Trp) (Isik et al. 2009).

Among the marine invertebrate organisms, D-DOPA was found to be an efficient
activator of the secretory CA of the coral Stylophora pystillata (Bertucci et al.
2010).

6 CA: Potential Drug Target to Stimulate Bone Mineral
Formation

We succeeded to identify a first CA activator that is capable of stimulating the
CA-driven calcium carbonate deposition. The identification of this compound,
quinolinic acid, as described in the following, is hoped to encourage further
research in an area of medical pharmacology that is characterized mainly by
symptomatic but not by causative therapeutic approaches, like pharmacology of
bone diseases.

6.1 Quinolinic Acid (QA)

During screening of organic extracts from marine sponges, we discovered that
ethyl-acetate extracts from the demosponge S. domuncula exhibit a strong stimu-
latory effect on the CA-driven CaCO3 deposition onto SaOS-2 cells (Wang et al.
2014d). Further studies revealed that one compound present in these extracts,
quinolinic acid [QA] (Fig. 6a; Schröder et al. 2002), strongly stimulates mineral-
ization of SaOS-2 cells in the presence of a phosphate source. The identified
compound, QA, was found to act as CA activator both in vitro and in intact cell
system (Wang et al. 2014d). Already at a low concentration of 10 µM, QA causes a
strong activation of the CA. At this concentration, QA does not cause any apoptotic
effect on neuronal cells (Sei et al. 1998).
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In the experiments shown in Fig. 6b, c, both the S. domuncula extract and QA
strongly enhance the CA-driven CaCO3 formation, which amounted to 28% in the
absence of the activator or extract during a 4 h incubation period, while in the
presence of 10 µM QA, under otherwise identical conditions, 48% of CaCO3 is
formed (Wang et al. 2014d). Interestingly, this effect was further increased in the
presence of polyP (Wang et al. 2014d). The latter result suggests that the
polyP-degrading enzyme, the ALP, might provide a second, not yet approached

Fig. 6 CA-mediated acceleration of CaCO3 deposition in the ammonium carbonate diffusion
assay and effect of the CA activator quinolinic acid. The structural formula of quinolinic acid is
shown in (a). CaCO3 was allowed to precipitate after reaction of diffusion of CO2 to a 50 mM
CaCl2 solution in the absence (b) and in the presence of the recombinant human CA II enzyme
(70 W-A units/mL) (c). The formation of Ca-carbonate was determined quantitatively on the basis
of the consumption of free Ca2+ ions using the EDTA titration procedure (Müller et al. 2013c). The
assays either remained free of additional compound(s) (black solid line and filled squares) or were
supplemented with 10 μM quinolinic acid (QA; red broken line and triangles). The means ± S.D.
from six parallel determinations are given. *p < 0.05 (modified from Wang et al. 2014d)
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target for pharmacological intervention of bone diseases, besides of the CA. It
might also be of interest that the ALP is activated by polymeric phosphate (polyP),
while the CA is inhibited by the phosphate monomer (PO4

3−).

6.1.1 Rate of CA-Mediated CaCO3 Crystal Formation
in Dependence on QA

A study of the kinetics of crystal formation in the diffusion/desiccator assays
revealed that in the absence of CA only a very few crystals with a size of 40 µm are
present after an incubation period of 30 min (Fig. 7, Left c), while in the presence of
CA significantly more and larger, about 100 µm sized crystals are formed, compared
to the control without the CA (Fig. 7, Left d) (Wang et al. 2014d). The crystals (both

Fig. 7 Enhanced CA-mediated formation of CaCO3 deposits in the carbonate diffusion assay in
the presence of the CA activator QA. Left side In vitro crystallization assay without QA. The
calcitic crystals formed after incubation for different time periods in the presence of CA (70 W-A
units/mL) (b, d, f and h) compared with assays in the absence of the enzyme (a, c, e and g) are
shown. Right side In vitro crystallization assay with QA. The assays were supplemented with
10 µM QA and performed in the absence (a, c, e and g) or presence of CA (b, d, f and h). Both
round-shaped vaterite deposits (d) and rhombohedral prisms of calcite (p) can be seen. Light
microscopical images (modified from Wang et al. 2014d)
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round-shaped vaterite deposits and rhombohedral prisms of calcite) further grow in
size after an extended incubation period of 60 min to about 120 µm both in the
absence and in the presence of CA (Fig. 7, Left e and f), but the crystals formed in
the presence of the CA are much more abundant. After 180 min (Fig. 7, Left g and
h), a further increase in size of the crystals, especially in the assays containing CA,
is visible. At the beginning of the reaction, no crystals are observed (Fig. 7, Left a, b).
Addition of 10 µM QA in the diffusion/desiccator assays revealed an increase in
number of the two different crystals during the 180 min incubation period, which
was much more pronounced in the CA containing assays (Fig. 7, Right d, f and h),
compared to the assays without CA (Fig. 7, Right c, e, and g). In addition to the
crystals, small-sized deposits can be observed (Wang et al. 2014d).

6.1.2 Effect of QA on Biomineralization of SaOS-2 Cells

QA was found to cause a significant upregulation of the biomineralization process
by SaOS-2 cells in vitro, especially in the presence of polyP (administered as a Ca2+

salt) (Wang et al. 2014d). In the absence of the mineralization activation cocktail
(MAC; see Sect. 4.4) or in medium with MAC but lacking HCO3

−, the extent of
mineralization was low and not significantly changed by QA. In the presence of
HCO3

− and polyP, as a physiological phosphate source, QA significantly increased
the extent of mineralization, compared to controls (Wang et al. 2014d).

The accelerating effect of QA on the biomineralization process by SaOS-2 cells
was found to be strongest during the initial phase of mineralization. At day 3, the
QA-induced upregulation of the mineralization process amounted to 210%, if the
controls were set at 100% (Wang et al. 2014d). The biomineral deposits formed
during the initial time period had a high content of carbon, as revealed by SEM
coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, both in the presence of pure
QA and of S. domuncula extracts (Wang et al. 2014d).

6.1.3 Interaction of QA with the Catalytic Site of the CA

A molecular model for the interaction of QA with the catalytic site of the CA has
been proposed by Wang et al. (2014d). The QA comprises two groups which could
potentially interact with the Zn2+-containing CA: the N-atom in the pyridine ring of
the molecule and the two carboxy functional groups in ortho position to one another
(dicarboxylic acid structure) (Fig. 8). The zinc prosthetic group of the CA is
coordinated in three positions by the histidine side chains His94, His96, and His119 of
the protein (Lindskog 1997). The fourth coordination position at the Zn ion is
occupied by one molecule of water. The Zn ion causes a polarization of the
hydrogen–oxygen bond of the water molecule, resulting in an increased negativity
of the oxygen and a weakening of the O–H bond. The hydroxide is bound to the
zinc and the proton is accepted by a fourth histidine residue, His64. We propose
(Wang et al. 2014d) that the mechanism of QA can be formulated analogous to the
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mechanism proposed for amino acid derivatives (Ilies et al. 2002). It is postulated
that a hydrogen bridge bond formed between the N-atom of the pyridine ring of QA
and the water130 facilitates the rate-limiting proton transfer step of the CA reaction.
The QA with its dicarboxylic acid side chains is assumed to interact with the
enzyme-bound Zn ion similar like the bipyridyl Zn chelators (An 2009); Fig. 8.

7 Induction of CA IX Under Hypoxia

Under physiological conditions, within human tissues, the oxygen pressure is low,
ranging from 1% (bone marrow and cartilage) to 10–13% (arteries, lungs, and liver)
(Grant and Smith 1963; Richter et al. 1972; Cipolleschi et al. 1993). We showed
that under such normoxic culture conditions (at an oxygen tension of 8% instead of
21% usually used in cell culture), simulating the situation in bone in vivo, the
growth of osteoblast-like cells (SaOS-2) is not impaired (Müller et al. 2016).
Addition of polyP, in the form of amorphous calcium polyP nanoparticles (Müller
et al. 2015b) to those cells grown under normoxic conditions, at low oxygen
tension, strongly increased the proliferation of the cells (Müller et al. 2016). Under
these conditions, in the presence of polyP, the gene encoding for CA IX (Ziello
et al. 2007) was found to become induced (Müller et al. 2016). In addition, the gene
encoding for the inducible α-subunit of the hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1/2) is
upregulated (Wang and Semenza 1995). The latter protein, HIF-1/2, is known to
control the expression of CA IX (Potter and Harris 2004).

Fig. 8 Proposed interaction of QA (in red) with the catalytic site of the human CA. The three His
residues that interact with the Zn2+ ion and the hydrogen bond network, formed by the water
molecules Wat-150, Wat-129 and Wat-130, are shown (according to Ilies et al. 2004). QA is
proposed to interact with its N-heteroatom to Wat-130 and one of its carboxylic acid groups to
Zn2+ (modified from Wang et al. 2014d)
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It is known that mineralization is decreased at low oxygen tension, compared to
the “normal” oxygen content of 21% (D’Ippolito et al. 2006; Arnett 2008). We
demonstrated that in the presence of polyP, added as nanoparticles, the same extent
of mineralization is reached in SaOS-2 cells grown under normoxic conditions
(oxygen tension of 8%) like in cells kept under aerobic conditions (Müller et al.
2016). From these results we concluded that polyP acts as a supply of metabolic
energy (“metabolic fuel”) during bone mineral formation under normoxic, physi-
ological conditions for the cells to grow (Müller et al. 2016).

It has been reported that polyP, administered in the form of nanoparticles
(Müller et al. 2015b) that are taken up by endocytosis (Müller et al. 2015c),
increases the number of mitochondria in SaOS-2 cells and the production of ATP of
the cells (Müller et al. 2015b). In the absence of polyP, at low oxygen tension, the
production and release of lactate, the end product of anaerobic glycolysis, markedly
increases, resulting in a drop of the pH value, in particular in the extracellular space
(Vezzoli et al. 2003). The decrease in pH can be balanced by the CAs, primarily by
the membrane-associated CA IX (Chiche et al. 2009; Sedlakova et al. 2014), that
catalyzes the interconversion of bicarbonate and CO2.

8 Calcium Carbonate in Bone Graft Substitution
Materials

The discovery that amorphous CaCO3 deposits act as bioseeds during human bone
formation may allow not only the development of novel strategies for pharmaco-
logical intervention of osteoporosis and other bone diseases but also the develop-
ment of novel biomimetic scaffolds for bone tissue engineering and repair (for a
review, see Wang et al. 2014a).

Biomaterials for bone restoration are required to be biocompatible, biore-
sorbable, and bioinductive (Wang et al. 2012). These requirements are optimally
fulfilled for CaCO3 in the form of ACC. This natural material has been selected in
the course of evolution as a suitable scaffold not only for animals with a calcareous
skeleton but also as component involved in vertebrate bone formation (this review).
In addition, this material is amorphous and therefore superior as a scaffold material
compared to its (more stable) crystalline transformation products (Tolba et al.
2015). Moreover, the synthesis of the natural mineral is controlled by enzymes and
therefore regulatable in dependence of the actual metabolic situation of the
organism (Wang et al. 2014b).

8.1 Biocalcite from Corals

In a number of reports, it has been shown that calcareous scaffolds, derived from
corals, exhibit advantageous properties in bone reconstruction (for a review, see:
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Cooper et al. 2014). Coral scaffolds have been reported to induce osteogenic dif-
ferentiation of human MSC and an increased expression of osteogenic differentiation
markers like ALP, osteocalcin, and osteonectin (for a review, see: Puvaneswary et al.
2013). Anabolic effects promoting bone restoration have been found both for cal-
careous scaffolds with CaCO3 deposits present in the form calcite (soft octocorals)
and aragonite (scleractinian hard corals). Such coral grafts have been demonstrated
to cause a higher degree of mineralization compared to bone grafts.

8.2 Novel Biomaterial: ACC-Ca-PolyP

In order to prevent the transformation of ACC into its crystalline end product,
calcite, ACC must be stabilized. We succeeded to develop a method for stabi-
lization of ACC based on the addition of polyP (Tolba et al. 2015). The amorphous
material was prepared by precipitation of CaCO3 at pH 9.5 from aqueous solutions
of CaCl2�2H2O and Na2CO3 at an equimolar Ca2+:CO3

2− concentration ratio. The
transition of ACC to a crystalline phase was suppressed by precipitation of the
material in the presence of 0.1 g Na-polyP per 1 g of CaCO3. The ACC-P10
microparticles thereby formed have a size of around 500 nm and mainly consist of
ACC, containing a small amount of vaterite (Tolba et al. 2015).

8.2.1 Effect on Mesenchymal Stem Cells

In vitro studies with MSC revealed that the stabilized ACC (ACC-P10) microparti-
cles, as well as amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles significantly enhance the growth
of the cells under physiologic normoxic conditions (Wang et al. 2016). Both the
ACC-P10 microparticles and the Ca-polyP microparticles exhibit opposite but
complementary activities on gene expression: The ACC-P10 microparticles strongly
upregulate the expression of the cell membrane-associated CA IX, but have only a
small effect on the transcript levels of ALP (Wang et al. 2016), while the amorphous
Ca-polyP microparticles primarily induce ALP expression. The simultaneous
administration of both microparticles results in a strong expression of both marker
genes (Wang et al. 2016). An acceleration of cell growth by ACC and an induction of
the steady-state-expression of the CA IX and, to a smaller extent, of ALP have also
been reported for bone-related SaOS-2 cells (Müller et al. 2011; Tolba et al. 2015).

8.2.2 Animal Experiments

The critical size calvarial defect model in rat was applied to investigate the effect of
the stabilized ACC microparticles, as well as of the amorphous Ca-polyP
microparticles on bone regeneration in vivo (Wang et al. 2016). The particles
were encapsulated into PLGA [poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)] microspheres with a
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diameter *800 µm (Tolba et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016) and 8 mm disks prepared
from these microspheres were inserted into holes drilled into rat calvarial bone with
a diameter of 10 mm (Fig. 9, Left panel). PLGA microspheres containing ß-tri-
calcium phosphate (ß-TCP) were used as control; ß-TCP is a ceramic material
widely used for bone implants (Trisi et al. 2003; Podaropoulos et al. 2009). The
animals were sacrificed after an implantation period of 4, 8, or 12 weeks and
subjected to histological analysis. The experiments revealed that the β-TCP
microspheres are by far less active in bone regeneration (Wang et al. 2016); the
histological sections through the regenerating defect area implanted with β-TCP
microspheres are almost empty (Fig. 9 Middle panel a). The amorphous Ca-polyP
microparticles were found to considerably accelerate the regeneration of bone tis-
sue; after 12 weeks, both osteocytes and primary ossification centers in the implant
regions were observed (Fig. 9 Middle panel b). The activity of the microspheres
was markedly enhanced and the effect on bone regeneration was much faster if they
were loaded with both the amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles and the ACC-P10
microparticles. At a 1:1 weight ratio between these particles, an almost complete
restoration of the defect area was found already after an implantation period of
12 weeks (Fig. 9 Middle panel c) (Wang et al. 2016).

The quantitative analysis of the micromechanical properties of the regeneration
zone with the disk implants applying a special nanoindentation technology (Wang
et al. 2014e) revealed a Young’s modulus for the amorphous Ca-polyP micro-
spheres of 1.74 MPa and for the microspheres containing both ACC-P10
microparticles and amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles of 2.38 MPa, respectively
(Fig. 9 Right panel). These values were significantly higher than the ß-TCP-
controls (0.63 mPa) and close to the value of the surrounding trabecular bone tissue
with 3.05 MPa (Wang et al. 2016).

Moreover, in qRT-PCR analyses performed in parallel, we demonstrated that
tissue sections through the regeneration zone with microspheres containing both
ACC-P10 microparticles and Ca-polyP microparticles show a markedly higher
upregulation of expression of the marker genes, CA IX and ALP, compared to
sections with microspheres containing only Ca-polyP or ß-TCP (Wang et al. 2016);
Fig. 9 Middle panel d and e. In addition, we demonstrated that ACC encapsulated
into microspheres is biocompatible, if implanted into rat muscle (Tolba et al. 2015).

Based on their superior properties compared to ß-TCP, the combination of both
amorphous materials, ACC and Ca-polyP, opens new horizons for the development
of regenerative implants for bone reconstruction (Wang et al. 2016).
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Electrospinning of Bioactive
Wound-Healing Nets

Heinz C. Schröder, Emad Tolba, Bärbel Diehl-Seifert,
Xiaohong Wang and Werner E.G. Müller

Abstract The availability of appropriate dressings for treatment of wounds, in
particular chronic wounds, is a task that still awaits better solutions than provided
by currently applied materials. The method of electrospinning enables the fabri-
cation of novel materials for wound dressings due to the high surface area and
porosity of the electrospun meshes and the possibility to include bioactive ingre-
dients. Recent results show that the incorporation of biologically active inorganic
polyphosphate microparticles and microspheres and synergistically acting retinoids
into electrospun polymer fibers yields biocompatible and antibacterial mats for
potential dressings with improved wound-healing properties. The underlying
principles and the mechanism of these new approaches in the therapy wounds, in
particular wounds showing impaired healing, as well as for further applications in
skin regeneration/repair, are summarized.

1 Introduction

Wound healing can be seriously affected by various factors and pathological con-
ditions. A prominent example is diabetes mellitus and many diabetic patients are
suffering from open wounds. Currently, such wounds are treated by surgical
debridement, as well as administration of growth factors. However, the prospects of
success of such therapies are often not satisfactory. There is still an unmet medical
need for novel and more effective strategies in wound therapy, in particular for
treatment of chronic wounds (Bjarnsholt et al. 2008).
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2 Phases of Wound Healing

The wound-healing process can be divided into at least four phases (for a review,
see Guo and Dipietro 2010; Bjarnsholt et al. 2008): (i) Coagulation (hemostasis);
(ii) inflammation; (iii) cell proliferation and epithelialisation (matrix repair;
“granulation phase”), and (iv) remodeling (Fig. 1). This multistep process with
partially overlapping phases can be delayed, in particular as a consequence of
bacterial infection.

The coagulation phase immediately starts after wounding and involves vascular
constriction and fibrin clot formation. Subsequently, in the inflammation phase, a
series of pro-inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, including platelet-derived
growth factor [PDGF], fibroblast growth factor [FGF], and epidermal growth factor
[EGF], are released. This process is paralleled by an infiltration of neutrophils,
macrophages and lymphocytes, which eliminate invading microorganisms, as well
as platelets, which release polyphosphate [polyP] (Faxälv et al. 2013) and con-
tribute to prevent blood loss (Nurden et al. 2008). Within the damaged tissue area,
these cells contribute to the removal of cellular debris by the production and release
of proteases and reactive oxygen species.

Inflammation during wound healing, in principle, is a physiological process,
resulting in the elimination of contaminating microorganisms. Prolonged inflam-
mation, however, accompanied by the release of bacterial endotoxins and
pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor-a [TNF-a] and
interleukin-1 [IL-1], may result in delayed wound healing.

In the next step, the proliferation and epithelialisation phase, granulation tissue is
formed and an ingrowth of new capillaries occurs. The newly formed stroma is
characterized by a granular appearance (“granulation phase”), as well as the pres-
ence of fibroblasts, macrophages, and blood vessels (Clark 1989). In the final phase,
the remodeling phase, the functional reconstruction of the tissue occurs, requiring a
tuned interaction of the cells, in particular fibroblasts, in the synthesis of the
extracellular matrix [ECM]; this step may result in scar formation (McDougall et al.
2006).

Fig. 1 Phases of wound healing
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3 Delayed Wound Healing

Several factors can cause delayed wound healing, e.g., the age of the patient
(Keylock et al. 2008). Age-dependent factors that influence wound healing include
an altered estrogen:androgen ratio (Gilliver et al. 2007), besides of an
age-dependent decrease of collagen synthesis and phagocytic activity of macro-
phages, and a decreased re-epithelialization and T-cell migration into the wound
area. Wound healing may also be impaired in patients with diabetes. Possible
reasons include cell dysfunctions and impaired angiogenesis/neo-vascularization
resulting in hypoxic cell damage and finally gangrene development (for a review,
see Guo and Dipietro 2010).

Local factors that influence wound healing include the formation of superoxide
radicals which are involved in oxidative killing of pathogens, as well as infections by
microorganisms which are normally restricted to the skin surface and invade the
wounded area after damage of the skin barrier. Bacteria leading to wound infection,
resulting in delayed wound healing and the development of chronic wounds, comprise
both aerobic bacteria, e.g., Staphylococcus aureus, in particular methicillin-resistant S.
aureus [MRSA], Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Streptococci, and anaerobic bacteria,
e.g., Bacteroides, Porphyromonas, and Peptostreptococcus (Landis 2008).

4 Wound Dressings

Suitable wound dressings should fulfil a number of requirements, such as
mechanical protection, shielding against penetration of bacteria, absorption of
wound exudate, permeability to oxygen and water vapor, as well as thermal insu-
lation. In addition, they should be nontoxic and not induce allergic reactions, and
removable without injury of the wounded tissue area (Lionelli and Lawrence 2003).

Wound dressings can be divided into four classes: (i) passive; (ii) interactive;
(iii) advanced; and (iv) bioactive. Among them, passive wound dressings only
provide mechanical protection and protection against bacterial infiltration.
Interactive wound dressings additionally allow a better exchange of gases and
fluids, and efficiently prevent bacterial infiltration (Skórkowska-Telichowska et al.
2013). Advanced dressings, e.g., alginates and hydrocolloids, are capable of pre-
serving a moist environment (Skórkowska-Telichowska et al. 2013). And, finally,
bioactive dressings are able to deliver drugs integrated into the wound dressing
(Boateng et al. 2008; MacNeil 2007).

It has been proposed that an ideal wound dressing should be able to enhance cell
proliferation and accelerate wound healing, and to release antimicrobial substances
only after infection of the wound. Currently, only a few dressings combine both
properties. Such an ideal wound dressing could be realized by boosting the natural
process of wound healing, as well as by the incorporation of markers that help to
monitor the progress and possible delays of the healing process (e.g., markers for
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temperature, pH, and bacterial infection) and by the incorporation of drug delivery
systems that allow a controlled release of bioactive agents (e.g., antibacterial drugs)
to support wound healing (MacNeil 2007; Boateng et al. 2008).

Such an ideal wound dressing should suppress the following two processes that
impair wound healing: First, the attraction of macrophages and neutrophils by
persistent inflammatory stimuli, resulting in an enhanced production and secretion
of inflammatory cytokines and metalloproteinases [MMPs], and a reduced pro-
duction of tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase [TIMPs]; the degradation of the
ECM and of growth factors disrupts the healing process. Second, the biofilm for-
mation, insulating the bacteria from attack by the immune system and protecting
them against antibacterial drugs.

5 Electrospun Meshes for Wound Healing

The technique of electrospinning has turned out to be a promising method for the
fabrication of innovative dresses for wound healing. The principle of this method is
illustrated in Fig. 2a. In electrospinning, polymer fibers are produced from a
polymer solution by application of electrical forces (for a review, see: Baji et al.
2010); Fig. 2b–d. Both natural and synthetic polymers can be used to generate
fibers with diameters from a few nanometers up to several micrometers. Electrospun
meshes are characterized by properties that make them particularly suitable for
wound dressings: They have a high surface area and show a high micro-porosity,
facilitating gas exchange and preventing desiccation (Zhang et al. 2005). Because
of these properties, these meshes have an increased capacity for drug binding or
binding of bioactive molecules (for drug delivery) and absorption of body
fluids/exudates. Moreover, the high surface area, micro-porosity and structure of the
electrospun meshes resemble the ECM and support cell migration and cell prolif-
eration, especially of epithelial cells, as well as hemostasis.

Like wound dressings in general, electrospun meshes can be either passive,
interactive, advanced, or bioactive (Abrigo et al. 2014).

Passive electrospun meshes are able to protect the wound tissue from mechanical
damage and to maintain sufficient moisture, are permeable for oxygen and water,
and show suitable porosity. Examples are electrospun fibers consisting of poly
(urethane) (Khil et al. 2003), hyaluronic acid (Uppal et al. 2011) and poly(vinyl
alcohol) [PVA] (Supaphol and Chuangchote 2008).

Interactive electrospun meshes are characterized by optimal cell responses,
enhanced wound healing and a decreased proliferation of bacteria. They consist of
various polymers, e.g., synthetic polymers coated with natural polymers. Examples
are electrospun fibers consisting of polyurethane and gelatine (Kim et al. 2009),
keratin and poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxyvalerate) [PHBV] (Yuan et al. 2015),
or collagen type I, chitosan and poly(ethylene oxide) (Chen et al. 2008).
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Advanced interactive electrospun meshes are loaded with antibacterial drugs.
They can be produced by the technique of ‘‘coaxial electrospinning”; the drugs are
incorporated into the network fibers (Lu et al. 2016).

Bioactive electrospun meshes are able to actively stimulate wound healing and
control the bacterial load. In addition, they are able to monitor bacterial load and the
progress of the healing process (wound status).

According to Abrigo et al. (2014) an ideal wound dressing should be able to
monitor the conditions of the wound tissues, to trigger the optimal drug delivery, to
promote cell migration and proliferation, but preventing ingrowth into the fibrous
mesh structure thereby damage of the wound tissue during removal of the wound
dressing. The status of the healing process and the occurrence of wound
infection/available antibacterial activity can be monitored by smart wound dress-
ings by the inclusion of pH sensitive dyes or the use of hydrogels that swell in
dependence on pH or temperature (Pasche et al. 2013). Biomarker candidates for
the assessment of the wound status and phase-dependent triggers present in smart
wound dressings may also include alkaline phosphatase [ALP] activity associated
with the end of the inflammatory phase (Mamedov et al. 1987; Gallo et al. 1997)
and progression of the granulation phase (Alpaslan et al. 1997). The ALP activity
increases with the progress of wound healing (Minematsu et al. 2013).

Fig. 2 Electrospinning procedure for fabrication of electrospun wound-healing nets. a The
solutions with the spinnable materials are poured into the plastic syringe, equipped with a
blunt-ended stainless steel needle connected to a high-voltage supply. Electrospinning is
performed at a suitable feed rate, voltage, and distance between the nozzle and the collector.
A metallic net is used as the collector. The fiber mats are removed from the collector and dried
overnight. sp syringe pump; p polymer solution; sn syringe needle with a drop of the polymer
solution held at the tip of the needle by the surface tension; j jet initiated after application of an
electric field using a high-voltage source; c collector; m motor for driving the collector; m,
electrospun polymer mat. b Electrospun mat after removal from the metal grid onto which the
nano/microfibers have been deposited. c Dented texture of the electrospun mat caused by the metal
grid. d Electrospun fibrous mat on metal grid
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The functionalization of bioactive wound dressings consisting of electrospun
fiber mats with expensive growth factors would be commercially not acceptable. In
our approach, summarized in this review (see Sect. 6), bioactive silica or polyP, an
essential component of our bioactive electrospun meshes, is able to induce (stem)
cell recruitment and differentiation, as well as the expression of growth factors by
the body’s own cells (Müller et al. 2011, 2014a, b, 2015a, d; Wang et al. 2013a, b,
2014a, b, c, d). A schematic presentation of the mode of action of such
wound-healing mats is shown in Fig. 3.

A further component of electrospun wound dressing might be chitosan. This
natural polymer shows antibacterial activity and is able to encourage wound
healing. In addition, chitosan promotes platelet aggregation (Ong et al. 2008). The
latter effect is caused by the positively charged (protonated) amine groups of chi-
tosan that attract erythrocytes via binding to negatively charged molecules on their
cell membranes, as well as by adsorption of fibrinogen and plasma proteins. Thus,
chitosan might be a suitable spinnable polymer to act in combination with polyP
which accelerates the generation of thrombin.

Besides of bioactive wound dressings, morphogenetically active amorphous
silica or amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles, into which additional bioactive
molecules can be packed, are also suitable components to be incorporated into
ointments and gels or other topical formulations with, e.g., UV-protective and
anti-aging properties (Müller et al. 2015c).

Fig. 3 Schematic presentation of the mode of action of the wound healing mats
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6 Microparticles and Microspheres

Microparticles in the low diameter range, with a diameter below 100 nm, can be easily
taken up by cells. Such particles are of great interest in the field of biomedicine, in
particular for drug delivery, imaging, and diagnosis. Besides the biomedical appli-
cations, nano/microparticles are increasingly used in cosmetics, as food supplements
or catalysts, in textiles, microelectronics, and antimicrobial or antifungal preparations.
They can be divided into (i) soluble and/or biodegradable nano/microparticles and
(ii) insoluble and/or nonbiodegradable nano/microparticles. One of the main appli-
cations of insoluble nanoparticles is sunscreens containing titanium dioxide [TiO2] and
zinc oxide [ZnO] nanoparticles. Recent results revealed that biodegradable
nano/microparticles can be prepared, among others, from inorganic polyP and diverse
cations (e.g., calcium ions), a novel class of materials with a variety of applications,
including skin regeneration/repair, as summarized in this chapter.

6.1 Amorphous Calcium-Polyphosphate

We developed a preparation method for a novel polyP-basedmaterial that is bioactive
(Müller et al. 2015e). This material is amorphous and consists of nano- and
microparticles of calcium and inorganic polyP. This nontoxic linear polymer of tens
to hundreds of phosphate units linked together via high-energy phosphoanhydride
bonds (Kulaev et al. 2004) is found in many organisms including bacteria, fungi,
algae, plants and animals (Schröder et al. 1999). The amorphous calcium-polyP
nano- and microparticles that form the novel material (usually polyP molecules with
a chain length of 30 phosphate units are used) are biodegradable and retain the
morphogenetic activity of the inorganic polymer (Müller et al. 2015b, d, e).

Naturally occurring polyP is found in particular in platelets (Smith et al. 2006),
bone tissue (Leyhausen et al. 1998; Schröder et al. 2000), as well as skin
(Simbulan-Rosenthal et al. 2015). We were the first to demonstrate that this inor-
ganic polymer becomes bioactive after complex formation with Ca2+ ions; the
polyP�Ca2+-complex was found to increase, among others, the mineralization of
bone-forming osteoblasts (Wang et al. 2013a, b).

The biological activity of polyP has been demonstrated in a series of studies.
PolyP induces the expression of ALP, an enzyme that is, among others, essential for
bone mineralization (Müller et al. 2011). In addition, polyP enhances the expression
of certain cytokines, e.g., bone morphogenetic protein-2 [BMP-2] (inducer of bone
formation; Wang et al. 2013a, b), increases intracellular Ca2+ levels (Müller et al.
2011), inhibits osteoclast differentiation (Wang et al. 2013a), induces collagen
expression (Hacchou et al. 2007; Müller et al. 2015c), shows antibacterial activity
(Moon et al. 2011), enhances the cellular ATP level (important under hypoxic
conditions; Müller et al. 2015b, c, 2016b; Wang et al. 2016), acts as food
preservative (Ohtake et al. 1996), and stimulates differentiation and mineralization
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of bone cells. Based on the latter biological activity of polyP, first described by us,
new ways for bone tissue engineering and repair have been developed in the past
few years (for recent reviews, see Wang et al. 2012, 2014b, c, d). Moreover, polyP
inhibits the activity of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), as well as bacterial
proteases that are relevant in delayed wound healing and prevents, through binding
of cations like zinc ions, biofilm formation (McCarty et al. 2015), accelerates
clotting (Smith et al. 2006), acts as an activator of fibroblasts (Shiba et al. 2003), is
able to chelate alginate produced by biofilm-forming bacteria (Laverty et al. 2014;
Müller et al. 2016a), and stimulates the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, one of the
main pathways involved in aging (Wang et al. 2003). PolyP can be synthesized
either chemically (at high temperature) or enzymatically (at ambient temperature),
e.g., via bacterial polyP kinases (Schröder et al. 1999). Several exo-and
endopolyphosphatases have been isolated that catalyze the hydrolysis of polyP in
bacteria, yeast, and lower eukaryotes (Lorenz et al. 1994, 1995; Schröder et al.
1999). In human tissue, polyP is degraded by the ALP (Lorenz and Schröder 2001).

In addition to the amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles, amorphous Ca-polyP
microspheres, containing incorporated bioactive molecules, have been developed.
One of the bioactive molecules that can be included in the Ca-polyP microspheres is
retinol that acts synergistically with polyP (see Sect. 9). These microspheres can be
disintegrated by enzymatic hydrolysis of the polyP component that undergoes
degradation by ALP.

6.2 Amorphous Silica

Another natural biologically active inorganic polymer that can be synthesized
enzymatically (via the sponge enzyme silicatein; Müller et al. 2013), is silica
(biosilica). Biosilica is biodegradable, biocompatible, and exhibits various prop-
erties of potential biomedical interest for application in wound dressings:

Biosilica has been shown to act anti-inflammatory (Grotheer et al. 2013) and to
up-regulate the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines that are relevant for
wound healing, including IL-1b, IL-6, and IL-8 (Menke et al. 2007; Barrientos et al.
2008). IL-1b is a cytokine released by keratinocytes (Feldmeyer et al. 2010) that
has been reported to induce the expression of chemokines and the invasion of
immune competent cells in the wound region (Dinarello 2011). The secretion of
IL-6 by lymphocytes and macrophages has been shown to cause local inflammation
(Sawamura et al. 1998). IL-8 is produced by fibroblasts, keratinocytes, and
endothelial cells and acts as activator of phagocytes and leukocytes. In addition, this
cytokine acts as modulator of the expression of the transcription factor NF-jB and
its inhibitor IjB (Grotheer et al. 2013). Degradation of IjB abolishes the inhibition
of NF-jB resulting in the activation the IL-1b, IL-6, and IL-8 gene expression by
the transcription factor (Simmonds and Foxwell 2008).

Both polymers, biosilica and Ca-polyP, can be produced in an amorphous form.
They can be used either alone or in combination with other bioactive molecules,
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parts of them are acting in a synergistic way; example: activation of collagen/ECM
synthesis by polyP and retinol (see Sect. 14).

Based on their properties, we propose that silica and especially polyP are excellent
materials for novel types of bioactive wound dressings. These dressings have a
modular composition consisting of an electrospun synthetic (e.g., polyP-
b-caprolactone) or natural (e.g., chitosan-based) fibers/meshes, into which biologi-
cally active amorphous biosilica or amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles/spheres con-
taining entrapped bioactive molecules are incorporated that are released
phase-dependently during wound healing.

7 PolyP and Wound Healing

In wound healing, polyP cannot be applied as a sodium salt because of its com-
parably high solubility. PolyP can also not be applied after calcination which results
either in disintegration of the polymer or its transformation into an inactive crys-
talline form (Pilliar et al. 2001; Ding et al. 2008). The amorphous Ca-polyP
microparticles developed by us retain the bioactivity/morphogenetic activity of the
polymer, allowing its use for biomedical applications. These microparticles can be
applied for the fabrication of wound-healing mats, together with other biocom-
patible polymers, using electrospinning procedures.

Based on these amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles, we also succeeded to develop
amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres, containing incorporated bioactive molecules. One
of the bioactive molecules that has been included in the microspheres is retinol.
A variety of spinnable polymers, e.g., polylactic acid or its derivatives/copolymers can
be loaded with the functionally active microparticles/microspheres.

8 Retinoids and Wound Healing

Retinoids are structurally characterized by a b-ionone ring with a polyunsaturated
side chain that consists of four isoprenoid moieties with a terminal alcohol, alde-
hyde, carboxylic acid, or ester group. The regeneration-promoting properties of
retinoic acid and its precursor molecule, retinol, are well known (Mukherjee et al.
2006). It has been demonstrated that retinoids are beneficial for skin regeneration
and reconstitution of the collagen network (Abrigo et al. 2014).

The retinol metabolite retinoic acid has been reported to play an essential role in
regulation of growths of epithelial cells. Retinoic acid causes a differential gene
expression; it down-regulates the expression of the genes involved in lipid meta-
bolism during keratinocyte differentiation (Lee et al. 2009), as well as collagen
production. On the other hand, it increases the proliferation of fibroblasts. Retinol,
on the other hand, has been shown to improve wound healing (Keleidari et al.
2014).
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Retinol is enzymatically transformed into retinoic acid in vivo, via retinal, fol-
lowing a two-step reaction. However, only a small fraction of topically applied
retinol is metabolized to retinoic acid. Alternatively, retinol is converted into a
series of metabolites, including 14-hydroxy-retro-retinol. This metabolite is
involved in regulation of cell growth and death of lymphocytes. Retinol also causes
the production of reactive oxygen species, resulting in the activation of signaling
pathways involved in control of cell proliferation (Gelain et al. 2012) and is able to
modulate cell proliferation and differentiation via a differential gene expression
(Wang et al. 2004).

9 Synergistic Effect of PolyP and Retinol

We succeeded to demonstrate that polyP, fabricated as microparticles, if adminis-
tered together with retinol and packed into fibrous mats causes a synergistic effect
on the expression of genes, encoding for leptin and the leptin receptor as well as for
the fatty acid binding protein 4 [FABP4] in MC3T3-E1 cells (Müller et al. 2015a).

Both polyP and retinol are involved in the regulation of cell growth and dif-
ferentiation, as well as control of overall energy metabolism.

9.1 Preparation of Ca-PolyP Microparticles
and Ca-PolyP/Retinol Microspheres

The amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles were prepared by a method introduced by
us (Müller et al. 2015e) by drop-wise addition of a solution of CaCl2 to Na-polyP,
dissolved in distilled water. During the procedure, the pH was adjusted to 10.0 with
NaOH. Microparticles with various phosphate:Ca2+ ratios can be prepared (ranging
from 1 to 2 and higher). PolyP with an average chain length of 30 phosphate units
was usually used. After stirring the microparticles were collected by filtration.

The amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres containing entrapped retinol (retinol/
Ca-polyP microspheres) were prepared, under avoidance of light, using a newly
developed fabrication process (Müller et al. 2015a, c); a retinol solution in ethanol,
containing CaCl2, was drop-wise added to a Na-polyP solution in water (Fig. 4). In
order to avoid a phase separation and to stabilize the emulsion poly(ethylene glycol)
[PEG] was added to the Na-polyP solution. The emulsion was stirred and the particles
formed were collected by filtration and dried. The retinol-containing microspheres
have an average diameter of 200–350 nm, while the size of the microparticles ranges
from 70 to 200 nm.
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The size of the microparticles and microspheres can be adjusted to a size range
that is optimal for endocytotic cellular uptake (Zhang et al. 2009). They are
biodegradable and are disintegrated by enzymatic hydrolysis in the extracellular
space. The main component, polyP, undergoes degradation by the ALP. In con-
sequence, not only polyP but also other components integrated into the micro-
spheres are released extracellularly. The microparticles and microspheres can be
taken up by cells via clathrin-mediated endocytosis.

Fig. 4 Preparation of Ca-polyP nano- and microspheres with encapsulated retinol. A The retinol
solution a is added drop-wise to a Na-polyP solution, containing PEG b. The emulsion formed
contains the Ca-polyP nano- and microspheres with the encapsulated retinol c. B Photo of the
fabricated nano- and microspheres without (left) and with retinol (right) (Modified from Müller
et al. 2015c)
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9.2 Leptin and Fatty Acid Binding Protein 4 as Biomarkers

Leptin is a hormone produced by adipose cells. This protein plays an important role
in regulation of energy balance via regulating the feeling of hunger. Obesity is
associated with a decreased sensitivity to leptin. However, leptin also plays a role in
other physiological processes, including wound healing. It has been reported that
leptin improves wound re-epithelialization (Frank et al. 2000). Keratinocytes found
at the wound margins express the leptin receptor subtype ObRb during wound
repair. In addition, ob/ob (leptin null) mice, as well as db/db (leptin receptor null)
mice show impaired repair of cutaneous wounds (Friedman and Halaas 1998).
Moreover, leptin regulates fat deposition in the body (for a review, see Coppari and
Bjørbæk 2012).

In experimental wounds, the expression of leptin was found to be significantly
up-regulated (Murad et al. 2003). In cells of wounds also the leptin receptor is expressed,
indicating the existence of an autocrine/paracrine signaling cycle (Murad et al. 2003).

The fatty-acid-binding protein, FABP4, a member of the family of transport pro-
teins for fatty acids, has been shown to bind not only to long-chain fatty acids but also,
with a lower affinity, to retinoic acid (Matarese and Bernlohr 1988). FABP4 is found
not only in adipocytes but also in other cells, including regenerating endothelial cells
and macrophages (Lee et al. 2007). In endothelial cells, the expression of FABP4 is
controlled by the vascular endothelial growth factor A/vascular endothelial growth
factor 2 [VEGFA/VEGFR2] pathway (Harjes et al. 2014), which is involved in
angiogenesis and vasculogenesis; in addition, VEGFA promotes cell migration and
elicits mitogenesis of endothelial cells. A reduction of FABP4 expression is associated
with a decrease in proliferation, migration, and sprouting of endothelial cells. In
wound healing, the FABPs have been reported to be involved in the regulation of cell
motility within regenerating epidermis (Kusakari et al. 2006).

Retinoic acid has been reported to suppress the synthesis and secretion of leptin
in adipocytes in vitro, but a short-time administration of retinoic acid in rats in vivo
has been found to increase leptin expression (Krskova-Tybitanclova et al. 2008).

In leukemic cells the leptin receptor has been found to be co-expressed with the
retinoic acid receptor (Tabe et al. 2004), suggesting that the anabolic effect of
retinoic acid on the expression of leptin and the leptin receptor occurs through
binding of the retinoid to the retinol–retinal–retinoic acid-retinoid X receptor a
[RXR]. Also in vivo studies confirmed that retinoids are capable of modulating
anabolically leptin signaling and insulin sensitivity in mice (Tsuchiya et al. 2012).

9.3 Effect of PolyP and PolyP-Retinol Microparticles
and Microspheres on Cell Growth

MC3T3-E1 cells are suitable cells for studying the effect of compounds potentially
affecting wound healing (Hatakeyama et al. 2008). Co-incubation of these cells
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with Ca-polyP together with retinol, or incubation of the cells with amorphous
retinol/Ca-polyP microspheres was found to cause a significant synergistic effect on
cell growth compared with particle-free polyP complexed with Ca2+ ions or
amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles and retinol alone (Müller et al. 2015a). At a
concentration below 3 µg/ml, both particle-free Ca2+-polyP complexes and amor-
phous Ca-polyP microparticles have no effect on the number of cells (Fig. 5a).
Retinol at a concentration of 3 µM, added as a single component, also does not
affect cell growth. If retinol at a concentration of 1 µM that does not affect cell
growth is encapsulated into Ca-polyP-based nanoparticles, a strong amplification of
cell growth by the resulting retinol/Ca-polyP microspheres is measured, already at
the Ca-polyP concentration of 3 µg/m (Fig. 5a), indicating that the combined
application of Ca-polyP and retinol causes in a synergistic effect (Müller et al.
2015a).

9.4 Effect of PolyP and Retinol on Gene Expression

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction [RT-qPCR] experi-
ments revealed that addition of the amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (3 µg/ml)

Fig. 5 a Effect of amorphous Ca-polyP nano- and microparticles and amorphous retinol-Ca-polyP
nano- and microspheres on viability of MC3T3-E1 cells; XTT colorimetric assay. The cells were
exposed to different concentrations of Na-polyP (complexed with Ca2+), amorphous Ca-polyP
nano- and microparticles (aCa-polyP-NP) and amorphous retinol/Ca-polyP nano- and micro-
spheres (ret-aCa-polyP-NS), or retinol (3 days). Means ± SEM (n = 10); *p < 0.01.
b Steady-state-expression levels of the genes encoding for FABP4, leptin, and leptin receptor in
MC3T3-E1 cells which remained untreated or were exposed for 3 d either to soluble Na-polyP
(complexed with Ca2+), amorphous Ca-polyP nano- and microparticles (aCa-polyP-NP),
amorphous retinol/Ca-polyP nano- and microspheres (ret-aCa-polyP-NS) or to 3 µM retinol;
RT-qPCR analysis using GAPDH as reference gene. Means ± SEM (n = 5); *p < 0.01 (Modified
from Müller et al. 2015a)
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to MC3T3-E1 cells caused a significant up-regulation of the steady-state-expression
of the genes encoding for FABP4, as well as of the genes encoding for leptin and
the leptin receptor (Müller et al. 2015a); Fig. 5b. The increased expression of these
genes was further enhanced if the retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres were
added to the cells; the rise of the transcript levels amounted to 5.8-fold (FABP4),
11.6-fold (leptin), and 8.3-fold (leptin receptor gene), respectively. No significant
changes of the expression levels of the three genes was observed if the cells were
incubated with soluble Na-polyP, complexed to Ca2+ or with retinol alone (Fig. 5b).

10 Amorphous Retinol-Ca-PolyP Containing Electrospun
Wound-Healing Mats

Using the technique of electrospinning, we fabricated three-dimensional porous
mats consisting of loosely connected fiber networks with high porosity and high
surface area. The principle of the technique has been sketched in Fig. 2a. This
procedure has been applied for the fabrication of wound dressings consisting of
polyP-b-caprolactone or poly(D,L-lactide) [PLA] mats into which bioactive
Ca-polyP microparticles or microspheres, formed from the microparticles and
encapsulated retinol (“retinol/aCa-polyP” microspheres), have been incorporated;
the method has been described (Müller et al. 2014b, 2015a). The fiber mats were
produced using a modified laboratory scale electrospinning unit, Spraybase
(Profector Life Sciences). A schematic presentation of the fabrication procedure
using PLA as an example is shown in Fig. 6. PLA was mixed with PEG in a ratio of
4:1 (w/w) and dissolved in chloroform (final concentration, 20%; w/v) (Fig. 6a).
Retinol was added to the PLA solution to give a final concentration of 20 wt%
(with respect to PLA). After addition of the Ca-polyP microparticles to the PLA
solution (final concentration, 10 wt%), the suspension containing the formed
retinol-Ca-polyP microspheres was sonicated and used for the electrospinning
(Fig. 6b, c). The weight ratio between CaCl2 and polyP was 2:1. Electrospun mats,
consisting of 2–4 µm fibers, with an average mesh size of 10–20 µm were fabri-
cated; the retinol-containing mats (Fig. 6e) as well as the mats containing
retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres (Fig. 6f) had a yellow color, while the
PLA mats without additions were white (Fig. 6d).

It should be emphasized that the polyP microparticles and microspheres are
amorphous; only in the amorphous state, polyP shows morphogenetic activity
(Müller et al. 2015a, c, d, e). In addition, the particles can be taken up by endo-
cytosis (Müller et al. 2015b, c). Moreover, polyP has been shown to comprise also
antibacterial activity, as well as hemostatic activity (Lorencová et al. 2012).

Wound-healing mats consisting of other spinnable polymers, e.g., N,O-carbox-
ymethyl chitosan [N,O-CMC], can be produced in a similar way. N,O-CMC can be
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prepared from chitosan as described (Müller et al. 2015d). Electrospun chitosan-
based meshes can be loaded with Ca-polyP microparticles or microspheres to
produce the respective bioactive wound dressings.

11 Effect of the Electrospun Mats Containing Amorphous
Retinol-Ca-PolyP Nanoparticles on Gene Expression

Next we demonstrated that the fabricated electrospun PLA fiber mats, after
embedding of amorphous retinol-Ca-polyP microspheres, show morphogenetic
activity and increase the expression of FABP4 and of leptin and its receptor (Müller

Fig. 6 Schematic presentation of the fabrication procedure of PLA-based electrospun mats.
a PLA is dissolved in chloroform, followed by the addition of retinol (20 wt%) b and of the
amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (10 wt%). After stirring and sonication, the suspension is used
for electrospinning c. A sketch of the fiber mat with the embedded retinol/Ca-polyP microspheres
is shown in Ca and Cb (magnification). d Electrospun mat with d PLA alone, e PLA and retinol
and f PLA and retinol/Ca-polyP (Modified from Müller et al. 2015a)
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et al. 2015a). Our results revealed that these mats strongly support the growth of
MC3T3-E1 cells. Only a small number of cells was seen on fiber mats fabricated
with PLA alone (Fig. 7a, b), while the PLA mats, containing the retinol/amorphous
Ca-polyP microparticles, showed a markedly higher cell density (Fig. 7c, d); even
densely packed cell layers were visible on the electrospun fiber mats (Fig. 7c).
Determinations, using the XTT assay, of viability/growth of MC3T3-E1 cells,
cultured onto PLA fiber mats revealed a significant increase in cell number in
assays with PLA mats, supplemented with the retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP
microspheres, compared to control (Fig. 7a). RT-qPCR analyses revealed a sig-
nificant up-regulation of the expression levels of the genes, encoding for leptin,
leptin receptor and FABP4 in cells grown onto the PLA-amorphous Ca-polyP
microparticles (PLA-retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres) loaded fiber mats
by 1.2-fold (3.7-fold), 2.3-fold (5.8-fold) and 2.6-fold (6.1-fold), respectively
(Fig. 8). These results demonstrate the morphogenetic properties of PLA fiber mats,
supplemented with amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles or, even more,
retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres.

Fig. 7 Effect of the PLA/retinol/aCa-polyP-containing electrospun mats on growth of
MC3T3-E1 cells; SEM analysis. a and b On fibrous mats spun with PLA only, only a few
cells are visible (-c), while c and d dense cell layers cl are formed after cultivation of the cells onto
fibers formed from PLA/retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres. Within the rim region r, at the
left side of the dividing line marked by two single headed arrows the transition from densely
packed cells (right side) to mat areas with less cells can be seen (left) (Modified from Müller et al.
2015a)
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12 Cross-Talk of Retinol-Ca-PolyP Elicited Signaling
Pathways

A schematic presentation of cross-talk between different signaling pathways initiated
by retinol-Ca-polyP is shown in Fig. 9. In the first pathway, binding of VEGFA to its
receptor results in an activation of the Notch ligand DLL4 and the Notch signaling
pathway. After translocation to the nucleus, the Notch intracellular domain [NICD]
together with the insulin-responsive Foxo1 transcription factor and other transcription
factors (e.g., RBPJj) causes an increased FABP4 gene expression (Harjes et al. 2014).
In the cytoplasm, FABP4 binds, besides to long-chain fatty acids, to retinoic acid.
After binding to retinoic acid in the cytoplasm, FABP4 returns to the nucleus, to the
nuclear receptor PPARc [peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor c] that forms a
heterodimer with the RXRs. The latter receptor is activated by the retinol metabolite 9-

Fig. 8 Effect of the electrospun PLA mats containing amorphous Ca-polyP nano- and
microparticles and amorphous retinol/Ca-polyP nanospheres on the transcript levels of the genes
encoding for FABP4, leptin, and leptin receptor; RT-qPCR analysis. MC3T3-E1 cells were
cultivated for 3 d onto electrospun PLA mats without (cell numbers not determinable; n.d.) or with
amorphous Ca-polyP nano- and microparticles (aCa-polyP-NP) or amorphous retinol/Ca-polyP
nano- and microspheres (ret/aCa-polyP-NS). Means ± SEM (n = 5); *p < 0.01 (Modified from
Müller et al. 2015a)
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cis retinoic acid; this activation is observed not only in adipocytes but also in ker-
atinocytes (Yoshimura et al. 2003). As a result, an induction of the expression of leptin
and of the leptin receptor occurs.

In the second pathway, polyP enhances FABP4 expression via the
mitogen-activated protein kinase [MAPK] signaling pathway (Girona et al. 2013).
This signal transduction pathway is used also by polyP during induction of heat
shock protein 27 (Segawa et al. 2011). Based on experimental results available, it is,
however, the p38/MAPK pathway and not c-jun that is initiated by polyP.

In addition, polyP has been shown to activate, also in endothelial cells, the
mTOR pathway (Mehr et al. 2014) that plays an important role in energy meta-
bolism (Laplante and Sabatini 2009). Finally, the transcription factor Ets1 is
expressed (Wang et al. 2014a) that according to this scheme interacts synergisti-
cally with the Foxo1/NICD-RBPJj complex, resulting in the expression of the
FABP4 gene.

In summary, it is postulated that (i) polyP, if alone (in the form of amorphous
Ca-polyP microparticles), acts on the expression of FABP4 via the MAPK signaling
pathway, and (ii) if administered together with retinol (in the form of
retinol-amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres), in addition on leptin and the leptin
receptor. As a result, an increased differentiation and proliferation, associated with
an amplification of the activation of the RXR by retinol and an enhanced expression

Fig. 9 Schematic outline of the proposed mode of action underlying the synergistic effect of
polyP and retinol on the expression of the fatty acid binding protein 4 [FABP4], as well as the
expression of leptin and the leptin receptor
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of genes controlling inflammation, vascularization, and energy balance occur
(Plutzky 2011).

13 Evaluation of PolyP-Containing b-Polycaprolactone
Wound-Healing Meshes

Polycaprolactone is a biodegradable polyester that has been approved for uses in
human body by the Food and Drug Administration [FDA] as a drug delivery device
and scaffold for tissue engineering. The efficiency and wound-healing potential of
first electrospun fibrous networks consisting of polycaprolactone containing polyP
microparticles have been demonstrated both in vitro and in in vivo experiments (to
be published).

13.1 Cytotoxicity

The effects of the polyP-containing polyP-b-caprolactone material as well as of the
polyP-b-caprolactone on cell viability have been determined on several cell lines,
including THP-1 (human monocytic peripheral blood acute monocytic leukemia),
HepG2 (human liver hepatocellular carcinoma), U-2 OS (human bone osteosarcoma)
and MC3T3-E1 (mouse bone/calvaria preosteoblast). Viability screening to detect
potential anti-proliferative effects using the MTS [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-
(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium] assay did reveal no
anti-proliferative effect on THP-1 cells up to 96 h. The preparations affected the
viability of U-2 OS and HepG2 cells only at the highest concentrations tested (100 and
50 µg/mL); a dose-response anti-proliferative effect on MC3T3-E1 cells, up to the low
µg/mL concentration range, was only observed after an incubation period of 48 h or
more.

In addition, the number of viable cells has been determined using the cell titer
glo assay based on quantitation of ATP (presence of metabolically active cells). The
experiments revealed no anti-proliferative effect on U-2 OS and MC3T3-E1 cells
after an incubation period of 10 and 60 min, while a dose-dependent effect up to the
low µg/mL range was observable after 24 and 72 h.

13.2 Activity in In Vivo Disease Model

The mouse strain T/BKS.CG-M+/+LEPR DB/J (db/db), which is homozygous for
the diabetes spontaneous mutation (Leprdb) has been used as an animal model for
impaired wound healing to analyze effects of the polycaprolactone fiber meshes
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with the integrated bioactive ingredients on wound healing. The db/db mice
develop obesity and insulin-resistant diabetes. A full excisional wound model was
used. The electrospun meshes with the integrated bioactive compounds were cut
into discs with a diameter of 8 mm, sterilized by c-irradiation and placed into the
wound bed of a full-thickness excisional wound (8 mm in diameter) immediately
after wounding.

The extents of re-epithelialization, granulation tissue, and presence of necrosis/
inflammation have been evaluated after different time-periods post-treatment. The
results revealed that db/db mice treated with polycaprolactone fiber mats with inte-
grated Ca-polyP microparticles show an improved wound healing compared to neg-
ative controls or mice with polycaprolactone alone. In comparison to nontreated
animals, an accelerated rate of maturation of granulation tissue and collagen deposition
was found in wounds of mice treated with polyP-containing polycaprolactone on day
6 and day 9.

Immature granulation tissue, consisting of macrophages, lymphocytes, and
plump fibroblasts, was found to cover 0–20% of the whole wound bed on day 3
after wounding. Transformation of immature granulation tissue into mature gran-
ulation tissue, characterized by elongation of fibroblasts, deposition of collagen
fibers and angiogenesis, was observed on day 6 in mice treated with the fiber mats
containing polyP microparticles. On day 9, the wound beds were dominated by
mature granulation tissue in animals treated with the polyP-containing fiber mats.

Assessment of re-epithelialization (percentage of the width of the sectioned
wound covered with newly formed epithelial layer; Low et al. 2001) revealed that
the percentage of wound re-epithelialization in animals treated with the
polyP-containing preparations was higher than in nontreated animals on day 6 and
day 9. Granulation tissue was assessed using a scoring method (Greenhalgh et al.
1990; Tkalčević et al. 2009). The thickness of the granulation tissue, the amount of
acellular matrix, cell infiltration, and the number of newly formed capillaries were
assessed. These factors contribute to the time-dependent different architecture of the
granulation tissue; e.g., the morphology of fibroblasts that have an important
function in wound healing (release of growth factors, collagen formation, and
wound contraction) (Lerman et al. 2003; Thorey et al. 2004; Obara et al. 2005)
changes with time from a plump shape into an elongated shape. Fibroblasts from
db/db mice have been reported to show impaired cell migration, VEGF production,
and response to hypoxia compared to wild-type fibroblasts (Lerman et al. 2003).
These effects are not caused by absence of the leptin receptor in db/db mice, but
might be the result of an impaired function of fibroblasts due to a reduced
expression of the genes encoding for the fibroblast growth factors 1 and 2 [FGF1
and FGF2] in genetically diabetic, healing-impaired, mice (Werner and Grose
2003). Both growth factors stimulate angiogenesis (Risau 1990) and exhibit
mitogenic activity on fibroblasts and keratinocytes (Abraham and Klagsbrun 1996).
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In addition, db/db mice show a reduced expression of collagen type I and the
collagen-inducing transcription factor, homeobox D3 [HoxD3] (Hansen et al.
2003).

In a further study, polyP microparticles were topically administered once daily
upon directly into the wound bed as 10% physiological solution. On day 7, an
increased formation of immature granulation tissue was detected in mice treated
with polyP microparticles compared to untreated animals. Prior to day 7, no mature
granulation tissue was found in all groups investigated. In addition, it was observed
that wound inflammation was significantly reduced in the treated animals on day 7
post wound infliction, compared to untreated controls. This result suggests an
anti-inflammatory effect of the tested preparation. At the end of the study (day 13),
no significant difference in the composition of granulation tissue was found
between treated and untreated animals.

The results of the animal study suggest that the observed acceleration of wound
healing by the preparations tested is due to positive effect on the impaired function
of fibroblasts in db/db mice.

14 Anti-aging Ointments

There is a strong interest particularly in the field of cosmetics in compounds that
can prevent or delay biological aging. There is a huge market for cosmeceuticals,
containing biologically active ingredients, in particular for anti-aging/UV protection
products. For example, the sales in the anti-aging skin care market are expected to
increase up to 50% in the next 5 years.

14.1 Aging of Skin

Aging of skin is characterized by a decrease in collagen content, an accumulation of
abnormal elastic fibers and increasing amounts of glycosaminoglycans. The
decrease in collagen content during aging of human skin mainly concerns collagen
III. The expression of collagen I does practically not change during the lifespan,
while the synthesis of collagen III drops by 70%. Due to their long half-life,
collagen molecules are susceptible to nonenzymatic glycation. It has been proposed
that the formation of advanced glycation end products [AGEs] is at least partially
responsible for the observed changes of collagen types I and III gene expression via
modulation of signaling pathways (Tang et al. 2008).

The generation of reactive oxygen species in response to UV-radiation (pho-
toaging) is considered to play a major role in the age-dependent changes of the
extracellular matrix (Gilchrest and Bohr 1997; Pandel et al. 2013). It is well known
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that carotenoids like b-carotene are scavengers of oxygen-free radicals and pro-
tective against skin aging (reviewed in: Mukherjee et al. 2006). In addition, evi-
dence has been presented that the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is one of the main
pathways involved in aging. This pathway was found to be stimulated by polyP
(Wang et al. 2003). Therefore, amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres into which
UV-protective compounds or compounds with anti-senescence activity such as
retinol have been incorporated provide a suitable material for the development of
ointments and gels with UV-protective and anti-senescence properties. Besides of
photoaging, such ointments based on UV-protective and anti-senescence Ca-polyP
microspheres may also be of potential benefit for application in the prophylaxis or
therapy of dermatological conditions such as inflammatory skin disorders and acne,
as well as disorders of increased cell turnover like psoriasis.

14.2 Synergistic Effect of the Retinol and Amorphous
Ca-PolyP Microspheres

We demonstrated that in MC3T3-E1 cells the retinol/amorphous Ca-polyP micro-
spheres cause an increase in collagen types I, II, and III gene expression at con-
centrations at which the single components, retinol and amorphous Ca-polyP
microspheres, are inactive (Müller et al. 2015c). This synergistic effect was par-
ticularly pronounced for the collagen type III gene expression.

Incubation of the cells with the amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (3 µg/ml) in
the absence or presence of retinol (1 µM or 3 µM) revealed only a slight change of
the expression levels of collagen type I, type II, type III, or type V after a 5-day
incubation period if retinol and nano/microparticles were added separately
(Fig. 10a). If, however, both components were applied together a significant
increase in the expression of the collagen type I to type III levels occurred to 4.8- to
9.4-fold (collagen type I), 31.7- to 55.8-fold (type II), 88.7- to 127.4-fold (type III),
and 2.1-fold (type IV), with 1 µM and 3 µM retinol, respectively. Exposure of the
cells to the retinol-containing microspheres showed that at concentration higher
than � 3 µg/ml, the expression levels for collagen type I, collagen type II and, in
particular, of collagen type III are significantly higher than the one measured for 0.3
or 1 µg/ml (Fig. 10b).

The dramatic increase in collagen type III expression could be blocked by
triflupromazine, an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Müller et al. 2015e).

From these results, we proposed that the synergistic effect of retinol and
amorphous Ca-polyP is based on two different mechanisms of the components
(Müller et al. 2015c). The first mechanism is mediated by the retinol/retinoic
acid/receptor pathway, while the second mechanism occurs via the polyP/mTOR
signaling pathway. It is proposed that polyP acts as a metabolic activator that
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stimulates the overall metabolism of the cells while retinol induces the expression
of collagen type III (Fig. 11).

15 Phase-Specific Dressings for Wound Healing

The different phase-dependent requirements for wound dressings make certain
components particularly suitable for certain phases of wound healing. Based on the
results summarized in this chapter and a literature survey, the following compo-
nents might be suitable to address the specific needs and requirements during
different phases of wound healing.

Coagulation phase. The preferred properties for phase-specific dressing for the
coagulation phase are mechanical protection, good permeability to oxygen and
water vapor, and being removable without damage of the wound tissue. Potential
components that fulfil these requirements are: (i) PolyP, added as amorphous
Ca-polyP microparticles (acceleration of clotting); (ii) chitosan, applied as elec-
trospun chitosan-based fibers/meshes (promotes platelet aggregation via fibrinogen
adsorption; attracts erythrocytes via binding negatively charged residues on their
cell surface by the protonated amine groups of chitosan, resulting in hemaggluti-
nation); both components, chitosan and polyP, accelerate thrombin generation;

Fig. 10 a Steady-state levels of expression of collagens type I (COL-I), type II (COL-II), type III
(COL-III), and type V (COL-V) in MC3T3-E1 cells after exposure to either retinol or the
amorphous Ca-polyP nano-/microparticles (aCa-polyP-NP) alone (3 µg/ml) or in combination
with two concentrations of retinol (1 and 3 µM). Collagen expression was determined after a 4 d
incubation period by RT-qPCR using the house-keeping gene GAPDH as reference. The
transcripts levels are given as ratios between treated and untreated cells (no addition of retinol or
aCa-polyP-NP). b Expression levels of different types of collagen in MC3T3-E1 cells after
exposure to retinol-containing amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres (retinol/aCa-polyP-NS). The
ratios between treated and untreated cells are shown. Means ± SEM (n = 5); *p < 0.01 (Modified
from Müller et al. 2015c)
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(iii) gelatin or alginate (hemostatic agents; stimulation of macrophage activity and
excellent gel/film-forming properties; (iv) calcium ions (inducing self-organization
of the polyanionic components).

Inflammation phase. The preferred properties for phase-specific dressing for
the inflammation phase are protection against bacterial infiltration, absorption of
wound exudate, maintaining a moist environment, as well as mechanical protection,
good permeability to oxygen and water vapor, and being removable without
damage of the wound tissue. Moreover, release of antibacterial agents (in case of
infection). Alginates and hydrocolloids are suitable components to maintain a moist
environment. In addition, advantageous properties are shown by the following
components: (i) PolyP, added as amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (antibacterial

Fig. 11 Schematic sketch showing the proposed mechanism underlying the synergistic effect
polyP and retinol, the bioactive constituents of the retinol-Ca-polyP nano- and microspheres, on
the expression of the collagen type III gene. The retinol-Ca-polyP spheres are either degraded by
the ALP in the extracellular space or are taken up via clathrin-mediated endocytosis in the
intracellular space. There, polyP activates the mTOR pathway. Retinol, released after disintegra-
tion of the nano/microspheres in the extracellular space, binds to transthyretin [TTR] and the
retinol-binding protein [RBP] via the STRA6 receptor. After cellular uptake and binding to the
cellular retinol-binding protein [CRBP], retinol is enzymatically oxidized to retinal by alcohol
dehydrogenase [ADH4] and to retinoic acid by retinaldehyde dehydrogenases [RALDH]. Retinoic
acid then binds to the cellular retinoic acid-binding receptor [CRABP], which is transported into
the cell nucleus, where retinoic acid binds to its receptor RAR and/or the retinoid X receptor
[RXR]. As a result, the expression of the collagen type III gene is up-regulated (Modified from
Müller et al. 2015c)
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activity, inhibition of MMPs and bacterial proteases, chelating alginate produced by
biofilm-forming bacteria; (ii) silica (induction of the expression of the
pro-inflammatory cytokines, IL-1b, IL-6 and IL-8); (iii) chitosan, applied in the
form of electrospun fibers/meshes (antibacterial activity caused by interaction
between the positively charged chitosan molecules and negatively charged residues
of the microbial cell wall); alternatively to the natural, chitosan-based fibers, syn-
thetic fibers, e.g., polyP-b-caprolactone, can be used; and (iv) alginate, in the form
of polymeric antimicrobial wafers (alternatively, xanthan gum, guar gum, etc., can
be used). If required, anti-inflammatory compounds can be added as well as
additives that allow monitoring of the healing process (e.g., inclusion of pH sen-
sitive dyes).

Proliferation (epithelialisation) phase. The preferred properties for phase-specific
dressing for the proliferation phase are, in particular, encouraging cell proliferation, in
addition to mechanical protection, good permeability to oxygen and water vapor,
maintaining a moist environment (examples: alginates and hydrocolloids), and being
removable without damage of the wound tissue. Suitable components are: (i) PolyP
(induction of collagen expression and expression of cytokines, antibacterial activity,
inhibition of MMPs and bacterial proteases; (ii) chitosan (induction of proliferation,
antibacterial activity); alternatively, use of electrospun fibers consisting of
polyP-b-caprolactone, poly(urethane), poly(vinyl alcohol) [PVA]), hyaluronic acid, or
collagen type I); (iii) retinol, entrapped into the amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres
(regulation of epithelial cell growth; activation of collagen/ECM synthesis). The ALP
activity which increases during progression of wound healing (during termination of
the inflammatory phase and progression of the granulation phase) could be used as a
trigger to switch on the release of bioactive compounds incorporated into the amor-
phous polyP microspheres (via ALP-mediated hydrolysis of polyP, resulting in the
disintegration of the amorphous Ca-polyP microspheres). The proposed composition
would show several advantages: (i) Activation of the natural mechanisms involved in
wound healing and (ii) supplementation of the dressings/functionalization of the
electrospun nanofibers with expensive growth factors is not necessary; the proposed
polyP component of the electrospun nanofibers would be able to induce the expression
of these factors.

Remodeling phase. The preferred properties for phase-specific dressing for the
proliferation phase are, besides of good permeability to oxygen and water vapor,
induction of collagen expression. These requirements are again fulfilled by polyP,
added as amorphous Ca-polyP microparticles (induces collagen expression). In
addition, electrospun synthetic (e.g., polyP-b-caprolactone) or natural (e.g.,
chitosan-based) fibers/meshes can be used.

The proposed wound dressings are of special interest for chronic wounds that
show delayed healing and a high risk of infection. These wound dressings would be
particularly useful for treatment of diabetic foot ulcers, venous leg ulcers, and
pressure ulcers.
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16 The Future

We were the first to develop biologically active inorganic polymers that have the
potential to induce tissue regeneration and self-repair, and are biodegradable
without eliciting adverse immune reactions (Müller et al. 2014a). One of these
nature-based polymers is polyP (Müller et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012, 2013a, b,
2014b, c). Based on these discoveries, novel strategies in tissue engineering have
been developed. PolyP as a biologically active polymer can be combined with other
biodegradable, but biologically inert, natural polymers, resulting in hybrid materials
that can be applied in tissue engineering. For example, the polyanionic polyP can be
linked together with alginate, another polyanionic polymer, in the presence of
calcium ions under formation of a hydrogel with adjustable hardness (Neufurth
et al. 2014). In another approach, instead of alginate, a modified chitosan (N,O-
CMC) has been used (Müller et al. 2015d). The suitability of the developed
methods has already been demonstrated in first animal experiments that revealed
that the developed biomaterials are superior to conventional materials at least in the
field of bone implants (e.g., Wang et al. 2014d). We even succeeded to bio-print
cells entrapped in these hydrogels/matrices without impairing cell proliferation and
differentiation (Neufurth et al. 2014). As an alternative approach, the electrospin-
ning technique has been introduced (Müller et al. 2014b). We could demonstrate,
even in animal experiments, that this technique can be used for the production of
bioactive wound dressings that are promising even in case of delayed wound repair
like in diabetes (experiments in db/db mice). In addition, the novel inorganic
biopolymer, if present in the form of amorphous Ca-polyP particles and combined
with retinol, revealed skin-protective, anti-aging protective activity.

Based on the developed basic technology, a set of narrow-ranged Ca-polyP
microparticles and Ca-polyP microspheres into which various anti-inflammatory,
UV-protective or anti-senescence compounds that complement the bioactivity of
polyP or act synergistically with this polymer can be developed in future. These
bioactive compound-loaded Ca-polyP microparticles and microspheres could be
used for fabrication of a future generation of bioactive wound dressings based on
electrospun fiber networks consisting of polyP-b-caprolactone, chitosan or other
natural or synthetic spinnable polymers. In addition, ointments and gels based on
the developed wound-repairing, UV-protective, or anti-senescence Ca-polyP
microspheres could be prepared and optimized with regard to the intended appli-
cation, including the release kinetics.

It should be noted that the electrospun mats consisting of our materials combine
three properties: (i) antibacterial activity, (ii) efficient gas exchange with the
environment, and (iii) morphogenetic activity to the cells involved in wound
healing. There are only a few wound dressings that both inhibit microbial infil-
tration and enhance wound cell regeneration (Abrigo et al. 2014).

The techniques and novel electrospun bioactive polymer-microparticle combi-
nations demonstrated in this article have the potential to provide the basis for the
development of smart, phase-sensing dressings which are important in particular for
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chronic wounds. A special focus in future will be on impaired wound healing like in
diabetic patients (gangrene development). The property of polyP to provide an
extracellular source for energy storage and supply, as well as the property of polyP
to act as a metabolic regulator that increases mitochondrial ATP production opens
radically new prospects in wound healing and therapy of dermatological disorders.
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Entotheonella Bacteria as Source
of Sponge-Derived Natural Products:
Opportunities for Biotechnological
Production

Agneya Bhushan, Eike E. Peters and Jörn Piel

Abstract Marine sponges belong to the oldest animals existing today. Apart from
their role in recycling of carbon and nitrogen in the ocean, they are also an
important source of a wide variety of structurally diverse bioactive natural products.
Over the past few decades, a multitude of compounds from sponges have been
discovered exhibiting diverse, pharmacologically promising activities. However, in
many cases the low substance quantities present in the sponge tissue would require
the collection of large amounts of sponge material, thus impeding further drug
development. Recent research has focused on understanding natural product
biosynthesis in sponges and on investigating symbiotic bacteria as possible pro-
duction sources in order to develop sustainable production systems. This chapter
covers research efforts that have taken place over the past few years involving the
identification of 'Entotheonella' symbionts responsible for production of sponge
compounds, as well as the elucidation of their biosynthetic routes, highlighting
future biotechnological applications.

1 Introduction

The ocean and its chemical and biological diversity is far from being understood
today, representing a virtually unlimited resource for natural product discovery
(Blunt et al. 2015). Within this vast ecosystem, sponges (phylum Porifera) have
provided more marine natural products (MNPs) than any other group of marine
organisms, contributing more than 30% of all MNPs discovered up to date (Mehbub
et al. 2014). Marine sponges are discussed as the most ancient extant metazoans,
with fossils dating back over 600 million years (Maloof et al. 2010; Love et al.
2009). They are globally distributed and functionally important members of benthic
communities (Van Soest et al. 2012; Bell 2008), due to their important role in the
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provision of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (Diaz and Ward 1997). Additionally, they
are also important as a sink and source of particulate organic carbon, dissolved
organic carbon and nitrogen. These might be reasons that sponges are the most
abundant marine organisms in many areas of the ocean, covering, e.g., up to 80% of
all surfaces in polar regions (Dayton 1989), and are often the dominant benthic
organisms in temperate reefs (Bell and Smith 2004; Pawlik 2011).

Even though sponges can exhibit a huge variety of different morphologies, they
exhibit a common basic body plan. The skeletal system of these sessile filter feeders
is comprised of spicules that are either made of calcium carbonate, silicon dioxide
or spongin, a collagenous protein. Their body does not possess any distinct organs
or aquiferous systems for circulation, digestion, and excretion, as found in higher
metazoans, but is composed of only a few types of differentiated cells. The outer
surface (pinacoderm) of the sponge is built by a layer of pinacocytes, dispersed by
some porocyte cells that form a network of channels and chambers throughout the
sponge body. Choanocyte cells are found around the so-called choanosome
chambers and are flagellated cells generating a water current that flows from the
outside through the sponge towards the osculum, where it is expelled. The part
between the epidermis and choanocytes—the mesohyl—is composed of gelatinous
material in which some archaeocytes (or amoebocytes) migrate. Archaeocytes have
several different functions: delivery of food from choanocytes to other cells, giving
rise to eggs for sexual reproduction, but they can also differentiate into specialized
cells. Examples of such cells are collencytes that produce a collagen-like protein to
maintain the mesohyl structure, sclerocytes that generate spicules, or spongocytes
producing spongin in most sponges (Leys and Hill 2012; Taylor et al. 2007).

Bacteria and parasites were already present in the ocean when sponges emerge,
meaning that sponges evolved while constantly exposed to these microbes. Sponges
have developed an impressive arsenal of defenses against microbial pathogens
(reviewed in Hentschel et al. 2012), but in addition they also form intimate sym-
biotic relationships with diverse communities of microorganisms from all domains
of life (Taylor et al. 2007), i.e. bacteria, archaea, and unicellular eukaryotes. Viruses
(Harrington et al. 2012) and bacteriophages (Lohr et al. 2005) have also been
detected in sponge tissue. Such microorganisms can be mainly found in the
mesohyl (Imhoff and Stohr 2003) and can constitute up to 35% of the total sponge
biomass, yielding densities of up to 109 microbial cells per cubic centimeter of
sponge tissue (Taylor et al. 2007).

The reason for the high frequency of MNPs in marine sponges is still unclear,
but it is generally believed that animals that are permanently attached to surfaces
and lack mechanical protection often develop chemical defenses (Paul and Puglisi
2004). These substances have evolved for millions of years to interact efficiently
with their targets and hence often show high and selective activity that is of great
interest in many drug screening programs (Mayer et al. 2010). To date, there are
only few examples for sponge-derived MNPs that made their way into the clinics.
For preclinical and clinical trials the supply of sufficient GMP-grade pure com-
pound must be guaranteed, which is in many cases a serious challenge due to the
minute concentration of MNPs in their animal sources (sometimes less than 10−6%
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of wet weight (Mendola 2000)). Besides this technical challenge, the collection of
tons of sponge material from the natural habitats can have severe ecological
implications. Therefore alternative supply strategies have to be developed in order
to meet the demands of the pharma industry (Proksch et al. 2002; Sipkema et al.
2005). Some progress has been made with mariculturing sponges (Mendola 2003)
but so far none of the existing cultivation systems have been commercially
implemented for MNP production. For some MNPs, total chemical synthesis or
semi-synthetic approaches are feasible to solve the supply issue. One prominent
example is Halaven® (eribulin mesylate, Fig. 1), a structurally highly complex, yet
simplified synthetic analog of the even more complex sponge-derived actin inhi-
bitor halichondrin B that was approved by the FDA for the treatment of late-stage
metastatic breast cancer in 2010 (Huyck et al. 2011). The substance has a long
history of development that includes several landmark accomplishments: the
establishment of a 90-step total synthesis protocol (Aicher et al. 1992), the col-
lection of one metric ton of animal material to isolate 300 mg halichondrin B for
preclinical trials (Munro et al. 1999), and the synthesis and testing of a variety of
different variants up to the recent development of a more efficient total synthesis
protocol (61 steps) of the synthetic analog (Yu et al. 2013). These achievements are
impressive, but they also illustrate the challenge of developing drugs from
sponge-derived MNPs.

Already for a long time, scientists noticed the structural similarity of some
sponge-derived MNPs to those derived from bacteria (Bewley and Faulkner 1998;
Moore 1999; Piel 2004). This is, for example, the case for compounds resembling
complex polyketides and nonribosomal peptides, which in microorganisms are
produced by type I polyketide synthases (PKSs; Rawlings 2001) and nonribosomal
peptide synthetases (NRPSs; Finking and Marahiel 2004), respectively. Bacterial
type I PKSs are huge multi-domain proteins that consist of repeated functional
units, termed modules. Each of these modules incorporates a building block into the
nascent polyketide chain. The condensation reaction is catalyzed by a ketosynthase
(KS) that is usually present in all modules. In addition, every module contains an

halichondrin B

eribulin mesylate
(Halaven   )®

Fig. 1 Halichondrin B and its synthetic analog eribulin mesylate (Halaven®)
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acyl carrier protein (ACP) domain, to which intermediates are covalently attached
and an acyltransferase (AT) domain that transfers short CoA-bound building blocks
to an ACP domain. The release of the nascent acyl chain is most often catalyzed by
a thioesterase (TE) domain by either an attack of an exogenous nucleophile leading
to hydrolysis or transesterification or by an intramolecular nucleophile effecting
macrolactonization or macrolactamization (Horsman et al. 2016). The structural
diversity of PKS-derived MNPs mainly results from the action of additional
domains: a ketoreductase (KR) domain reduces the b-keto group to a hydroxyl
group, a dehydratase (DH) eliminates water to yield a double bond and an
enoylreductase (ER) reduces the double bond to the saturated intermediates. In
addition to these textbook PKSs, also known as cis-type I PKSs, there also exists
another modular type I PKS, in which the AT domain is missing in each module. In
these enzymes, the acyl building block is received by a free-standing or trans-AT
domain (Helfrich and Piel 2016). So far only one to three domains with AT
functionality were found to be encoded in the same gene cluster which are either
encoded as single domains, as tandem-ATs or fused to an oxidoreductase domain
which serves as a trans-ER (Bumpus et al. 2008). Hence, the ‘same’ AT is used in
an iterative fashion to build the polyketide (Cheng et al. 2009). Because most trans-
acting AT domains are specific for one building block (malonyl-CoA), the same
building block is usually loaded on each PKS module (Cheng et al. 2003). In
contrast to the simpler acyl transfer machinery, the module architecture of trans-AT
PKSs is more diverse and complex than for cis-AT systems and can exhibit a large
number of variations regarding domain types, domain combinations, and chemical
outputs, many of which are poorly understood. Apart from these enzymatic fea-
tures, another differentiating feature of trans-AT and cis-AT PKSs is the correlation
of PKS gene sequences to the final product. While cis-AT PKSs follow the
collinearity principle, where the growing polyketide chain follows the logic of the
domain architecture of entire modules, KS domains in trans-AT PKSs share a
phylogenetic correlation with their substrate specificities required for product
elongation (Nguyen et al. 2008). Both correlations permit detailed predictions of
polyketide structures from sequences of biosynthetic gene clusters.

The modular organization of NRPSs superficially resembles that of type I PKSs,
but each module incorporates one amino acid into the peptide product instead.
Each NRPS module comprises at least three domains: the adenylation (A) domain
selects, activates and loads the substrate (proteinogenic or non-proteinogenic amino
acid); the peptidyl-carrier (PCP) domain covalently attaches the substrate to the
synthetase and a condensation (C) domain catalyzes peptide bond formation. As for
type I PKSs, most NRPS contain a TE domain that is normally attached to the last
module and is in this case responsible for the release of the peptide from the
synthetase by either hydrolysis or macrolactonization (Finking and Marahiel 2004).
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2 Cell Separation-Based Evidence for ‘Entotheonella’
as Natural Product Source in Sponges

The possibility that MNPs might originate from symbiotic microbes rather than
from the sponge host itself would have major implications for drug development,
since it could allow for the establishment of bacterial-based production systems.
Several early attempts have been made to identify the origin of specific MNPs in
sponge tissue using a variety of different methods. These methods were all based on
tissue dissociation and subsequent separation of individual cell populations by, e.g.,
flow-cytometry using either auto-fluorescent properties or physical parameters of
the cells (Bewley et al. 1996; Faulkner et al. 1994; Flowers et al. 1998; Garson et al.
1992; Gillor et al. 2000; Müller et al. 1986; Richelle-Maurer et al. 2001; Salomon
et al. 2001; Salomon and Faulkner 2002; Turon et al. 2000). For example, cell
density gradient centrifugation was used in a series of landmark papers by Bewley,
Schmidt, Haygood, and Faulkner on a Palauan chemotype of the sponge Theonella
swinhoei (Bewley et al. 1996; Schmidt et al. 2000). Here, cell populations were
prepared that were enriched in unicellular heterotrophic bacteria, filamentous bac-
teria, cyanobacteria and sponge cells, respectively (Bewley et al. 1996). Extraction
and natural product analysis of each fraction reveal highest concentrations of the
antifungal glycopeptide theopalauamide in the filamentous fraction, whereas the
cytotoxic polyketide swinholide A (Fig. 2) was mainly present in the heterotrophic
unicellular fraction (Bewley et al. 1996). The as-yet uncultivated filamentous
bacteria were assigned as d-proteobacteria by phylogenetic analysis of 16S rRNA
gene amplicons, visualized using catalyzed reporter deposition fluorescence in situ
hybridization (CARD-FISH), and named ‘Candidatus Entotheonella palauensis’
(Schmidt et al. 2000). Schirmer et al. used the same cell separation method for the
sponge Discodermia dissoluta (Schirmer et al. 2005) in attempts to identify the
producer of the highly potent anti-cancer discodermolides (Gunasekera and Wright
2012). Although the genes responsible for discodermolides could not be identified,
the authors identified a giant cis-AT PKS system and a partial trans-AT PKS and in

swinholide A

theopalauamide

discodermolide

Fig. 2 Examples of NPs isolated from different symbionts of marine sponges
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addition detected many NRPS and PKS genes by PCR in the library prepared from
the enriched filamentous bacteria. Based on 16S rRNA sequencing, ‘Candidatus
Entotheonella’ bacteria were the most abundant microorganisms within this frac-
tion, makes them good candidates for the origin of the natural product genes
(Schirmer et al. 2005).

3 Assignment of Natural Products in Theonella swinhoei
to ‘Entotheonella’ by Metagenomic and Single-Bacterial
Techniques

The lithistid sponge Theonella swinhoei is a source of exceptionally diverse natural
products (Fig. 3) that occur in distinct chemotypes; with samples collected from
different locations having largely distinct metabolic profiles. In addition to the
Palauan chemotype mentioned in the last section, a prominent chemotype is T.
swinhoei Y (Y corresponding to the yellow interior of the sponge), occurring at
Hachijo Jima, Japan. This sponge has yielded more than 40 bioactive polyketides
and modified peptides (Fusetani and Matsunaga 1993). For almost all of them,
‘Entotheonella’ bacteria have been identified as the bacterial source by methods
based on metagenomics (i.e., study of all genomes present in a sample) or
single-bacterial analysis (Wilson et al. 2014). These studies provided detailed
insights into biosynthetic pathways, which often comprise unexpected, new bio-
chemistry. These pathways and their identification are outlined in the following
sections.

3.1 Onnamides and Theopederins

Onnamides and theopederins (Fig. 3) are part of large group of structurally related,
highly cytotoxic polyketides that occur in remarkably diverse macroorganisms.
Most members are known from marine sponges, including onnamide A from T.
swinhoei (Matsunaga et al. 1992; Sakemi et al. 1988), mycalamide A from Mycale
hentscheli (Perry et al. 1988) and psymberin (irciniastatin A) from Psammocinia
aff. bulbosa (Cichewicz et al. 2004) and Ircinia ramosa (Pettit et al. 2004).
Additional congeners are e.g. pederin found in rove beetles of the genera Paederus
and Paederidus (Mosey and Floreancig 2012), diaphorin from the psyllid
Diaphorina citri (Nakabachi et al. 2013) and nosperin from the lichen Peltigera
membranaceae (Fig. 4; Kampa et al. 2013). Crystallization studies showed that
mycalamide A binds to the 60S large ribosomal subunit at the E-site (Gurel et al.
2009). Since mycalamide A, onnamide A, and theopederin A were all shown to
displace the ribosome binder 13-deoxytedanolide from the ribosome, it is likely that
E-site-binding is a conserved feature for these compounds (Nishimura et al. 2005).
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Identification of the onnamide biosynthetic genes in the complex
sponge-microbial assemblage of T. swinhoei Y was possible by prior isolation of
pederin genes in the much less complex metagenome of Paederus fuscipes beetles
(Kellner 2002; Piel 2002; Piel et al. 2004a, b). In these insects, pederin is produced
by a symbiotic Pseudomonas sp. bacterium through a trans-AT PKS, at the time of

polytheonamide A and B

misakinolide A

onnamide A pseudotheonamide A1

theonellamide F

keramamide B

theopederin A

cyclotheonamide A

nazumamide A

Fig. 3 Examples of the NPs isolated from different chemotypes of the sponge Theonella swinhoei
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discovery a highly unusual PKS system and the first functionally assigned member
of this family. Since trans-AT PKSs were also assumed to generate the pederin-like
onnamides, PCR amplicons of KS gene regions obtained from the metagenome of
T. swinhoei Y were screened for their phylogenetic affiliation with trans-AT PKS
sequences (Fisch et al. 2009; Piel et al. 2004a). This strategy revealed candidate
amplicons for the onnamide PKS gene cluster, which was subsequently isolated
from a metagenomic fosmid library constructed from total sponge DNA.

The onnamide gene cluster (Fig. 5) consists of three main ORFs, onnBIJ,
encoding PKS proteins responsible for elongation of the polyketide with their
domain architecture very similar to that of the pederin PKS enzymes. These sim-
ilarities include tandem enoyl-CoA hydratases (ECHs) in OnnB which along with a
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A synthase-(HMGS-)like enzyme, OnnA,
work in conjunction to install an exomethylene group at the b-position, and a pyran
synthase (PS) domain in OnnI that is responsible for the closure of the tetrahy-
dropyran ring. The A domain present in the last module of OnnJ is predicted to
incorporate an arginine into the polyketide backbone, after which the TE domain
releases the chain. This released product needs to undergo hydroxylation and
O-methylation to give the final onnamides.

The onnamide gene cluster exhibits features strongly resembling bacterial
biosynthetic gene clusters, including the Pseudomonas-derived pederin cluster,
which suggested a bacterial origin. In a multinational collaborative effort, the
onnamide producer was identified in the highly diverse and abundant microbiome
of T. swinhoei Y (Wilson et al. 2014). Using differential centrifugation, bacteria

psymberin
(= irciniastatin A)

mycalamide Adiaphorin

pederin nosperin

Fig. 4 Group of compounds structurally related to onnamides
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from the sponge were enriched according to their cell densities. A highly enriched
population of large filamentous bacteria similar to the ‘E. palauensis’ symbiont of
the Palauan T. swinhoei chemotype described above was observed microscopically.
The different bacterial fractions were sorted by fluorescence-assisted cell sorting
(FACS), resulting in individual bacterial particles distributed in microtiter plates.
Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) of single bacterial genomes was per-
formed from each well, and PCR-based screening of the wells based on onnamide
genes and universal regions of 16S rRNA genes indicated the filamentous
‘Entotheonella’ bacteria as the producers. Independent metagenomic sequencing of
the filamentous fraction confirmed this result, revealing the presence of two distinct
‘Entotheonella’ phylotypes, named ‘Candidatus Entotheonella factor’ TSY1 and
‘Candidatus Entotheonella gemini’ TSY2. Both phylotypes possess similar,
unusually large genome sizes of ca. 9 Mb. The onnamide gene cluster was assigned
to ‘E. factor’, but more surprisingly ‘E. factor’ was found to contain many addi-
tional gene clusters that were attributed by bioinformatic methods and biochemical
studies to almost all polyketide and peptide natural products that had previously
been isolated from the sponge host, including polytheonamides (see below),
cyclotheonamides, pseudotheonamides, keramamides, and nazumamides. In addi-
tion to these clusters, both ‘E. factor’ and ‘E. gemini’ contain many further PKS,

O-methylation,
hydroxylation

OnnB OnnI

OnnJ

n = 3: onnamide A
n = 2: onnamide B

Fig. 5 Biosynthetic model proposed for onnamides on the basis of the isolated PKS gene cluster.
Each large circle indicates a domain while the small circle indicates an acyl carrier protein
(ACP) domain. GNAT: acetyl-loading AT of the GCN5-related N-acetyl transferase superfamily;
MT: methyl transferase; C: condensation domain, KS0: non-elongating KS domain
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NRPS, and other natural product gene clusters for as-yet unknown compounds.
These findings were unexpected as they set a precedent of uncultivated bacteria as a
cornucopia of secondary metabolites on par with metabolically “talented” cultured
strains used in drug discovery like filamentous actinomycetes, cyanobacteria, and
myxobacteria. A thorough phylogenetic analysis using 38 concatenated, universally
conserved single copy marker genes placed these ‘Entotheonella’ phylotypes in a
new proposed candidate phylum named ‘Tectomicrobia’ (Wilson et al. 2014).

For the onnamide-type compound psymberin from the sponge Psammocinia aff.
bulbosa, the gene cluster was isolated from a metagenomic fosmid library using a
similar strategy to that applied to onnamides (Fisch et al. 2009). As in the case of
onnamide, the genes exhibit typical bacterial features, but the symbiont’s taxonomic
identity is to date unknown.

3.2 Polytheonamides

Among the many natural products of T. swinhoei Y, the largest and most complex
metabolites are the polytheonamides (Fig. 3), previously reported as 48-residue
linear peptides exhibiting low-picomolar cytotoxicity towards mammalian cell lines
(Hamada et al. 1994a, b). Reported in 1994, polytheonamides A-C belong to the
most complex known specialized metabolites. Containing many non-proteinogenic
amino acids accompanied with an alternating L- and D-configuration of its residues,
the polytheonamides had initially been assumed as products of a nonribosomal
peptide synthetase (NRPS). However, using a semi-nested PCR protocol with
primers designed on a hypothetical ribosomal precursor peptide, Piel, Matsunaga,
and coworkers were able to isolate a gene sequence corresponding to an unpro-
cessed, proteinogenic polytheonamide precursor (Freeman et al. 2012). This
information, which was obtained before identifying ‘Entotheonella’ in this sponge,
was used to screen a fosmid library of 920,000 clones constructed from total
metagenomic DNA of T. swinhoei Y to identify and isolate the whole polytheon-
amide biosynthetic gene cluster (Fig. 6). These results, together with functional
experiments described below, confirmed that the polytheonamides, despite their
numerous D-amino acids and unusual amino acid modifications, are not products of
an NRPS pathway but ribosomally synthesized and posttranslationally modified
peptides (RiPPs). In RiPP biosynthesis, a precursor peptide containing in most
cases an N-terminal leader and a C-terminal core is synthesized by the ribosome
from standard amino acids. The core, corresponding to the final natural product, is
modified by maturation enzymes and undergoes proteolytic cleavage from the
leader to generate the bioactive natural product.

The polytheonamides are by far the most heavily modified peptides known,
requiring 48 posttranslational modifications (PTMs) and far surpassing thiocillin
tailoring involving 13 modifications (Brown et al. 2009). Unlike previously char-
acterized RiPPs, which involve short leader regions, the polytheonamide leader of
the precursor PoyA is unusually large, bearing homology to the a-subunit of nitrile
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hydratases, but lacking the conserved metal-chelating residues necessary for
catalysis. Thus, polytheonamides are the first characterized members of a natural
product family, since named proteusins. Interestingly, this family had been previ-
ously proposed based on in silico analysis of bacterial genomes and shown to be
widespread in prokaryotes (Haft et al. 2010), but except for polytheonamides, no
natural product has been identified to date.

The isolated polytheonamide gene cluster has a typical bacterial architecture and
contains only 12 putative open reading frames despite numerous posttranslational
modifications. To generate polytheonamides, 17 C-methylations, eight
N-methylations, four hydroxylations, and unique 18 L-amino acid to D-amino acid
epimerizations were proposed to take place (Freeman et al. 2012). In particular,
epimerization of multiple residues had not been reported before, suggesting unusual
biochemistry. Surprisingly, only six enzyme candidates required for these modifi-
cations were identified. These are PoyB, PoyC and PoyD bearing homology to
members of the radical S-adenosylmethionine (rSAM) superfamily, PoyE homol-
ogous to SAM-dependent methyltransferases, PoyI homologous to Fe(II)/
a-ketoglutarate oxidoreductases, and PoyF homologous to dehydratase domains of
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Fig. 6 Structure and biosynthetic gene cluster of polytheonamides. a Secondary structures of
polytheonamide A and B are shown, differing in the configuration of the methionine sulfoxide.
Modifications occurring post-translationally on the canonical proteinogenic amino acids are shown
in the legend below. b Graphical representation of the isolated polytheonamide gene cluster.
Highlighting corresponds to the modifications hypothesized to occur from the encoded ORFs. Int.
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LanM-type lantibiotic synthetases. Functions of polytheonamide genes were sub-
sequently tested by heterologous expression in E. coli.

Initial efforts to express poyA proved to be unsuccessful; however, coexpression
with the rSAM enzyme-encoding gene poyD resulted in substantial improvements
in yields and solubility of PoyA. HPLC separation following acid hydrolysis of the
peptide and Marfey’s-type derivatization of the resulting individual amino acids
revealed the presence of D-configured asparagine and valine residues within the
PoyA core sequence, confirming that PoyD is responsible for most and perhaps all
epimerizations (Freeman et al. 2012). Another study (Morinaka et al. 2014), using
three cyanobacterial PoyD homologs, provided the first insights into the mechanism
of this unprecedented activity. A transaminase knockout mutant of E. coli
expressing precursor-epimerase pairs were fed with deuterated amino acids. Upon
epimerization, each incorporated deuterated amino acid experienced a loss of a
deuterium presumably at the a-position, suggesting that the hydrogens are not
shuttled within the substrate peptide after initial radical formations. These studies
also showed that epimerization is irreversible, indicating considerable biotechno-
logical potential for the generation of peptides containing D-amino acids.

For polytheonamides, other coexpression experiments revealed that PoyE, a
SAM-dependent methyltransferase homolog was responsible for the eight
N-methylations of the various asparagines residues (Freeman et al. 2012). Another
enzyme that was functionally verified was the LanM-like dehydratase, PoyF.
Coexpression of the enzyme with poyA and poyD resulted in mass loss of 18 Da at
a threonine in the poyA core that was previously believed to be directly upstream of
the first core residue. This result suggested that the threonine is part of the core and
converted into the unique N-acyl moiety of polytheonamides (Freeman et al. 2012).
It is hypothesized that the dehydrated threonine residue undergoes a remarkable
transformation involving net tert-butylation by four consecutive C-methylations,
with proteolytic cleavage generating the a-keto function by spontaneous enamine
hydrolysis. PoyB and PoyC, two putative C-methyltransferases are thought to be
responsible for this and 13 other C-methylations of five different amino acid resi-
dues. The remaining PTMs are proposed to be carried out by the Fe(II)/
a-ketoglutarate-dependent hydroxylase PoyI, thought to be responsible for the four
b-hydroxylations of two valines and two (N-methyl) asparagine residues.

With the sequencing studies mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the polytheonamide cluster
was localized to the ‘E. factor’ genome, revealing this bacterium as a source of
highly unusual metabolic processes.

3.3 Misakinolide A

The T. swinhoei chemotype WA occurring at Hachijo Jima, Japan, has a distinct
natural product profile compared to the Y chemotype counterpart found at the same
location and discussed in the previous sections. The two groups of bioactive
compounds reported from this sponge are the actin inhibitory polyketide
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misakinolide A (Allingham et al. 2006; Sakai et al. 1986) and theonellamide-type
cytotoxic modified peptides (Fig. 3; Matsunaga et al. 1989), thus more resembling
the Palauan chemotype. From a sample of the sponge, an enriched fraction of
filamentous bacteria bearing resemblance to ‘Entotheonella’ was prepared (Ueoka
et al. 2015). After detecting trans-AT PKS-encoding genes using a nested PCR
protocol with degenerate primers, an initial attempt to construct a fosmid library
from this preparation failed due to DNA instability. Instead, a 350,000 clone library
from total sponge DNA was constructed and screened iteratively resulting in the
isolation of a 99 kb region containing a large trans-AT PKS cluster, termed mis
cluster (Fig. 7).

The mis cluster consists of four large core PKS-encoding genes misC, misD,
misE, and misF and the AT-encoding gene misG. Based on KS phylogeny and
domain architecture, the cluster provided an almost perfect match for misakinolide
with two exceptions. One is an additional module at the terminus of the PKS
assembly line that does not correlate to a further extension in misakinolide, but
present in the structurally similar swinholides from the Palauan chemotype dis-
cussed in Sect. 2. This architecture suggests that the module is a nonfunctional
evolutionary relic derived from a swinholide-like PKS. Upon re-analysis of the
sponge extracts by liquid-chromatography-high resolution mass spectrometry
(LC-HRMS), only misakinolide A was detected. It is therefore likely that the last
module is skipped during biosynthesis. The other exception is the presence of
tetrahydropyran rings in the tail regions of misakinolide which has no counterparts
in the mis gene cluster, suggesting a new ring closure mechanism. Apart from this,
misakinolide also contains a dihydropyran ring in each monomer, the suspected

MisC MisD MisE

MisF (cont.)

MisF

dimerization

misakinolide A

Fig. 7 Biosynthetic model proposed for misakinolide A on the basis of the isolated mis locus.
OMT: O-methyl transferase
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product of the PS domain of MisF. To functionally test this domain, the mis PS
domain was cloned and expressed in E. coli (Ueoka et al. 2015). The purified
enzyme was subsequently incubated with the surrogate open-chain N-acet-
ylcysteamine (SNAC) precursors, resulting in the formation of cyclized products
and verifying the function of the PS. A phylogenic analysis of KR domains which
allows for prediction of OH-bearing stereocentres and double bond geometries was
performed and found to be in agreement with the stereochemistry of misakinolide,
further supporting the identity of the mis cluster.

Surrounding the mis locus, extended regions with genes exhibiting >80%
nucleotide identity with homologs from ‘E. factor’ and ‘E. gemina’ were also
identified. The cluster was unequivocally assigned to ‘Entotheonella’ by amplifying
and sequencing DNA from a single isolated bacterial filament, revealing the mis
cluster on its genome. The genome also contained a 16s rRNA gene with 98.3%
identity to the homolog of ‘E. factor’. This result and average nucleotide identity
(ANI) calculation supported the existence of a new candidate species named
‘Entotheonella serta’. Additionally, the location of misakinolide and ‘E. serta’ fil-
aments within the sponge tissue was also investigated (Ueoka et al. 2015). Using
matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization imaging mass spectrometry
(MALDI-IMS) on thin sections of the misakinolide-containing T. swinhoei WA
sponge, it was found that the distribution of the polyketide is localized to the tissue
zones lining pores, chamber and the exterior. In addition, catalyzed reporter
deposition fluorescence in situ hybridization (CARD-FISH) using ‘Entotheonella’
specific probes showed a distribution of the bacteria at the same locations as that of
the compound, further supporting ‘E. serta’ as the source of misakinolides.

3.4 Calyculins

The polyketide calyculin A was first isolated in 1986 from the sponge Discodermia
calyx as major cytotoxic compound (0.15% wet weight, IC50 in picomolar range)
and subsequently found to be a specific inhibitor of protein phosphatases 1 and 2A
(Ishihara et al. 1989; Kita et al. 2002; Lindvall et al. 1997; Wakimoto et al. 2002).
Its unique structure contains a terminal nitrile, a tetraene, a 5,6-spiroacetal system
and phosphate, oxazole, and dimethylamino moieties. The compound has drawn a
lot of interest amongst synthetic chemists, leading to six total synthetic routes
(Fagerholm et al. 2010). In a retrobiosynthetic approach similar to one used to
isolate the mis locus, a 250,000 clone metagenomic library of D. kiiensis was
screened for the presence of gene sequences corresponding to KS domains of trans-
AT PKSs, A domains and HMGS-like enzymes proposed to be involved in
b-branching (Wakimoto et al. 2014). These efforts resulted in the isolation of a very
large gene cluster, termed cal cluster (Fig. 8), measuring over 150 kb. The cluster
contains 29 KS and 5 A domains making it one of the largest hybrid PKS/NRPS
cluster known to date.
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The starter A domain in CalA is predicted to incorporate serine as the first
building block which is proposed to undergo permethylation by the two methyl-
transferases (MTs) to generate the unusual trimethylseryl starter. The following
PKS and NRPS modules are within the framework for the biosynthesis of calyculin
A. The A domain in CalB is predicted to be specific for glycine, but a possible
inherent flexibility for alanine could explain the occurrence of this residue in
calyculin C. Other features include two ECHs in CalH which in conjunction with an
HMGS could give rise to a b-branch. An unusual calyculin moiety adjacent to the
oxazolylvinyl unit, which seemingly arises from elongation by a C1 rather than a
C2 unit, is suggested to involve oxidative cleavage by a flavin-dependent
monooxygenase (FMO), CalD. This enzyme is proposed to catalyze
a-hydroxylation of a C2-elongated intermediate resulting in a labile a,b-diol
(Fig. 9). This intermediate would then be dehydrated by a succeeding DH domain
on CalE to yield an enol that might tautomerize to the a-ketoester subunit. Chain

calyculin A

enamine
hydrolysisphosphorylation

nitrile formation

CalY CalA CalB CalC CalD CalE

CalF CalG CalH CalI

Fig. 8 Model for the biosynthesis of calyculin A on the basis of the isolated cal locus. OX:
oxidation domain
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shortening would then occur by conversion of the a-ketoester to an anhydride by
Baeyer–Villiger-type oxidation, followed by a Claisen condensation on the ester
carbonyl.

Another noncanonical feature is the presence of five seemingly superfluous
modules present in CalH and CalI. It is proposed that these modules produce a
labile intermediate during the final steps of the biosynthesis before calyculin is
released. Incorporation of alanine by the A domain would be followed by formation
of a double bond by the following PKS module. Shift of this double bond to the
b,c-position by the following DH domain would yield an enamide intermediate.
The enamide functionality, being susceptible to hydrolysis, would be converted to
an amide terminus of the calyculin A precursor. This primary amide is then pro-
posed to be converted into the terminal nitrile following an iminophosphate
intermediate. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of three genes encoding
phosphotransferases (calM, calP, and calQ) in the gene cluster. In vitro functional
analysis with the heterologously expressed calQ led to the identification of an
unexpected new biosynthetic product, phosphocalyculin A, which harbors a
pyrophosphate instead of the monophosphate present in calyculin A. On reexam-
ining the sponge extracts, it was found that the highly labile phosphocalyculin A is
the actual end product of the pathway and rapidly decomposes to calyculin A
(Wakimoto et al. 2014). The cytotoxicity of phosphocalyculin A is 1000 fold less
than that of calyculin A. Assuming that phosphocalyculin A enables the sponge to
avoid self-toxicity, wounding experiments revealed that phosphocalyculin rapidly
undergoes dephosphorylation by an as-yet unidentified phosphatase to yield caly-
culin A in a process known as activated chemical defense.

CalC CalD CalE

Fig. 9 Proposed mechanism for chain shortening during calyculin biosynthesis
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A sponge homogenate analyzed by light microscopy, revealed the presence of
filamentous bacteria similar to ‘Entotheonella’ (Wakimoto et al. 2014). Through
CARD-FISH experiments targeting genes of the cal cluster, the filamentous bac-
terium was identified as the source of the cal locus. Additionally, single filaments
were isolated, and PCRs specific for the cal cluster and for 16S rRNA confirmed
this ‘Entotheonella’ bacterium as the producer of calyculins.

4 Opportunities for Biotechnological Production Systems
for Sponge-Derived Natural Products

As mentioned above, obtaining sufficient quantities of a bioactive sponge com-
pound from the natural resources for clinical testing and ultimate production is
generally challenging to impossible. For promising candidates, synthetic routes for
the often structurally complex substances involve many steps. Furthermore, even if
the bacterial source of the sponge compounds is identified, the symbiotic producers
often tend to be difficult to cultivate. It is therefore imperative to find/develop
alternative strategies that would allow us to produce these active natural products in
reasonable amounts to carry out functional studies and clinical trials. These are
outlined in the following sections.

Heterologous expression of gene clusters responsible for production of desired
natural products is an attractive method to achieve production. To date, only a few
bacterial host strains (E. coli, streptomycetes, myxobacteria, pseudomonads and
bacilli) were used for heterologous expression of multigene bacterial natural pro-
duct gene clusters. The organisms are fast growing, genetically amenable and
possess cellular machinery required for protein production. E. coli has previously
been used to produce the cytotoxic patellamides (Fig. 10a; Donia et al. 2006), a
RiPP produced by cyanobacterial symbionts of the marine tunicate Lissoclinum
patella (Schmidt et al. 2005), yet other successful attempts at expressing marine
invertebrate-derived natural products have not been reported. This is due to the
many challenges that differ from case to case. These include the need to assemble
large gene clusters from multiple genomic regions in case of complex polyketides
and nonribosomal peptides, promoters and regulators are not recognized by the
host, difference of codon usage, and the inability to fold or activate enzymes by the
host. For compounds from ‘Entotheonella’, the distant taxonomic relationship of
the producers to any available culturable host (no member of the candidate phylum
‘Tectomicrobia’ has to date been cultivated), represents a particular challenge. On
the other hand, the fact that ‘Entotheonella’ is the source of a wide range of natural
products from different sponges represents significant opportunities, since expres-
sion systems tailored for genes from these bacteria might be suited to produce many
different compounds. Similarly broad potential could lie in the development of
cultivation methods for ‘Entotheonella’ or other prolific producers in sponges. The
available genomes of sequenced ‘Entotheonella’ variants are unusually large
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(comparable to, e.g., those of streptomycetes) and do not appear to lack critical
genes needed for independent growth. If such cultivation systems can be estab-
lished, they could provide access to a large diversity of sponge natural products.

Another option for the bacterial production of sponge compounds is to identify
structurally identical or similar compounds in free-living, cultivatable bacteria. An
example of a “sponge-like” compound found in bacterial cultures (Fig. 10b) is
jasplakinolide (Crews et al. 1986), also named jaspamide (Zabriskie et al. 1986),
from the sponge Jaspis splendens (Waldmann et al. 2008), which is related to
chondramide D from the myxobacterium Chondromyces crocatus (Kunze et al.
1995). Likewise, the vacuolar ATPase inhibitor salicylihalamide A (Lebreton et al.
2008) from a Haliclona sponge (Erickson et al. 1997) is closely similar to apicu-
laren A from the myxobacterium Chondromyces robustus (Kunze et al. 1998).
A more recent example is the finding that the culturable strain Myxobacterium
virescens DSM 15898 FD produced the bengamide-type polyketide-peptides
(Fig. 10c; Johnson et al. 2012), which were first isolated from the marine sponge
Jaspis cf. coraciae (Quinoa et al. 1986). The bengamides exhibit nanomolar
potency in NCI-60 human tumor cell lines screen, which prompted the development
of an efficient synthetic route (Xu et al. 2003) to yield LAF389 (Kinder et al. 2001;
Thale et al. 2001), leading to phase I clinical trials before further development was
halted due to cardiovascular side effects (Dumez et al. 2007).

While these findings of free-living producers were based on serendipity,
knowledge on the biosynthetic gene cluster of a symbiont natural product can be

jasplakinolide chondramide D

(a) (b)

bengamide E

patellamide A

apicularen A

salicylihalamide A

luminaolide B

(c) (d)

Fig. 10 a Structure of patellamide A. b Comparison of structurally similar sponge and bacterial
compounds. c Structure of bengamide E. d Structure of luminaolide B
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used to detect homologous clusters in other bacteria to identify producers. An
example of this strategy is use of information on the onnamide- and pederin-type
gene clusters for the discovery of the related compound nosperin (Kampa et al.
2013). In this study, an onnamide-type PKS cluster was found in the metagenome
of the lichen P. membranacea. After identifying the producer Nostoc sp., a
cyanobacterial symbiont of the lichen and cultivation of this bacterium, the cyto-
toxic nosperin was isolated from its cultures. In a similar manner, after the dis-
covery of the misakinolide gene cluster, an architecturally related PKS cluster was
detected in the free-living cyanobacterium Planktothrix paucivesiculata PCC 9631
(Ueoka et al. 2015). Structural predictions based on KS phylogeny suggested that
the cluster is responsible for the production of the misakinolide-like compound
luminaolide, a compound previously isolated from a coralline macroalga (Kitamura
et al. 2009). This prediction resulted in isolation of a new luminaolide congener,
luminaolide B (Fig. 10d). Even though bacterial compounds bearing structural
similarity to sponge-derived natural products are found, it is noteworthy that these
sponge substances are not more widespread in free-living bacteria, perhaps sug-
gesting ecological functions that are particularly beneficial in sponge-bacterial
interactions. However, as more bacterial genomes from diverse sources are
becoming sequenced, it is expected that incidences of “sponge-type” gene clusters
among culturable prokaryotes will increase. Through genome mining and structure
prediction analysis, promising candidates could be cherry picked from large pools
to find more sponge-derived NPs.
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